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Preface 

This volume seeks to provide guidance for political science scholars who use 

interviews as part of their research efforts. Although graduate programs in the 
discipline often provide rigorous training in econometric and formal method

ologies, as well as instruction in general consideratioqs related to research design 
and hypothesis testing, interview-based research receives little focused attention. 

Rather, interview methods are one of many topics covered in political science 

courses on qualitative research; or those interested in using interviews take 
courses in anthropology, geography, sociology, or other disciplines outside politi

cal science. 
The lack of attention to interviews is particularly striking in light of the 

long tradition, especially in the comparative politics subfield, of field-intensive 

research. Although long periods at a single field site have increasingly been 
replaced with multi-site projects or with mixed-methods research designs, a 

significant proportion of graduate students and faculty in political science con
tinues to use interviews as a means of gathering empirical evidence. The recent 

availability of "big data," the rising prominence of laboratory and field experi
ments, and the availability of archival materials in digitized form do not elimi

nate the need to speak directly with individual actors (whether elites or "ordi
nary" citizens). Indeed, for many questions, interviews remain the only means 

of identifying or confirming the causal mechanisms that generate the outcomes 

we observe. 
We therefore aim to fill a gap in the methodological literature by addressing 

various components of interview-based research. This volume results from a 
conference on the use of interview research in political science, held in January 

2010 at Duke University. The meeting aimed to bring together political scientists 
with a variety of substantive interests, from across subfields and from somewhat 

different epistemological orientations. This diyersity allowed for a rich conversa
tion; while it means that the authors are not always in agreement with one an

other, it also means that we collectively represent a range of views in contempo

rary political science. 
The conference was funded by the Duke University Center for International 

Studies (DUCIS), as well as by the Christopher H. Browne Center for Interna
tional Studies at the University of Pennsylvania. Indeed, it was Edward Mans

field, the director of the Browne Center, who first encouraged me to bring 
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together political scientists working with interview data: as I complained over 

dinner that we did not do a very good job in training graduate stUdents to use 

interviews, Ed challenged me to do something about it. Even better, he offered to 

supply a significant portion of the funds to support such a project. I am very 

thankful for the financial support that he, via the Browne Center, provided, and 

for his repeated encouragement for this project. 

The leadership and staff of DUCIS were similarly enthusiastic and helpful: 

their director, Rob Sikorski, was keen to support work on qualitative methods 

Within political science. DUCTS provided not only significant financial support, 

but also organizational assistance, ranging from the conference website to ar

ranging meals and lodging. Dan Smith deserves special thanks for his work on 

this, eSpecially as it ultimately involved, on the first evening of the conference, 

six inches of snow-an amount that, in central North Carolina, was more than 

sufficient to close the university and most local businesses. To that end, the con

ference participants also had to endure a bit of discomfort, as well as a long walk 

in the snow for dinner. Their good humor on that occasion, and throughout the 

process of revising the book, has made this volume an easy one to edit. 

The book also has been improved by comments at various stages of the process

from the other chapter authors, from conference discussants, and from anony

mous reviewers. Our discussants include Sarah Bermea, Julia Lynch (whose 

discussant comments evolved into a stand-alone chapter), Cecilia Martinez

Gallardo, and jason Roberts. Roger Haydon, at Cornell University Press, was 

particularly helpful as I revised the introductory chapter; Tim Blithe also offered 

many helpful comments. More generally, Roger Haydon was very supportive of 

this endeavor, and I appreciate his efforts throughout the publication process. 

Finally, I appreciate the interest of my own graduate advisers (Bob Keohane, 

Peter Lange, and Beth Simmons) in the use of multiple research methods. They 

never questioned the value of interviewing financial market participants regard

ing how they made asset allocation decisions; rather, they convinced me that 

such work was essential to identifying the causal mechanisms that stood at the 

heart of financial market -government relations. 
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Introduction 

"JUST TALK TO PEOPLE"? 
INTERVIEWS IN CONTEMPORARY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 

Layna Mosley 

In December 1996, I was preparing to begin my dissertation research in earnest. I 

had received a fellowship to conduct research abroad, and I was excited to finally 

"do" political science. My proposed project involved identifying the ways in 

which financial market participants considered government policies and political 

institutions as part of their investment decisions. I had fulfilled my course re

quirements, defended my dissertation prospectus, and arranged for housing in 

London. I had even set up a few initial meetings with professional investors there, 

so that I could use my time in the field efficiently. But beyond making those first 

appointments, I had little idea how to identify and select interview subjects, how 

to interview someone, how much interview material to gather, or what to do with 

my interview material once I had it. Worried that I might confess too inuch in 

terms of my ignorance, but also concerned that I use my fellowship funding wisely, 

I broached the subject with one of my dissertation committee members. 

His advice to me? "Just talk to people." When I pressed the issue, he explained 

that, once I had met a few professional investors, academics, and journalists, 

they would be able to recommend others to me, and I could tal<e it from there. 

And he suggested that, through these initial meetings, I also would figure out how 

to ask the right questions, as well as how to conduct a meeting, take notes, and 

sift through the information. To an extent, this was all good advice: my mentor 

had done his share of time in the field, and he was right that interviewing involves 

a good deal oflearning by doing. 
But, in another way, his advice revealed what continues to be a gaping hole in 

many political science graduate programs-and the hole that this volume begins 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

to fill. Students who want to employ regression analysis are not advised to "see 

what variables you can find" or to "estimate a few models and see how it goes." 

Rather, they are required to take at least one, and usually several, graduate courses 

in econometrics and statistical analysis. They are encouraged to think seriously 

about how to operationalize variables of theoretical interest, and how to evaluate 

which family of models will best estimate the statistical relationships about which 

they hypothesize. Similarly, students who want to use formal methods of analysis 

find themselves in graduate courses in positive political theory, game theory, and 

bargaining, where the careful, ex ante specification of assumptions and utilities 

is de rigueur. 

Given the lack of formal training in interview methods~ some graduate stu

dents may believe that interview-based research is less important and less useful 

as a method. But nothing could be further from the truth: interviews are an im

portant, and often an essential tool for making sense of political phenomena. 

Interviews allow scholars to interact directly with the individuals, or some of the 

individuals, who populate our theoretical models. For those political scientists who 

think about social outcomes in terms of microfoundations-in terms of the beliefs, 

incentives, and behaviors of individuals-interviews can directly and deeply assess 

the roots of individual actions and attitudes. Such interviews can provide a basis for 

constructing more-general theories, or they can be used for testing the accuracy of 

theories; in both cases, interviews reveal causal mechanisms-why do activists fo

cus on some human rights issues but not on others, or how do legislators allocate 

their time and effort across policy issues? 

Interviews were an essential component of my dissertation research, and of 

my subsequent book (Mosley 2003a): I was interested in the relationship between 

private investors, especially in sovereign debt {government bonds) and govern

ment policyrnaking. I wondered whether, as many observers claimed in the 1990s, 

the need to access international capital markets created a "golden straitjacket" or 

necessitated a "race to the bottom" for government policies. Did portfolio market 

(stock and bond) investors demand that governments eschew active labor-market 

policies or public investments in education and welfare? Did these investors treat 

left-leaning governments more harshly than right-leaning governments, pres

suring them for Mitterrand-style policy U-turns and market-friendly structural 

adjustments? Or did these investors care only that governments maintained low 

rates of inflation and small fiscal deficits, leaving the details of how governments 

achieved such outcomes to political authorities? 

For scholars interested in the extent to which investors affect government 

policies, the most frequently used empirical approach is a statistical one. In a 

cross-national, time series context, what sorts of government policy outcomes 

and government characteristics are significantly associated with the interest rates 
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paid by sovereign borrowers? To what extent do sovereign credit ratings vary as 

a result of governments' fiscal, monetary, social, and tax policies? While a large-n 

approach to the government-financial market relationship has many merits, in

cluding the capacity to identify general patterns over time and across countries, it 

leaves much to be desired. 
Most important, of course, is that correlation does not necessarily mean 

causation. If we want to know about the conditions under which government 

policies change investors' behavior, statistical relationships are a good starting 

point, but they do not rule out alternative relationships that would generate the 

same statistical patterns. To draw a line more directly from cause to effect, we need 

better evidence about how investors make asset allocation decisions: we need to 

ask them how they evaluate sovereign borrowers, as well as how these evaluations 

might change over time (in boom periods versus bust periods), and how they 

might vary across countries (for example, between developed and developing 

nations, or between Economic and Monetary Union [EMU] and non-EMU mem

ber states). Moreover, if we are ultimately interested in how these market behav

iors contribute to governments' policy choices-whether they avoid certain 

policies for fear of capital market punishment-we need to ask government offi

cials what motivated their policy decisions. How much attention did they pay to 

bond markets, versus to domestic constituents? 
My interviews, of financial market participants in Frankfurt and London, and 

of government officials in various European capitals, gave me just these sorts of 

insights. They allowed me to theorize more accurately about the conditions un

der which financial market influence on government policymaking was weaker 

or stronger, as well as the circumstances under which financial markets influ

enced a broad, versus a narrow, Set of government policy outcomes. In my case, 

interviews became part of a multi-method research strategy, which also included 

statistical analyses, surveys of professional investors, and archival research at in

vestment banks. 
But it was the interviews, coupled with previous literature, that provided 

the strongest foundations for my project. Moreover, where quantitative data were 

not of very high quality (as was true with some developing nations), and where 

the concepts in which I was interested were not easily transformed into a quantita

tive indicator (for instance, the mix of government micro-level policies that deal 

with infrastructure, taxation, and labor markets), interviews were the primary 

source of data on which I relied. And when I surveyed a broader set of profes

sional investors, as a means of expanding the external validity of my work, inter

views were invaluable: the interviews had suggested not only what factors I should 

ask about, but also how I should frame and phrase my questions. Indeed, when 

I applied for academic jobs and when I sought to publish the resulting book 
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manuscript, it was the interviews that captured readers' attention-the fact that 

I had not only hypothesized about, but actually investigated, investors' and gov

ernment officials' motivations was what distinguished my work. It was not only 

that the interviews provided many interesting vignettes to use in presentations 

or as epigraphs to articles and book chapters; rather, it was that the interviews 

were a direct window into identifying cause and effect. 

Despite the contribution of interviews to research on global capital markets, 

I am certain that I could have used interviews more effectively. Much of what I 

did during my initial time in the field was learning by doing, with an expected 

amount of trial (and even more error). This reflected, in many ways, the attitude 

toward interviews that prevailed in graduate programs in political science in the 

1990s. While there has been some movement to thinking more systematically 

about the general use of qualitative methods within political science (e.g., Ger

ring 2007, 2012; Mahoney 2009; Wood 2007), there are still few graduate courses 

focused on using interview methods. Rather, «qualitative methods" courses tend 

to cover a broad spectrum of methods, ranging from case studies to archival 

analysis to field experiments. But "qualitative methods" is a broad category, en

compassing everything from interviews and process tracing to archival field

work and ethnography. These methods often are quite different from one an

other (also see Schatz 2009b). At the same time, scholars in other fields-such as 

anthropology, economic and social geography, and sociology-have long used 

interview-based research designs. While the guidance they provide certainly is 

useful (e.g., Gubrium and Holstein 2002; Rubin and Rubin 2005), it does not 

address many of the features and issues specific to political science research. 1 

The purpose of this volume, therefore, is to encourage scholars from all sub

fields of political science to use interviews in their research, and to provide them 

with a set of lessons and tools for doing so. Many research projects in political 

science lend themselves to interview-based methods, either as the primary em

pirical strategy, or as one of several empirical tools. By providing potential users 

of interviews with guidance related to designing interview-based research, im

plementing interview projects, and analyzing data generated by interviews, we 

hope that students of political science will increasingly embrace interview-based 
methods. 

In the remainder of this introductory chapter, I describe the use of interviews 

within political science. I begin with a discussion of the qualities of interviews 

that are typically used within the discipline. Next, I explore how one's episte

mological orientation-broadly, where one falls on the interpretivist-positivist 

continuum-colors one's approach to and use of interviews. I note that this 

book's approach reflects that of the contemporary political science profession: 

its orientation is largely positivist, but with some diversity across scholars, and 
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with the recognition that not all work fits neatly into the interpretivist or the posi

tivist camp. I then discuss four challenges faced by political science interviewers

ethics, sampling, ;alidity, and reliability. The contributors to this volume discuss 

each of these challenges, and sometimes reach differing conclusions regarding how 

best to address them. My purpose in this introduction is to offer a sense of the 

trade-offs that scholars face when using interviews as a research method. The con

text in which one uses interviews, and the purposes for which interviews are used, 

will determine the exact choices that one makes regarding how best to address 

each challenge. 

Interviews as a Distinct 
Research Method 
This volume focuses on in-person interviews, involving both elite and non-elite 

informants.2 We consider the use of interviews across the subfields of contempo

rary political science. Our primary focus is on one-on-one interviews, normally 

conducted in person (rather than via phone, Skype, e-mail, or online chat). The 

contributors to this book have used interviews in a wide range of field settings 

and with a variety of aims. For example, Mary Gallagher describes her interviews 

with clients of a legal aid office in Shanghai, while Beth Leech and her coauthors 

discuss the techniques used to interview lobbying organizations in Washington, 

DC. Melani Cammett's informants are potential recipients of social services in 

Lebanon, as well as business leaders and government officials inVolved with trade 

policy in Morocco and Tunisia. Lee Ann Fujii conducts interviews on war-related 

violence in Bosnia-Herzegovina ·and Rwanda, while Cathie Jo Martin has met 

with executives of firms in Britain and Denmark, in order to assess their prefer

ences over various welfare state policies. Reuel Rogers employs interviews with 

new minority populations in the United States, with an eye to evaluating how 

well concepts used to explain political behavior among African Americans can 

be applied to other groups. 
What unites this diverse set of scholars and research projects is a belief that 

interviews are an important and distinct means of understanding contempo

rary political actions and outcomes. Interviews can serve to identify causal 

mechanisms that are not evident in other forms of data: for instance, Gallagher's 

(chapter 9) interviews oflegal aid recipients in China allowed her to understand 

the conditions under which interviewees us~d state apparatuses to resolve work

place disputes; the interviews suggested, in a way that surveys could not, that 

earlier political socialization was a key influence on how individuals viewed 

and addressed workplace disputes. Or interviews may serve as the central 
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source of data, particularly in situations involving civil conflict or human rights 

violations-as both Fujii and William Re~o describe. Or interviews can be used 
to generate data that are later employed in statistical analyses, as Matthew Beck

mann and Richard Hall (chapter 10) do by querying congressional staffs about 
the way in which members of Congress work on specific issues. More generally, 

the contributors to this volume employ interviews for a variety of purposes, includ

ing theory building, survey design and interpretation, and hypothesis testing. Some 
contributors use interviews as the only means of testing causal claims, while others 

employ interviews as one component of a mixed-method research strategy 
(Laitin 2003). 

In addition to using interviews for a variety of purposes, scholars also use a 
range of terms to refer to the individuals they interview. These terms include «sub

jects" (a term that has fallen out of scholarly usage but is still favored by many 

institutional review boards), "participants," "interviewees," "respondents,)) "inter
locutors," and "informants." Some terms, such as "informants," are less widely 

used today than they were a generation ago. Others, including "interlocutors," are 

more commonly used by scholars with a more interpretivist perspective (see part 
2); positivist scholars may be more inclined to "participants" or "interviewees." 

"Respondents" is sometimes the chosen terminology for those who also employ 
survey methods. Our varied usage throughout this volume reflects the diverse usage 

in the discipline and the varying epistemological as well as methodological orien
tations of the volume's contributors. 

Although interviews often are used in conjunction with other forms of empiri
cal evidence, such as surveys, they are a distinct empirical tool. Compared with 

surveys, interviews usually involve a (much) smaller sample of participants. But 

interviews also allow the researcher to gather a much deeper set of responses: she 
can ask questions that allow for open-ended responses; if these responses gener
ate additional queries, the researcher can ask these as follow-ups, probing more 

deeply into the actions and attitudes of respondents. Such follow-up questions 

can be particularly enlightening when the respondent appears to hold contradic
toryviews, or when the phenomenon of interest is multifaceted. Length and cost 
considerations, as well as problems of nonresponse to certain types of questions, 

usually make such actions impossible in the context of a survey. Along these lines, 
Rogers (chapter 12) uses interviews both as follow-ups to surveys and as tools 

for ascertaining whether concepts developed and deployed in previous survey 
research can be used when surveying different populations. 

Relative to an individual survey response, a single interview can generate 
more points of inferential leverage. The interviewer may be able to use a single 

in-depth interview-for example, of a pivotal figure in a policy decision-to as
sess a range of observable implications that stem from his theoretical frame-
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work. A single interview also can provide information about actions taken or 

attitudes held by others-the interviewee's neighbors, colleagues, superiors, or 
subordinates. And perhaps most important, the interviewer usually has more 

metadata at her disposal than does the survey researcher (assuming that the sur

vey researcher does not administer each survey herself). An interview researcher 
knows not only what a respondent says, but also how the respondent behaved 

during the interview, whether the respondent hesitated in answering some ques
tions more than others, and the context in which the interview took place. This 

meta data facilitates more-accurate use and interpretation of interview data, in a 

way that often is not possible for survey responses or other quantitative indica
tors.' Indeed, Erik Bleich and Robert Pekkanen's (chapter 4) interview methods 

appendix serves to provide access to such metadata not only to the interviewer, 

but to subsequent users of interview-based information. 
The individual interview also differs from focus groups, which usually in

volve one researcher and multiple informants. Focus groups typically progress 
in a semi-structured fashion, with the interviewer posing initial questions and 

then allowing participants some involvement in directing the discussion. Focus 
groups allow access to a larger set of individuals, but they also may present logis

tical as well as methodological difficulties (also see Hertel, Singer, and Van Colt 
2009). The tone and content of the focus group exchange may be driven by the 

views and personalities of participants, so that one strongly opinionated indi
vidual could dominate the discussion. Moreover, if focus group participants 

worry about social sanctioning or peer pressure, they may be less forthcoming

and more worried about guarantees of confidentiality. Although focus groups 
can be useful in some research settings and for some research questions, this 

book concentrates on one-on-one interview methods.4 

Political scientists who use one-on-one interviews tend to do so in a face-to

face, in-person setting, rather than via phone, e-mail, or video chat. These other 
modes of communication have long facilitated the fieldwork process, allowing 

scholars to establish contacts, arrange meetings, and share informed-consent 
documents prior to arrival at the research site. The rise of new, affordable com

munication technologies, such as voice over Internet (VoiP) and Skype, now 
makes it more feasible to conduct the interview itself from a different physical 

location. This strategy may be particularly appealing when the researcher faces 

cost or time constraints. 
The difficulties associated with virtual interviews, however, result in a con

tinuing bias in favor of face-to-face interactions. First, virtual interviews lack 

much of the contextual information that can be important to interpreting inter
view data. The researcher gains an understanding of how to interpret data from 

observing the respondent's situation, which could range from the demeanor of 
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office staff to the social environment in a village or on a reservation. Related, 

virtual forms of exchange may limit the presence of interviewer effects, gener

ated when the researcher's personal characteristics influence the type of informa

tion gathered. Tills could be either a help or a hindrance to the research process. 

Second, it is more difficult for the researcher to establish rapport with the 
subject from afar, and this can limit the depth and accuracy of the information 

offered. Third, the ethical considerations that arise during in-person inter

views certainly are present for those conducted electronically. In some ways, 
the risk to an informant may be greater if her responses are recorded and can be 

forwarded (as in an e-mail exchange), or if there is a possibility that her phone 
or Internet connection is not secure. Given these considerations, political sci

entists continue to rely largely on in-person interactions; when virtual modes 

are employed, they can be most useful in the context of an initial interaction (a 
preview of an in-person interview), or a follow-up interview (for which con

text and rapport have been established already). This distinguishes political 
scientists from journalists, who routinely rely on virtual means of communi

cation for interacting with informants. For journalists, the practical demands 
of much shorter time-horizons increase the appeal of new technologies. For 

political scientists, new technologies sometimes are useful, but they come with 
some important drawbacks. While we certainly recommend attention to ethi

cal and research design issues when nontraditional modes of interviewing are 
employed, we retain a focus on fieldwork that generally involves travel to the 
research site. 

Furthermore, changes in technology may reinforce the importance of inter
views to answering research questions. Technology renders many other types of 

evidence, such as transcripts of hearings or records of campaign contributions, 
more easily available. Yet this increased transparency also may lead those in

volved in the political process to move their activities out of the limelight. For 
instance, in their discussion of legislative politics, Beckmann and Hall argue that 

interviews have been rendered more important as a research tool by the increase 
in information availability that is a hallmark of the Web 2.0 era. As records of 

formal legislative activity have become more readily available to journalists and 
the public, legislators and their aides have moved more of their efforts behind the 

scenes. Interviews may be the only means of gathering data on the informal be
haviors that lead to political outcomes. Technological change notwithstanding, 

then, "talking to people" remains a central means of producing outstanding and 
innovative political science scholarship. 
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The Political Scientist as Interviewer 
The unique features of interviews offer many opportunities to political scientists, 

but they also require that we carefully address certain issues. Interviews are used 

in a wide variety of fields, including public health, sociology, economic and social 
geography, psychology, history, and anthropology. Indeed, in the absence of re

search method guidance that is specific to political science, graduate students and 
faculty often rely on advice based in other academic disciplines. But the features 

of political science interviewing-both in terms of the epistemological orienta

tion of the discipline and the interviewer's relationship to interviewees-combine 
to create specific considerations for scholars of political science. I discuss these 

two issues in turn. 

Epistemological Considerations 
One can classify scholars of political science along an epistemological contin

uum that ranges from positivist to interpretivist. The positivist ;view acknowl
edges that while the subjects of social science research are perhaps messier than 

those of natural science research, the social researcher should aim to identify 

patterns of cause and effect (Steinmetz 2005). Based on these patterns and on 
theoretical reasoning, the researcher should develop falsifiable hypotheses and 

test these hypotheses empirically. While admitting the possibility of some slip
page between theoretical concepts and their empirical operationalization, a pos

itivist orientation assumes that qualitative-as well as quantitative-methods 

can facilitate the discovery of truths. 
An interpretivist viewpoint, On the ~ther hand, treats the world as socially 

made; knowledge is impossible to separate from historical context and power 

relationships. While some interpretivist social scientists aim to make generaliza
tions or to generate causal explanations (Wedeen 2010), many focus instead on 

causal understanding-on developing knowledge about how subjects understand 
their own actions and circumstances, and on how this understanding is condi

tioned by power and social relations. When interpretivist scholars employ eth

nographic methods (as many do), they are sensitive to the difficulty of separating 
the collection and processing of interview data from the individual researcher's 

circumstances and knowledge. Indeed, political ethnography-while itself en
compassing a diverse set of approaches and subjects-is marked by the use of 

participant-observation, an attempt to un~erstand interactions from the per
spective of an insider, and a desire to develop a "sensibility" about the context in 

which one is immersed (Schatz 2009b). Kuhn (1970, 113) also advances such a 
claim: "what a man sees depends upon both what he looks at (observations) 
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and also upon what his previous visual-conceptual experience has taught him 
to see.''5 

Those who work from a largely positivist tradition treat interviews as a 

means of generating objective knowledge, either to generate or test falsifiable 
hypotheses. For these scholars, interviews serve to identify the causal processes 

that generate specific outcomes, and-when used for theory testing rather than 
for theory development-to allow one to differentiate between alternative hy

potheses. Although positivist scholars are sensitive to the existence of "interviewer 

effects"-in that their individual characteristics, and how these are perceived by 

their interviewees, may influence the information that is provided-their focus 

is more on interview data as a product, often collected over a relatively short pe
riod of time. 

Scholars operating from an interpretivist stance-currently more common 

in anthropology or social geography, but also represented by some contributions 

to this volume
6
-doubt the extent to which a purely objective social science is 

possible. Therefore, while these scholars may employ interviews in service of 

broad social science aims (including testing falsifiable claims), they highlight the 

need for attention not only to information itself, but also to how, and by whom, 

the information is generated and gathered. The researcher brings subjective ele
ments to the knowledge-gathering process; these are an asset to the research pro

cess, but they make truth claims impossible to achieve. Interpretivists tend to see 
interviews as a process, rather than a product: they ask how interviewees them .. 
selves make sense of the world, and why the interview data take the form that 

they do. Seen this way, interviews are a useful way for an individual researcher to 

develop knowledge regarding a certain community or issue; but replication of 
this knowledge by others may be difficult, and interview-based knowledge may 
not offer definitive tests of a given set of propositions. 7 

The discipline of political science currently is centered at the positivist end of 

the spectrum; this is particularly true for research-oriented universities in the 
United States. The content of this volume, in terms of the balance between 
positivist-oriented and interpretivist-oriented approaches, mirrors the current 

state of the discipline.' Although there are many scholars who would place them

selves in the middle of the continuum or at the interpretivist end of the spec
trum, and some scholars whose placement on the continuum shifts over the 

course of their careers, much of the profession remains centered on positivism. 
Given that the main objective of this volume is to help scholars in political sci

ence use interviews systematically and well, many of the contnbutors approach 
interviews from a positivist perspective. Such a perspective also allows us to 

achieve another objective, which is to complement the vast array of extant work 

on interviews from an interpretivist or ethnographic perspective.9 Indeed, despite 
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the fact that mixed methodologies are encouraged in most graduate programs, 
there is very little formal training available for those who want to deploy mixed

method approaches. This volume fills part of this gap by illustrating how inter

view techniques connect to positivist political science, and how they can be used 
(and are being used) by political science scholars. 

Often, rather than living or working among interview participants, as would 

an ethnographer or participant-observer, political science graduate students 
choose to include two or three case studies in their dissertations, spending a few 

months-or even just several weeks-at each research site. Or a faculty member 
might conduct interviews with policymakers during a semester-long research fel

lowship, aiming to speak with forty or fifty interview subjects during that time 

frame. The information gathered from such interviews could offer greater exter
nal validity than a longer-lasting, more narrowly defined ethnography. But such 

interview data has its limitations: it does not allow for immersion, nor for the 
"insider" perspective that is a hallmark of ethnographic approaches (see Schatz 

2009b ). This challenge to the internal validity of political science interview data 

renders the appropriate design of interview studies-asking the right questions of 
the right people-particularly important. I return to these challenges in part 3. 

Two qualifications to the generally positivist perspective of this volume are 
in order. First, the dividing line between positivist and interpretivist approaches 

in political science is sometimes blurred. Researchers may be simultaneously 
thinking about how to address sources of bias in interviews (something more in 

a positivist tradition) and also about why interview subjects answer questions 
in the ways that they do. Moreover, an individual scholar's placement on the 

interpretivist-positivist continuum is not necessarily fixed: it may vary with the 
particular research project being 'Undertaken. Within this volume, some contrib

utors represent approaches that are self-consciously interpretivist; for instance, 
Lauren MacLean (chapter 3) and Lee Ann Fujii (chapter 7) are centrally concerned 

with positionality and power relationships. Other contributors, including Bleich 

and Pekkanen, Gallagher, and Martin, work in a positivist manner, but with an 

awareness that converting interview transcripts and answers into more discrete 

concepts and categories always involves some type of interpretive work Through
out this volume, therefore, we highlight the areas of overlap between interpretivist 

and positivist interview research. 
Second, our volume offers many lessons that are useful to all political scien

tists who use interviews. For instance, we discuss how to navigate the IRB pro
cess, whether and how to use an interpreter,_ or how to report a sufficient amount 

of information about one's interview study. Such practical matters confront all 
researchers who use interviews, regardless of subject matter or epistemological 

outlook Our volume intends to underscore the similarities across, as well as the 
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differences between, broad approaches to knowledge. We acknowledge that 

interview studies can be used to address a range of substantive questions at a 
variety of stages in the research process, and as the core empirical tool or as one 

part of a mixed-method approach. While we certainly are aware of broader de

bates regarding research design within the field, 10 our volume is intended to appeal 
to a wide audience within the discipline. 

Identity and Interview Effects 
Scholars from across the epistemological spectrum recognize that their individ

ual traits can affect the interview research process. A young woman conducting 

interviews with (almost entirely male) investment bankers may find the gender 

dynamics that prevail in the financial industry more generally (McDowelll997) 

also color the interview process. A scholar who is perceived as an "expert," given 

his university affiliation, age, or class, may receive a different set of answers from 

one who is viewed as naive or uninformed. And a scholar who is assumed to hold 

certain political views may have difficulty gaining access to some communities: 

Woliver (2002) notes, for instance, that she faced greater hurdles in attempting 

to interview pro-life activists (as compared with pro-choice activists), because 
they often assumed that she did not agree with their views. 

Scholars working in the positivist tradition usually label these as "interviewer 

effects"; they are important to the analysis and interpretation of interview data, 

because they may affect the (non)response to individual interview questions, 

as well as the tone and amount of information given in response to questions. 

Within the interpretivist tradition, these considerations closely relate to the con

cept of"positionality," which refers to the researcher's awareness of her position 

in the world relative to her informants (Ortbals and Rincker 2009a). 11 Inter

viewees and potential interviewees use various social, physical, linguistic, and 

cultural markers {ranging from eating habits and dress to accent and hair type) 

to make sense of a given researcher. Many of these features may be obvious to 

informants, while others, such as religion, sexual orientation, or previous research 

site experiences, may not. And informants may ascribe incorrectly certain quali

ties to a researcher, especially at the stage of arranging interviews (assuming, for 

instance, that American scholars conducting research in southern Africa will be 
white; see Henderson 2009). 

Whether scholars think about this phenomenon as "interview effects" or as 

"positionality," it is quite possible that different researchers using very similar re

search designs will wind up with different sets of interview data. Part of this differ

ence could stem from variation in access (which makes providing information 

about how the sample was conducted important; see chapter 4); another portion 
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of this variation would be due to differences in information provided during the 

actual interview process. Yet another piece of the variation comes at the interpre

tation stage: how a scholar understands evidence from an interview may depend 

on her own experiences and worldview (see, for instance, chapter 3). 

Scholars vary in their concerns about the extent to which interviewer effects 

or positionality affects the nature of the evidence gathered in interviews. For the 

strictest of interpretivists, positionality cannot be overcome: it should be ac

knowledged and studied, but it is unavoidable that interview data (and all data) 

are somewhat subjective and contextual. A different researcher--one who is 

older, male, and African American, for instance-may well receive different re

sponses to his questions and understand the same responses in a different way. 

Positivist scholars often acknowledge interviewer effects (see chapters 9 and 5, 

for example), but they are not viewed as limiting the objective knowledge that 

can be gleaned from interviews; rather, positivists view interview effects more as 

a source of (quantifiable) bias or measurement error (also see the discussion of 

reliability in part 3). MacLean (chapter 3) approaches this issue from an interpre

tivist point of view: she traces work on the topic in other disciplines, paying partic

ular attention to how positionality relates to the power of the interviewer vis-il-vis 

the interview subjects. She suggests that a more collaborative relationship between 

the researcher and her interlocutors not only improves the researcher's access, 

but also can enhance the theoretical quality of the work itself. 

Related to interviewer effects and positionality are concerns about access. In 

some situations, a researcher's individual qualities improve his access: local poli

ticians may be more willing to share their views with a foreigner affiliated with a 

major research university than with a local scholar. Or a woman may be more 

willing to speak with another wotnan, than with a male researcher, about the use 

of sexual violence in the context of civil wars. Conversely, in male-dominated 

societies, young women may have difficulty gaining access to, or gathering 

sufficient information from, older male political leaders. In politically closed 

societies, informants may worry that U.S.-based researchers are, in fact, spies 

(Reinhardt 2009). 

In chapter 6, Cammett explores how, in conducting research in Lebanon 

as well as elsewhere in the Middle East, her outsider status limits her capacity 

to effectively carry out interview-based work. Cammett offers the strategy of 

"matched, proxy" interviewing to address these limitations. With this technique, 

the researcher relies on carefully trained local proxies to carry out interviews. The 

proxies are matched with the respondents according to various features (including 

religion, sect, age, and socioeconomic status), with the notion being that respon

dents will be more forthcoming when speaking with someone who appears more 

similar. In describing her work on the provision of social services in Lebanon, 
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Cammett details the recruitment, training, and supervision of hired interviewers. 
And she considers the tradeoff between community access (where hired inter

viewers should look most like the intended interview subjects) and research skills 
(where hired interviewers should have training in social science methodologies, 

but might be of a higher socioeconomic class than their interviewees). Similarly, 

Fujii's (chapter 7) advocacy of using an interpreter to carry out interviews is 
based, in large part, on considerations related to the researcher's identity com
pared with those of her interlocutors. 

Note, however, that not all contributors to this volume view differences be
tween the researcher and her interviewees as impediments to access. MacLean, 
for example, suggests that outsider status and social differences smoothed her 

access to village residents in Ghana and C6te d'Ivoire. Similarly, some contribu

tors to the Ortbals and Rincker (2009b) symposium suggest that outsider status 
can facilitate the research process. 

Challenges: Ethics, Sampling, Validity, 
and Reliability 
This discussion of access, as it relates to identity and interviewer effects, exempli

fies some of the challenges associated with conducting interview research. While 

this volume aims to encourage the use of interviews in a wide array of political 
science research, we are very aware of the challenges associated with interview 
evidence. These involve not only the practical elements of gaining access to inter

view subjects, but also the theoretical elements of sampling the right set of re
spondents, convincing others of the reliability and validity of interview data, and 

ensuring that research is conducted ethically. Addressing these challenges allows 
one to reap the benefits of interviews, which often are-alone or in combination 

with other research methods-an incredibly useful means of measuring key 

variables and assessing central causal connections. In this section, I discuss four 
challenges facing interview researchers: ethics, sampling, validity, and reliability. 

Ethics 

Social scientists routinely confront ethical issues in the course of designing and 

conducting research. General standards of ethical research dictate that scholars 
do not harm participants in a given study (Woliver 2002). 12 If a study provides 

direct benefits to participants-for instance, a medication that can stop the 

growth of cancerous tumors, or a more successful early intervention for children 
with autism-then exposing them to some degree of risk (such as side effects 
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from medication) may be ethically acceptable. But where research provides little 
in the way of direct benefit to participants-as is usually the case with social 

scientific studies-then the risks to participants also must be minimized. 
Although one could argue that many political science research projects do 

not expose participants to significant levels of individual risk, it would be a mis

take to assume that ethical considerations are absent from the interview process. 
In extreme cases (for instance, comments against a repressive political regime), 

breaches of an interviewee's confidentiality or anonymity could lead to impris
onment or violence. In other instances, interview participants may find that the 

interview leads them to discuss traumatic individual or collective experiences, 

such as sexual violence or civil war. More routinely, the disclosure by researchers 
of interview data with identifying information intact could have negative pro

fessional or social consequences. One scholar's breach of professional ethics also 

can diminish the willingness of participants to participate in future studies, 
harming the broader research enterprise. 

Minimal risk to participants is not only what-professional ethics demands; it 
also is required by university IRBs, which authorize research involving human 

subjects. For participants in interview studies, risk often relates to concerns 
about confidentiality. Interviews are generally aimed at collecting information 

that is specific to an individual or a class of respondents: the researcher wants to 
know how a policymaker came to a decision about a given issue, or how a rebel 

fighter decided whether to join a local insurgent group, or how connected an 
individual of Afro-Caribbean descent feels with others who share her ethnic 

identity. While the interviewer certainly can use the "people like you" phrase to 
depersonalize the interview, 13 the fact remains that the interview subject is being 

asked to provide information that' may be private and sensitive. These concerns 

are particularly acute when the behaviors in question include illicit behavior, 
such as the payment of bribes or the participation in insurgent movements. 14 

In chapter 2, Sarah Brooks investigates the role of ethics in the interview 
research process. She explores the origins of IRBs, as well as the expansion of 

their purviews to social science research and their concerns with minimizing risk. 
She offers practical suggestions for political scientists to navigate the university

level IRE process. Brooks points out that, given its origins in medical studies, 
the IRB process does not always easily accommodate the types of work done by 

political scientists. For example, Reno (chapter 8) notes that scholars who study 

civil conflicts may face specific difficulties with institutional review boards: 
their standard categories do not normally include options for "rebel fighters." 

More generally, the IRB process can be focUsed more on protecting universi
ties and their personnel from risk (or liability) than on protecting research 

participants. 15 
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Central to the process of IRB approval, as well as to the conduct of ethical 

research generally, is the granting of informed consent by the interview partici

pant. Informed consent establishes that informants realize the purpose of the 

research being conducted, as well as the risks (and potentially the benefits) to 

them from participation. Participants also are made aware that their participa

tion is voluntary, and that they will not suffer harm (e.g., not have access to a 

given service) if they decline to participate. As Brooks discusses, the exact proce

dures for obtaining consent vary with the research setting; for example, semilit

erate informants often give oral, rather than written, consent. And where infor

mants may worry more about the confidentiality of their comments, oral (versus 

written) consent can increase participation rates (Wood 2006). 

Most informed-consent procedures involve guaranteeing the confidentiality 

of participants, both in terms of their identities and participation in the study, 

and in terms of what they reveal in the interview. Policymakers in democratic 

nations may be willing to be interviewed "on the record" and to have their re

sponses cited in academic publications. 16 But many other types of participants 

may not. And as informants' actual and perceived risk increases, the researcher 

must think more deeply about the limits that should be placed on the research 

effort-who should be contacted, and how should they be interviewed? 

In the short run, guaranteeing confidentiality includes keeping field notes 

separate from identifying information (so that one's notes refer to interviews by 

number, but the master list of these numbers is stored separately, in a password

protected or encrypted document). 17 In the longer run, guaranteeing confiden

tiality means not naming informants in publications that result from interviews. 

Again, one rnigbt use a list of interviewees arranged by number (and perhaps by 

broad location and interview date). The scholar is ethically obliged to trade the 

protection of subjects against the transparency of the research process. In the 

case of non-elite informants, this is likely sufficient to satisfy academic review

ers. If one's informants are elite policymakers in democratic nations-who are 

perhaps less at risk from breaches of confidentiality, and about whom revealing 

more information is important to the use of interview evidence-then interview 

citations might offer more detail. For instance, a «senior finance ministry offi

cial" or a "mid-level central banker who works on regulatory policy" might be 

cited. 18 

When informants are particularly exposed to risk-for instance, when they 

are members of an opposition movement in a politically closed society-the 

"interview appendix" (see chapter 4) should reveal less about the sample. In spe

cial circumstances, such as conflict and post-conflict environments, even greater 

considerations of confidentiality may be necessary (see chapter 8, for instance). 

There may be locations and situations in which the ethical pursuit of research is 
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impossible or nearly so (also see Wood 2006). At the extreme, then, ethical con

siderations could include embargoing publication or circulation of a document 

for some period of time. This can create professional challenges for graduate 

students or untenured scholars, and it suggests that some research questions, or 

some field locations, may need to be excluded, at least for a time. 

Communicating the risks of one's study, and the ways in which respondents 

will be protected from risks-how confidentiality of responses is assured, for 

instance-often requires going beyond what one's university IRB mandates. 

Rather, the discussion of consent needs to be put in a context that potential in

formants understand, one that seeks to remove coercive elements from the pro

cess. The lead scholar also needs to ensure that all additional members of the 

research team-graduate students, research assistants, interpreters-are aware 

of the informed-consent principle and of its implications for behavior.19 

Last, while some scholars would argue that minimizing risk to participants 

in interview studies, as university IRBs require, is all that is needed to fulfill the 

political science researcher's ethical obligations, others would argue that ethical 

considerations go far beyond IRB approval and informed-consent procedures. 

In chapter 3, MacLean notes that many entities other than universities-such as 

American Indian tribes-have IREs. These entities can encourage the researcher 

to think -about his or her relationship with the subject community. While most 

political science scholars do not treat their interview subjects as active partici

pants in the research process-for instance, offering them the opportunity to 

collaborate in the interpretation of interview :findings-MacLean posits that po

litical scientists should consider moving in a more participatory direction (also 

see Hertel, Singer, and VanCott 2009). This rnigbt include sharing the results of 

research-giving a public talk, or "Sending copies of publications-with partici

pants (Woliver 2002). Or it may include the researcher offering (to the local com

munity, not only to those individuals who consent to participate directly) other 

services, such as tutoring children in English or providing information about 

available government health care programs. 20 

More generally, the interviewer needs to consider her ethical obligations, 

as well as her professional responsibilities vis-cl-vis her home academic insti

tution. These obligations often demand a careful consideration of whom to 

interview, how to protect the data that are gathered, and how to interact with 

informants before, during, and after the interview process. Finally, note that 

"risk" also can extend to the researcher. Many political scientists are interested 

in phenomena-insurgency, human traffic~ing, corruption-that can be dan

gerous to study. Other scholars find themselves in research locations that have 

higb levels of personal crime; that do not guarantee personal liberties; or that 

are undergoing momentous social change. In such instances, individual researchers 
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must weigh the benefits of conducting interviews against the risks they present 
(Johnson 2009). 

Sampling 
Another central issue that a scholar using interviews confronts is whom to 

interview: How should the population of potential interviewees be defined? Are 
groups of individuals, such as investment bankers or Lebanese citizens, the sub

ject of interest? Leech et al. (chapter 11) note that individuals or organizations 

are not always the unit of analysis; their project sought to draw comparisons across 

issues, which were selected in a largely random fashion. But the i~formants on a 

given issue were selected in a non-random fashion; researchers made sure to 

sample lobbying groups on both (or all) sides of a given issue. This level of selec
tion was purposive rather than random. Once the unit of analysis is identified, 

the bounds of the population must be specified; for instance, is the sample drawn 

from all Lebanese citizens, only those in certain geographic areas, or only those 
belonging to certain religious and ethnic groups? 

Next, the interviewer must decide how to sample interviewees from within the 

population. Researchers should always think carefully about how the sample is 
drawn. But, as julia Lynch (chapter 1), Martin (chapter 5), and Leech et al. (chap

ter 11) discuss, sampling decisions often depend on the stage and purpose of the 
research (theory building or hypothesis testing). If the purpose of the interviews 

is to test a theory, and the researcher is therefore concerned with generating a 
representative sample, then a random sample may be most appropriate. Random 

sampling facilitates better causal inferences from the sample to the population 
and, as such, is the "gold standard" for observational research, including survey 

research. 21 A random sample helps to ensure the external validity-from the 

sample to the population-of one's findings. Interview researchers who pursue 
random sampling strategies often aim to generate "dataset observations" (DSOs), 

which can be thought of as values (qualitative or quantitative) for a set of vari
ables on a single observation (Brady and Collier 2010). For instance, if the unit 

of analysis is a member of parliament, the variables might include the amount of 
time she spends on constituency service, the three most important issues on 

which she has worked in the last year, and the three most important sources 
of information for her. These DSOs could be analyzed qualitatively or, as in the 

case of Beckmann and Hall's (chapter 10) and Leech et al.'s (chapter 11) projects, 
statistically. Scholars who employ random sampling strategies will need to pursue 

various strategies to ensure access to a representative sample-for instance, 

following up repeatedly on requests for interviews, or making multiple visits to 
the same research site. 
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Many interview researchers, however, employ a non-random sampling strat
egy. They may do so for theoretical or practical reasons. On the theoretical side, 

when the purpose of interviews is to develop causal explanations or to generate 

theories, the researcher may be interested more in specific cases than in a repre
sentative sample. These specific cases may be "most likely" or "least likely" in

stances, and they may be chosen because of the insights they provide regarding 

the causal circumstances that generate particular outcomes. Deliberately choos
ing cases or interview subjects that are outliers or exemplars in important ways 

("least likely" or "most likely" instances) can offer "smoking gun" evidence that 

facilitates theory development. On the basis of one's theory, for instance, one 
might employ purposive (quota) sampling, selecting individuals on the basis of 

certain characteristics (Danish firms in specific industrial sectors, Chinese work
ers in specific types of firms). Used in this way, interview data are likely to take 

the form of"causal process observations," defined as "an insight or piece of data 

that provides information about context, process or mechanism, and that con
tributes distinctive leverage in causal inference'' (Brady and Collier 2010 277-

278; also see Beck 2009; Seawright 2002). 22 Within this volume, both Cammett's 
and Fujii's projects rely on non-random samples to generate causal process 

observations. 
Practical considerations also can lead researchers to employ a non-random 

sampling strategy. Resource and time constraints, an unwillingness of individu

als to participate in the study, or the sensitivity of the subject matter can render 
random sampling impossible. For example, in describing her research in El Salva

dor, Wood (2006) notes that, in the context of a civil conflict with multiple insur
gent groups and low levels of societal trust, constructing representative samples 

oflocal respondents was impossible. Rather, she attempted to gain access to a wide 
variety of individuals, but with the awareness that bias was unavoidable. Reno 

(chapter 8) expresses similar concerns about, and implements a similar solution, 
gaining access to insurgents and rebel fighters. 23 In other contexts, activists may 

worry about granting access to a stranger, even one with academic credentials: 
Woliver (2002) notes that abortion activists worry about physical harm, thereby 

rendering them reluctant to be interviewed. And elite interview participants, 

such as former or current government officials, may be reluctant to be inter
viewed.24 

Non-random samples of interviewees can limit the researcher's capacity to 
generalize, especially in the area of theory testing. 25 But non-randomly sampled 

interviewees can still provide the researcher :-"ith significant inferential leverage, 
as Lynch discusses in the next chapter, and as Martin describes {with respect to a 

snowball sampling strategy) in chapter 5. Moreover, non-random samples can 

be very useful for purposes other than theory testing. As both Gallagher and 
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Rogers (chapters 9 and 12) describe, non-random samples of interviewees can 

be used to assess the extent to which larger-n surveys capture the concepts that 

scholars aim to measure. Additionally, Cammett (chapter 6) posits that, while 
necessarily non-random in their selection (given the research context and the 

sensitivity of her subject), her interviews with ordinary citizens related to social 

service provision by sectarian parties in Lebanon were an important part of her 
overall empirical strategy. In her case, this strategy included a mass survey, geo

graphic information systems (GIS) data, elite interviews, and government docu
ments. Each saropling strategy, from convenience saropling (talking with whoever 

happens to be available) to random sampling, has its benefits as well as its draw

backs; these also vary with the type of interview data collected and the purpose 
for which the data are used. Regardless of the strategy one ultimately employs, 

an awareness of these tradeoffs is central to designing and conducting an inter
viewstudy. 

Furthermore, the author should make her sampling choices clear-whatever 

they are-in reporting interview findings. Scholars who use quantitative data are 
now expected to make their datasets, variable descriptions, and statistical soft

ware code available once their manuscripts are published. This not only allows 
others to understand more completely the results presented; it also allows others 

to replicate the analysis (King 1995). While confidentiality constraints may pro
hibit the sharing of interview transcripts (Golden 1995), information about the 

sampling process certainly should be shared. Indeed, one could envision two 

different types of replication of interview studies: one in which the collected data 
are provided and then reanalyzed (the way that "replication" usually is practiced 

in statistical studies), and another in which the entire data collection process
defining a population, identifying a sample, and conducting interviews with 

those in the sample-is replicated.26 The latter is facilitated by scholars' trans
parency regarding sampling decisions. And even if other scholars do not attempt 

to replicate one's research, greater transparency about the interview process will 
increase confidence in the researcher's conclusions. In this spirit, Bleich and 

Pekkanen (chapter 4) suggest that researchers provide a wide range of informa
tion about how their samples were constructed-who was chosen for interviews, 

how many potential interviewees declined ~o participate, and what "type" (in a 
quota sampling sense) each interviewee is. 

Validity 

Information about the sampling process pertains to a third issue related to inter
view research: the extent to which one's measuring instrument (in this case, the 

interview) actually gauges the properties it is supposed to measure. In the context 
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of the interview, concerns about validity revolve around whether the researcher is 
asking the right questions, or asking questions in the right way, as well as whether 

the interview participant is offering truthful answers (and, if she is not, whether the 
researcher is able to detect this). 

For the interview researcher, asking the right questions often requires not 

only substantive knowledge of the issues at hand (for instance, what extant ac

counts from the media or by other scholars indicate about a given policymaking 
episode, or what other interview subjects have reported with respect to how vio

lence unfolded in a particular region or village), but often some experience in 
conducting interviews on a given subject. For example, in my interviews of invest

ment professionals, it was important to gain a sense of how they talked about 

politics, so that I could assess how political events entered their decision-making 
calculus. "Government partisanship" meant very little to most professional inves

tors; but "left-leaning government" or "the Labour Party" or "the Swedish Social 
Democrats" did. 

Early interviews that allow the researcher to discover how best to ask questions

not to get the answers she wants, but to get at the right underlying phenomena
can therefore be very important. Indeed, this is the rationale for many pre

dissertation fellowship programs, as well as for the "learning by doing" model 
with which this chapter begins. Additionally, in many contexts, interview ques

tions are more useful when they ask for information about actual behavior (what 
happened in a specific instance), rather than for interlocutors' explanations of 

why things happen (see Beckmann and Hall, and Leech eta!., in this volume). In 

other contexts, gaining a sense of how informants understand their reality (the 
"why" view) may be a central aim of the research project (see Fujii, MacLean, 

this volume). 
The validity of the interview instrument also hinges on the accuracy of infor

mation provided by the informant. Even if the researcher asks the right questions, 
she may not receive answers that are accurate or truthful; she must guard against 

the possibility that the interviewee is-deliberately or inadvertently-"playing 
her." Decision makers, when asked to reflect upon past events, may strategically 

misremember or revise their accounts, and likely in a way that is favorable to 
them. For example, in chapter 8, Reno describes how, in recent years, members of 

rebel groups in Africa shifted from describing themselves as perpetrators of vio

lence to focusing on their roles as victims of violence. Moreover, even if interview 
subjects do not intend to deceive researchers, they may not remember accurately. 

Decades of research in psychology, much of it focused on the accuracy of witness 
testimony, suggest that eyewitness accounts are.often unreliable (Loftus 1979; Wells 

and Olson 2003). Especially when interviewed about disturbing or chronologi
cally distant events, interlocutors may make errors without intending to do so. 
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The researcher can guard against this threat to validity by considering a given 

interview in the context of other information-something that becomes easier 

to do as the research project progresses. Researchers can use what they have 

learned in previous interviews to check the validity of future interviews. Indeed, 

one of the benefits of interviews is that the researcher is aware of the context in 

which they are conducted, and of how informants might attempt to frame their 

answers or evade certain questions. The interview can use this metadata to assess 

validity; one of the advantages of interview data is that the researcher usually has 

a sense of the internal consistency of the interviewees' answers, the biases re

vealed by the interviewee, and the points of hesitation during the interview. This 

is much more information than users of quantitative indicators, especially 

those from other sources, usually have. And this interview metadata can be use

ful not only for thinking about validity of the answers, but also for understand

ing the social context in which answers are offered (Fujii 2010). The researcher 

might therefore ask herself whether one former cabinet minister's account com

ports with another cabinet minister's account. If it does not, she might consider 

why their answers to specific questions would differ, or how the context in which 

they were interviewed could condition their responses. Note, however, that 

guarantees of confidentiality-and professional ethics-usually preclude mak

ing this strategy obvious to informants («that's not what Mr. Jones told me 

about what your party promised!"). Of course, the fact that there are multiple 

accounts and views of the same issue or story may be part of what is interesting 

to the researcher (Fujii 2010). In such cases, ensuring that all points of view are 

captured in the interviews is important. In their study of a range of U.S. public 

policy issues, Leech and her colleagues (chapter 11) aimed to ensure that the in

terviews represented every side of the issue. Often, an issue had only two sides, 

so that interviews with three individuals provided sufficient coverage of the 

issue. In other cases, though, the number of interviews required to cover the case 

fully was greater-up to fifteen, in one instance. This reminds us that the "right 

number" of interviews depends on the specific task and subject (see chapters 

4 and 5). 

The validity of interview evidence also depends upon the scholar's use, syn

thesis, and interpretation of interview material: to what extent do the facts and 

viewpoints revealed in interviews correspond to the researcher's theoretical 

constructs? 27 Is the researcher operationalizing and measuring key concepts ap

propriately ( Gerring 2012; King, Keohane, and Verba 1994)? Once the interviews 

are completed, what conclusions should researchers draw from them? Here, the 

researcher must guard against hearing what she wants to hear. A good means of 

doing this is to employ various triangulation strategies, all of which evaluate in

terview data in light of other empirical material (see Gallagher, chapter 9, for an 
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expanded discussion). One could consider how well interview participants' ac

counts fit with journalistic accounts of the same episode (this also is useful for 

addressing concerns about deception, as· above). Or the researcher might con

sider how well the interviews line up with scholarly studies of the same or similar 

phenomena. For example, the researcher could compare what lobbyists say about 

which groups supported gun control legislation with the campaign contributions 

made by gun control advocates to members of Congress. If lobbyists' reports 

differ from what the contributions data suggest, then one might question whether 

other elements of their accounts are accurate. Or one could compare the Inter

national Monetary Fund's archival materials regarding its lending decisions with 

IMF staff members' accounts of such decisions.28 Such strategies are particularly 

important when interviews are the sole form of evidence on which a research 

project relies. This concern is not unique to interview-based work; those using 

archival sources must confront the fact that the preservation of some materials

and the destruction of others-can generate a bias in the historical record. And 

an individual researcher's decisions about which archival materials to use, and 

how to interpret these materials, also can generate debate and criticism (Lieber

man 2010).29 

Within multi-method studies, the researcher can compare interview evidence 

with other types of data. She might evaluate how well the interview data line up 

with comparative statics from a formal model, results from regression analysis, 

or findings from archival research. In my research on financial markets' evalua

tions of government policies, I found that professional investment managers pay 

little attention to government ideology (whether a left- or right-leaning govern

ment is in office) in wealthy democracies. I used statistical analyses to assess 

whether this pattern was borne out in the sovereign bond market's aggregate 

pricing decisions. Using cross-sectional time series regressions, I found that left

leaning governments paid borrowing costs that, all else equal, were not very dif

ferent from those paid by their centrist or right-leaning counterparts (Mosley 

2003a). 

Of course, if differences across types of evidence exist, these do not necessar

ily mean that interview information is invalid. Indeed, they could indicate that 

interviews are capturing a process more accurately than other forms of analy

sis. But such disparities do suggest to the researcher that she consider whether 

and how her interpretations might be biased. Furthermore, in order to make a 

compelling case that the assessment of the interview data is a valid one, the 

~cholar should provide sufficient information for readers to understand the ways 

in which interview data are interpreted, as well as the context in which interview 

data are cited. Bleich and Pekkanen (chapter 4) suggest providing information 

about the sample frame, as well as about the broader data set from which reported 
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interview evidence is drawn. If only some interviews or portions of other inter

views are employed or quoted, why were these interviews chosen? When quoting 

or reporting from interviews, scholars also should provide context: To what ex

tent is a specific view that is reported from one interview consistent with the 

overall tone of that interview and, more important, with the overall picture that 

emerges from the entire sample of interviews? 

The object here is to guard against the selective use of "outliers" from the in

terviews. Quantifying or coding interview data-not necessarily for use in statis

tical analysis, but often for summary statistics-can be a useful means of provid

ing a sense of the entire interview landscape: for instance, a researcher may note 

that "85 percent of informants mentioned that someone they knew had been 

asked to pay a bribe in order to obtain a business license." The best way to address 

concerns about one's interpretation of interview data might be to make all data 

public-the analogy to sharing one's quantitative data set and codebook, so that 

others can reevaluate a scholar's coding and modeling decisions. But doing so, 

which would mean sharing full interview transcripts, often will conflict with ethi

cal and lRB considerations, specifically with guarantees of confidentiality (but 

also see Bleich and Pekkanen, this volume, as well as Aldrich 2009). 

Reliability 
A final, and related, concern for interview researchers is reliability. Reliability is 

about the confidence we can place in a given instrument of measurement. To 

what extent is the information collected in an interview accurate, and how much 

confidence do we have that, were the interview to be repeated again, the same 

information would be generated? Just as users of statistical data would do well to 

ask how indicators of interstate disputes, unemployment, or legislative effort are 

measured, and how these measurements might vary across units of analysis, users 

of interview data should be vigilant for threats to reliability. 

Accurately capturing the information offered by informants requires the re

searcher to have an effective means of recording data from the interview. Research

ers vary in their practices: some record each interview, asking for permission 

to record after collecting informed consent and guaranteeing confidentiality. 

Beckmann and Hall (chapter I 0) report thattheir requests to record were almost 

always answered in the affirmative, and they do not judge their informants to have 

been inhibited by the presence of a recording device. Leech and her coauthors 

(chapter 11) also recorded almost every interview. When interviews are recorded, 

it is advisable to transcribe the interview as soon as possible, so that any ambi

guities or gaps are fresh in the researcher's mind. The recorded interview also 

can be consulted in the future, as a means of addressing reliability (and validity) 
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concerns. And for those who use an interpreter to help conduct interviews, a 

recorded session allows one to go over the interview later, along with the inter

preter, to address any vagaries in translation. (Furthermore, as Fujii argues in 

chapter 7, using an interpreter can enhance reliability by allowing interviewees 

to answer questions conversationally and in their native language, rather than 

slowing the pace of their responses to match the researcher's level of fluency). 30 

Many other scholars, however, choose not to record interviews. This choice 

often relates to concerns about power; democracy campaigners in authoritarian 

societies, for instance, may worry that a recording would fall into the wrong 

hands. Or government officials may worry that their "off the record" comments 

will not be kept confidential (also see Woliver 2002). Often, then, the interviewer 

takes notes during the interview meeting and then more fully fills in these notes 

after the meeting (also see Aldrich 2009; Hertel, Singer, and Van Colt 2009; Rein

hardt 2009). If this strategy is employed, the potential for measurement error is 

reduced by writing full notes as soon as possible after the interview concludes

perhaps in the closest coffee shop or park. In practical terms, then, it is best not to 

schedule immediately back-to-hack interviews, but rather to allow time between 

meetings. Bleich and Pekkanen (chapter 4) suggest that, no matter what method 

of recording data one uses, information about the overall tone and context of the 

interview-the interview metadata-also should be noted. 

Concerns about reliability also relate to interviewer effects and positionality, 

as discussed earlier in this chapter. First, different scholars may receive different 

answers (as a result of the qualities of theirs that are obvious to their interview

ees). Scholars debate the seriousness of this challenge to reliability; it may be 

impossible to eliminate entirely> but one could use a triangulation strategy to 

compare the answers received by some types of interviewers (political scientists 

versus journalists, men versus women, graduate students versus full professors) 

versus others. This would provide a sense of the size and direction of interviewer 

effects. Second> individual scholars may receive the same answers but perceive 

them differently. The individual researcher's familiarity with a given research site, 

as well as her past experiences more generally, may lead her to privilege some 

details over others (or, related to validity, to privilege some interviewees' perspec

tives over others; see Allin a-Pisano 2009). Reinterviews of the same individuals by 

different scholars may again be a means of assessing the extent of this phenom

enon. Where reinterviewing does not occur, the individual researcher should 

nonetheless be aware of the potential for measurement error. 

A final check on reliability addresses whether interviewees are consistent over 

time in the data they report: Does the same i~dividual, interviewed by the same 

scholar, but at different points in time, offer similar responses? If she does not, 

this could indicate problems of reliability; or it could indicate that exogenous 
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changes-things that occur between the two interviews-have affected respon

dents' attitudes and behavior. When reinterviews happen very soon after initial 

interviews, the former is more likely; when more time elapses before the reinter

view, the latter may explain differences. Multiple interviews of the same indi

vidual also may be useful as a practical matter: in many cases, the researcher's 

questions evolve during the process of fieldwork. 

Returning to previous interview subjects, with an eye toward asking additional 

questions, also can enhance consistency (in terms of questions asked) across inter

view subjects. For instance, in my research on professional investors' assessments 

of sovereign borrowers (Mosley 2003a), I returned to tbe field approximately 

sixteen months after my initial research trip. On this second trip, I conducted 

follow-up interviews with professional investors.31 These interviews allowed me 

both to gauge the consistency of investors' views over time and to inquire about 

how changes in tbe global financial climate had led to changes in their asset alloca

tion decisions: in the time between my first round of interviews (January-May 

1997) and my second round (October 1998), the Asian financial crisis, as well as 

Russia's near-default, had intervened. Gauging the contrast between the same 

actors' views in a period of global financial optimism and a time of global pessi

mism allowed me to consider the dynamic nature of financial market-government 

relations. In this instance, what was interesting was that professional investors' 

views often were not consistent over time; explaining this dynamism became a 

part of my work on the subject. Of course, using repeat interviews with the same 

informants to increase reliability presents the researcher with a tradeoff between 

intensely interviewing a smaller group of informants (perhaps about a narrow set of 

subjects) and interviewing a larger group of informants in a less extensive manner. 

Again, the researcher will want to strike a balance-where the right balance 

depends on the research project at hand-between tbe internal validity that is en

hanced by deep and repeated interviews and the external validity tbat is enhanced 

by a wider population of potential interview subjects. 

Interviews often are, and frequently should be, an important component of po

litical science research. For many projects, interview-based evidence is a central 

component of a mixed-method strategy. In other instances, interviews are the 

only viable source of empirical information with which to evaluate a theory or 

set of hypotheses. In still other situations, interviews allow the researcher to 

evaluate whether or not her other tools-such as surveys-measure what she 

thinks tbey do. 

This volume offers advice, both practical and theoretical, about how to effec

tively use interviews as part of the research process. The contributors come from 
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a variety of sub fields in political science, and we have worked in a range ofloca

tions and with a variety of subject populations. Part 1 of this volume addresses 

the issues that will first confront the interview researcher: how to choose a sam

pling strategy, interact with interview participants, and collect and report inter

view data. In part 2, the contributors investigate specific challenges faced by re

searchers, including linking interviews with causal claims, using proxy interviews 

or an interpreter to improve access, and conducting research in challenging field 

locations. Part 3 offers examples of the varying ways in which scholars from 

across political science use interview data. Throughout the volume, the contrib

utors provide insights from their own field experiences, as well as from those of 

others in the profession. The appendix contains various materials related to inter

views and meant to serve as examples-of consent documents, semi-structured 

interview questions, and interview protocols, among other things. 

We hope to fill the noticeable gap in the guidance offered regarding interview

ing in political science. Today's graduate students are under greater pressure to 

complete graduate school more quickly and yet to acquire a broader range of 

methodological skills. They also may have difficulty obtaining funding for long 

periods of field research. Furthermore, although the rise of cross-country (and, 

sometimes, cross-regional) comparative projects serves to increase the external 

validity of many research findings, it also shortens the time spent at each field 

location. Taken together, these trends heighten tbe importance of "hitting tbe 

ground running" (Hertel, Singer, and VanCott 2009). Iftbere is less time to "do" 

one's research, there also will be less time for «learning by doing." A researcher 

can never anticipate all issues that will arise during his or her study, but an 

awareness of the challenges and complications greatly increases the probability 

of executing the study successfully:......uJtimately, of returning from the field with 

useful data. 
Although PhD programs tend to offer less training in qualitative methods to 

graduate students, this does not mean that qualitative methods are easy or obvi

ous, while econometric and formal ones are difficult and sophisticated. This may 

be particularly true when interviewing requires knowledge of foreign languages 

(although Lee Ann Fujii notes that this may be overcome with use of an inter

preter) and cultures.32 In some cases, then, our advice is similar to that provided 

in fieldwork "how to" guides that draw from several disciplines (Barbour 2008; 

Barrett and Cason 2010). 33 In many others instances, however, our advice is spe

cific to the political science profession.34 The contributors also acknowledge that 

the methodology of political science is conti~ually evolving. Graduate students 

and-assistant professors today face a different set of challenges, and possess a dif

ferent set of methodological tools, than did scholars who were trained in previous 

decades. Indeed, most of the contributors to this volume completed their first 
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research projects in a different era, one in which requirements for working with 

human subjects were less stringent, and in which potential interviewees perhaps 

were contacted by letter rather than by e-mail. "Recording" interviews may have 
involved cassette tapes rather than a tiny hard drive or a smartphone. And pre

serving the confidentiality and integrity of interview notes did not necessarily in

volve making sure that one's laptop and USB drive were password protected. 
While many of the lessons offered in this book are enduring-for instance, the 

tradeoffs regarding various sampling strategies--others will necessarily evolve. 

While this volume does not provide a specific "how to" for every element of 
interview research, it offers ample food for thought as one constructs one's own 

interview-based project. We hope that this volume will encourage political scien
tists from all subfields, and at all stages of their careers, to "just tallr to people"

but to do so in a way that is as rigorous, transparent, and ethical as possible. 

Part 1 

GENERAL 
CONSIDERATIONS 
Research Design, Ethics, 
and the Role of the Researcher 
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ALIGNING SAMPLING STRATEGIES 
WITH ANALYTIC GOALS 

Julia F. Lynch 

In political science, information gleaned from interviews can serve a number of 

purposes, depending on the stage in the research process, the goals of the re

search, and external constraintS on the amount or type of interviews we can do. 

Interviews can be undertaken as a preliminary to the main study, as the main 

source of data for a study, or as one component in a multi-method research 

project. Interviews may be used to generate data or metadata, to test descriptive 

or causal hypotheses, to enhance the validity or reliability of our measures, or as 

a source of illustrative material that enlivens our analyses and makes our writing 

more enjoyable and accessible. Each of these uses of interview research suggests 

a different set ofrequirements for selecting people to interview (and sometimes 

how to interview them). In turn, the choices we make about sampling have im
plications for the role that interview data can play in our analyses and in the 

larger enterprise of theory building in political science. The aim of this chapter is 

to develop a set of guidelines that will help researchers align sampling strategies 

with analytic goals in interview-based research. 

How should interview researchers sample their respondents, particularly if 

they hope to use interviews as a part of a larger multi-method research agenda? 

One argument runs that because random sampling is required to generate unbi

ased descriptive and causal inferences about larger populations of people, orga

nizations, or events, «real" data from interviews can only come when there is 

random sampling. Some authors argue that epistemological underpinnings of 

arguments about the value of in-depth data derived from interviews are at the 

very least incommensurate with the requirements of Iarge-n research (Ahmed 

31 
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and Sil2009; Beck 2009). Hence data derived from non-randomly selected inter

views do nothing to enhance the validity of claims based on statistical analysis 
of aggregate-level data, and multi-method "triangulation" using such inter

view data isn't worth much more than the paper the interview transcripts are 

printed on. 
To be sure, studies that make claims about population characteristics based 

on convenience samples should be approached with skepticism. And when in

terview data are used as window dressing, there is often a temptation to select 
only quotations that are suppoitive of the overall argument of the analysis, or to 

anoint non-randomly selected respondents as "typical." These practices may 

enliven an otherwise dry research narrative but cannot be considered multi
method research because they do not enhance the validity or reliability of claims 

generated using other methods. 
However, even interviews with non-random samples of individuals (or of 

individuals associated with non-random samples of organizations and events) 
can add to our store ofknowledge, and to multi-method research. For example, 

interviews conducted as a precursor to survey work can aid in the creation of 

more-reliable measures used in large-n studies. Case study interviews may add 
meat to Iarge-n causal arguments by using causal process observations to gener

ate Bayesian updates about what is happening and why at a given point in a 
causal chain or process ().Mahoney 2009). Purposive or quota samples may be 

good enough in many cases to verify relationships first observed and validated 
using other methods. Insights drawn from in-depth research with non-randomly 

selected respondents may also generate relational, meta-level information about 
the society or organization in which they are embedded-information that is 

simply unobtainable any other way. For all these reasons, even non-random
sampling designs for interview research can enhance multi-method research. And 

interviews of randomly selected individuals can, when conducted and analyzed 
with rigor, contribute data that are ideal for integration with other forms of data 

in multi-method research. 
Most political scientists who use, or plan to use, interview data in their work 

are familiar with at least one or two works whose findings hinge on data drawn 
from in-depth in-person interviews. In American politics, for example, Robert 

Lane's Political Ideology (1962), jennifer Hochschild's What's Fair (1981), and 

Richard Fenno's Home Style (1978) are three classic works that place interview 

data at center stage. Lane's book, subtitled "Why the Common Man Believes 
What He Does," draws on a small number of in-depth interviews with non-elites 
to explore the roots of political views in the mass public. Hochschild conducted 

in-depth, semi-structured interviews with a larger number of non-elites-twenty

eight residents of New Haven, Connecticut-to understand how they thought 
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about justice and fairness in a variety of domains of life (the economy, politics, 

and the social domain encompassing family, friends, and schooling). Fenno's 

interviews with eighteen members of Congress as they went about their daily 
routines in their home districts allowed him to understand how elected officials' 
views of their constituencies affect their political behavior. Interviews need not, 

of course, be the only or even main source of data for a research project. Inter

views can be equally useful playing a supporting or costarring role. Deciding 

how to use interview data and figuring out whom to interview are both impor
tant decisions that need to be made with an eye to the role the interview data will 

play in the larger research agenda. 1 

For the purposes of this chapter, I argue from a positivist worldview: in 

other words, I assume that researchers will be using interview data in the ser

vice of a research agenda that ultimately aims to frame and test hypotheses 
about the political world. My focus on sampling and the related problems of 

inference derives from this epistemological position. It is worth noting, how
ever, that many political scientists who use interview research take a different 

approach. Scholars working in a constructivist or interpretivist vein are more 

likely to view the information that comes out of an interview as discursively 
constructed and hence unique to the particular interaction among interviewer, 

interviewee, and interview context. When viewed from this perspective, the 
central methodological issue of interview research is not so much sampling in 

order to facilitate generalization, but rather interpreting the data from a given 
interview in light of the interactions that produced it. (Of course, positivists 

who look to interviews to provide "evidence" should pay at least as much atten

tion as interpretivists do to the quality and characteristics of data produced in 
the interview setting. Many of th'e chapters in this volume treat this topic in 
more detail.) 

The next section of this chapter explores some of the different ways that 

interview research can be used to contribute to a positivist political science 

research agenda. The subsequent section discusses alternative sampling tech
niques, with an eye to understanding the analytic leverage that these different 

techniques offer and how this leverage can be used in the pursuit of specific 
analytic goals. The conclusion brings us back to ground level with a discussion 

of practical constraints that may hinder researchers' attempts to create optimal 

linkages between sampling strategies. and research goals. A central message of 
the chapter is that the sampling methods researchers employ in their interview 

research are critical in determining whether ~nd how interview data can be used 
to enhance the validity of interview-based and multi-method research. 
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Interviews and the Research Process 
Interviews can be used productively in the service of a variety of different re

search goals, and at a variety of stages in the research process. The following ex

amples are organized chronologically around the stage of research, and within 

that according to the analytic goals of the research. 

Using Interviews in Preliminary Research 
Preliminary research is research that occurs before collection of the data on 
which the main descriptive or causal hypotheses of a study will be tested. Inter

views can be a valuable source of information in preliminary research, whether 

or not the main research project will use interview data. 

In case study-based research, interviews at the pre-dissertation or scoping

out-a-new-project stage can use process-tracing questions to identify fruitful 
(and fruitless) avenues of research. Talking to people is often quicker than archi

val research for figuring out what happened when, who was involved, what were 

the important decisions, or where documentary materials related to your re

search question may be found. This type of preliminary·interviewing is one 

method for quickly generating and testing in a "rough-and-ready" way anum

ber of alternative hypotheses about a particular case study or case studies ( Ger

ring 2007, chap. 3). Using preliminary interviews to get the lay of the land aids 

the purposive selection of cases for small-n studies, since some hypotheses have 

already been identified as irrelevant or, alternatively, in need of further testing. 

Interviews also can be used (and often should be used) in advance of con

ducting a ·Survey or behavioral experiment. In-depth interviews help the re

searcher get a sense of the opinions, outlooks, or cognitive maps of people who 

are similar to the research subjects who will eventually take part in the study. 

Interviews can help determine what questions are relevant and the appropriate 

range of response options (see e.g. Gallagher, this volume, chapter 9). Even if the 

researcher is fairly certain of the content of the questions she would like to ask or 

the games she would like her subjects to play, pretesting in a setting that allows 

for instant feedback from the respondent can help frne-tune question wording, 

question ordering, or visual prompts. 

We have seen so far that preliminary interviews are often particularly useful 

because they allow us to refine our concepts and measures before embarking on 

a major research project. But interviews also can be an essential precursor to 

larger research projects when they are used to establish the sampling frame for a 

random sample or to figure out which characteristics to select for in a purposive 

sample. We will talk more about these types of sampling in the next section. What 
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is important for the moment is that preliminary research is very often necessary 

before we can draw a sample, particularly if the aim is eventually to make infer

ences beyond the elements in your sample. 

In some research contexts, a preexisting sampling frame may be easy to come 

by. For example, one could easily sample elected officials in Italian regions (Put

nam 1993), or issues on which registered lobbyists have been active in the United 

States (Baumgartner et al. 2009). In other research contexts, however, official 

lists may be biased in ways that preclude representative sampling. For example, 

identifying the population of small-business owners in Lima, Peru, or Calcutta, 

India, based on the official tax rolls would exclude large numbers of informal 

entrepreneurs. Conducting interviews with both formal and informal entrepre

neurs to identify all th.e business owners active in a particular area of the city or 

sector of the local economy could be necessary in order to establish a complete 

sampling frame and allow for truly random sampling of the population of interest. 

In still other research contexts-for example, for a study of squatter settlements, 

undocumented migrants, or victims of ethnic cleansing-there may be no written 

lists available at all, and preliminary research might be needed to establish the 

boundaries of the_ population of interest. 

While it is likely to be time-consuming, doing preliminary interviews in 

order to establish the universe of relevant cases for a research project can have 

positive side effects. It is for good reason that collaborative mapping and census

taking are two standard "entry" strategies for ethnographic researchers (MacLean 

2010). Talking to the people who live or work in the area in which we plan to do 

our research not only allows us to generate a comprehensive list of potential 

respondents, but also to get started establishing the rapport that will facilitate 

data-collection efforts as we move into the main part of our research (see MacLean, 

this volume, chapter 3). 

Using Interviews in the Main Study 
Interviews are frequently used to generate data to test central descriptive and causal 

hypotheses in political science research. Framing interview work in this way may 

make it sound little different from survey research-' But by "generating data" I do 

not only mean using tightly structured questionnaires to elicit responses that can 

be numerically coded and later subjected to statistical analysis. Interviews can gen

erate both overt and latent content, which can be analyzed in a variety of ways. 

The overt content of an interview comprises the answers that interviewees 

articulate to the questions we ask them. For example, a researcher might ask a 

user of social services or a civic activist, "Whom did you approach about this 

problem?" "How many contacts did you have?" "What was the response like?" 
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(Note that even when the information itself is qualitative, data like type of con

tacts or characteristics of the response in the example above can be coded into 

nominal response categories.) A number of contributors to this volume (Beck

mann and Hall, Cammett, Leech et al., Martin) have used semi-structured 

interviews to generate responses that they then coded as data and analyzed 

statistically. 

Direct answers to direct questions may also be analyzed qualitatively, of 

course. For example, interviews that elicit information about how events un

folded, or who was involved in decision-making and what their goals were, are 

often primary sources for researchers who use process tracing, pattern match

ing, and other case-based methods. For example, I used qualitative data from my 

interviews with policymakers and current and former officials of labor unions 

and employer organizations in my study of why Italian and Dutch social policies 

developed with such different age orientations in the post-World War II period 

{Lynch 2006). This type of overt content-which generates data that can be char

acterized as "causal process observations" (Brady and Collier 2004, 227-228)

is particularly useful for research into causal mechanisms and has been used 

fruitfully in historical institutionalist work in comparative politics, international 

relations, and American politics sub:fields. 3 

The overt content of interviews can also be analyzed for recurrent themes, 

issues, and relationships th~t respondents raise in the course of answering our 

questions (see Rogers, this volume, chapter 12). Various forms of qualitative 

content analysis, done by hand or with the aid of software packages like NVIVO 

or Atlas.ti, allow us to sift through .the data in our interview notes and tran

scripts to think systematically about the world as our respondents have re

counted it to us. (For a useful guide to qualitative content analysis based in 

grounded theory, see Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw 1995, chap. 6). 

Latent content is information we glean from an interview that is not directly 

articulated by the interviewee in response to our questions. As such, it consti

tutes a kind of metadata that exists on a plane above the overt content of the re

spondent's verbal answers to our questions. Examples of latent content include 

the length of time respondents take before answering a question, the number of 

causal connections they make in order to justify a particular response, the way 

they link ideas together, the things they don't tell us, and even our own observa

tions about the apparent truthfulness of respondents when answering particular 

questions. Latent content can provide particularly valuable information when 

we use system!ltic criteria for recording and analyzing it. For example, Hochs

child ( 1981) examines the interconnections between ideas in her interview data 

to create informal cognitive maps that reveal the underpinnings of Americans' 

beliefs about justice. Fujii's attentiveness to the metaphors her respondents use 
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aod the lies they tell allow her to elucidate the social and political context sur

rounding the Rwandan genocide (Fujii 2010). 

Using Interviews in Multi-method Research 
Interview data have particular strengths that other forms of data may lack. Well

conducted interviews give access to information about respondents' experiences 

and motivations that may not be available in the public or documentary record; 

they allow us to understand opinions and thoUght processes with a granularity 

that surveys rarely achieve; and they can add microfoundations to events or pat

terns observed at the macro level. At the same time, the interpersonal nature of 

the interview experience can raise concerns about the objectivity or reliability of 

data that come out of that process; and in-depth interviews require a commit

ment of research resources-particularly time-that often makes it infeasible to 

conduct enough interviews to permit generalization to a larger population. In 

order to take advantage of the strengths of interview data and mitigate the weak

nesses, many researchers use interviews in conjunction with other forms of data 

to make arguments and test hypotheses. 
In some multi-method research, interviews are used in order to triangulate 

with other methods--in other words, to bring different forms of data to bear to 

answer the same question. For example, in my book on the origins of divergent 

age-orientation of welfare states, I used interviews in conjunction with archival 

research to fill in blanks in the archival record and uncover the motivations of 

particular policy actors (Lynch 2006). Others have used interviews to identify and 

explore the mechanisms underlying findings based on analysis of aggregate-level 

data, as in Mosley's study of the influence of political and economic factors on 

the asset allocation decisions of professional investment managers (Mosley 2003), 

or Stone's analysis {2002) of the conditions under which the International Mon

etary Fund continues lending to governments that have failed to comply with 

conditionality requirements. This type of multi-method research can be quite 

iterative: interviews generate new questions to examine using other methods, 

which may then in turn generate new questions to pose to interviewees. 

Interview data also are frequently used in multi-method research to enhance 

the internal and external validity of data gathered using other methods. For ex

ample, interviews conducted in conjunction with or as a follow-up to survey 

research can improve internal validity by allowing researchers to verify that sur

vey respondents understand the questions in _the way they were intended (see e.g. 

Gallagher and Rogers, both this volume). Alternatively, when used as an adjunct 

to formal modeling, interviews can enhance external validity by empirically veri

fying that actors hold the interests and preferences that they are stipulated to hold. 
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For example, David Laitin's work on language and identity among Russian speak

ers in Estonia, Latvia, Ukraine, and Kazakhstan relies on interviews (as well as 

ethnographic observation and survey data) to demonstrate that his game theoretic 

model of a "tipping game" "reflects practical decisions that real people face" (Laitin 
1998, 27) in choosing between languages in a bilingual setting. 

While interviewing can be used successfully to enhance the validity of infer

ential claims in multi-method research, interview data also sometimes appear 
alongside other types of data in a more decorative vein. Including quotations or 

examples from interviews can add zest and appeal to analyses that draw mainly 
on more impersonal forms of data like surveys or aggregate data analysis. For 

example, Lawless and Fox (2005, 2010) illustrate the findings from their survey 

of potential female candidates for public office with extensive quotations from 
women with whom they conducted in-depth interviews. A well-chosen quota

tion or piece of information gleaned from ap_ interview might also serve as an 
epigraph to an article, or the focal point of a job talk or conference presentation. 

Of course, selecting illustrative, theory-confirming pieces of interview data does 
nothing to enhance the validity of inferential claims made using other forms of 

evidence. This is not to argue that illustrative material from interviews shouldn't 
be used-but interview data used in this fashion can do little more than hint at 

the plausibility of claims based on other data. To generate and test inferential 

claims using interview data, we need sampling strategies that are appropriate to 
the nature of our research goals. 

Aligning Sampling Methods with 
Research Goals 
Sampling involves selecting a subset of elements (e.g., individuals, households, 

firms, episodes of decision making) from the universe or population of all such 
relevant elements (e.g., all firms engaged in textile and ready-to-wear garment 

manufacturing in Morocco and Tunisia in the late 1990s, as in Cammett 2007b ). 

Defining what elements are relevant is a critical part of most research designs, in 
part because making very confident generalizations to the world beyond this 

population is often impossible. How to sample elements from the population of 
interest is an issue that bears no less careful consideration. Survey researchers 

generally aim to draw large random samples of individuals that are representa
tive of the population of interest But because of the time and expense involved 

in conducting in-depth interviews, sufficiently large random samples to allow 
for inference to the target population may not be feasible. Furthermore, we in

terview people, but people are not always the elements that we are interested in 
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sampling. For both these reasons, interview researchers need to be attentive to 

the issues involved in sampling in order to make the most of our interview data, 

given the specific requirements of our research. In the paragraphs below, I iden
tify some of the main ways that interview researchers may select their respon

dents, and when such sampling strategies are indicated. Martin's chapter in this 

volume highlights additional considerations. 

Random Sampling 
Selecting elements for study at random from the population of interest is the 

gold standard for making generalizations, or inferences, from the sample to the 
population. In interview research, however, individual interviewees are not always 

sampled at random, because the target population might be composed of aggre
gates or events, rather than individuals. For example, Martin (chapter 5) wished 

to generalize from a sample of firms to the population of British and Danish 
firms, and so she selected firms at random. But she interviewed individuals who 

were chosen not at random, but because they were most likely to know the answers 

to her questions. Baumgartner eta!. (2009) studied instances oflobbying (see 
Leech et al., this volume), so they selected interviewees after first identifying a 

weighted random sample of issues about which lobbyists had lobbied. Researchers 

engaged in process-tracing ideally would like to be able to make the argument 
that they have interviewed individuals who can inform them about the full range 

of relevant events that happened in the world. Random sampling of elements 
from a population-regardless of whether the interviewees are randomly sampled 

(and regardless of whether interview data are coded and analyzed quantitatively 
or qualitatively)-is both necessary and sufficient to guarantee valid generaliza

tions to the population of interest, as long as the elements are sampled in sufficient 

numbers.4 

Stratified random sampling is a special case of random sampling that is used 
to generate samples that contain sufficient numbers of cases of "rare types" (of 

people, organizations, events) to allow for quantitative analysis that is truly gen

eralizable to the entire population. Stratified random sampling also can be used 
to ensure responses from individuals who are likely to know particular facets of 

a story, or who represent different parts of larger aggregates that are the ran
domly sampled elements. For example, one might select randomly from civil 

servants at particular pay grades within a ministry in order to evaluate the posi

tion or behavior of the ministry as a whole.5 

Random sampling is often difficult, tho,;gh, particularly when the sampling 

frame is unclear or when access to respondents is limited. Although preliminary 
research can often be used to identify all of the elements in a population, and 
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although, as Martin (chapter 5) exhorts, "lists are everywhere," in some cases it 
may never be feasible to generate a comprehensive list (e.g., of clandestine actors 

or events). More typically, random sampling in interview research is hindered 

by budget constraints and lack of time or emotional energy, or else by the diffi
culty of accessing randomly selected respondents. 

Failure to interview all or nearly all the interviewees you have chosen to rep

resent randomly selected elements can lead to both nonresponse bias and poor 

inferences. Random-plus-snowball sampling, in which the researcher selects ele

ments randomly but uses personal contacts to aid in th~ recruitment of other 
interviewees on the list may be a solution to this problem (see Martin, chapter 5, 
for a description of this technique). 

Non-random Sampling 
The good news is that not all interview research demands random sampling. 

Random sampling is not needed, for example, if one is using interviews to gen

erate hypotheses that will later be tested using other data. Of course the quality 

of the hypotheses is likely to suffer if the initial interviews generate data that are 

very unrepresentative (either because the individuals or the aggregates with which 

they are affiliated are unrepresentative of the target population, or because the 

people to whom one talks cannot provide a full account of a process that you are 

interested in tracing). Initial hypotheses are particularly likely to be incorrect if a 

non-random sample is biased such that it excludes all elements representing 

negative examples of the phenomenon of interest (see Martin, chapter 5). Never

theless, careful selection of preliminary interviews can mitigate many of these 
concerns. 

Random sampling is also generally not called for in either process-tracing or 

interpretivist work. Interpretivist theories posit that because interview data are 

discursively constructed in ways that are specific to each research interaction, 

generalizability is a chimera in any case. Process-tracing methodologies, includ

ing interviews, are used to generate what Brady and Collier (2004) call causal 

process observations (CPOs). A CPO is a piece of information that, unlike more 

standard "data set observations" used to evaluate correlation across cases, "pro

vides information about context, process or mechanism, and that contributes 

distinctive leverage in causal inference" (Brady and Collier 2004, 277). Tills extra 

information contained in CPOs means that non-random selection of the cases 

from which CPOs are derived is not necessarily a threat to inference (Collier, 

Mahoney, and Seawright2004; Collier and Mahoney 1996). As a result, even non

random samples of interview subjects can generate causal process observations 

to test process- and mechanism-based arguments. Similarly, data from inter-
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views with non-randomly selected individuals may be used in research designs 

involving "pattern matching" ( Campbelll975) and cognitive mapping (Axelrod 

1976). 

Non-randomly sampled interviews can be used for triangulation, for exam

ple, to help interpret the results of surveys or experimental studies. And non

random sampling also may be necessary in order to avoid nonresponse bias. 

Like in-depth case studies, in-depth interview research often allows us to better 

understand the cases that we have studied, sometimes-but not always-at the 

price ofless reliable generalizations to the cases that we haven't studied. 

PURPOSIVE SAMPLING, sometimes called judgment sampling, is a form of non

random sampling that involves selecting elements of a population according to 

specific characteristics deemed relevant to the analysis-for example, firms of 

various sizes, individuals of various social classes, or legislators from various par

ties in a political system. A purposive sampling design does not call for a complete 

census of every element in the population, but it does require knowing enough 

about the characteristics of the population to know what characteristics are likely 

to be relevant for the research project (either as causal variables or as potential 

confounds that need to be controlled for) 6 Purposive sampling can yield a sample 

that is loosely "representative" of the population, at least along the dimensions 

that are likely to be of interest for a study, without requiring a very large number 

of interviews. Like stratified random sampling, it can also be used to ensure that 

rare types or negative cases are included in the research. When nonresponse in a 

random sample is likely to be selective, and so higb as to negate the benefits of 

random sampling, purposive sampling can be a partial solution because it ensures 

the inclusion of particular types of elements in the sample. 

CONVENIENCE SAMPLING demands little of the interviewer other than identi

fying and making contact with individuals who are attached to elements-any 

elements-in your sampling frame. "Man in the street" interviews are convenience 

samples, as are interviews with elites with whom you happen to have a preex

isting connection, or with whom you happen to be able to schedule an interview 

when you are in the capital city. Convenience samples can be useful during pre

liminary research, and may be necessary when gaining access to respondents is 

extremely difficult. They can also be a very effective way of generating pithy quotes 

or anecdotes that illustrate findings from another, more systematic, form of analy

sis. In general, however, convenience sampling would ideally be reserved for situ

ations when one doesn't need or want to draw inferences to a larger population. 

SNOWBALL SAMPLING, sometimes called chain referral sampling or respondent

driven sampling, is a method for gradually accumulating respondents in a sample 
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based on recommendations from earlier interviewees. This method of constructing 

a sample enhances access to respondents, since no cold contacts are required, 

and it can be used in conjunction with other forms of sampling (purposive, con

venience, or even random-plus-snowball, as described by Martin, chapter 5). For 

example, in preparation for survey work, I conducted a series of in-depth inter
views with Boston-area residents. I used snowball sampling-to recruit a conve

nience sample of interviewees, beginning by interviewing one of the employees 
at a nearby day care center. She referred me to her former mother-in-law, who in 

tum introduced me to a former home health care aide, who set me up with her 
sister's sister-in-law, who introduced me to a colleague, and so forth. The respon

dents in the child care provider's referral chain were racially mixed but were mainly 

female and of middle to lower socioeconomic status. Since I expected responses 

to my questions about the fairness of inequalities in access to health care and health 
outcomes to vary by race, gender, and socioeconomic status, I made contact with 

male and upper-middle-class respondents by using additional snowball seeds, 
including a neighbor and an administrative assistant in the department next door 
to mine.7 

INTERSTITIAL CONTACTS. One final method of selecting interview respon
dents is worth mentioning-although in this method, it might be more accurate 

to say that the interviewees select the researcher, rather than the other way around. 
Taxi drivers, people sharing queues or waiting rooms, the domestic staff retained 

by our landlords, our research assistants and translators (see Fujii, this volume, 
chapter 7) can all be useful informants, spontaneously offering perspectives and 

information that we might not otherwise encounter in the process of our research. 
Even researchers with a well-planned sampling design can make use of informa

tion gleaned from interstitial contacts like these, so it makes sense to keep a note

book handy at all times and to record your detailed observations as soon as 
possible after chancing upon an accidental interview. Of course we should guard 

against the tendency to give heightened emphasis and credence to these informal 
contacts; the testimony even of"ordinary people" who choose to share their views 

with us is surely no more representative than the testimony of our carefully 
sampled respondents. Still, when we are confronted with situations in which we 
know little and have much to learn, all information is potentially useful. 

Sometimes, despite our best intentions, it is not possible to carry out the sam

pling design that would best support the analytical goals of our research. We 
have already identified some situations in which it may not be possible to gener

ate a reliable sampling frame. Power dynamics built into the process of inter-
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viewing elites, political constraints, and ethical considerations may all also limit 
sampling possibilities. 

Many researchers just beginning interview-based research, particularly with 
elites, are concerned above all about access. Thesis writers often grow accustomed 

to occupying a position low on the food chain and may not feel important enough 

to commandeer the time and attention of high-status individuals like govern
ment ministers, elected officials, or CEOs. Gender, language, or nationality can 

also seem to disadvantage researchers who must supplicate for an audience. In 

my own experience conducting interviews with economic and policy elites in 
Italy, The Netherlands, and the United States, such concerns about gaining access 

have been surprisingly unfounded. Beckmann and Hall, and Martin (both this 

volume) report similar ease of access to members of Congress in the United 
States and employers in Britain and Denmark. Of course, there may be circum

stances when it is simply not possible for a political scientist to gain access to 

high-ranking societal elites, and research designs should not in general be pre
mised on such access. Identifying in advance surrogate sources of information, 

and sampling the organization, event, or type of official rather than individual 
respondents, may help lessen problems of access. If large numbers of potential 

respondents refuse to participate for reasons that appear to be unrelated to key 
hypotheses or control variables, a purposive sample may be substituted for ran

dom sampling (making appropriate corrections for the certainty of causal claims 
based on such interview data). 

Political constraints also may limit the type of respondents researchers can 

access and the sampling strategies we employ. MacLean and Reno (both this vol
ume) interviewed members of populations-American indian tribal leaders, and 

members of Liberian militia organizations deemed illegal under U.S. law-who 
for distinct reasons might be cautious alx:mtrevealing information to (non-Native) 

American researchers. Both Reno and MacLean were able to reassure potential 
interviewees that their intentions were honorable and that agreeing to be inter

viewed would not place the respondents or their communities at risk. Nevertheless, 
under some circumstances it may be politically impossible to interview certain 

types of respondents. Cammett (chapter 6, this volume), for example, was not 

able to interview people who had used social services provided by Hezbollah in 
Lebanon, despite the fact that this type of respondent was initially included in 
her sampling frame. 

Ethical constraints, too, may limit whom we interview. Institutional review 

boards (IRBs) intensely scrutinize research that involves populations they have 
categorized as «vulnerable" groups, such aS prisoners and children, and with 

people who could become victims of retribution in the event of a breach of ano

nymity or confidentiality (see Brooks, chapter 2, this volume). Even where IRBs 
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approve interview subjects, however, researchers need to use their own discre

tion and often deeper knowledge about the contexts in which they are working 
to evaluate whether their interviews could endanger respondents (for example 

by being seen talking to an American researcher). In circumstances where ethi

cal considerations limit whom we may interview, sampling strategies may need 
to be adjusted to protect human subjects. 

In sum, when researchers have the ability to interview large numbers of re
spondents, when respondents are accessible, and when very in-depth information 

about a particular case is not required, the benefits to be gained from attempting 

to sample randomly far outweigh the costs. If we must interview a smaller number 
of respondents because of resource constraints or lack of access, if we are con

ducting process-tracing research, or if we aren't concerned about generalizing to 
a larger population, then an aptly chosen non-random sampling design may be 

the best option-as long as we remain sensitive to any inferential bias that our 
particular non-random sample entails. 

2 

THE ETHICAL TREATMENT OF HUMAN 
SUBJECTS AND THE INSTITUTIONAL 
REVIEW BOARD PROCESS 

Sarah M. Brooks 

The protection of human subjects1 in research is an important consideration 

for social scientists, regardless of the methodology employed. In addition to the 
ethical concerns for the well-being of research subjects, the permissible bounds 

of interaction and intervention with humans have been defined and enforced 
ever more firmly in recent years. Such concern for research ethics arose in the 

wake of the Nuremberg Trials, which brought attention to the horrific abuses of 

concentration camp prisoners at the hands of the Nazis. Public outrage over sub
sequent abuses by scholars in the United States in the 1960s and 1970s catalyzed 

the U.S. government, and other governments around the world, to draw up na
tional guidelines to regulate and enforce the ethical treatment of human subjects 

in social and medical research. Those guidelines called for the creation of institu
tional review boards (IRBs) at universities and other research institutions, and 

established a set of principles governing the ethical treatment of humans in the 
research setting. IRBs, in turn, are charged with the oversight and approval of 

human subjects research, and the enforcement of federal regulations. Thus it is 

essential to gain IRB approval (or exemption) for a research protocol prior to 
undertaking research with human subjects, including social science interview 

research. 
Navigating the IRB process is far from a straightforward endeavor, however. 

For social science researchers employing in~erview methods, this task is all the 

Many thanks to Lauren MacLean, Cecilia Martinez-Gallardo, Layna Mosley, and the participants in 
the Interview Research Conference for helpful comments on an earlier draft. 
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more complicated by the nature of the guidelines, and by the forms and princi

ples governing human subjects research that were developed on the basis of 

procedures and concerns in the biomedical sciences. And the resulting set of 

rules may increasingly put interview research at odds with disciplinary pressures 

for greater transparency and replicability of research findings. Thus, even as the 

purview and structure oflRBs have broadened to include social science research, 

and board members have gained familiarity with ethnographic research and in

terview methods, the translation of human subjects review principles into work

able guidelines for interview research has been difficult and controversial (Bask 

and De Vries 2004; Gordon 2003; Hauck 2008; Oakes 2002; Seligson 2008; Shea 
2000; Yanow and Schwartz-Shea 2008). 

Even though IREs possess a great potential to frustrate researchers, such 

boards can also provide crucial assistance in the process of designing research 

that meets important ethical standards (Anderson 1996). Thus it is worth paying 

close attention to the underlying principles that inform IRB regulations in the 

design of interview-based research. To that end, this chapter seeks to decipher 

the main principles and ethical considerations relating to the risks to human 

subjects in interview-based field research and offers some practical suggestions 

for scholars seeking IRB approval for such research. The chapter also highlights 

some unique challenges that qualitative researchers may anticipate when seeking 

IRB approval for interview research protocols. Although there is no certain or 

fail-safe path to gaining IRB approval-as IRBs vary widely both across univer

sities and over time in the same university-efforts to design interview research 

that minimizes risks to human subjects in line with IRB provisions should si

multaneously advance the secondary goal of avoiding delays or, worse, the for

feiting of data, as a result of deviations from guidelines for the treatment of 
human subjects. 

Human Subjects Protections 
A vital responsibility for any researcher is to protect the privacy, well-being, and 

dignity of the participants in her research. Accordingly, a fundamental goal of 

human subjects protection is to ensure that such research entails minimal risk 

to participants in the study (Tierney and Cowen 2007). Although this may seem 

like an obvious or elementary concern, human subjects protection has become a 

crucial and high-stakes ethical and legal matter for universities and government 

sponsors of social science research. Much of the task of enforcing the standards 

for human subjects protections in the design of research falls upon IRBs, which 

possess the authority to approve or reject research plans. They also may require 
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revisions to proposals, interrupt ongoing research, delay or terminate research, 

or even prohibit the use of data that deviates from approved practices or is 

deemed to be harmful to the human subjects of research being carried out at the 

university. Gaining IRB approval at the design phase of a research project and 

working within the prescribed regulations once the research commences thus 

have become important concerns for faculty and students at universities across 

the country. Indeed, failure to comply with IRB regulations may place human 

subjects-as well as researchers and universities-at risk. 

The origin of this concern for protecting human subjects grew out of the hor

rors of Nazi abuses that were revealed at the Nuremberg Military Tribunals. The 

Nuremberg Code, which established a set of standards to evaluate the human 

experiments conducted by the Nazis, included a set of principles for the ethical 

conduct of human subjects research. Many of these principles were subsequently 

embraced by the World Medical Association in 1964 in its Declaration of Hel

sinki, which provided further guidance for the medical profession in the ethical 

treatment of humans in scientific research.2 

In the United States, government intervention in the regulation of human 

subjects research was prompted by public indignation over the Tuskegee syphilis 

study. That experiment lasted from 1932 to 1972 and involved 399 low-income 

African American men in Alabama. Researchers failed to inform the subjects 

that they were suffering from syphilis and did not offer them a remedy, even 

after an effective therapy had been developed (Brunner 2010; National Com

mission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral 

Research 1979; Marshall 2003; Tierney and Corwin 2007). The Tuskegee study 

brought much-needed attention to the array of physiological risks of harm to 

human subjects that may be associated with participation in medical research. 

Subsequently, public concerns for the psychological impact of participating in 

research arose from prominent studies such as that of Milgram (1963), whose 

subjects were led to believe that they were administering increasingly painful 

electrical shocks to punish individuals for not working quickly enough. Even 

though the individuals supposedly receiving the shocks in that study were re

searchers· who were introduced to the subjects at the end of the study, subjects 

were found to have suffered long-term psychological damage from the shame 

and guilt of their participation in the research (LeCompte and Schensull999). 

In response to public anger associated with these and other social and medi

cal research scandals in the 1960s and 1970s, the U.S. government convened a 

panel in the Department of Health, Educatio~, and Welfare to review such prac

tices. The result was the 1974 National Research Act, which established the 

National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and 

Behavioral Research. The product of that commission, which met from 1974 to 
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1978, was the Belmont Report (1978), which established three fundamental 

principles for research on human subjects: respect for persons, beneficence, and 

justice; it also devised a set of procedures for oversight and approval of research 

involving human subjects. 

The principal institution charged with this oversight is the IRB. Although the 

Public Health Service began to require in 1966 that research institutions set up 

ethics committees to oversee human subjects research, it was only in 1981 that 

the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) issued broad guidelines 

that delineated the scope and mandate of these panels. In the 1990s such regula

tions came to be enforced broadly in the discipline of political science, as well as 

other social sciences (Hauck 2008). Those regulations, issued by HHS, came to 

be known as the Common Rule, and have been adopted by most federal agen

cies that conduct or fund research on humans. The guidelines required that 

most research involving human subjects that is funded by a department agency 

must be evaluated by an IRB (Marshall 2003, 270). In 2001 the responsibility 

for overseeing IRBs was transferred to the Office for Human Research Protec

tion (OHRP).3 

For universities, the stakes in the enforcement of these standards are exceed

ingly high. In the years since OHRP took over responsibility for the oversight and 

enforcement of ethical standards for human subjects research, «the feds" have 

suspended research at several U.S. institutions that were found to be in violation 

of these regulations (Marshall 2003). Because universities that are found to be 

in violation of human subjects regulations may lose access to federal funding 

for research, some university IRBs have become quite zealous in their application 

and interpretation of federal rules (Anderson 1996). Such enforcement efforts 

have been countered in some cases with mobilization by scholars who resist or 

wish to amend them (Shea 2000; Seligson 2008; Yanow and Schwartz-Shea 2008). 

Understanding these guidelines and their implications for interview research 

thus is a crucial part of planning for social science research. As Cammett, 

MacLean, and Reno (this volume) each point out, designing interview research 

protocols that conform to human subjects guidelines may take considerable 

effort and planning well before the research is undertaken, and may entail con

siderable revision of standard procedures through which research is performed, 

and informed consent obtained. The next section therefore offers some strategies 

for designing interview research that conforms to human subjects protection 

guidelines for minimizing risk to the participants in interview research. Of par

ticular concern will be the special dilemmas involved in designing protocols for 

interview research in political science that satisfy criteria for human subjects 

protection that were devised for biomedical research. 
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Scope and Issues of IRB Concern 
A very basic quandary for many scholars engaging in interview-based research is 

to discern what kinds of investigations are subject to IRB approval. Although the 

Common Rule initially required universities to convene IRBs only if researchers 

were seeking government funding, federal regulations subsequently have been 

extended to include any research, funded or not, that is conducted at any institu

tion receiving federal funds. Accordingly, virtually all research-federally funded 

or not-that involves human subjects must receive approval or exemption from 

an IRB (Gray 1979, 204; Seiler and Murtha 1980, 148; cf. Murphy and Johannsen 

1990, 131). 

The next logical question then becomes, What is human subjects research? 

Given the increasing level of scrutiny and high stakes in federal oversight of social 

science research, the way in which a university defines "research" and "human 

subjects" becomes crucial to delineating the scope of government authority. In 

the first place, federal regulations of human subjects research are typically en

forced where data gathered from the subjects render them identifiable, either 

directly or indirectly. Specifically, these guidelines state that a human subject is 

"a living individual about whom an investigator (whether professional or student) 

conducting research obtains data through intervention or interaction with the 

individual, or identifiable private information" (Code of Federal Regulations, title 

34, sec 97.102(f)). In addition, the federal government defines research as "a sys

tematic investigation, including research, development, testing, and evaluation 

designed to develop or contribute to generalizable knowledge" (Code of Federal 
Regulations, title 34, sec 97.102(d)). 

These guidelines are not without problems. They have been critiqued for 

their ambiguity and narrowness in leaving some humanistic and testimony

based studies outside the realm of regulated research (Seligson 2008). For in

stance, some forms of interview research that are aimed at compiling history, 

oral history, or biography, along with interviews that are not meant to be gener

alizable or used to draw general conclusions, may not be regulated by the Com

mon Rule, even if the participants are identifiable, since they do not meet the 

regulatory definition of research (UIC 2009). For most social scientists who plan 

to use interviews to generate knowledge that will be published or presented, 

however, if that knowledge may be generalizable or applied to a broad segment 

of the population, then it is likely to be considered human subjects research and 

subject to federal regulation. Given that m~st social science research aims to 

develop generalizable knowledge, it typically is considered to be subject to fed

eral regulation when it involves identifiable individuals. And since interviews 

are by their nature interactive, research that engages in this way with individuals 
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who could be identified would in most cases be considered subject to federal 
regulation. 

There is some debate over whether such a definition includes pre-dissertation 

research that is used principally for the purpose of training in graduate educa

tion, rather than as research itself. Even though some scholars point out that 
activities whose primary purpose is to educate the student rather than to make 

original contributions to knowledge should be exempt, others contend that even 

pre-dissertation research is meant to be systematic and to lead to generalizable 

knowledge {Murphy and Johannsen 1990, 131). A common practice of IRBs 

thus has been to include such interview research in their purview, even where it 

entails "non-thesis, non-dissertation, unfunded, didactic ethnography" that was 

previously thought to be outside the mandate of the IRB (Murphy and Jo

hannsen 1990). Accordingly, graduate students engaging in interviews intended 

for pre-dissertation research or exploratory study designed principally, or even 

solely, for the purpose of graduate training also should seek IRB approval for, or 
exemption of, this research. 

What to Do. A first step for researchers planning to undertake interview-based 

field research is to determine whether this research is exempt from federal regu

lations; whether it may be approved by an expedited review; or whether it is 

subject to a fully convened IRB.4 The federal regulations provide guidelines for 

exemptions of certain types of interview research, which should be used when 

considering whether research may be deemed exempt. Specifically, the second 

criterion of the HHS regulations §46.10l{b) provides exemption for: 

(2) Research involving the use of educational tests (cognitive, diagnos

tic, aptitude, achievement), survey procedures, interview procedures or 

observation of public behavior, unless: 

(i) information obtained is recorded in such a manner that human 

subjects can be identified, directly or through identifiers linked to the 

subjects; and (ii) any disclosure of the human subjects' responses out

side the research could reasonably place the subjects at risk of criminal 

or civil liability or be damaging to the subjects' financial standing, 

employability, or reputation. (Code of Federal Regulations, title 45, sec 
46.10l(b)) 

Thus, if interview research is carried out in a way that renders subjects identifi

able and subject to the array of social risks listed above, then IRB approval from a 

U.S.-based university is likely to be necessary. Of course, the case-by-case inter

pretation of these criteria is left largely to the IRE itself, and thus for many re

searchers it makes sense to begin this process by inquiring with one's university 
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IRB about whether a given protocol may be exempt or amenable to expedited 

review. An expedited review typically involves evaluation of the protocol by the 

IRB chair and just one or two experienced IRB panel members, rather than the 

full board {see Code of Federal Regulations, title 45, sec llO{a)). Eligibility for 

expedited review is typically determined by the IRB staff on the basis of the ex

tent of risk and the research strategies involved in the project {Anderson 1996). 

Crucially, even if the research is determined to be exempt by the U.S. govern

ment, one should consider whether the approval of other IREs may be necessary 

before undertaking the research. This point is underscored by Lauren MacLean 

(chapter 3), as her research with Native Americans required the approval often 

tribal IRBs as well as university and federal government review boards. Similarly, 

for scholars planning to carry out interview research in an international setting, 

preparation for the research should entail investigation into the laws governing 

human subjects research in different nations. In many cases, governments have 

legislated strict requirements for IRB approval of human subjects research in 

their countries. Such laws should be consulted, and provisions for their compli

ance should be described in research protocols.5 Documentation that interna

tional research conforms to the human subjects requirements of other govern

ments may even become a condition for approval of social science research by 

IREs at U.S. universities. 

Where an IRB determines that the proposed interview research is not exempt 

from human subjects regulation, then an initial review through an expedited 

process or by a convened IRB is necessary before undertaking the research. The 

next section describes the main principles of concern in the protection of human 

subjects and offers suggestions for how to design interview research in a way that 

conforms to these rules for the ethical treatment of human subjects. 

Concepts and their Practical Meaning 
for Interview Research 
The Behnont Report, published in 1978, provided guidelines for ethical practice 

based on three fundamental principles that haVe now become the central re

quirements for ethical conduct of research with human subjects: respect for 

persons, beneficence, and justice. These principles translate roughly into a cen

tral concern for gaining informed consent, minimizing risk, and being fair in 

the selection of subjects of the research. Nevertheless, turning these three con

cepts into practice, and designing a research Protocol that adequately conforms 

to these criteria, is far from a clear-cut task. This may be especially troublesome 

for researchers using interview methodologies and conducting interviews in 
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international settings, where the rigid and legalistic frameworks applied by IRBs 

may complicate the ability both to gain approval for interview research and to 
effectively employ such methods in social science research. This section lays out 

these basic principles and their application, and suggests ways to satisfy them 

when designing interview research to protect human subjects and gain IRB ap

proval. 

Respect for Persons 
This principle obliges researchers to respect the personal dignity, self-determination, 

and autonomy of individuals, especially of vulnerable populations and those 
with diminished autonomy, such as children. In practical terms, satisfying the 

concern for respect for persons has focused on the task of gaining voluntary and 
informed consent of participants in the research. Indeed, the need to obtain in

formed consent of the participants in scholarly research is now viewed as a uni
versal imperative, regardless of method used in the research. The emphasis on 

this principle stems directly from the Nuremberg Code, which concluded that 
«the voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential." Thus, inter

viewees must be informed that they are being involved in research, and they 

must be aware of the purpose of the research. Research subjects also must be free 

to decline participation in the study without penalty. 
Informed-consent rules apply whenever a researcher interacts with a subject 

for the purpose of research. They do not pertain to research that involves solely 

the observation of individuals in public behavior. Sitting o.n a park bench and 
observing people in their normal activities thus would not require that a re

searcher obtain or document informed consent. Nevertheless, once a researcher 

engages with individuals, such as by approaching them with questions, or ac
quiring information about them that is not publicly available, human subjects 

regulations apply. Consider for instance a researcher who plans to enter a cafe to 
meet locals and interview them about politics. If the intention of that research is 

to use the conversations in the cafe to generate insights about political values 
and beliefs, and thus the researcher would plan to talre notes (during or after 

the meetings) and use them to inform her research, then the requirement for 
informed consent would apply. Even if the subjects remain anonymous, such 

a protocol thus would run afoul of the ethics regulations unless the researcher 
( 1) identifies herself as a researcher; (2) states clearly that the conversation is part 

of a research study and describes what she will do with the information, includ

ing publish it in a dissertation; and (3) gives the interviewees a chance to decline 
to participate in the study. The requirements of informed consent thus extend 

broadly to include participant observation as well as informal methods of inter-
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view research. Interview research conducted over the Internet, such as in chat 

rooms or social networking sites, raises new and vexing questions for the appli
cation of consent rules, as the boundaries of public versus private space and ex

pectations of privacy in electronic communications are unclear. I return to this 

issue below. 
A crucial part of satisfying the "informed" part of consent, moreover, has 

meant in practice that researchers must notify participants of the "reasonably 
foreseeable" risks that they confront as a result of being part of the research, and 

of the potential benefits that might accrue to them as a result of participat

ing (Labott and Johnson 2004, 11). It is typically up to the IRB panel to judge 
whether these conditions have been satisfied, and whether a person's voluntary 

agreement to participate in a study is based on adequate knowledge and under
standing of the relevant information provided by the researcher. Unfortunately, 

the language that may be required by an IRB to fully satisfy these criteria may be 

less than clear or comprehensible to many subjects. Scholars should thus pay 
special attention to the clarity of the language used to communicate risks so that 

these can be understood fully by research subjects (see MacLean, chapter 3, this 

volume). 
It is here that social scientists have faced challenges to satisfying procedural 

criteria that were developed around the biomedical sciences. In order to fulfill 

the requirement of informed consent, researchers are obliged to disclose to their 

subjects the nature of the risks associated with the study. However, two basic 
issues may arise here. First, IRBs tend to prefer consent scripts that include lan

guage describing a set of risks and benefits whose nature is typically less clear and 
whose incidence is less easily quantifiable in the case of social science interviews 
than it is in medical sciences. In the case of clinical trials for a new drug, for in

stance, the potential benefits of the research to the individual are direct. Second, 

the foreseeable risks involved in biomedical research and their magnitude are 

often more quantifiable than is typically the case for interview methods in the 
social sciences. This is not to say that political science research is necessarily less 

risky than medical research. Rather, as William Reno malres clear in chapter 8, 
interview research in conflict zones may entail considerable risk to informants 

and scholars alike (see also Wood 2006). Understanding that the process of elabo
rating risks to satisfy the requirement of informed consent is closely associated 

with the basic task of the lRB to weigh risks and benefits may be helpful to scholars 

seeking approval for a research protocol. 
Another dilemma for scholars engaged in interview-based research is the ten

dency for IRBs to favor the more rigid form Of written consent scripts. Whether 
this is on. account of the bias in favor of the biomedical research models, or due 
to the Western value placed on the written over the oral word, is not clear (Gordon 
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2003, 305). The guidelines for informed consent in the Common Rule are very 

specific and highly legalistic; they may not recognize the local meaning of informed 

consent or may be confusing for the research subjects (Marshall2003).6 Written 

consent scripts tend to establish the most unambiguous form of protection for 

the university; this is not necessarily true for the subject. Indeed, a common cri

tique of IRBs is that they often seem to protect the researchers and universities 

more than, or even instead of, the participants in or subjects of research (Gordon 

2003, 300). 
Written informed consent may not be required for every human subjects 

research project, however, and this may be particularly the case for types of 

interview-based research. Exemptions from the requirement of written consent 

may be requested for cases in which such procedures would undermine the 

quality of research or the ability of a scholar to carry it out. For instance, in cases 

where illiteracy is pervasive, written consent may be inappropriate, if not ob

structive, for the research. This is also likely to be the case for vulnerable popula

tions that have been exploited in the past, or who may be engaged in illegal ac

tivities, such as undocumented workers. In addition, scholars have argued that 

the rapport between the researcher and subjects in ethnographic research-if 

not the flow of the research itself-may be impeded by the requirements of obtain

ing a subject's written consent, if not by the language required on such consent 

scripts. To the extent that IREs insist on the use of written consent scripts, there

fore, a researcher's ability to carry out interview research among such populations 

may be impeded. In such cases, it is appropriate to request a modification of the 

informed-consent process to utilize oral, rather than written, consent procedures. 

Such a request should be made in the initial review protocol and may be most 

persuasive where information is provided about the social and cultural contexts 

that make written consent problematic for the research, as well as the logistical 

complications that might arise from the requirement of written consent. The 

former may be more relevant for research among vulnerable or illiterate popula

tions in international settings, while the latter may apply to Internet research or 

ethnographic research for which written consent forms may introduce a hierar

chy or rigidity that alters the rapport between researchers and subjects (Gordon 

2003). In one case where such a modification was granted, a graduate student 

working among tribal populations in Pakistan pointed to the high rates of illit

eracy, and subjects' strong reluctance to putting a thumbprint on any docu

ment, even one that was read to them, given the history of local people having 

been cheated out of land after having been tricked into signing a document 

they couldn't read. In that case, the requirement of written consent would have 

undermined greatly the ability of the researcher to carry out her study among 

this population, therein justifying her request for modification of the informed-
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consent procedure. Similarly, Wood (2006) describes the ethical justification, if 

not imperative, of relying on oral consent when conducting interviews with 
vulnerable populations in war zones. 

Finally, in satisfying the requirement of informed consent, it is important to 

make clear to interviewees that they can refuse participation in the study without 

fear of penalty. Of particular concern to IRBs is the assurance that interviewees 

are free from coercion and undue influence on the decision to participate. IREs 

may be especially sensitive to these factors when scholars are working in a devel

oping country or with vulnerable populations such as children, refugees, or 

pregnant women (Seligson 2008). IREs also pay special attention to the use of 

inducements or gifts made as compensation for participation in a research study. 

Gifts that are especially valuable thus may be seen as coercive if the inducement 

renders low-income or vulnerable populations less free to decline participation 

in a study. In contrast to biomedical researchers engaging with subjects suffering 

from illnesses, social scientists engaged in interview research may be in a better 

position to make the case of minimal risk and lack of coercion, because the 

physical and emotional health of their subjects is intact, and their well-being is 

usually not at stake in the decision to participate in the study (Gordon 2003, 

311). Nevertheless, special attention to the question of the value of any gift for 

participation-especially for vulnerable populations-may be warranted, along 

with attention to documentation of informed consent as a way to ensure that 
risks to interviewees are minimized. 

What to Do. A consent script should accompany any request for IRB approval of 

interview research. This script should clearly describe for prospective interview

ees what the research is about; it .should also state that research subjects can 

refuse to participate without penalty and that they can likewise refuse to answer 

any question. (A sample consent script is included in the appendix). Where a gift 
or compensation for participation is offered, it should be made clear that refusal 

to complete the interview will not jeopardize receipt of the gift. Such compensa

tion should be justified and should be reasonable enough not to be viewed as 

coercive. And in the event that written consent would impede or undermine the 

quality of the research or the ability to carry out interviews, researchers should 

request modification of the written consent protocol. Such a request will be 

more persuasive to the extent that the researcher can justify exactly why and how 

written consent would impede the ability to effectively carry out the research, 

and to the extent that a verbal script and a protocol for documenting the receipt 
of verbal consent can be provided. 

It may be helpful to consult the IRB for guidance and to work with the IRB to 

develop acceptable ways to protect both the interviewees and the reliability of 
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one's research process. Care also should be used in the design and implementa

tion of consent scripts, to ensure that risks are communicated in clear language 

that is understandable to subjects, with ample time allocated for subjects to weigh 

such risks before proceeding with the interview. In many cases, IRB staff can 

offer guidance on the language for informed-consent scripts that are typically 

approved by that board. Where written consent is obtained, it is also advisable to 

produce two copies of the consent documents so that one may be kept by the 

participant and one by the researcher (Padgett 1998). 

Beneficence 
This concept revolves around the objective of minimizing risk to human subjects 

and maximizing the anticipated benefits of the research. The Belmont Report 

requires IRBs to consider in their judgment of a research proposal both the 

probability and severity of risk, and the justifiability of that risk given the antici

pated benefits of the project. The IRB task thus essentially becomes one of mak

ing a cost-benefit analysis. The risks involved in interview-based research, how

ever, differ considerably from those in biomedical research, and thus the heavy 

reliance on conceptual and procedural guidelines designed for the biomedical 

fields may complicate the task of gaining IRB approval for interview-based 

research. 

IRBs also may consider whether there are other possible ways to obtain the 

stated benefits of this research, and thus their efforts may go beyond simply 

judgment of a project, and may become prescriptive as well (Labott and Johnson 

2004, 11). Given that the risks associated with social science interview research 

may be difficult to elucidate, much less to quantify, it is essential for researchers 

to assist IRBs in this cost-benefit analysis by providing as much context and in

formation as possible to justify a given research strategy. With this end in mind, 

some clarification of the concepts and strategies for minimizing risk may be 

helpful. 

Minimal risk to a human subject is said to exist "where the probability and 

magnitude of harm or discomfort anticipated in the proposed research are not 

greater, in and of themselves, than those originally encountered in daily life" 

(Oakes 2002, 456; cf. Tierney and Corwin 2007, 393). What constitutes an every

day risk, however, varies markedly across contexts and countries. Indeed, the 

concept of risk itself is culturally bound, making it particularly difficult for IRBs 

to evaluate the risks associated with research in foreign countries (Gordon 2003, 

3ll). An IRB evaluating an interview research protocol will typically be highly 

vigilant of a subset of standard risks associated with research, including viola

tion of confidentiality and the possibility that solicitation of and use of sensitive 
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information may jeopardize the social, political, or economic well-being of the 

subjects. For social science research in particular, the principal risks that re

searchers will be expected to minimize include invasion of privacy, loss of confi

dentiality, psychological trauma, indirect physical harm, embarrassment, stigma, 

and group stereotyping (Oakes 2002, 449). This may mean in practice that sub

jects may be embarrassed or harmed in their professional or social standing by 

the publication of their answers to your questions if confidentiality is violated. 

IRBs also may be concerned that being asked about sensitive subjects such as 

violence, abuse, or traumatic events may involve psychological stress for research 
subjects. 

Many of the risks to subjects involved in social science interview research are 

difficult to anticipate, much less to quantify. Different types of interviews, more

over, may imply different degrees of risk to subjects, depending on the researcher's 

degree of control over the process and content of the interview. Whereas un

structured or open-ended interviews allow the subject to control much more of 

the content of the interview, semi-structured and structured (closed-ended) inter

views allocate more power to the researcher to determine the types of informa

tion that are gathered, with subjects controlling only the amount of information 

shared or whether to respond at all (Corbin and Morse 2003). 

Just the same, defining and elaborating the potential benefits to those inter

viewees may be equally nebulous and difficult. In many cases, there is little if any 

direct benefit to research subjects for their participation in social science re

search. Thus researchers engaged in interview research in these disciplines may 

be at somewhat of a disadvantage compared to biomedical researchers whose 

studies are aimed at the alleviation of a symptom or cure of an illness. Since the 

task of the IRB essentially reduces·to a weighing of risk and benefit, it becomes 

vital to provide as much information as possible for the IRB about the subjects, 

their contexts, and the potential risks and benefits associated with the research. 

Fortunately, one advantage of social scientific interview research compared to 

biomedical research is that the risk of injury or death as a direct result of partici

pation in the research is quite remote. 

What to Do. Put the concept of risk as it relates to the research project into the 
clearest terms possible. Because IRBs may have a hard time gauging the risks as

sociated with ethnographic or interview research, protocols should clearly state 

why and how they entail "minimal risk" to the research subjects. Describe in as 

much detail as possible the context in which the research is to be carried out, the 

nature of the risks and their magnitude (which should be minimal), and the poten

tial benefits to be gained from your study. Critically, IRB approval may not depend 

on there being substantial or direct benefits to interviewees for participation in 
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the project. Panels of academic researchers may be quite aware that the benefits 

of a study often accrue only indirectly to society as a whole through the advance 

of knowledge. Nevertheless, researchers should be able to state exactly how knowl

edge drawn from their study would be beneficial to the society they are studying, 

and how their study would contribute to knowledge in the scholarly community. It 

may be sufficient, in other words, to state that society stands to benefit even if 

individuals have less to gain personally. This is simply the nature of social science 

research, which contrasts with the biomedical fields around which the practice 

of making such a risk-benefit calculus was developed (Gordon 2003, 313-314). 

Where interviews involve sensitive or potentially distressing subjects such as 

violence or abuse, moreover, plans should be made to provide interviewees with 
referral services in the event that interviews cause emotional distress. 

Justice 
The third guiding principle established by the Belmont Report turns attention to 

the ways in which research subjects are selected for inclusion in the study. Fun

damentally, the selection and recruitment of interviewees should be fair, mean

ing that an IRB will be vigilant to ensure that the most vulnerable members of 

society do not bear the greater burden of research, whether the study is domestic 

or international. Here again the biomedical foundations .of human subjects re

view criteria are evident, as these concerns drew from the egregious violations of 

social justice for vulnerable populations as in the case of the Tuskegee syphilis 

study or drug trials in developing countries. IRB judgments of a research proto

col thus will seek to ensure the «justness of the selection process should consider 

fairness to your interviewees as persons, and as members of a social, racial, sex

ual or ethnic group" (OHRP 1993, 12). The IRB also may pay special attention 

to the selection of subjects to be sure that they are not chosen for being «easy to 

manipulate as a result of their illness or socioeconomic condition" (OHRP 1993, 

12). The incorporation of new technologies into the research process has com

plicated this task, however. Not only do electronic media make it difficult for 

researchers to verify a subject's age, gender, and other characteristics, but they 

also may replicate social inequalities in sample selection to the extent that a 

"digital divide" limits the scope of the population that is reached through the 

Internet. 

What to Do. For researchers whose study centers on questions associated with 

vulnerable populations or those in developing countries, special ~ttention in the 

protocol should be paid to justifying the selection and recruitment of subjects 

for the research. The principal concern for the IRB will be to assure that your 
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interviewees will not be selected either because they are favored or because they 

are held in disdain, nor simply because they are readily available. The recruit

ment of subjects in the protocol should be described in a way that ensures that 

the researcher will avoid replicating the injustices that "arise from social, racial, 

sexual, and cultural biases institutionalized in society" (OHRP 1993, 12). Even 

though this criterion assumes that recruitment involves some form of experi

mentation or burden imposed on the subjects, the condition may be satisfied 

most clearly if the selection of your subjects is done in a way that is based on 

objective social science criteria. Here, a careful consideration of the purpose of 

interviews and the appropriate sampling strategy (see Lynch, and Bleich and 

Pekkanen, this volume) is helpful. Describing and justifying these case selection 

procedures in the research protocol thus should effectively dispel concerns about 

violation of the principle of justice. 

Special Dilemmas for Interview Research 
in Political Science 
Paying attention to the three ethical principles described above constitutes only 

the beginning of efforts that researchers should take to ensure the protection of 

human participants in interview research. To be sure, the strategies suggested 

above are far from certain to secure IRB approval of an interview-based proto

col, as different IRBs within universities over time and across different institu

tions tend to vary in the rigor with which they interpret and enforce federal regu

lations for human subjects research. Despite recent improvements, researchers 

engaged in interview research, and in particular in research in international lo

cations, have often found the task of designing a research strategy that will best 

protect subjects and gain IRB approval to be fraught with difficulty (Yarrow and 

Schwartz-Shea 2008). This section addresses some of the concerns relating to 

IRB approval of interview research in political science, and offers additional 

guidance on strategies for protecting research participants from the most rele

vant risks associated with this type of research. 

For some scholars, one of the most important challenges of navigating the 

array of federal regulations of human subjects stems from "the complete lack of 

anthropological or sociological input into the formulation of those regulations" 

(Murphy and Johannsen 1990, 128). Not only are the forms and criteria for 

assuring protection of human subjects orient~d heavily around the biomedical 

sciences, but also many of the ethical problems of ethnographic research remain 

unaddressed by IRB regulations (Tierney and Corwin 2007, 395). Political scientists 

engaged in interview research, moreover, may find themselves caught between 
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an IRB's demands for confidentiality on the one hand, and their discipline's in

creasing emphasis on transparency and replicability on the other, which may 

involve pressure to disclose the names of sources in order to publish their research. 

Given these tensions, it makes sense for researchers engaged in interview research 

to communicate directly with the IRB when formulating a research protocol. Try

ing to anticipate the broadest range of questions about the research contexts and 

the methods employed may help to ease the passage of a protocol through the 

IRB while at the same time making it easier for the researcher to design a pro

tocol that adequately minimizes risks and highlights the benefits of the proposed 

research. 
Interview researchers bear a particular burden of accounting for differences 

in the concept of risk across international contexts. This is because the regula

tory definition of "minimal risk" entails a situation in which "the probability 

and magnitude of harm or discomfort anticipated in the research are not greater 

in and of themselves than those ordinarily encountered in daily life or during the 

performance of routine physical or psychological examinations or tests" (Code 

of Federal Regulations, title 45, sec 46.102). Yet, a critical problem in satisfying 

this criterion revolves around the definition of "daily life." Or as Labolt and 

Johnson (2004, 11) observe, the question becomes, "Whose daily life? That of an 

investigator or of a potential subject who is currently homeless?" For scholars 

working in developing countries, IRBs at home universities may be inclined to 

perceive risks associated with research to be more likely to impose significant 

harm than those of everyday life, which will be unknown to them. They also may 

perceive the incidence of standard risks such as breaches of confidentiality
such as due to theft of a laptop-to be greater than is true for that country or 

context. Accordingly, it is worthwhile to build extra safeguards against these risks 

into the design of interview research protocols, while also including as much con

textual information as possible in the initial review application to allow IRB 
members to understand how such risks are minimized in the research. The more 

information that can be provided to help reviewers understand the context, the 

better able they will be to evaluate the research. 
IRBs also tend to focus on the individual as the source of informed consent 

for adults. In some contexts, however, it may be appropriate to seek consent from 

members of the family, tribe, or group who senre as "gatekeepers" for a potential 

interview respondent (Gordon 2003; Padgett 1998). It may be important there

fore for a researcher to obtain the consent of both the research subject and his or 

her gatekeeper, as the latter may hold the authority to grant permission to partici

pate. In certain instances, this means that researchers should anticipate approach

ing a person in authority, such as an agency director or a village chief, when 

seeking the consent of a participant in the research. As Cammett (chapter 6) 
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reveals, this process obliges researchers to consider the "positionality" of the 

researcher in relation to her subjects, and may require a modification of the tar

gets and strategies for gaining informed consent, particularly in plural societies 

and with non-elite subjects. Here again it is vital to document and justify the 

context and procedures through which such consent is obtained at every stage of 

the research project. 

Gaining IRB approval for interview research in the social sciences thus 

may be difficult for some international settings, particularly given the ambiguous 

nature of risks and benefits and given the nonstandard hierarchies of access to 

research subjects. Researchers should pay special attention to the nature of these 

risks and the social context in which the project is situated when describing and 

justifying informed-consent procedures to IRBs. It is advisable of course to put 

in place a set of safeguards to protect research subjects to minimize risks in any 

setting; international research and projects undertal<en in conflict zones or plural 

societies, however, require extra assurances to minimize risk to interview subjects. 

As Reno describes (chapter 8), in certain cases intenriew notes taken in pencil 

that may be erased by the informants may provide extra assurance that risks will 

be minimized. 

In every case, research protocols should specify that field notes, transcripts, 

and recordings will not contain personal identifiers such as the names of inter

viewees or other personally identifiable facts that could betray the identity of 

research subjects. Instead, researchers should give subjects a code name or number 

and separate the transcript from any record that links this code to the individu

al's identity (Fritz 2008). Interview data and transcripts also should be stored on 

a password-protected and encoded laptop and jump drive-or uploaded elec

tronically to a remote location. Doing so should ensure complete separation of 

the hardware on which interview notes or transcripts are stored, and the identity 

of the informants, in order to minimize the risk of a breach of confidentiality. 

Moreover, researchers should avoid sharing data or intenriew transcripts with 

anyone who has not received research ethics training or is not included as a par

ticipant engaged in the research on the IRB protocol. For researchers planning to 

employ one or more research assistants to help carry out intenriews or focus 

groups, it is typically required that everyone be certified by an ethics training 

course. In such cases, IRBs may request that a chain of command is created for 

gathering and storing data, along with procedures to ensure that research data 

are protected from loss or theft (Fritz 2008). 

Even though it is difficult to estimate the severity, likelihood, and duration of 

specific risks, it is always important to provide the IRB with information on the 

probability, magnitude, and harm associated with each risk to subjects, regard

less of the medium of interaction (VIC 2009). Again, in most cases the principal 
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risk to subjects of interview research will be the breach of confidentiality. Ac

cordingly, it is essential to incorporate safeguards such as encryption and secure 

passwords to store and protect any identifiable information about research sub

jects as a way to minimize this risk. It also may be useful to anticipate that the 

IRBs will not hesitate to evaluate the validity of any claim made within the re

quest for approval. and will consider whether some alternative measures could 

be taken that imply less risk to the research subjects (Labolt and johnson 2004, 

13). In order to reduce the likelihood that a research protocol is delayed or re

vised substantially by the IRB, try to anticipate as many risks as possible that 

may accrue to research subjects, and establish safeguards within the research 

plan to minimize them. In other words, it is rarely worthwhile to fail to mention 

a risk and provide for it, as IRBs may anticipate such risks and forestall the 

implementation of the research until revisions in the protocol are made. 

The Internet is also changing the relationship between interviewers and sub

jects in social science research, and in doing so has generated new ethical con

cerns and practical challenges for research conducted electronically. Not least 

of these challenges is the fact that the regulations governing IREs (based on the 

Belmont Report) were written well before the Internet age and thus do not easily 

accommodate the scope and nature of risks attendant upon the electronic media 

through which interviewers and subjects interact. Not only has the Internet cre

ated ever-greater challenges to protecting the confidentiality of subjects, but it 

also raises important conceptual questions about what constitutes public versus 

private behavior. Even though the Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative 

(CITI), a prominent human subjects training course, includes a section on the 

ethics of Internet research, it lacks firm guidelines as to the scope and applica

tion of human subjects regulations to this research. 
Among the fundamental issues to consider in the ethical design of Internet

based research is the question of what constitutes public behavior (Nissenbaum 

1998). What, for instance, is the expectation of privacy for electronic posts to 

chat rooms or social networking sites? The question is of crucial importance, 

given that informed consent is not required of research that involves solely the 

observation of individuals in public behavior. Recording posts made in Internet 

chat rooms without interacting with people may not be considered to be human 

subjects research to some researchers; however, to the extent that data can be 

traced back to the individual, the privacy of research subjects is put at risk (Parry 

2011). Indeed, breach of confidentiality is typically considered to be the biggest 

risk associated with social and behavioral research. In the case of Internet-based 

research, such risks are amplified by the fact that Internet connections often are 

not secure. E-mail communications also may not be private, as in the case where 

a person uses a work e-mail account that employers have the right to monitor. 
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Some IRBs also request a list of the specific questions to be used in interviews 

in order to dispel uncertainty about the sensitivity of the information that is being 

solicited in the research. However, it is common in ethnographic and interview

based research to conduct semi-structured, if not fully open-ended interviews, 

which leave subjects with considerable control over the content of the interview. 

Indeed, a prominent technique of interview research is to begin with a set of 

«grand tour" questions (Spradley 1979), which give interviewees a chance to 

answer in a way and with content that is important to the subject, and which may 

not have been anticipated by the researcher (Schwartzman 1993, 58). Depending 

upon the answers to these very open ("what") questions, researchers may be 

c:lisposed to ask questions different from the ones listed on the protocol. Such 

interview methods are complicated to the extent that IRBs demand to approve 

all interview questions ex ante, in which case an amendment of the IRB protocol 

may be needed before research continues. Similarly, some IRBs may require a 

list of specific individuals to be interviewed, while others may approve a general 

category of subjects that will be interviewed. In both cases, the requirement of a 

detailed list of questions, or research subjects, may introduce delays, if not out
right obstacles, to interview-based research. 

To avoid the possibility of delays in the progress of research, or even the find

ing of violations of federal regulations, interview researchers may wish to first 

discern whether their IRB upholds such a "strict constructionist stance," in which 

it grants approval to ask only a specific set of questions to a specific set of subjects 

(Tierney and Corwin 2007, 395). Because IRBs vary considerably in their inter

pretation and enforcement of these parameters, it is important to communicate 

early and continuously with the IRB chair and staff members. In many cases, 

IRBs may permit researchers to attend the board meeting in which their protocol 

will be discussed in order to answer questions and provide additional informa

tion for the panel. Viewing the process of obtaining IRE approval as an interactive 

one thus may offer the greatest opportunity to assure that all the requirements 

for human subjects protections are met; it may also help to avoid delays or, 

worse, suspension of your research until the conditions are met to satisfy 
the IRB. 

Of course, the commitment to act ethically extends throughout the life of a 

project, of which the IRB process represents only an initial step. IRBs can estab

lish standards for research and enforce them in the design phase of the research, 

but their influence is quite limited in terms of enforcement of these standards 

throughout the implementation and publicatio~ of the research. Once a protocol 

has gained IRB approval, the Common Rule c:lictates that it has to be reviewed 

again no later than one year from its initial review. Any significant changes that 

affect the research subjects-such as revisions to the consent process or the types 
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of data collected-must be approved by the JRB. Although every IRB varies in its 

precise standards for ongoing communication, most require that researchers 

report any "significant events" or unexpected problems affecting the rights, safety, 

or welfare of subjects that emerge during the implementation of research. These 

may include breaches of confidentiality or any social or psychological harm that 

occurs to the subjects. Again, however, IREs differ considerably in terms of 

requirements for what should be reported, so the best course of action for a 

researcher is to communicate openly with IRB staff in order to determine the 

specific requirements of his or her institution. 
Internet -based research has posed important challenges for scholars seeking 

IRB approval for their research. For one thing, it is often unclear whether the 

use of such data constitutes "human subjects" research. At issue is whether one's 

Internet behavior-including social network posts, chat room interactions, search 

engine and browsing history-is public or private; in other words, whether it may 

be likened to behavior in a public square, or in your living room, a town hall 

meeting, or a letter to the editor of a newspaper (Hudson and Bruckman 2004). 

The choice of metaphor matters because human subjects protection, including 

the requirement of informed consent, is required to record private behavior, 

such as in one's living room, but not the observation of public behavior-in the 

town square. According to the Chronicle of Higher Education, a rule of thumb is 

that if a password is required to access an online community (such as Facebook), 

then IRB approval is needed to study its members (Parry 2011). However, other, 

more open forums such as chat rooms, blogs, and Twitter may also require IRB 

approval to record individuals' behavior. Although there is no clear consensus 

on this issue, some scholars have argued that research that involves recording 

chat room interactions is subject to human subjects regulation because par

ticipants in those chat rooms objected to being recorded when the scholars 

identified themselves as researchers (Hudson and Bruckman 2004). Others 

view Internet posts as public behavior subject to copyright protection and 

proper citation, as is the case for newspaper letters columns (Bassett and 

O'Riordan 2002). The safest course of action for ambiguous cases such as these 

is surely to treat individuals as human subjects and, where appropriate, to seek 

a waiver of consent if the process of obtaining such consent would be prohibi

tive of the re'search. 
Even though Internet research is often considered to impose less risk of social 

or psychological harm on subjects, it may in fact pose an even greater risk of 

identity exposure than conventional interviewing. Not only can an individual's 

activities in the electronic sphere be recorded directly into cyber databases, but 

his or her Internet activity also can be traced to a specific IP address, therein 

providing ways for an individual's identity to be exposed. This problem was laid 
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bare in 2006 when AOL released a list of twenty million web search queries that 

were assumed to be anonymous, but which investigators were able to easily track 

to individual users whose private Internet searches were publicly exposed (Bar

baro and Zeller 2006). Academics already have run afoul of confidentiality re

quirements in their use and publication of Internet-based data. Such was the 

case for a team of sociologists from Harvard University who conducted network 

analysis of Facebook profiles that were downloaded without students' knowl

edge (Parry 2011). Even though the scholars thought that the identities of the 

students were protected by the removal of names, the release of the data used in 

the study-a requirement of the National Science Foundation as a condition for 

funding the study-was followed quickly by exposure of the identities of tbe 

subjects, therein violating their privacy. 

Internet-based research also requires careful attention to the risk of breach

ing confidentiality given the difficulty of anonymizing online data and commu

nications. In part, this is a practical issue; e-mail is not secure and in some cases 

is simply not private, as where an individual uses a work e-mail account to re

spond to interview questions. And the fact that Internet communications may 

be captured and documented and traced to an individual IP address makes it 

very difficult to fully anonymize such data, or to keep confidential the identities 

of research subjects once identifiable data have been collected. In the absence of 

clear guidelines for the protection of human subjects in Internet research, schol

ars should take every precaution to de-identify data as soon as they are collected, 

and to store them in secure and encrypted databases. Communicating with the 

IRB prior to initial review also may help to ease approval of Internet-based pro

tocols, as researchers can ask for guidelines from the IRB staff in putting in place 

protections for research subjects. 

The protection of human subjects and the ethical conduct of research are crucial 

obligations for all researchers, regardless of the methodology employed. Among 

the central concerns for the ethical treatment of human subjects are the require

ments for gaining informed consent of research participants, minimizing risk to 

research subjects, and ensuring fairness in the selection of the subjects. For re

searchers preparing to undertake field research using interview methods, there

fore, a vital step in this process is to obtain approval for this research plan by a 

university-sponsored IRB-and in some cases, by additional IRBs as well. Despite 

the IRB's tremendous potential to exasperate or delay researchers seeking to 

undertake interview-based research, it is worth bearing in mind that researchers 

and IRBs have shared goals in protecting the human participants in research. 

Thus the tasks of gaining IRB approval and carrying out research in an ethical 
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manner are closely aligned. And the fundamental concern for designing research 

in such a way that protects informants and interviewees should be conducive to 

the development of research protocols that likewise conform to federal regula

tions for the protection of human subjects. 

Still, the process of securing IRB approval of an interview-based research 

protocol, and navigating the array of forms and concepts involved in that effort, 

may be fraught with difficulty, delay, and frustration. The fact that many of the 

regulations associated with human subjects research found their origin in the 

biomedical sciences and before the advent oflnternet-based communication has 

made the task of securing approval for research employing ethnographic methods 

such as in-depth interviews, focus groups, or participant observation, whether in 

person or online, especially challenging. And researchers using interview-based 

methods may be caught between powerful pressures at once to conform to the 

more scientific expectations of transparency and replicability, which may demand 

publication of sources and interview subjects' identities, and the competing 

demands for privacy and confidentiality of interviewees. 

There are no easy solutions to these dilemmas. Fortunately, the rules govern

ing social science research are subject to ongoing revision, which brings hope for 

streamlining and rationalization of the IRB process. Even as the specific regula

tions evolve, their underlying principles have remained constant. This chapter 

has sought to describe and clarify those guiding principles, and to offer advice 

for scholars designing interview research in a way that conforms to the ethical 

treatment of human subjects with the goal of securing approval for such re

search by a university IRB. Although the extension of IRB regulations to include 

ethnographic and interview research in the social sciences has not been uncom

plicated, it has brought much-needed attention to concerns for the ethical con

duct of research that entails the recruitment of and interaction with people for 

the purpose of creating generalizable knowledge. Indeed, such concerns may 

often be overlooked in graduate training that increasingly focuses on the scien

tific design and rigor of research methodologies at the expense of ethical con

cerns. The task of obtaining IRB approval for field research, albeit arduous at 

times, thus may usefully serve as a vital component of graduate training in the 

social sciences. Indeed, with all our concern for acquiring ever more sophisti

cated research methodologies, it remains vital to the quality of academic re

search to not lose sight of the importance of training scholars in the ethical con

duct of research as well. 

3 

THE POWER OF THE INTERVIEWER 

Lauren M. MacLean 

Power shapes the process of interview research from beginning to end, from the 

initial formulation of the research question to the final dissemination of results. 

Even when a scholar carefully navigates the ethical dilemmas posed when work

ing with human subjects, as discussed in the last chapter, the interviewer still 

wields significant power at every stage of research. While most of this book fo

cuses on the interview encounter, this chapter broadens the lens to examine ear

lier and later phases of the research process that can involve the explicit use (or 

sometimes abuse) of power. Since these stages serve to facilitate the interview and 

to deploy interview findings, it is intportant to give attention to them as well. 

This chapter's emphasis on the everyday power of the interviewer contrasts 

markedly with two conventional viewpoints. One encourages political scientists 

to strive for a godlike perspective throughout their research, to look down from 

on high as objective and neutral observers of whatever political phenomenon is 

being investigated. The s_econd rejects the above strategy of detachment and in

stead suggests that power can and should be eliminated through an erasure of all 

distance, where the interviewer endeavors to become socially, culturally, eco

nomically, or politically embedded with his or her research subjects. 

But while political scientists are not God, they are also not «native." Just as it 

is not possible for political scientists to be purely objective, 1 it is equally not a 

politically neutral staoce if they attempt to be '.'native" or choose which "natives" 

can speak for how long on which questions. 2 Furthermore, to adopt either s'tance 

obfuscates the way that power shapes the process of interview research. 3 While both 

of these strategies represent relatively extreme and polar opposite viewpoints, their 

67 
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limitations reveal the need to focus here on ffiore earthly, ordinary, and yet per

sistent power dynamics in the process of interview research. 

In this chapter, I propose a «rigorous subjectivity" and advocate a more reflex

ive and consultative approach to all types of political science interview research. 

To be clear from the outset, this is not a polemic against a particular method

ological approach to interview research. My critique is relevant for quantitative, 

qualitative, and interpretive methods of conducting interviews. The chapter does 

challenge explicitly some of the assumptions of a wholly positivist epistemologi

cal orientation, however. Specifically, I argue that giving up the assumption that 

a "pure" objectivity is achievable will facilitate a more nuanced and thorough 

subjectivity. Indeed, by illuminating the power dynamics and biases involved in 

the process of conducting interview research, rather than assuming they do not 
exist, or trying to somehow eliminate them, political science scholarship can 

become more rigorous, not less. 

In this chapter, I highlight the existence of power as experienced in inter

personal relationships in interview research. This builds on Dahl's {1957) con

ceptualization of power as a relation between people. Indeed, my objective is 

to reveal how an interviewer's individual-level interactions with the study par

ticipants are embedded in much broader structures of power, for example, of 
families, communities, organizations, states, international organizations, and 

transnational networks. On another level, the interviewer is also influenced by 

the disciplining power of political science, other social sciences, and long

established academic institutions in the United States. Last, the individual expe
rience of these power relationships within academics may be uneven and 

particularly acute for graduate students and junior faculty without tenure. 
This chapter is organized in four sections to consider how power affects the 

questions asked, the process of informed consent, the validity and reliability of the 

primary data collected {either by the principal investigator or another institution), 

as well as the way in which the data is represented in the analysis and write-up of 

the study. While the above four issues of participatory research, informed consent, 

positionality, and authorship have been debated for years in a diversity of other 

disciplines and by a minority of scholars within political science, they are often 
treated separately in published work as distinct issues. In contrast, this chapter 

employs a holistic approach that critically examines the role of power throughout 

every stage of the interview process. The chapter thus attempts to draw from rich 

theoretical discussions in anthropology, geography, history, sociology, and our 
own subfield of political theory to bring valuable methodological insights into the 

mainstream of political science. Empirically, the chapter draws heavily from my 
own quantitative and qualitative field research in Ghana, COte d'Ivoire, Kenya, 

and in American Indian tribal communities in the United States. 

THE POWER OF THE INTERVIEWER 

How Power Shapes the Formulation of 
Research Questions and Designs 

69 

Until World War II, the power relationship between investigators and human 

subjects in research was largely unregulated by any nation-state or international 
organization. Then, from the late 1940s until the early 1990s, most of the na

tional regulation of research in the United States was based on an understanding 
of medical or psychological experiments; it did not consider research in other 
social sciences, such as political science. 4 

Only in the early 1990s did political science research become subject to the 

1991 "Common Rule" definition of "behavioral research." Because of the de

centralization of institutional review board (IRE) powers, the implementation 

ofiRB procedures for political scientists has varied considerably across different 
campus and institutional settings, with sometimes polarizing results (Seligson 

2008; also see Brooks in this volume). On the one hand, some political scientists 
are either unaware of or disregard completely their campus IRB policies and 

requirements (Yanow and Schwartz-Shea 2008, 485). On the other hand, other 

political scientists are keenly aware of American IRB policy changes and have 

mobilized to critique them and call for reform (Gunsalus eta!. 2007; Lederman 

2006; Yanow and Schwartz-Shea 2008). 

I argue that an in-depth consideration of power and ethics in interview 

research requires a great deal more than the satisfaction of the bureaucratic 
requirements of a campus IRB. The politics of the IRB process and the process 

of obtaining informed consent is certainly important and is covered by Brooks 
{chapter 2), as well as in the second section of this chapter. Still, the analysis 

of how power shapes interview research begins at an even earlier stage of the 
study. 

The first and most fundamental way that power shapes interview research is 

in the identification of research questions and formulation of research designs. 
The relative power and position of the researcher affect both what we study and 

how we set out to study it. Traditionally, in political science, researchers develop 
their questions and research designs alone or in collaboration with a small num

ber of other academics. At times, a discussion or an encounter in the field may 
reveal a puzzle that becomes the subject of a later investigation, but it is rare that 

individual subjects or communities are integrally involved in the development of 
the core research question. Cases are usually carefully selected according to a 

long list of theoretical criteria. The subject individuals and communities are 

frequently consulted and invited to participate only later when it comes time to 
implement the study. Often for a combination of some very legitimate reasons 

(to be discussed in detail below), in the common political science model the 
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researcher makes decisions unilaterally, based on theories and values that may 

or may not be shared with the subject communities. 
In contrast to the above model, a number of scholars from a variety of other 

disciplines call for a more participatory approach to research (Brydon-Miller 

1997; Chataway 2001; Davis and Reid 1999; Dreze 2002; Fals-Borda 1997; B. Hall 

1981; Kelly 2005; Kidd and Kral 2005; Park 1992; Reason and Bradbury 2001). 

These scholars conceptualize research as a partnership between the investigators 

and the subjects studied. Researchers need the local knowledge and information 

possessed by individuals and communities, and communities may benefit from 

the knowledge and insight provided by the researcher (Fals-Borda et a!. 2002). 

Together, researchers and study participants collaborate to identify the most sa

lient research puzzles and the most appropriate and efficient way of investigating 

them. This approach emphasizes action, because both the researcher and the 

subjects are actively involved and learning from each other throughout the 

process (Kidd and Kral 2005). And, through this process oflearning and self

reflection, any of the participants may develop new ways of thinking and take 

new forms of action (Freire 1970, 1982). The above scholars argue that, ulti

mately, this more participatory process of conducting research produces an 

improved outcome for all involved (Kelly 2005; Kidd and Kral 2005; Reason and 

Bradbury 2001). 
This appeal for a more participatory approach to research is quite revolution

ary, as it demands a major shift in power relationships between the researcher 

and subjects of research. When collaboration is involved, power is much more 

equalized than in traditional research models. Advocates of this approach have 

acknowledged this greater power-sharing and unequivocally called for a com

mitment to the "full democratization of both content and method" in research.
5 

Political scientists like very much to study democracy, but it becomes more 

challenging to practice it in our own everyday lives at work. Democracy is valued 

both in the abstract, as well in the «real world" out there, but within our aca

demic projects, political scientists tend to limit the participation of subjects in 

any intellectual competition regarding the research question and study design. 

Indeed, despite the increasing attention given to the value of participatory action 

research in other disciplines, many of those scholars als~ choose to act in a less 

radical role and to serve as a more authoritative principal investigator. Below I 

highlight several rationales that might justify the decision to limit the participa

tory nature of research, and then present a more moderate alternative to con

sider under certain conditions. 
A very fundamental reason that many scholars might restrain the degree of col

laboration with subjects in a project is that this fits their personality and manage

ment style. Indeed, many scholars were attracted to academics precisely because 
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they value the individual control and autonomy over their research agenda and 

projects.6 Even if the scholar's personal preference is to work more collaboratively, 

the decision to develop a participatory project might be particularly difficult for 

graduate students, junior faculty, and adjunct faculty for two reasons. First, gradu

ate students and junior facu1ty are encouraged to demonstrate the originality and 

uniqueness of their intellectual contribution to the discipline foremost as individ

ual, independent scholars, not as collaborators with their research subjects, or 

even as coauthors with other academics. Second, graduate students and junior 

faculty are driven to produce rapid results by the unyielding deadlines represented 

by their normative or tenure clocks. Meanwhile, adjunct faculty may not be pro

vided the professional incentives or adequate free time from teaching obligations 

to develop a deeply collaborative research project. A truly participatory research 

project requires both an enormous investment of time and a tremendous degree 

of flexibility (Cornwall and Jewkes 1995), which graduate students and junior and 

adjunct facu1ty may not yet enjoy at this stage in their academic careers or in their 

particular academic institution. Furthermore, all these scholars may not have suf

ficient financial resources to support a more time-consuming and labor-intensive 

participatory approach to data collection. 

The need to relinquish some control and the demanding time requirements 

for participatory research are not the only criticisms worth highlighting here, 

however. The push to include the active participation of subjects and local com

munities can obscure the power and hierarchy among and within those subjects 

and communities (Cornwall and Jewkes 1995). Much of the recent criticism of 

government decentralization has in fact emphasized how scholars and practitio

ners must be attuned to the dynamics of power and exclusion at the local level. 7 

Since individual subjects and local· communities do not themselves necessarily 

operate in a highly participatory or democratic fashion, researchers should con

tinue to problematize the parameters of cooperation and participation. And, 

finally, while subject or community voices bring critical knowledge to a study, 

these perspectives are of course shaped by their own individual positions and 

political values. Subjects may have political motivations for focusing on certain 

questions or research designs and excluding attention to others. For example, if 

consulted, Michelle Bachman and a student activist for the College Democrats at 

a large, public university in New York might formulate very different research 

designs for analyzing the politics of the Tea Party movement' 

Even if not completely objective or neutral, the researcher's theoretical and 

often comparative perspective as an outsider is also quite valuable. This should 

not be forgotten in the rush to incorporate and validate subject and community 

participation. For example, local people on both sides of the Ghana-Cote d'Ivoire 

border repeatedly warned me that my research design was flawed because both 
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regions were dominated by the same precolonial Akan ethnic culture. According 

to this logic, the people in these neighboring regions both belonged to "the same 

family," so there was no point in conducting interviews in both countries. For

tunately, my theoretical hunch was validated when I found puzzling empirical 

differences in the nature of local reciprocity and citizenship in the two country 

cases that surprised village residents, local scholars, and national policymakers. 

In this chapter, I suggest that while fully participatory research is not feasible 

for most scholars, political scientists could consider the potential utility of a 

more moderate consultative approach.9 In the very begirming stages of develop

ing a new study, political scientists could allow for time to consult with inter

ested or affected individuals or communities on the specific questions that are 

considered to be most worth studying. In the later sections of the chapter, I will 

highlight strategies for how this collaboration might continue throughout the 

life of the research project. 

For graduate students, this could begin with pre-dissertation visits to talk 

with and listen to individuals and communities who are knowledgeable about 

the proposed topic. While funding is difficult to obtain at any stage of a graduate 

student's career, pre-dissertation grants can be particularly scarce and competi

tive. Still, support for graduate students to engage in this initial discovery and 

consultation with potential subjects arguably has the greatest payoff in terms of 

the quality and significance of dissertations that were completed in a reasonable 

period of time. When I visited potential village fieldwork sites in Ghana and 

COte d'Ivoire during a pre-dissertation trip, informal focus group discussions 

revealed what were experienced as the most important social welfare challenges 

at the local level. The local importance of these issues later helped ensure ex

traordinarily high participation rates in a rather lengthy survey interview that 

was at times physically and emotionally taxing for individual interview subjects. 

Researchers at all stages of their careers also could include preliminary scoping 

of future research projects with small summer research grants. Even if qualita

tive methods are not to be included later in the study design, small focus groups 

and in-depth interviews using open-ended questions can reveal research ques

tions that are meaningful, even urgent, to the relevant individuals and commu

nities. Much like consulting the relevant published literature and initiating 

discussions with the academic scholars working on the particular research topic, 

political scientists should consider consulting relevant nonacademic individuals 

or communities to generate a list of hypotheses and rival explanations for the 

questions that seem most pressing. In addition to poring over the relevant aca

demic scholarship to help identify the research question for my second book proj

ect, I observed meetings where American Indian tribal leaders and staff discussed 

their top priority problems among themselves. The addition of this informal 
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input from the communities did not singularly determine the precise question 

or study design but did help me avoid an already over-researched topic, which 

would have made it ex<;eedingly difficult to obtain formal research clearance for 
the project. 

Hence, these initial consultations can not only expand our thinking and im

prove our research designs; they can also be the first step toward building the 

trust and rapport necessary to obtaining valid data from these same individuals 

and communities at a later stage in the study. While this participatory approach 

has not become popular in the mainstream of social science, it appears to have 

had an impact on funders. Many grant applications, including the National Sci

ence Foundation and Fulbright program, now require statements about who will 

benefit from the research and ask for partnerships with those who may benefit or 
can disseminate the knowledge gained. 

The Power of Informed Consent 
While participatory research approaches may be relatively unfamiliar territory 

for most political scientists, the power relationships involved in the process of 

obtaining informed consent are better known. Building on the previous section, 

however, I suggest a major rethinking of how power is involved. Informed con

sent is not just managing to persuade what are seen as obstructionist bureau

crats on the human subjects committees on our campuses to approve a form, or 

a one-shot interaction in the field where a less-skilled enumerator bullies a pro

spective respondent into answering the questions in a survey. Instead, political 

scientists must think much earlier and more broadly about how to create and 

communicate real benefits from our work for the affected individuals and 
Communities. 

Before beginning, it is critical to emphasize that universities are not the only 

ones with institutional review boards. Many organizations, communities, and 

nations have their own institutions that review and approve research studies. For 

instance, my study on the politics of American Indian health policy has to date 

required IRB approval from two universities, one federal agency, two regional 

areas of the same federal agency, and ten tribal nations (MacLean n.d.). Each of 

these IRBs has its own rules and procedures. The first step obviously is to make 

sure that the study is being reviewed by all the necessary IREs in the most appro
priate order. 

Researchers also need to allow ample time for the IRB process. This is particu

larlytrue for projects involving multiple nonacademic IREs (as above), as well as 

with collaborative projects where multiple investigators are working at several 
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different academic institutions. Although university IRBs are often notorious on 

campuses for raising unnecessary hurdles, sometimes surmounting these obsta

cles requires a degree of advanced thinking and planning that is actually quite 

beneficial in the end. For example, it is useful for any researcher to think system

atically about the subjects in her study population and in what ways they may or 

may not be vulnerable in the context of the study and in the wider community. 

Becker-Blease and Freyd {2006) make an essential point when they argue that 

the cost of not talking to vulnerable populations about sensitive issues such as 

poverty, violence, or abuse must be incorporated into the analysis of potentials 

risks and benefits too. 
Much of the recent writing on informed consent focuses on whether subjects 

truly understand the information given to them about the research project. While 

many IRBs stress the need to convey information at a relatively low and thus 

more universally accessible grade level, Hochhauser {2005) emphasizes the sheer 

quantity of information given to subjects. He finds that most informed consent 

forms give too much detailed information, creating memory overload and the 

impossibility of truly informed consent. Cumming, Sahni, and McClelland ( 2006) 

emphasize how the power relationship must be shifted to a two-way flow of in

formation to ensure participant understanding rather than a top-down delivery 

of information. This expands the power of the individual involved in the study 

from being a passive and subservient «subject" to an active participant in the 

process. Gold {2002) similarly emphasizes how study participants may not under

stand how their data may be used or become public, especially if it is part of a 

larger cross-national comparative project. 
All of the above suggests that individuals might need more time than is typically 

granted to read and digest the information provided in the informed consent 

form. Rather than informed consent being seen as a perfunctory signature or 

nod of the head prior to beginning the "real work," researchers might give po

tential participants the form ahead of time, either delivering and discussing it in 

person, or, where possible, sending it earlier by mail, e-mail, or fax. Scholars also 

might incorporate active learning strategies from teaching, and use active ques

tioning to inquire whether and how the participants have processed the informa

tion. Many researchers tend to rush through the actual process of informed 

consent because they fear the consequences of participant refusal or rejection. 

But rather than jeopardizing the study, allowing time for discussion and ques

tions can actually strengthen the rigor of the data-collection process by building 

trust early. 
For example, before starting an interview with a tribal staff person, I asked a 

question intending to probe whether the respondent understood the informed 

consent form. Instead, my query provoked several comments that exposed a 
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deeper suspicion that my research desigu might be systematically biased toward 

a certain type of Indian tribe. The discussion that ensued was indispensable on 

two counts. First, I was able to explain more effectively the balance built into the 

study, which enhanced my credibility with the subject and the value of what the 

subject subsequently revealed in the interview. Second, although originally initi

ated as a preamble to the real interview, the preliminary discussion contained 

important substantive information about politics within Indian country that 

might not have been shared in response to my semi -structured list of questions. 

Another strategy that can help individuals understand the process of informed 

consent more meaningfully is if the project has been introduced publicly to the 

salient broader community. In many developing countries, no individual-level 

interactions can proceed until a village or neighborhood-wide public meeting has 

been held where the researcher openly introduces the research team and the study 

objectives. Even after such a public meeting was followed by the village gong-gong 

beater passing "the news" at 5 a.m. in Ghana, my research team and I still had to 

dispel many myths and misunderstandings as we went door to door greeting and 

introducing ourselves (and mapping the village to do a sample). While this kind of 

face-to-face meeting may not always be logistically feasible in larger-scale or 

advanced industrialized contexts, there are often large public meetings organized 

for other purposes where a researcher may request the opportunity to make a brief 

introduction. For example, I have been invited to give formal PowerPoint presen

tations on my research at large intertribal meetings, as well as more informal 

updates at smaller tribal council and committee meetings. These introductions 

have stimulated deeper approval of the study from existing study participants as 

well as generated additional contacts with potential new participants. 

Since discussions of informed ·consent often focus on the risks of participa

tion in a study, scholars tend to talk less about the benefits. In the previous sec

tion, I argued that a more consultative approach to research would help pro

mote research that would be of greater salience to participating individuals 

and communities. This is a way of fostering long-term benefits. But what about 

benefits to individual participants in the short term? Campus IREs now often ask 

about compensation for research participants, but the topic is rarely, if ever, 

mentioned in the methodological literature in political science. Compensation is 

one of the most obvious ways that researchers have more power than their sub

jects and may create new inequalities through their actions. Even if researchers 

working in a poor, rural setting offer a small sachet of sugar or soap in return for 

the time spent in an interview, jealousies ~d tensions might be aroused be

tween those individuals or communities selected to participate and those not 

chosen. Several researchers have described their success in taking photographs 

of participants as a gesture of appreciation or even as an object of discussion 
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and component of the research (Chacko 2004; Deutsch 2004; Price 2001). In 

their more autobiographical work, Gottlieb and Graham (1994) discuss how 

they gave back to the village communities where Gottlieb had conducted long
term fieldwork by donating her book royalties toward a community develop

ment project. 

Many researchers finesse this issue of compensation and simply do not con

sider it, arguing that it is financially impossible because of their limited re

sources. Yet there are nonmonetary means of thanking or giving back to your 

respondents that are important to examine. First, researchers often have exper

tise io their subject area and beyond that may be of value to the participants. Some 

researchers have tutored participants' children io English or other subjects. Others 
have shared information about government policies and regulations that is free 

and publicly available but often unknown in rural or remote areas. For example, 

I was able to tell many Ghanaian families about the availability of free social ser

vices for the elderly or indigent at the district hospital. Many researchers have 

also provided information about both the opportunities and constraints for trav

eling and studying abroad in the United States. In other contexts, an invitation 

for coffee or lunch or a handwritten thank-you note may be the most appropriate 

way of compensating a respondent. 

Second, researchers can share personal information about themselves. This is 

one way of leveling the playiog field with participants by allowing them to ask 

questions of the investigator. Again, political scientists need to be more conscious 

of their power in the process of conducting research. Sharing power by being 

open and responding, when appropriate, to personal or even sensitive questions 

can not only improve the human experience of research but also again improve 

the ultimate ioternal validity of the data collected. Fioally, even for those studies 
that never bring the researcher face to face with an individual, researchers can 

spend time devising appropriate outreach and publicity such that the vague no

tions of the practical significance of the study findiogs become a reality. 

The Power of a Researcher's Position 
in the Field 
The interviewer's position of relative power in terms of information and exper

tise has already come up in the above discussion of informed consent. This section 

highlights how interviewers might consider their position vis-a-vis the study 
participants throughout the collection of data, and not just at the beginniog, when 

it is time to obtain official consent for the interview, and then at the end, when it 

might be appropriate to give gifts in return. 
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Much of the seminal literature on positionality emerges from anthropology, 

critical theory, postcolonial studies, and femioiststudies (Abu-Lughod 1993, 1991; 

Acker, Barry, and Esseveld 1999; Clifford and Marcus 1986; Harding 1991, 1986). 

Many academics in geography, history, sociology, nursing, medicine, and public 

health also have contributed to these theoretical debates, but political scientists 

have been noticeably less involved. Many of these authors were criticizing earlier 

work io their fields that did not recognize the social position of the author. They 
similarly problematize earlier claims to objectivity as "the God trick" or the "view 

from nowhere" (Haraway 1991). Their contention is that all knowledge production 
is subjective and shaped by the situational context of our personal characteristics 

(e.g., race, class, gender, ideology), background, and relationships with the par

ticipants being observed (Arendell 1997). The interviewer and the participants 
have different types and levels of power, and the way they negotiate those relation_ 

ships shapes the data collected. A fair amount of the earlier work on positionality 
focused on how the social identity of the researcher doing fieldwork affected his 

or her status as an insider or outsider (Adler and Adler 1987; Horowitz 1986; 

Kreiger 1985; Thorne 1983). While the discussions were heated io the 1980s, they 
do not appear to have cooled down. 

To begin, several scholars agree in recent work, that previous work on posi

tionality was too narrowly focused on social identities of race, gender, and class; 

this work must be expanded and made more complex (Nagar et al. 2003). Gold 
(2002) advocates a broadening of position beyond the above social categories 

to include differences in worldview, religion, and morality. Future scholarship 

could examine how social identities intersect with other aspects of an interviewer's 

position, such- as institutional affiliation, geopolitical membership, and material 

power. Becker, Boonzaier, and Owen (2005) and Dowling (2000) likewise stress 
the complexity of insider/outsider relations, since the researcher and the study 

participants all have multiple social identities.1° For example, in Kenya, one 

study participant was simultaneously an alumnus who attended the very same 

American -university for his doctoral degree; a Kenyan academic and teacher; and 

a small-business entrepreneur working in the industry under study. O'Connor 

(2004) and Abu-Lughod (1991) go even further when they emphasize how a 
researcher's identity is constantly shifting and being renegotiated during the 
process of research. 

While the first wave of theorists writing on positionality (England 1994; 
Harding 1991) were calling for researchers to be reflexive about their own posi

tion in the process of conducting research, current scholars are pushing the de

bate further. They have argued that researchers simply need to do more than be 
transparently self-reflexive in a short statement of«who you are" in the write-up 

of the interview analysis. 11 Haney (1996) even argues in an appendix to her article 
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that increased reflexivity is sometimes neither feasible nor desirable, precisely 

because her identity was always shifting. 
Current scholars also criticize past suggestions to "study up" or conduct auto

ethnography of one's "own" cultural group or lived experience (Nader 1969). 

McCorkel and Myers (2003) find that it is impossible to erase one's positionality 

by studying those who are more powerful or by emphasizing what the researcher 

has in common with his or her own «peers." Indeed, many researchers find that 

they are acutely aware of the power differentials at play when they try to gain ac

cess to and then establish rapport with a high-level political elite with very little 

time for an academic interview. Power, privilege, and the social context cannot be 

so simply renounced. But if positionality cannot simply be. avoided altogether, 

what should interview researchers do? 
Several scholars suggest that a more collaborative approach would facilitate a 

closer and ongoing critical feedback on the researchers' position from the par

ticipants themselves (Chacko 2004; Khan 2005; McCorkel and Myers 2003; 

Nagar eta!. 2003). This critical dialogue with the study participants can help to 

reveal the problems of difference and strengthen the shared explanations. Nor

ton (2004a) emphasizes the explicit trade-offs to this narrowing of the distance 

between investigators and the research participants. Norton {84) writes, "Famil

iarity, experience and affection limit what one sees, but they also open what 

might remain concealed or unnoticed." Of course, it may not be feasible to es

tablish much of a collaborative dialogue if the researcher has only twenty min

utes for a onetime interview with the minister of finance of Argentina. On the 

other hand, even high-level elites sometimes enjoy the opportunity to talk re

peatedly with a scholar about their perspective and experiences, and a certain 

collegial rapport can be built in small segments over a longer period of time. 

Regardless, by paying attention to the social context of the interview and reveal

ing candidly in our writing the connections as well as differences in power be

tween the interviewer and participants, scholars can establish a more rigorous 

subjectivity.l2 

In fact, social differences and even a status as an "outsider" can often smooth 

entree into a community and enhance the quality of the interviews (Horowitz 

1986; Tamale 1996). Village residents in Ghana, C6te d'Ivoire, and Kenya were 

often more inclined to sit down, think through and explain things that they usu

ally took for granted because I was such an obvious outsider as a white, highly 

educated American woman. Through these interactions, we were essentially in

verting the power differentials by acknowledging the subjects' superior expertise 

on the research topic. This acknowledgment of where respondents may have 

more expertise than the interviewer can be extended past the domain of the re

search study to other situations of everyday life. This happened frequently when 
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I accompanied men to their farms to learn how to plant cassava, or when I spent 

time with village women learning how to pound cassava roots into «foufou." A 

certain amount of cultural competence and knowledge is critical to gain a base 

level of trust, but often an outsider status facilitates open dialogue with multiple 

groups on various sides of a persistent conflict. The researcher's outsider status 

can even be viewed explicitly by historically hostile groups as an opportunity to 

share information indirectly and thus learn about each other's views with a hope 

of improving the relationship. This has been clearly articulated to me on numer

ous occasions as I interviewed officials from federal, state, and American Indian 
tribal governments in the United States. 

Of course, it is important for political scientists to consider not only their 

own social position, but also the social position of all the research team members 

setting up or conducting interviews. The power and position of research assis

tants or enumerators also shape the nature of the interview data collected and 

the way events are interpreted in the field. Differences in social identity and 

power should be weighed in the selection of the research team and should be 

openly and extensively addressed in training. I found that my more highly edu

cated, urban-based research assistants had difficulty according the power of in

formed consent (and, most importantly, refusal) to our potential respondents 

who were "just villagers." I also found out the hard way the complexity of in

sider/outsider status for my assistants. In Ghana, a young village woman accused 

one of my research assistants of shrinking her breasts. This was an extremely 

dangerous accusation to level, as genital-shrinking incidents in other towns had 

recently led to vigilante violence and ultimately the death of the accused. The 

accusation was quickly retracted, but it was clear from the events that this re

search assistant, although Ghanaian, was viewed as a stranger. In later rounds of 

fieldwork, I chose research assistants who were born in the region and were rec

ognized as belonging to "local" ethnic groups but who had no immediate family 
connections in the sampled village. 

Finally, this ongoing attention to power and positionality during interview 

research can be accomplished regardless of the particular type of interview struc

ture chosen by the scholar-whether highly structured with an ordered list of 

dose-ended questions, or more loosely conversational following the study par

ticipant's lead with open-ended queries. Every scholar has his or her own unique 

epistemological approach to studying a particular research question, meaning 

that every scholar will have different concepts of the objectives and most appro

priate format for each interview. Even within a singular research project, one 

scholar may see the use for multiple interView types in order to access different 

sorts of evidence from a variety of participants. Nevertheless, the recognition of 

the existence of the power dynamics that surround any interview type can be 
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valuable for all approaches to research. Indeed, this attention to power during 

any interview can help researchers identify additional questions to ~ose, addi

tional people to interview, and/or new types of methods to employ m order to 

enrich their understanding of the complexity of the politics they study. 

The Power of Authorship 
While much of the writing outside of political science initially focused on the 

importance of power and position of researchers while conducting interviews in 
the field, scholars now emphasize how important it is to consider power rela

tionships during the later stages of analysis and writing ( Charmaz and Mitchell 
1997; Kreiger 1985; Radcliffe 1994). As in the earlier stages, researchers are en· 

couraged to be self-reflexive about how power might shape the interpret~tion of 

data and presentation of the findings (Denzin 1994). This might be partlcularly 
important when analyzing qualitative data, since the boundaries between the 

stages of data collection, interpretation, and writing are often blurred in the act 
of writing field notes or summaries of interviews. This nonlinear blurring of the 

stages of research continues for qualitative researchers when they return home to 
write and are rereading, reexperiencing, and reinterpreting information pro

vided in interviews in the field (Barz 1997). 
Importantly, it is not only critical theorists who insist on leveling the power 

relationships between the researcher and the subjects during this later analytic 
stage. Many American Indian I Alaska Native tribal governments assert that their 

communities have the power to oversee data interpretation as well as the dis

semination of results. These tribal nations, often in collaboration with inter

tribal organizations, are setting the parameters for how future research will be 
conducted in Indian communities (American Indian Law Center 1999; AIATSIS 
2000; Caldwell et al. 2005; Macauley et al. 1998; Mihesuah 1993)." Hence, re· 

searchers approved by tribal IRBs submit their draft presentations and writing 

for tribal approval prior to the study findings being made public. Many tribal 
communities also are making research clearance conditional on the agreement 

that the tribe-not the researcher-owns the interview data. 
Again, power in the process of authorship has not been addressed systemati

cally in the political science literature. As we have seen, political scientists have 

tended to adopt a more authoritative model of conducting research-from the 

formulation of the research design, conceptualization of informed consent, collec
tion of interview data, and now, the interpretation and writing up of the findings. 

Many graduate students, new to the discipline, talk about the solitary and often 

lonely aspect of the write-up of their dissertation research. Others appreciate the 
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autonomy and are delighted that "you can write up anywhere"; all you need is 

your data and your laptop. When it comes to the later stages of interpretation 
and writing, political scientists might discuss their thoughts with a small num

ber of coauthors or academic colleagues but do not usually consider the analytic 

viewpoints of their interview respondents. 
The literature on authorship from other disciplines is valuable in highlighting 

several additional strategies for political scientists to consider adopting in the 

future. First, political scientists could allow time to begin interpreting and writ
ing up from their interview data in the context of their fieldwork sites. In partic

ular, political scientists might investigate whether there are ways to share the 

analysis and writing, even if preliminary and imperfect, with the individuals and 
communities who participated in the interviews. 14 Providing interview subjects 

an opportunity to interpret and react to your analysis before the article or book 

is published can be intimidating precisely because it is sharing power with sub
jects in a way that has not usually been done in the past. It is important to note 

here that this more consultative approach and discussion of results prior to pub
lication do not imply that the investigator has been co-opted and lost all ability 

to critique. Similarly, this collaboration is also not a strategic game to manipu
late or coerce study participants. Schram makes this point when he advocates 

maintaining «a powerful critical connectedness."15 

Furthermore, if a study participant disagrees with the researcher's interpreta
tion, it does not necessarily mean that the project was a failure. Scholars may be 
able to include these other «voices" in their text by using attributive tags, or, 

when the interview participant wishes to remain anonymous, broad descriptions 

of the types of people or communities who presented these views. Again, this 
does not mean that the researcher relinquishes all power, and that his or her 

findings are entirely politicized by the subject individuals or communities. In 
contrast, this discussion can provide the researcher with an additional opportu

nity to learn about multiple perspectives on the same question-what a more 

positivist researcher might term triangulation, and a more interpretivist re
searcher would likely describe as attending to the social construction of knowl

edge. At last, the final product could benefit from a candid acknowledgment of 
how researcher and subject interpretations of the same event were in tension 

or conflict. 
Power also must be considered when it comes time for outreach and the com

munication of study findings. Researchers have often been criticized for taking 
their data and running; the researcher may get promoted for publishing the re· 

suits in what the community may view as ~n arcane and unreadable venue, and 
the community gets nothing (Mihesuah 1993). Subsequent researchers who then 

attempt to do more work with these communities often find that the door is shut 
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and locked. Even in remote parts of rural Africa, some communities are protest

ing the lack of follow-through from previous generations of scholars. 

I advocate a more consultative approach where participating individuals and 

communities are asked about appropriate outreach and follow-up. In addition 

to disciplinary journals and academic presses, researchers may be able to present 

information in a more concise and accessible format to local people, community 

groups, or other relevant organizations. In some cases, local communities can 

identify websites where findings may be posted more accessibly or may be dis

tributed via e-mail to interested subscribers. 

The above proposed strategies may be particularly challenging to implement 

for graduate students and young faculty who frequendy lack professional status, 

are sometimes gaining their personal confidence, and usually feel pressed for 

time. But the process can be navigated with ongoing dialogue between the re

searcher and subject communities about their mutual expectations and responsi

bilities. Finally, the above strategies also must be carefully implemented by all 
scholars in order to ensure the level of confidentiality promised to the individu

als, organizations, and communities participating in the research project. This is 

a particularly acute and even dangerous issue for scholars working in conflict 

zones (Wood 2006; see also Reno, this volume, chapter 8). Of course, extreme 

care should be paid to protecting subjects in preliminary and final professional 

publications as well as more informal and personal communications or blogs. 

Again, the theme of the potential value, under certain conditions, of a moder

ately consultative approach to political science research is reinforced. 

On the basis of a review of the relevant literature emanating largely from other 

disciplines, I conclude that power plays a significant role, from beginning to end, 

in the process of conducting interview research. In each of the above four sec

tions, I have suggested how power shapes our overall approach to research; 

whether and how individuals consent to participate in an intervieWj the nature 

of the interview data we collect; and how we interpret, write up, and disseminate 

our findings. The concerns emphasized here have been hotly debated in other 

disciplines and by a minority of scholars within political science for years. This 

chapter's objective is to bring some of these important methodological insights 

into the mainstream of political science for those who are conducting interview 

research. 

Throughout the chapter, I have identified strategies that political scientists 

might use in their interview research. I term these strategies, taken together, 

as a more "rigorous subjectivity." I argue that greater reflexivity as to the way 

power shapes our research will actually increase the internal validity of our data 
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collection, interpretation, and presentation. While the issues surrounding in

formed consent and positionality in the field might seem most obviously useful 

for those qualitative and quantitative researchers who collect their own primary 

data, the core issues at hand should still be considered by those researchers using 

existing data sources. Even if the investigator does not personally have to face 

the above issues of power, they were unquestionably at play during the collec

tion of the data set and merit consideration. The other issues raised regarding 

participatory research approaches in research design, analysis, writing, and out

reach are all equally relevant whether scholars do all their own interviewing on a 

remote island in Indonesia, or are able to download their data with a few quick 
keystrokes at home. 

Political scientists spend a lot of their energy theorizing about power and its 

consequences in every realm of life. In particular, we concentrate many of our 

efforts on understanding how various political systems can become more demo

cratic. If we begin to consciously consider and reveal the power differences be

tween ourselves and our interview subjects, we may not only improve the quality 

of our data collection and analysis but also invigorate our own everyday lives and 

research communities with a new level of democracy. 
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HOW TO REPORT INTERVIEW DATA 

Erik Bleich and Robert Pekkanen 

Interviews offer a potentially valuable yet often neglected or mistrusted source 

of evidence in the investigation of political phenomena. Readers may fear that 

the interviews were gathered from unrepresentative individuals and are thus 

biased, that the information gained through the interviews is inaccurate, or that 

the interviewer may distort the evidence through selective presentation undetect

able by the readers. We believe that much of this mistrust can be alleviated if 

scholars follow the procedures we recommend below for reporting how interview 

evidence was gathered. We see these procedures as extremely helpful not only for 

researchers that rely primarily on interview data, but also for those-most likely 
the majority of our readers-who deploy interviews as one type of evidence in a 

multi-method research project. Our aim in this chapter is to create guidelines 

that will increase the rigor and transparency of the interviewing process and there

fore enhance readers' confidence in interview data. This will encourage scholars 

to use interview evidence more frequently and systematically, enabling gains in 

knowledge by unfettering this stream of evidence. 
Such a goal would be laudable at any time, but it is especially in tune with 

the recent burst of interest in qualitative methods.1 Over the past several years, 
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scholars have reinvigorated the use of qualitative research, arguing that it has 

advantages over quantitative methods in many contexts. This renaissance is not 

just about redeeming qualitative methods, but also about improving them. It is 

perhaps inevitable that the uses of interview evidence should enter into discus

sion of this research program.2 This volume itself reflects this development, as 

does work on qualitative data archiving spearheaded by Elman, Kapiszewski, 

and Vinuela (2010) and related arguments about standards for active citation 

(Moravcsik 2010). 

After touching on the uses made of interview data in various research proj

ects, we identify three key problems plaguing the reliability of interviews as a 

source of information in social science projects. We then suggest several concrete 

solutions to each of the problems. Finally, we detail how researchers can formu

late an interview methods appendix and an interview methods table as tools that 

help communicate the reliability of information garnered through interviews. 

The Uses of Interview Data 
In establishing this connection between the new qualitative methods literature 

and interviews, Tansey (2007) compellingly argues that interviews make partic

ularly good evidence for process-tracing research. However, we contend that 

interviews as a stream of evidence are generally compatible with most research 

goals. For example, Lyuch (this volume, chapter I) details the uses of interviews 

for preliminary research, the main focus of the research, part of multi-method 

research, as well as for "window dressing."3 

All too often, interviews are utilized only in this tepid final category. There is 

no denying that a vivid quotation can enliven a scholarly article or memorably 

summarize an argument. We certainly do not advocate excising these with the 

effect of making scholarship less readable. However, we feel that scholars use 

interviews disproportionately as illustrations, not as evidence, because authors 

and readers alike are concerned that interview data may be less reliable than 

quantitative data or than written primary or secondary sources. The limitations 

of these other sources, and the problems of quantitative data reliability in par

ticular, are widely acknowledged. Therefore, there is no reason that interviews 

cannot form a valuable, if also imperfect, source of systematic evidence for 

political scientists.4 However, quoting from a single interview as an illustration 

while rigorously presenting statistical analyses does not equate to relying on both 
sources equally. · 

To highlight the parallels between different forms of evidence, it is useful 

to consider briefly the differences between surveys and interviews. In contrast to 
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interviews, surveys are widely deployed as evidence not only by political scien

tists, but also by scholars from a variety of disciplines. Like interviews, surveys 

rely on information and responses gained from human informants. Gathering 

and assessing survey data involves many well-understood complications. Sur

veys respond to these challenges by reporting their methods in a manner that 

enables others to judge how much faith to place in the results. We believe that if 
similar criteria for reporting interview data were established, then interviews 
would join surveys as a more widely trusted source of evidence. After all, surveys 

can be thought of as a collection of short (and sometimes not so short) inter
views. Surveys and interviews thus fall on a continuum, with trade-offs between 

Iarge-n and small-n studies. Just as scholars stress the value of both types of studies 

depending on the goal of the researchers (Lieberman 2005), both highly struc

tured survey research and semi- or unstructured small-n interviews, such as elite 

interviews, should have their place in the rigorous scholar's tool kit.5 

Problems with Interview Data 
We believe that the pervasive skittishness about the reliability of interview data 

stems from three fundamental challenges: representativeness of sample; type 

and quality of information obtained; and accuracy of reporting. 

Representativeness of Sample 
Authors who have conducted numerous interviews typically report some informa

tion about their interlocutors. They usually provide names and job titles, or men

tion the places and dates of the interviews, or both. Whenever an interviewee is 

quoted, this information appears as a citation, as is appropriate. At times, authors 

also summarize their interviews as a body. They may state that they interviewed 

sixteen NGO leaders, eight bureaucrats, and three local politicians. This kind of 

reporting serves the dual purpose of giving the reader a sense of the author's 

sources while also, perhaps, impressing the reader with the author's authoritative

ness on the subject. 

Such reporting, however, does not go far enough. This kind of reporting leaves 

us in the dark about nonresponse bias. Surveys always report response rates, 

because the higher the response rate, the more valid the survey results are generally 

perceived to be. Such nonresponse bias might also skew results in the interview

ing process. In a set of interviews about attitudes toward the government, for 

example, those who decline to participate in the survey might do so because of a 

trait that would lead them to give a particular type of response to the interviewer's 
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questions, either systematically positive or negative. If so, then we would be draw

ing inferences from our conducted interviews that would be inaccurate, because 

we would be excluding a set of interviewees that mattered a great deal to the reli
ability of our findings. 

Currently, we have no way to assess response rates or possible nonresponse 

bias in interviews; the standard process involves reporting who was interviewed, 

but not whom the author failed to reach, or who declined an interview. Even 

more troubling, some common sampling techniques can easily exacerbate biased 

results. For example, the "snowball" technique refers to the process of seeking 

additional interview leads from one's interviewees (also see Martin, this volume). 

In an environment where interviews can be hard to come by (say, United States 

senators), the technique has an obvious attraction. Important actors approached 

with a referral in hand are more likely to agree to an interview request than those 

targeted through "cold calls." In addition, if the original interviewee was a good 

source, then she is likely to refer the researcher to another knowledgeable person. 

All in all, snowball sampling has much to commend it as a technique. 

Yet, one danger with this strategy is that researchers become trapped within a 

network of interlinked respondents who see the world through the same lens. 

Snowball sampling clearly introduces the possibility of bias, because the original 

interviewee and subsequent contacts may share similar views on the subject of 

the interview.6 This could involve deliberate manipulation by sophisticated po

litical actors, but it need not. For example, in researching a controversial policy 

decision, an author may be steered toward interviewees who all agree that the 

right decision was made, simply because those are the only people that the initial 

interviewee (and the source of the snowball referrals) feels are "worth" talking 

to--because anyone who really understands the issue would have to agree with 

the decision, and so anyone who disagrees obviously does not understand it and 

is not worth talking to. After interacting with a number of bureaucrats, politi

cians, and interest groups linked through the snowball technique, the researcher 

could conclude that she has reached a well-rounded consensus view on the issue 

at hand. In actual fieldwork, researchers can mitigate these problems by selecting 

initial interviewees from a wide variety of backgrounds and by being attentive to 

the perils of relying too heavily on information obtained from one person's re

ferrals. An important point for us is that when snowball sampling is used to 

generate some or all interviews, and the "snowballed" interviews are not indi

cated in any way, readers are left without valuable information needed to enable 
them to assess the reliability of the interview data. 
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Type and Quality oflnformation Obtained 
The second problem is that the interviews might not have produced accurate 

information, regardless of how many or what variety were conducted. This 
could happen for a variety of reasons. Interviewees might not transmit accurate 

information, perhaps because they are ill informed or because they are inten

tionally deceiving the interviewer to bolster their reputation or for other pur
poses. For example, one of the authors of this article conducted an interview 

with a former prime minister upon referral by a senior journalist. The author 

opened his questions with a query about the role of factions within the prime 
minister's party, to which the politician replied that factions simply did not 

exist. It may have been the case that the senior journalist's presence in the inter
view inhibited this politician from speaking frankly, or perhaps he simply could 

not be bothered to tell the truth (it is extremely unlikely that he believed what 
he said). This meant that the interview data were of extremely low quality, and 

in fact the author chose not to incorporate the data in the results of his re
search.7 In other cases, of course, interviewees say things that are quite surpris

ing, against their own interests, and very credible. Both the authors have been 
• told things in interviews that would, if made public, result in the firing of the 

speaker, or in the near certain loss of office by the politician who confided in the 

author.8 

On the other side of the equation, the interviewer might not be skillful enough 

to ask the right questions or to understand what was being communicated, 
might deliberately misinterpret the information communicated and thus falsely 

use it as evidence, or might unintentionally misconstrue the interview data, per
haps because of subconscious biases. In one author's experience, his interpreta

tion of a key interview differed dramatically from that of a second scholar who 
was also present. After lengthy discussion it became apparent that the other scholar 

had not fully grasped the subtleties of the statements because of imperfect fluency 
in the language in which the interview was conducted.9 The point here is not to 

highlight linguistic competence, but rather the perils of inaccurate reporting. If 
the other academic had cited these interviews, suitably anonymized, in a publi

cation, readers would have no way of knowing that this account was based on a 

complete misunderstanding of the interview. 
These types of challenges give rise to well-founded concerns. Readers may 

harbor serious doubts about the quality and reliability of data gleaned from inter
views. Just as with the problems associated with quantitative studies, these misgiv

ings can never be totally overcome. Yet, just as in quantitative studies, we can 
think of them as the «measurement error" of the process of collecting information 

or data through interviews. Viewed in this light, they are not insurmountable 
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problems, but rather garden-variety challenges to which scholars must develop 
the most compelling solutions possible. 

Accuracy of Reporting 
The third problem arises when authors selectively report interview data in a way 

that generates or reflects a particular bias. Anyone who has ever read a full movie 
review, then seen a few glowing words quoted out of context on an advertise

ment for that movie, is aware of this phenomenon. The interviewer could choose 

the few quotations that illustrate her points, using the evidence to support her 
argument. Processes of cognition also influence researchers to weigh interpre

tations provided at the beginning of the interview process more heavily as 
compared to those provided at the end, and to seek out and convey evidence in 

support of their argument over disconfinning evidence. 

Along with the problems of gauging the quality of data obtained, there are 
thus parallel problems with assessing what data (out of all data gathered) is 

reported. Without access to the complete set of interview data, we cannot tell if 

the spicy quote from the Italian Foreign Ministry official represents the consen
sus opinion in the government, or is the ranting of a lone crackpot which happens 

to be well suited to illustrate the author's arguments. Because of the tendency to 
credit quotes that agree with our own understandings of the situation, this kind 

of selective reporting is likely to creep into the research even of conscientious 
scholars. Because there is typically no way for the reader to know the full content 

of the interviews, it is virtually impossible to judge the accuracy or representa
tiveness of the statements conveyed by the researcher. 

These three problems shortchange us all, because they limit the potential con
tribution to our understanding of political phenomena that may be derived from 

interview data When we lack important information about the evidence, we 
cannot have adequate faith in interview data. 

Solutions 
Qualitative social scientists can benefit from a common set of standards for 

reporting the reliability of their data so that readers and reviewers can judge 
the value of their evidence. As with quantitative work, it is impossible for quali

tative researchers to achieve complete reliability. But producers and consumers 

of qualitative scholarship profit from being more conscious about the method
ology of interviewing and from being explicit about reporting uncertainty. This 

increases the value of interviews in social scientific research, elevating them 
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from the status of supplementary information or simple adornments to that of 

widely accepted evidence that can contribute to developing and testing causal 

theories. 

Representativeness of Sample 
For any research that relies on interview data as a significant component of 

theory development or testing, it is important to move toward systematic sam

pling (Lynch, chapter 1). For some projects, especially those that attemptto gauge 

the general views of a broad population, systematic sampling will entail random 

samples of business leaders, bureaucrats, or politicians (Aberbach, Putnam, and 

Rockman 1981; Martin and Swank 2004). In the types of interviews we focus on, 

generally related to particular policy or political decisions, there is typically a 

narrower population of relevant actors, and random sampling is not likely to be 

the most appropriate or efficient methodology.10 

Yet ~tis often possible for the researcher to identify a theoretically motivated 

set of target interviewees prior to going into the field. Doing this in advance 

of the interviews, and then reporting interviews successfully obtained, those re

fused, and those where the interviewee never responded, has many benefits. For 

one, this kind of self-conscious attention to the sample frame allows reSearchers 

to hone their research design before they enter the field. After identifying the 

relevant population of actors involved in a process, researchers can focus on the 

different classes of actors within the general population-such as politicians, 

their aides, civil servants from all relevant bureaucracies, NGOs, knowledgeable 

scholars and journalists, and different types within the classes-progressive and 

conservative politicians, umbrella and activist NGOs, for instance. Drawing on 

all classes and types of actors relevant to the research project helps ensure that 

researchers receive balanced information from a wide variety of perspectives. 

When researchers populate a sample frame from a list created by others, the source 

should be reported-whether that list is of sitting parliamentarians or business 

leaders (perhaps drawn from a professional association membership, as Martin 
describes in chapter 5). 

Reporting the sample frame is a vital first step, but it is equally important to 

report the number of interviews sought within the sample frame, the number 

obtained, and the number declined or unavailable. This process allows readers 

to better assess the evidence the author has gathered. Knowing that the author 

set out to interview ten people, including three politicians, three bureaucrats, 

and four NGO leaders, but only succeeded in talking to three NGO leaders and 

one bureaucrat will suggest that a certain type of information may be systemati-' 

cally absent from the analysis. It also gives readers more confidence in the evi-
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dence that is presented. Reporting the nonresponse rate encourages researchers 

to think carefully about bias and to devise strategies to compensate for potential 

biases. It also allows readers to assess the researchers' strategies. 

Of course, any experienced field researcher knows that the ideal list of inter

viewees can change dramatically in the field. For example, a rival political party 

can be discerned working actively behind the scenes, and the field researcher 

from the example above now needs to add two more politician interviews. Or, 

one of the bureaucrats interviewed advises that the key person within the bu

reaucracy is not on the interviewees list. Researchers should always ask inter

viewees for recommendations for additional interview subjects. This snowball 

sampling technique can effectively reveal networks or key actors previously un

known to the researcher, thereby expanding the sample frame. We do not advo

cate eschewing these interviews because they were not on the original list. But we 

do argue that the researcher should report these developments to readers and 

expand the sample frame accordingly. 

What is most useful, however, is not simply reporting that the researcher 

engaged in snowball sampling. Rather, the crucial element is reaching the point 

of saturation in the interview process. At saturation, each new interview within 

and across networks reveals no new information about a political or policymak

ing process (Guest, Bunce, and Johnson 2006)11 If respondents are restating the 

same causal process as previous interviewees, if there is agreement across net

works {or predictable disagreement), and if recommendations for further inter

viewees mirror the list of people the researcher has already interviewed, then 

researchers have reached the point of saturation. Researchers must report that 

they reached saturation to convey to readers that they have exhausted the rele

vant information to be gained from interviews. Over time, reporting sample 

frames and interview results will allow scholars to learn from each other's meth

ods (and notjust from each other's findings) and arrive at superior interview and 

qualitative methodology. 

Type and Quality oflnformation Obtained 
In our experience, the type and quality of information obtained in interviews 

can vary dramatically. Some "interviews" consist of two minutes of an influen

tial politician's walking time between meetings, which reveals little or no useful 

information. Other interviews may consist of multiple conversations with key 

bureaucrats during which they take the in~erviewer through the intricacies of 

complex policy decisions and disclose previously unpublished details that cast 

the decision-making process in an entirely new light. Some interviews are on the 

record, others are off the record, and still others are on background. Sometimes 
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interviewers use recording devices or take notes while the interview is in prog

ress; other times they run to the nearest park bench after the event to empty the 

contents of their memories into their notebooks. 

Researchers also deploy a plethora of strategies for obtaining information from 

their subjects. They may conduct structured, semi-structured, or unstructured 

interviews, which range from asking each interviewee a predetermined and con

sistent set of questions, to simply letting the conversation go where the inter

viewee takes it.12 They may obtain interviews through the equivalent of academic 

cold calls or by ingratiating themselves with the interviewees' colleagues or even 

family members. They may ask key questions out of the blue to get an honest and 

unguarded reaction, or they may prime the respondent by giving the context for 

the question and perhaps even some other key players' previous responses. 

How a researcher obtains the interview, how long that interview lasts, the 

quality and methodology behind the questions asked, whether the interview is 

on or off the record, whether it is recorded or not, and a host of other factors 

can deeply influence the quality of the information obtained from interviewees. 

There are excellent resources that point researchers toward best practices for 

conducting interviews (Berry 2002; also see this volume). For us, the most im

portant thing a scholar can do is report about the nature of the interviews he or 

she conducted. Of course, a full description of all these elements for each inter

view would be time and space consuming. But it helps a great deal if researchers 

are explicit about key interviewing techniques, such as how the researcher created 

a record of the interview-through live recording, simultaneous note-taking, or 

post-event note-taking (and the delay between the interview and the note-taking)

whether interviews were structured, semi-structured, or unstructured; and the 

length of interviews, especially when the researcher relies on them for critical 

observations or elements of the analysis. 

Absent a video recording (which may be possible in some limited circum

stances) or complete transcript of each interview, there is no way for outsiders to 

assess the quality of the interaction. To that extent, obServers must have a degree of 

trust in the integrity and skills of the interviewer, just as they must trust the capac

ity of quantitative researchers to accurately code variables and faithfully report 

results without engaging in data mining. But just as with quantitative projects, 

observers can be more confident of the process and of the reliability of the results if 

researchers share as much information about the interview process as possible. 

Accuracy of Reporting 
Once researchers have conveyed to readers that they have drawn a valid sample 

and have conducted the interviews in a serious and thoughtful way, they face 
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the task of convincing observers that their reports based on the material reflect the 

reality of the situation. One simple solution to this dilemma is to post full in

terview transcripts on a website, so that the curious and the intrepid can verify 

the data themselves. This ideal standard of qualitative data archiving should 

be the discipline's goal, and we are not alone in arguing that it should move in 

this direction (Elman, Kapiszewski, and Vinuela 2010; Moravcsik 2010). 

At the same time, however, we fully recognize that it is impractical and even 

impossible in many cases. It would take significant time and money to transcribe 

every word of every recorded interview-these are resources most researchers 

simply do not have. Even if such resources were available, interviews are often 

granted based on assurances of confidentiality, or are subject to constraints im

posed by human subjects research, raising not only practical but also legal and 

ethical issues (Parry and Mauthner 2004). And, of course, the vast majority of 

interviews are not recorded at all. 13 These facts inherently constrain the reliabil

ity of interview data, but the limitations are not necessarily more severe than 

analogous problems that plague survey research or data set coding. 

Even without providing transcripts, it is possible to communicate the accuracy 

of reported interview data in a rigorous manner. In many scenarios, the researcher 

aims to convey that the vast majority of interviewees agree on a particular point. 

Environmental lobbyists may judge a conservative government unsympathetic to 

their aims, or actors from across the political spectrum may agree on the impor

tance of civil society groups in contributing to neighborhood policing. Rather 

than simply reporting this general and vague sentiment, in mos~t instances it is 
possible to summarize the number of lobbyists expressing this position as a per

centage of the total lobbyists interviewed and as a percentage of the lobbyists 

specifically asked or who spontaneously volunteered their opinion on the govern

ment's policy. Similarly, how many policymakers and politicians were interviewed, 

and what percentage expressed their enthusiasm for civil society groups? This is 

easiest to convey if the researcher has gone through the process of coding inter

views, which is common in some sub:fields of political science. 14 It is more difficult 

to present this information if scholars have not systematically coded their inter

views; but in these circumstances, it is all the more important to convey a sense of 

the representativeness of the information cited or quoted. 

When quoting an interviewee, researchers are particularly open to the charge 

that they have simply cherry-picked the most eye-catching statement without re

gard to its representativeness. To convince readers that such lines are more than a 

mere adornment to the text, it is vital to communicate whether the quotation rep

resents the average intensity and direction of the response, or whether it distills the 

most extreme form of reproach or approval. If it is the latter, how many inter

viewees expressed equivalent intensity in their sentiments? Was that intensity 
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particularly important as a motivating factor for explaining the actions of key play

ers in the policy debate, even if those players were a numerical minority? In other 

words, researchers can explicitly convey the meaning of a quotation by addressing 

its representativeness and the salience of the underlying sentiment for particular 

actors. 

If a researcher's sample frame is sound, if saturation is reached, and if all 
respondents answer in same way, we can be relatively certain that the responses 

have yielded accurate information. But the confluence of these happy circum

stances is rare. More often, the sample is incomplete in one or more ways: some 

people cannot recall key points, others' memories may be inaccurate, or inter

ested parties may misstate facts for private gain. In cases where the interview 

process is imperfect (in other words, in virtually all real-world cases), it is im

perative to report the resulting uncertainty. What percentage of core interviewees 

were unavailable? How many were unable to answer key questions? What is the 

range of dissonance among actors over a key point? 

These issues are particularly pressing if the goal· is to uncover a historical 

turning point through a process-tracing methodology, such as if a researcher is 

exploring the genesis of the Iran-contra affair. But they are also central to inter

view research about less clandestine or event-specific topics, such as if a scholar 

is focused on the comparative role of doctors in health care reform in advanced 

democracies. If statements by doctors, policymakers, and other knowledgeable 

observers suggest disagreement over the relative influence of physicians' associa

tions on policy reform, it is crucial for the researcher to convey this uncertainty. 

Once the divergence in opinion is· clear, researchers can be explicit about their 

rationale for trusting some interviews over others and for drawing overall con

clusions. There are several common tools and techniques for dOing this. 15 In 

general, evidence drawn from multiple segments of the sample frame is likely to 

be more reliable than evidence from one part of the sample frame, particularly if 

a narrow group is arguing for its own significance in the process. For example, 

if most leaders of doctors' associations assert their groups' importance in the 

policy process, but if some concur with the vast majority of interviewees from 

the insurance industry, the pharmaceutical industry, hospitals, and policyrnak

ers that physicians' associations were relatively powerless in the process, the latter 

interpretation is clearly the more credible. In a related manner, information re

ported against one's interest is almost always more reliable than reports that serve 

to puff up a particular individual or group.16 Politicians typically seek credit for 

good outcomes and try to avoid blame for bad ones. If sitting politicians grant 

credit for important measures to others-particularly to members of an oppos

ing party-or accept blame when there is nothing to be gained, their statements 

gain a great deal of credibility. 
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Beyond reporting the basis for trusting some interviews over others, it is use

ful to remember that very few studies rely exclusively on interview data for 

their conclusions. While other types of sources have their own weaknesses, 

when interview evidence is ambiguous or not dispositive, scholars can fruitfully 

triangulate with other sources to resolve ambiguities in the record. Perhaps no 

method of reporting will fully convince skeptics about the accuracy of informa

tion gathered through interviews. But strategies such as those suggested here will 

make evenhanded readers more certain about the reliability of the interview 

data when judging the rigor of the scholarship and the persuasiveness of the 
argument. 

Forming an Interview Methods Appendix 
Keeping in mind these general principles for overcoming some of the most serious 

challenges to interview reliability, how can researchers quickly and efficiently com

municate that they have done their utmost to engage in methodologically rigorous 

interviewing techniques? We propose the inclusion of an "Interview Methods 

Appendix" that can be included in any book that relies heavily on interviews. The 

Interview Methods Appendix can contain a brief discussion of key methodological 

issues and large amounts of relevant data summarized in an Interview Methods 

Table. Elements of the Appendix can also be incorporated into articles where space 

constraints are typically more severe. This is possible in an abbreviated version 

that follows the main text; or some central elements may be woven into the meth

odology section of the article itself or-in order to avoid space constraints-as a 

web link to a full version of the appondix (Moravcsik 2010). 

The easiest way to report interview methodology is to break it down into 

several distinct sections. To illustrate the usefulness of the Interview Methods 

Appendix and the Interview Methods Table, we use the hypothetical example of 

a study that explores an attempted ban of the far-right-wing National Demo

cratic Party (NPD) in Germany. 

Sample Frame 
Report the universe of actors relevant to the study, broken down by subsets to 

demonstrate a sample frame that draws on a variety of networks and perspectives 

based on theoretically motivated considerations. In most cases, the author will 

choose to discuss the construction of the saniple frame in the text, especially if 

interview data are central to her arguments. Even if discussed at length in the 

text, a short summary of her rationale should appear in the Appendix, perhaps 
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a paragraph or so long. If the sample frame construction is discussed only in the 

Appendix, the discussion should be more extensive. 

We believe that explicit reporting of the interview sample frame will improve 

readers' confidence in the results, by displaying the interviewer's sources openly. 

An additional benefit may be through encouraging the interviewer to pay more 

attention to sampling strategies. 

Example: Interviewees were divided into categories based on their oc

cupations, with particular attention to political divergence within cat

egories of politicians, since they were central to the decision to launch 

the ban attempt. We sought a diversity of actors from across different 

levels of the state-politicians, courts, and bureaucrats-and nonstate 

observers of and participants in the process. See the Interview Methods 

Table for the breakdown of the categories. 

Response Rate and Type 
Report the number of interviews sought, obtained, and declined, across each 

relevant subset from the original sample frame. This kind of information is so 

often lacking, even in scholarship that relies extensively on interviews, yet it 

needs to be reported in order for readers to judge the reliability of the interview 

data. The author should provide full information about her attempts to gain in

terview access. This means distinguishing reports of requests that were refused, 

merely ignored, or agreed to but then later canceled or refused or simply not 
scheduled. It is best to err on the side of providing more information in report

ing these results. It is also important to note whether the interviews were con
ducted in person, by phone, by e-mail, or by some other method. See the Inter

view Methods Table for examples. 

Additional and "Snowball" Interviews 
Researchers may add interviews without using snowball sampling if they are 

unable to get information from respondents from a particular category of the 
sample frame. For example, if a researcher were unable to obtain an interview 

with her first choice Constitutional Court judge, she may seek an interview with 

a second judge as a substitute. 
The author should distinguish interviews obtained from •<snowball" tech

niques in two ways. First, the interviewer should report an introduction even if 

the "snowballed" interview falls within the sample frame. From our example, 
assume that after her first interview with a party politician, a researcher receives 
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an introduction to a second mainstream party politician that was already in our 

researcher's initial sample frame. The second mainstream party politician in
terview should be listed as part of the sample, but the researcher should also 

report the connection between the first interviewee and the second interviewee. 
That way, readers can assess any potential for bias. 

It is also possible, however, that snowball sampling may lead the researcher to 

add interviews beyond the originally specified target group, typically because 

saturation has not been reached, or because one of the original interviews was 
very poor quality, or perhaps because the author realized that a player previously 

perceived as minor was in fact central to decision-making and merited an inter
view. It could also be that the author felt obliged to conduct an additional in

terview because one of her sample frame interviews insisted she talk to someone 

else. No matter the reason, these <'snowball" interviews should be reported as such. 
The appropriate manner to report this would be in the "Source" column in the 

Interview Methods Table (see tables 4.1 and 4.2). 

Saturation 
Report that saturation has been reached within and across categories, and any 

residual uncertainty. Researchers may or may not pursue saturation strategies 
depending on the goals of the research. Even if they do not, it is valuable to know 

whether saturation has been achieved. If it has, then we are more confident that 
additional interviews would not have altered the researcher's conclusions. 

Example: Saturation reached among and across all categories, with the 
exception of Far Right pa~;ty politicians and lawyers, and Constitutional 

Court judges. 

Format and Length of Interviews 
Report the type and length of interviews. Because the broad terms ''semi-structured" 
or "structured" include wide variation in practice, a footnote at the bottom of 

the table should clarify what they mean for the research project at hand. Many 

researchers prepare a list of questions and sub-questions to ask in advance of the 

interviews. These sometimes are altered or updated throughout the course of the 
field research. Unless some other considerations preclude it, the author should 

provide a set of the interview questions for "semi-structured" or «structured" 
interviews. 

Example: Semi-structured interviews in all cases but one, with three 

core questions: (!) What were the motives in trying to ban the NPD? 
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TABLE 4.1 (continued) 

INTERVIEWEE STATUS SOURCE 

Category 3 

Constitutional Court No response Sample frame 
judge 1 

Constitutional Court No response Substitute in sample 
judge 2 frame 

Category 4 

Interior Ministry Conducted in person Sample frcime 
bureaucrat 1 4/24/2004 

Interior Ministry Conducted in person Sample frame 
bureaucrat 2 4/24/2004 

Justice Ministry Conducted via e-mail Referred by Interior 
bureaucrat 4/30/2004 Ministry bureaucrat 2 

Category 5 

Constitutional law Conducted by phone Sample frame 
scholar Schwarz 4/18/2004 

Constitutional law Conducted in person Sample frame 
scholar Berg 4/20/2004 

Category 6 

Far Right scholar Conducted in person Sam pie frame 
Hacker 4/23/2004 

Far Right scholar Conducted in person Sample frame 
Meyer 4/19/2004 

Far Right scholar 3 Not sought Referred by Far Right 
scholar Hacker 

Category 7 

Expert journalist 1 Conducted by phone Sample frame 
4/17/2004 

Expert journalist 2 No response Sample frame 

Category 8 

Antifascist NGO Conducted in person Sample frame 
leader Korn 4/22/2004 

Antifascist NGO Conducted in person Sample frame 
leader Knoblauch 4/25/2004 

Antifascist f:'JGO Not sought Referred by Antifascist 
leader 3 NGO leader Korn 

Anti-discrimination Conducted in person Referred by Antifascist 
NGO leader Spitz 4/29/2004 NGO leader Korn and 

by Far Right scholar 
Meyer 

Overall 

SATURATION 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Partial 

Yes 

High 

FORMAT LENGTH RECORDING 

Semi-structured 45mins Concurrent notes 
and supplementary 
notes wji 1 hr 

Semi-structured 45mins Concurrent notes 
& supplementary 
notes W/i lhr 

Structured N/A E-mail transcript 

Semi-structured 45mins Concurrent notes 
and supplementary 
notes w/i 1 hr 

Semi-structured 1hr Concurrent notes 
and supplementary 
notes wji 1 hr 

Semi-structured lhr 10mins Concurrent notes 
and supplementary 
notes wji 1hr 

Semi-structured 1hr 30mins Concurrent notes 

Semi-structured 

Semi-structured 

Semi-structured 

Semi-structured 

and supplementary 
notes wji lhr 

55 mins Concurrent notes 
and supplementary 
notes wji lhr 

1hr 10mins Audio recording 

30 mins Audio recording 

1hr 30m ins Audio recording 

TRANSCRIPT 

Confidentiality 
required 

Confidentiality 
required 

Confidentiality 
required 

Transcript posted 

Transcript posted 

Transcript posted 

Transcript posted 

Confidentiality 
requested 

Redacted transcript 
posted 

Redacted transcript 
posted 

Transcript posted 

Seewww 
.bleichpekkanen 
.transcripts 
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from written sources across all but one category. The interview methods table 

would then serve to demonstrate the type, character, and extensiveness of the 

limited set of interviews that were conducted, as well as to highlight the rigor of 

the scholar's approach to using interviews as part of a well-planned research 

strategy. In this case, the table would look like Table 4.2. 

We do not argue that interviews are the only or the best source of information. 

However, in line with the contentions of this volume, we think there are cases 

when interview data can contribute greatly-and perhaps uniquely-to research. 

This motivates our attempt to bolster the trustworthiness of interviews as a valued 

source of data. We certainly expect that most scholars will use other streams of 

evidence besides interviews-be it secondary sources or data analysis-to con

struct their arguments. In such mixed-methods approaches, the researcher can 

and should signal when sources besides interviews are used to gain information 

needed to round out the sample frame. 

We recognize that legitimate concerns may force researchers to keep some 

details of the interview confidential and anonymous. We all must respect con

straints imposed by institutional review boards, by informants themselves, or 

by professional ethics. In certain cases, the interview methods appendix may 

contain "confidentiality requested" and "confidentiality required" for .every sin

gle interview. We do not seek to change prevailing practices that serve to protect 

interview subjects. However, we believe that even in such circumstances, the 

interviewer can safely report many elements in an interview methods appen

dix and interview methods table-to the benefit of researcher and reader alike. 

Whether or not scholars are at liberty to provide video recordings of every inter

view in an online "appendix" or through a qualitative data archive, they should 

still report elements such as their sample frame, nonresponse rates, format of 

interviews, use of snowball sampling, and confidence levels. A consistent set of 

expectations for reporting these will give readers more confidence in research 

based on interview data, which in turn will liberate researchers to employ this 

methodology more often and with greater rigor. 

To the extent that researchers are able to provide transcripts of their interviews 

in online appendixes or qualitative data archives-perhaps following an initial 

embargo period standard among quantitative researchers for newly developed 

data sets, or for archivists protecting sensitive personal information18-there are 

potentially exponential gains to be made to the research community as a whole 

(Elman, Kapiszewski, and Vinuela 2010). Not only will this practice assure read

ers that information sought, obtained, and reported accurately conveys the reality 

of the political or policymaking process in question; it will also allow researchers 
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in years to come access to essential interviews with key practitioners that would 

otherwise be lost to history. Im3gine if in forty years a scholar could reexamine a 

pressing question not only in light of the written historical record, but also with 

your unique interview transcripts at hand. Carefully documenting interviewing 

processes and evidence will enhance our confidence that we truly understand 

political events in the present day and for decades to come. 
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CRAFTING INTERVIEWS TO CAPTURE 
CAUSE AND EFFECT 

Cathie ]a Martin 

You don't have to eat the whole ox to know that the meat Is tough. 

Attributed to Samuel Johnson by Boswell 

Research Is the process of going up alleys to see if they are blind. 

Marston Bates 

The above quotations suggest very different methods of researching cause and 

effect. In the first, which is consistent with much of the positivist tradition, a 

phenomenon can be captured by the sum of its parts, and causal relations are 

likely to be fairly straightforward-tasting a morsel enables us to make judg

ments about the essence of the whole. In the second, and consistent with the 
interpretivist tradition, experience is more multifaceted, causal relations are less 

easily revealed, and investigators may go up blind alleys before grasping a 

map of the terrain. Good research often tries to incorporate both approaches, 
attempting to gather samples that reflect on characteristics of broader popula

tions, even while struggling to ensure that the findings accurately interpret the 

complex meanings of actions or relationships between independent and depen

dent variables. 

Tills chapter considers-how an interview tool may be constructed to achieve 

multiple research goals-to help us simultaneously to make causal claims about 

broader populations or relationships among factors and to be sure that these 

claims reveal the underlying motivations of actors or experiential processes. 

Choices in research design are vitally important to the satisfactory attainment 

of research goals: drawing a sample, maximizing validity with well-chosen re

search questions, and interpreting interview responses all matter to our abilities 

The author wishes to thank for their many helpful suggestions Layna Mosley, Cecilia Martinez
Gallardo, Tim Biithe, and the participants of the conference on Interview Research in Political 
Science, sponsored by Duke University and the University of Pennsylvania. 
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to draw generalized conclusions aud to interpret the way the world works. The 

practical lessons in this chapter demonstrate how a Well-designed interview tool 

may speak both to the positivist ambition to test hypotheses and to the social 

constructivist goal of interpreting accurately the meaning of actions or prefer

ences. For example, one might develop an interview tool that links structured 

and open-ended questions; moreover, some interview questions may be used 

simultaneously for qualitative process tracing (causal process observation) and 

quantitative data (data-set observation). 

This chapter contributes to the volume's goal of offering a "how to" manual 

for the interview method. But it also makes a broader contribution: I show how 

the interview format is perhaps uniquely equipped to bridge the gap between 

positivist and interpretivist concerns. Scholars often draw distinctions between 

those quantitative methods seeking to define the characteristics of a population 

or to identify the causal determinants of cross-unit comparisons, and tho~e qual

itative ones relying on rich description to reveal processes in a single case and "to 

develop valid measures of thick concepts" (Coppedge 1999, 468; also Gerring 

2007; King, Keohane, and Verba 1994; J. Mahoney 2009). It is widely accepted 

that the interview method is terrific for theory building in exposing new avenues 

for future analysis, but the research presented here suggests that interviews also 

play an important role in theory testing, and in illustrating and bolstering the 

validity of findings derived from other sorts of analyses (see also, in this volume, 

Bleich and Pekkanen, Gallagher, Leech et al., and Lynch). The trick is to retain 

sufficient indeterminacy in the interview to allow for unanticipated insights, 

even while using interview data to test for findings obtained through quantitative 

statistical tests. In an ideal research world, one balances one's need for specific 

information with space for the stories, surprises, and synchronicity that an inter

view has to offer. I use my research choices to illustrate this balancing act. 

A Mixed-Methods Research Design 
The chapter draws from my research with Duane Swank, which resulted in many 

articles as well as The Political Construction of Business Interests: Coordination, 
Growth and Equality (Cambridge University Press, 2012). The central research goal 

of this project was to understand why employers sometimes support or even par

ticipate in the provision of social policies, and why these patterns of participation 

vary across nations. Although conventional wisdom suggests that employers would 

automatically reject any social spending that imposed costs on firins (through 

higher taxes, increased costs of production, or decreased profitability), ••corporate 

liberals" sometimes favor social protections for workers, and calculate that the 
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benefits of social programs contribute to the firms' bottom lines (Hall and Sos

kice 2001). Business support for social programs varies widely across both na

tions and firms; Swank and I set out to uncover the reasons for this variance. 

Scholars have diverse views of employers' attitudes toward the welfare state. 

Some assume that employers will reject all forms of social spending; therefore, 

large welfare states only develop when business opposition is countered by strong 

countervailing forces such as labor unions. Others believe that employers some

times use social programs to expand workers' skills and productivity; therefore, 

companies with a skilled workforce or those competing in international markets 

may have particular interests in training programs. Still other scholars assert that 

managers may accept social policies when they wish to curry favor with politi

cians pushing a social agenda or to impose costs on their competitors; therefore, 

companies with significant sales to the public sector might well endorse social 

spending. 

Duane Swank and I hypothesized that employers' views about social protec

tions in particular and public policy in general also should reflect how managers 

get their information about government programs and how they form their pref

erences. Employers' views about social policy are largely shaped by their peers; 

therefore, their sources of information and membership in professional organi

zations matter as much or more than the economic characteristics of their com

panies. Paradoxically, positive business views toward social policies are more 

likely to be found in countries with highly organized business associations than 

in countries where employers are weakly organized. This is because well-organized 

and fragmented business associations have very different modes of teaching mem

bers about public policy and engaging them politically. 

The centralized, highly coordinated groups found in some European coun

tries include most parts of industry and help their members to find common 

ground. In countries with these «macro-corporatist" business associations, em

ployers are invited (together with their labor counterparts) to participate in the 

development of social programs, and they often believe that government pro

grams can work to the advantage of industry. The groups also provide a vehicle 

for the dissemination of information from government about the benefits of 

social spending, and these groups tend to speak about business concerns in the 

legislative process more than do individual firms. In sharp contrast, the United 

States and Britain have many competing, encompassing employers' associations

such as the National Association of Manufacturers and the United States Chamber 

of Commerce. These groups all claim to be t~e most important representative 

of business, but they compete for members, fail to aggregate business priorities, 

and make it difficult for employers to express collective preferences. Thus employ

ers' positions depend on the way they are brought into political debates through 
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organizations and party competition, and these political processes are particularly 

important to views about the needs of marginal workers. 

We set out to evaluate the causal relationship between high levels of business 

organization and spending on active labor market policies with a mixed-methods 

research design, in which my interviews with randomly selected firms would be 

matched with Duane Swank's cross-national, quantitative analysis. We assumed 

that companies' preferences for social programs specifically should be driven by 

dynamics similar to national business communities' willingness to tolerate high 

levels of welfare state spending generally. By testing for matching causal factors 

at both the cross-national and firm levels, we sought to reveal the micro-level 

logic of the relationship between employer organization and high levels of welfare 

state spending (Martin and Swank 2004, 2012). At the macro level, we constructed 

a research design that tested for determinants of cross-national variations in active 

labor market spending in the core OECD countries; in particular, w~ investigated 

our core hypothesis, that the existence of highly organized, macro-corporatist 

employers' associations was a significant determinant of variation in social 

spending. 

Swank and I paired national level hypotheses about the independent variables 

driving welfare state spending on active labor market policies (ALMP) with those 

shaping firms' tolerance of and engagement in active labor market programs. To 

offer some examples, we posited at the national level that "the greater the cen

tralization of national employer organizations, the greater the ALMP spending," 

and at the micro level that "membership in an association makes firms more 

likely to participate in Denmark but not in Britain." We hypothesized in our 

national-level study that "the higher the affluence, the larger the resources com

mitted to ALMP," and at the micro level, "Firms with higher profits as percent

age of total revenues are more likely to participate." At the national level, "the 

greater the trade openness of the economy, the larger the share of GNP for 

ALMP spending," while at the micro level, "Firms with higher exports as a per

centage of total sales are more likely to participate" (Martin and Swank 2004). 

At the micro level, we used interview data to investigate the processes 

underlying macro-structural causal relationships. We posited that membership 

in corporatist -encompassing business associations should be a significant deter

minant of firms' willingness to participate in active labor market programs, but 

that membership in a pluralist association would not enhance employers' par

ticipation. I used interviews to implement this research agenda, and met with 

individuals in 107 randomly selected firms in Britain and Denmark, to evaluate 

the causal determinants of companies' participation in active labor market pro

grams. The interviews generally lasted for one to three hours; I conducted most 

of the Denmark interviews in Danish. 
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Using information collected in these interviews, I conducted two separate but 

parallel firm-level comparisons (comparing firms within a country but not 

between countries), using OLS regression and ordered probit analyses. These 

allowed me to isolate the significant causal factors driving firm behaviors in each 

country and compare significant variables across countries. My central hypoth

esis was that Danish firms belonging to a corporatist employers' association 

would be more likely to participate in the programs, but British firms would not, 

because the British pluralist associations play a very different role in the lives of 

their members. Moreover, I assumed that Danish firms would be more likely to 

participate for real skills needs, whereas British firms would participate for pub

lic relations advantages or to secure cheap labor (Martin 2004, 2005). 

Drawing a Sample 
Drawing a sample, of course, is one of the earliest decisions that one must make 

in an interview research project. As Julia Lynch's chapter notes, the research de

sign for conducting interviews depends heavily on the intended use of the data; 

therefore, choices about sampling techniques and the specific content of research 

questions must mesh with the ambitions of the project. Random samples are not 

necessary for exploratory research to generate future hypotheses or to investiga

tions tracing processes in specific case studies, yet they are mandatory in projects 

that seek to identify the characteristics of a population or to test causal relation

ships among a broader set of phenomenon. When constructing a case study to 

investigate causality in a particular case, one looks for the smoking gun: one 

cares less about getting a representative sample of the individuals who may have 

been affected by an event than about identifying the individuals or institutions 

responsible for causing the particular action. When one engages in process trac

ing to get information about how events unfold-how a specific bill becomes a 

law-one speaks with the relevant actors (in this case, lawmakers, lobbyists, or 

congressional aides), and sampling is less important. (But even in these cases, 

various actors may well have different interpretations of events.) 

Taking a random sample is de rigueur, however, if research seeks to define the 

characteristics, attitudes, preferences, or behaviors of a population, or to estab

lish the effect of an independent variable on a dependent one. In these cases, 

scholars wish to generalize and must draw a sample that allows for broader ex

ternal representation. Should one wish to evaluate the sorts of companies that 

hire lobbyists, for example, interviewing assorted employers based on a list of 

lobbyists' clients may not be sufficient; one doesn't know whether one's selected 

respondents are representative of the larger population. In particular, selecting 
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on the dependent variable (firms that engage in the activity) tells you nothing 

about the nonparticipating companies (see Lynch). 

Thus, random sampling is particularly beneficial because it reveals processes 

at play in both the positive and negative ca:ses, and one learns from the silences. 

Even when interviewing a small subset of individuals (for instance, firms in a 

given sector in Denmark), introducing an element of chance into sample selec

tion may be possible because-at least in advanced industrialized countries

lists abound, and creative use is being made of them in diverse settings and to

ward manifold ends. The intrepid scholar might take a page from U.S. Republican 

Party strategists, who put together registries of potential GOP voters in swing 
districts in Wisconsin by compiling registries of snowmobile owners. Political 

philosopher Alan Wolfe drew names from phone books to compile his sample of 

Americans for a book on middle-class morality, in which he interviewed roughly 

two hundred respondents across the country about their views of sex, money, work, 

children, and religion. Wolfe matched these interview data to broader public 

opinion polls, and he was able to reflect on the processes by which individuals 

arrive at and act upon their views of virtue (Wolfe 2001). 

In my study of employers' participation in active labor market programs, 

I chose a random sample to generalize the findings to a larger set of employers; 

moreover, the interviews were part of a multi-methods research design that sought 

to deliver broadly generalizable findings about the broad relationship between 

business organization and social spending. This design aimed to test the impact 

of institutional and economic variables on companies' involvement with active 

labor market programs. Much of the past research on employers' views toward 

public policy either inferred companies' preferences from structural characteris

tics of the firm or industry using broad cross-national quantitative analyses, or 

relied on in-depth interviews with a small group of firms that engaged in specific 

behaviors but which might not have been representative of the larger pool. To 

construct a random sample, I picked every fifth company from a list of the top five 

hundred firms in Denmark and the United Kingdom. The sample was therefore 

selected without regard for participation in labor market programs; including 

nonparticipants in the sample promised to generate insights into the processes 

of preference formation. If the sample had been limited only to companies that 

participated in the programs, I would not have been exposed to employers' reasons 
for not participating. 

Constructing a random sample has drawbacks, however. In particular, it com

plicates gaining access to participants, because one cannot simply interview the 

people who have engaged in a behavior that interests one (and Who are presum

ably more willing to talk). Gaining access to those who do not engage in the be

havior can be exceedingly difficult. This problem is slightly mitigated by the fact 
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that some individuals are simply more willing to be interviewed than others 

(regardless of program participation), and some companies known for their in

volvement with a program feel overwhelmed with requests for interviews. For 

example, I anticipated in my study of Danish and British firms that two firms in 

the sample with strong profiles in corporate social responsibility, Body Shop and 

Lego, would participate; yet both refused. Lego had suffered recent, serious fi
nancial setbacks and appeared to be in retrenchment on the social front, and the 

Body Shop HR manager reported feeling overwhelmed by interview requests. 

These cases provide a reminder that our preconceived notions about respon

dents do not always hold true. A helpful mechanism for coping with this prob

lem of selection bias (from within the randomly drawn sample) is to compare 

the characteristics of individuals or units who agree to participate in the study 

with the characteristics of those who decline to grant an intervieW-a strategy 

also used to deal with nonresponse bias in survey research (Brehm 1993). 

A random sample combined with a snowball technique can help to improve 

access, yet this also presents some problems with bias. Here, one draws the sample, 

shows the list to contacts in the relevant community, and asks these contacts to 

identify people they know. Working one's way through the list can greatly enhance 

participation rates. In this vein, I began my study by showing my lists to a few 

contacts, who then allowed me to use their name to approach subsequent re

spondents. Yet, while increasing access, the snowball technique also increases the 

potential for bias, because people reached through personal networks might be 

inclined to answer questions differently than would otherwise be the case. Inter

viewees might be more willing to share information with a perceived insider, or 

conversely they might be more goarded if they feared that the interviewer might 

share their data with other respon'dents. This technique increases the need for 

clear guarantees of confidentially of the content of interviews, and cannot be 

used in situations where security is a concern (that is, where confidentiality of the 

identity of interviewees, as well as confidentiality of the information provided, 

is key). 

Another technique for gaining access to interview subjects is to frame letters 

in terms of issues that are important to the sample population but that may be 

less crucial to the study. For example, in asking firms about their participation 

in programs for the long-term unemployed, I stressed in my initial letters and 

phone calls my interest in workforce training. Although I genuinely wanted to 

collect data about training, it was something of a secondary interest for me; how

ever, I highlighted this interest prominently in initial communications and 

believe that it expanded access. In using this strategy, of course, one must be at

tentive to research ethics (see Brooks): one can highlight one aim of the project 

over another, but one should not fabricate an aim that does not exist. 
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Follow-up phone calls are another way to enhance access. The person with 
the most knowledge of one's object of study may be difficult to reach; therefore, 

one might begin with an entry-level person who specializes in public relations and 

request subsequent follow-up phone calls with a more appropriate respondent. 
Face-to-face interviews are extremely worthwhile in helping one gain access to 

and information from respondents; in addition, traveling to an organization gives 

one a sense of place that helps to put information in context. But multiple con
tacts may be necessary to gain access to all the relevant players within the organi

zation, and follow-up phone calls can be very helpful to this ambition. 
Another important decision is the choice of whom, within a given firm or 

organization, to interview. I primarily interviewed the benefits managers or vice 

presidents for human resources within the company, although in a few cases I 
also spoke with the CEOs. I chose these individuals because I anticipated that 

they would either be the decision malrers or would have been told why their su

periors decided to participate. Moreover, I asked each participant to identify the 
individual or group within the firm with the greatest decision-making power 

about whether to participate. 
These data on decision makers within the company were fascinating in help

ing me to grasp motives to participate. As table 5.1 demonstrates, Danish human 
resources and benefits managers were ahnost always involved in the process; but 

British CEOs often drove participation from the top down, as a political boon 
to Prime Minister Tony Blair. One respondent recalled, "The first anyone in the 

company heard about the CEO's interest [in participating in the New Deal {the 
British active labor market program)] was from reading about it in the press." 

Another manager blamed the government for misunderstanding corporate 
chains of command: "They come and talk to the chairman or the CEO, but they 

also need to talk to the people who will have to malre it happen." 

TABLE 5.1 Person responsible for deciding to participate in active labor 
market programs 

WHO MAKES THE HIRES DENMARK(%) BRITAIN{%) 

CEO 9 31 

CEO together with HR manager 31 13 

HR manager 24 35 

HR together with line manager 18 6 

Line manager 14 11 

Don't know 4 4 

Total 100 100 
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Using Interview Data: Research 
Questions 
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The design of interview questions is another critical decision, as the interview 

may include questions designated for theory testing and opportunities to follow 

respondents' core concerns about the dependent variable. The choices in the ques
tionnaire reflect the aims of the interviews in the research design and the multiple 

ways that interviews contribute to mixed-methods approaches. Interview ques

tions may be used to provide both quantitative and qualitative data: they may help 
to identify characteristics of the population, to test hypotheses, to reinforce the 

validity of the quantitative analysis, or to offer thick description about the pro
cesses by which the independent variables shape the dependent one. 

First, interview data may be used to evaluate hypotheses about the general 

effect of independent variables. They may be coded and analyzed with quantita
tive analyses similar to those used to make causal inference about data that come 

from other empirical sources. Coding enables the interviews to produce data 
that can be generalized to the broader population or statistical analysis to test 

causal relations, and these coded interview data are virtually interchangeable 
with other types of data, such as those generated through surveys (see Martin 

and Swank 2004, 20 12; Beckmann and Hall, Gallagher, and Leech et a!. in this 

volume). As Leech and her coauthors point out in chapter 11, the semi-structured 
interview often permits a quantification of interview data. Although social sci

entists have historically had greater confidence in surveys than in interviews, 
interviews with randomly selected respondents, in fact, can be viewed as long 

surveys, and their findings may be analyzed in ways comparable to survey tech
niques (see also Bleich and Pekkarien in this volume). Indeed, as Mosley notes, 

the researcher may have more information about the metadata that accompany 
interview-based indicators than one has about the metadata that accompany 

economic statistics or quantitative measures of democracy, conflict, or govern
ment ideology. 

Therefore, a semi-structured interview questionnaire format is appropriate 
to the goal of coding the data and using these data to evaluate causal arguments 

and to establish the characteristics of a population. Respondents may wish to 

tell us what they think we want to hear or to present themselves in the most 
favorable light; and we, as researchers, may be tempted to hear what we expect 

the interviewee to tell us. Therefore, interview questions should be designed to 
maximize neutrality and to minimize leading questions. Whenever possible, it 

is advisable to ask questions about behaviors rather than about attitudes or pref
erences. One might explore the conditions under which participants are likely to 

participate in certain types of behaviors or to take certain preferences, rather 
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than simply ask whether these behaviors or attitudes are part of their repertoire. 

Finally, one does well to match interview data with other types of data, because 

while other types of data (such as larger-n quantitative measures) may allow one 

to establish relationships among variables, interview data illustrate the under

lying processes that serve as a microfoundation for these relationships. Approach

ing the same question using different types of data also can serve to increase the 

researcher's confidence in the reliability and validity of her data. 

In my study of companies' involvement with active labor market programs, I 

coded interview subjects' responses to questions about their companies' partici

pation in the programs, their membership in encompassing employers' associa

tions, the skill levels of their workers, their unionization rates, and various other 

factors. For my dependent variable, I gathered data on the actual participation 

of firms in the relevant programs rather than eliciting their opinion about such 

programs, and used these data to construct a five-point scale of participation, 

ranging from strongly participating to strongly against participation. For my 

independent variables, I gathered data on various economic and institutional 

characteristics of the firm; these included, for example, a firm's exports as a share 

of its total revenue, the level of unionization of its employees, workforce skills, 

sales to the public sector, membership in an encompassing employers' organiza

tion, and size of the human resources department. The coded interview data 

were combined with data derived from other sources, such as firms' annual re

ports on size, average wages, and profitability. I used this combined data set for 

statistical tests of hypotheses about the conditions under which firms perceived 

social programs to be in their interests. (See this volume's appendix for the semi

structured questionnaire for the Danish firms.) 

Second, interviews can be used for process tracing in mixed-methods 

approaches in a way that is analogous to their use in qualitative analyses that in

vestigate causality in a single case study or small set of case studies (Hochschild 

1981). At the heart of the case study method is the ambition to observe causal 

processes: direct evidence of the proverbial smoking gun can convince us that a 

given cause has had its expected effect. Adept researchers engage in a careful 

temporal reconstruction of the case, or ('process tracing," to identify the interme

diate steps between an independent cause and the dependent effect (J. Mahoney 

2009). There is an obvious problem of knowing which intermediate steps are 

important, but a sensitivity to historical sequential processes helps to overcome 

this problem; in addition, the burden of proof for a causal process observation is 

somewhat higher than for a data set observation (J. Mahoney 2009). Researchers 

also may use qualitative data, including interviews, to construct analytic narratives 

to reveal the underlying rational choice games that structure incentives and pro

duce action (Bates eta!. 1998). 
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Along similar lines, interviews and case histories may be used in mixed-methods 

approaches to reveal micro-processes underlying observed large-n relationships. 

Thus causal relationships uncovered in quantitative analysis may be consistent 

with a range of causal processes; interviews help us to differentiate among these 

potential causal mechanisms. The multidimensional research design also ad

dresses the problem that while process tracing may provide compelling evidence 

for a single case, its capacity for broader generalization is more limited because 

case studies do n<?t easily lend themselves to generalizations. 

Uncovering causal processes may best occur through open-ended interview 

questions that leave room for the respondents to express their own perceptions of 

the issues and that take the researcher into unknown territory. A great virtue of 

interviewing is that it enables a sensitivity to the worldviews of one's respon

dents-an entry into the issues, concerns, and stories that motivate, compel, and 

capture the lives of others. This intimacy and interpretive advantage is impossible 

to capture in survey or quantitative analyses, and the best -designed set of interview 

questions capitalizes on this great advantage. Sensitivity to the concerns of the 

subject helps one both to avoid the instrumental molding of narratives to fit one's 

theory, and to leave oneself open to the unanticipated discoveries that often consti

tute the most joyful moments in the process. Thus, the most interesting research 

projects often leave room in the interview for both types of questions: some ques

tions should be framed to address the core concerns of the interviewees, while 

others (such as those described above, and used in my work for statistical analyses) 

cull information that sheds light on the specific research hypotheses. 

In my study, I used interview data to reveal the motivations and processes 

underlying companies' decisions to participate in labor market programs. For 

example, I knew from the quantitative analysis of the coded data on worker skills 

that firms using workers with higher skills were more likely to participate in 

Denmark than in the United Kingdom. I also expected that Danish firms would 

be more likely to participate to improve the skills of their workforce (and to par

ticipate for economic reasons), while British firms were more likely to be moti

vated by lowering labor costs or by participating to win political favor with the 
Blair government. 

The interviews confirmed that the Danish companies were more likely than 

their British counterparts to view the programs as a source of real skills. Thus 

while the programs were not generally designed to improve the employment of 

college-educated, white-collar workers, and the countries had exactly the same 

percentage of manufacturing workers (25 percent), 53 percent of British firms 

felt that they could not participate because their workers were too highly skilled. 

By contrast, only 34 percent of Danish firms expressed this view. On the flip side, 

while unemployment rates were exactly the same in the two countries, 20 percent 
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of British firms reported participating to gain access to new labor sources, while 

31 percent of Danish firms participated for this reason. As one British respon

dent put it, "The company has been recruiting at the skilled level, but govern

ment schemes are irrelevant to this labor pool" {Martin 2005). Thus, as reported 

in table 5.2, I asked open-ended questions about motivations for and constraints 

against participation, and found that, indeed, Danes are more likely to meet real 

economic needs, while British employers are more likely to curry political favor 

or seek cheap labor. 
Duane Swank and I sought to use the micro-level study to bolster the validity 

of the macro-level findings about business organization and social spending 

(Martin and Swank 2004, 2012). For example, I knew from the regression analysis 

that firms with a high level of sales to the public sector were significantly more 

likely to participate in Britain but not in Denmark, and the interview data gave 

me greater confidence that political factors mattered to firms' calculations. A 

much higher proportion of British respondents {31 percent) than Danish respon

dents (9 percent) identified "political pressures" as a reason to participate. In 31 

percent of the British firms, the decision to participate came from the CEO (indi

cating a high level of political commitment), while CEOs made the decision to 

participate in only 9 percent of the Danish firms, where the human resources de

partments were much more likely to make the judgment call to participate. The 

strong political pressures to participate in Britain were revealed in comments made 

by many respondents. One manager reflected: «The firm's business is heavily tied 

to the Ministry of Defense and to the government. So we felt obliged to support a 

new, and very key program for the Blair government." Another manager remem

bered the local employment center urging, "You don't need to take anyone, but 

would you just sign up?" Yet another company signed up for the New Deal as 

part of its application to secure permits to build an airport {Martin 2005). 

I also used interview data to observe the processes underlying the quantitative 

finding that the stronger employers' associations in Denmark were more likely 

TABLE 5.2 Motivations for and constraints against participation 

MOTIVATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS DENMARK(%) BRITAIN(%) 

Firms participated 68 40 

Subsidies motivating participation 38 10 

Labor needs motivating participation 31 22 

Social responsibility motivating participation 51 26 

Political pressures motivating participation 9 31 

Need for high skills preventing participation 36 53 

Firm's not hiring preventing participation 20 28 
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to bring employers to support welfare state spending than were the weak em

ployers' associations in Britain. This was, in part, because the.Danish associa

tions educated their member firms about the programs and provided a channel 

for employers to have input into the design of the programs. To investigate these 

relationships, I asked firms open-ended questions about the sources of their in

formation about the programs {see table 5.3). The interviews told me that a 

much larger percentage of the Danish firms {31 percent) offered their employers' 

associations as their major source of information, as compared with the British 

firms {14 percent). In contrast, 34 percent of British firms derived their informa

tion from the popular press, newsletters, or the Internet, compared with 15 per

cent of Danish firms {Martin 2005). Respondents also told me that the Danish 

employers' association created network groups in which employers could discuss 

the emerging labor market programs and were responsible for inviting local com

pany participants to sit on municipal social coordination groups. Many respon

dents learned much about the programs through participation in these groups and 

felt that they had substantially more input into the policymaking process than 

their British counterparts. Representatives from the encompassing Danish 

em players' organization also reported taking this issue area seriously because they 

wished to maintain a high level of societal control over and input into the design of 

the active labor market and social programs. Thus, one respondent told me, 'cDA 

[the Danish Employers' Confederation] and LO [the Confederation of Danish 

Trade Unions] were like Siamese twins, in both needing to retain their credibility 

as willing participants in the political dialogne" {Martin and Swank2012). 

Third, interview data may be used to address our concerns about reliability 

and validity, when causal process observations either offer empirical verification 

for or cast doubts on quantitative'findings (see Bleich and Pekkanen in this vol

ume.) In a mixed-methods, multilevel research design, case study data are used 

TABLE 5.3 Primary source of information for the firm 

SOURCE OF INFORMATION DENMARK(%) BRITAIN(%) 

Employers organization (formal) 31 14 

Human resources group (formal or informal) 13 10 

Advisory group formed by the state 7 16 

State agency 22 8 

Private consultant or experts within firm 7 14 

Written trade press, newsletters, Internet 4 30 

Regular newspapers 11 4 

Not informed 5 4 

Total 100 100 
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in conjunction with comprehensive quantitative analysis. A nested hypothesis 

approach examines the aspects of a case that can be explained by general quanti

tatively verifiable theories, identifies unexplained phenomena, and uses qualitative 

methods to investigate these unexplained empirical findings (Coppedge 2005, 

292). As Mary Gallagher suggests in this volume, mixed methods are complemen

tary, in that they allow the researcher to use one approach to make up for defi

ciencies in another. With triangulation, one can check the findings of the various 

methods against each other. Thus, interviews are a great correction for the un

fortunate possibility in Iarge-n analyses of massaging data, running multiple tests 

until one gets at the set of causal variables that confirms one's predispositions. 

Although quantitative data may be shown to support suggested causal rela

tionships, the thick description of interviews increases validity. Process tracing 

within a case study cannot definitively prove a causal relationship in a wider set 

of cases; the absence of a causal factor in a positive case or presence of a causal 

factor in a negative case would raise questions about how externally valid the case 

findings were. But causal process observations, by virtue of the richness of the 

information they provide, can be an invaluable tool in theory testing. The re

searcher can estimate the likelihood of finding such causal processes should an 

alternative theory be true. In such analyses, the Bayesian likelihood of finding an 

observation becomes more important than the frequency of the observation. Ad

ditionally, a causal-process observation may suggest that an apparent (from anal

ysis based on data set observations) causal relationship is spurious (].Mahoney 

2009). Thus, a small-n study can support or refute a broader large-n, quantitative 

investigation (Mosley and Singer 2009). 

Of course, interviews also have their own problems of bias, which also can 

be mitigated through a mixed-methods research design. Throughout such are

search project, attention to selection bias is key. Research designs that fail to 

examine variation on the dependent variable, for instance, compromise one's 

ability to suggest causality. If we wish to understand the origins of revolution, we 

must also include cases in which the revolutionary outburst failed to occur (King, 

Keohane, and Verba 1994; Collier and Mahoney, 1996; Geddes 1990). Within 

the interview method specifically, the somewhat subjective quality of data can 

permit the instrumental molding and interpretation of the interviews to fit a 

theory (Carpenter 2010). Here, Iarge-n analyses can serve as a "reality check" on 

interview-based findings, as can the careful reporting of material from the inter

view study (see Bleich and Pekkanen's chapter). 

Furthermore, bias also may be introduced through the self-selection of re

spondents. As I discuss above, this problem transcends the various uses of inter

view data. Thus, a completely random sample used to study the characteristics of 

a population obviously addresses many potential sources of selection bias; how-
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ever, even a random sample cannot eliminate issues related to the self-selection of 

respondents into a given category. Subjects who self-select into a category mea

suring an explanatory variable constitute a source of bias, and causal inferences 

must be treated, to some extent, as suspect if the investigator cannot control for 

the allocation of subjects across explanatory categories. In addition, even when 

interview subjects are randomly chosen, selection bias remains a concern if the 

subjects' decisions whether or not to participate in the study are influenced by 

unknown factors that complicate the causal relationships. Yet, while the issue of 

self-selection cannot be completely eradicated, one might explore systematically 

the bias of subject selection within the categories of the independent variable to 

ensure that this bias is not replicated in the distribution of subjects across the 

dependent variable's categories. 

For example, in my study of American employers' preferences for compre

hensive health reform and employer mandates in the 1992-1993 health reform 

cycle, I hypothesized that firms with a Washington, DC, government affairs office 

would be more likely to support national health reform than companies without 

such an office. Government affairs employees would be exposed to technical ar

guments in support of reform from meetings with experts in government and 

labor (Martin 1995, 2000; Dobbin 1992). I recognized that firms that had formed 

a Washington office might also be generally predisposed to favor social policy (so 

that their support for reform in the 1990s and the existence of an office were 

driven by a common causal factor, the firm's stance toward social policy). But, in 

exploring this issue empirically, I found that many Washington offices were cre

ated in the early 1970s, in order to oppose reformist government policies such as 

environmental and consumer protection acts. Thus, I could convincingly argue 

that the circumstances of the government affairs offices' creation were quite sepa

rate from the institutional impact of these offices, once they had been in place 

for some time. 

Multiple research approaches may aid in the dual objectives of generating obser

vations about a broader phenomenon from a sample and understanding the 

motivations and processes that produce these observations. Interviews are an 

important part of the tool kit in this endeavor. First, this method of investigation 

allows for both the careful construction of the sample and specification of ques

tions that allow one to test hypotheses; second, interviews offer researchers the 

opportunity to pursue unanticipated openin_gs in the conversation that may well 

reveal essential truths. 

To pursue the first goal at the stage of designing the study, the researcher is 

best served by introducing as much randomness (in selecting respondents) as 
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possilile, so as not to systematically skew the interview data. At the stage of de

signing research questions, one should seek to obtain the specific information 

about the range of factors hypothesized to be important. To pursue the second 

. goal, one should also invite interview subjects to tell their stories, as the sensitive 

researcher will benefit from listening to the respondent, and by balancing the 

questions on the structured-interview sheet with the story thit the subject has to 

tell. Thus the adept interviewer is something like a psychotherapist, framing the 

questions to address the core concerns of the interviewee, even while gathering 

the information essential to making a diagnosis. Accessing a respondent's insights, 

experiences, and accumulated wisdom is the part of the research program that 

delivers the biggest bang for the buck-the unexpected gems of insight that trans

form research proposals (where we ask questions to which we already know the 

answers) into journeys into new knowledge. Interviewing is a wild ride, and the 

sensitive scholar will learn as much as possible from the bumps in the road, even 

while trying to stay on track. To quote Albert Einstein, "If we knew what it was 

we were doing, it would not be called research, would it?" 

6 

USING PROXY INTERVIEWING TO 
ADDRESS SENSITIVE TOPICS 

Melani Cammett 

In November 2007, I met with a high-ranking official ofMabarrat, a Shia Muslim 

charitable organization that runs a vast network of welfare programs and income

generating projects in Lebanon. The meeting had been difficult to arrange, given 

the official's busy schedule and, more important, her suspicions about the goals 

and assumptions underlying my research. In order to set up our initial appoint

ment, her office asked me to prepare a short summary of my research, which fo

cused on social service provision by sectarian and religious organizations in Leba

non, and to provide background on the funders of the project. 

In our first meeting, the official questioned me extensively on the objectives 

of my research. The Mabarrat representative had good reason to be wary: The 

George W. Bush administration had recently deemed the organization's founder, 

Sayyid Mohammed Hussein Fadlallah, the "spiritual adviser" of Hezbollah. 1 Ac

cordingly, the United States threatened to cut off vital Western funding sources 

for Mabarrat's charitable programs, despite Fadlallah's open break with Hezbol

lah years earlier (Egan 2007). In the aftermath of the 2006 Israeli-Lebanese war, 

when many Lebanese perceived U.S. policy toward the conflict as pro-Israel and 

biased against Shia organizations in particular, an American researcher would 

likely be viewed with suspicion by a representative of Mabarrat. In follow-up 

meetings, I established greater rapport with the interviewee, and we addressed 

more substantive questions related to my re~earch. 

My efforts to gain access to officials from Mabarrat indicate the challenges of 

conducting research on sensitive contexts and illustrate how perceptions of the 

researcher affect access to information. In this chapter, I address strategies for 
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gaining access to interviewees and gathering valid information from interview

based research. Although I draw on my experiences in conducting interviews on 

diverse topics in the Middle East, these approaches are applicable fur beyond the 

region and to a wide range of topics. In the first part of the chapter, I briefly review 

the challenges posed by" outsider" positionality, or "where [the researcher] stands 

in relations to the other" {Merriam et al. 2001, 412) when conducting research on 

sensitive topics. I also highlight the added complexity of positionality in a "plural" 

society,2 in which the researcher may be received in diametrically opposed ways 

by different communities. In the bulk of the chapter, I describe a method that I 

used in my research in Lebanon-what I call «proxy" interviewing-to address 

some of the challenges posed by "outsider" status, particularly with non-elites. 

"Positionality" and Interview-Based 
Research 
The concept and effects of positionality in qualitative research have generated 

a large and growing literature, particularly outside of political science.' Ongoing 

debates detail the relative merits of "insider" versus "outsider" status in conduct

ing social research. Decades ago, a positivist consensus held that outsiders were 

more «objective" than insiders, who suffer from in-built sympathies and identi

fication with the communities they aimed to study and therefore could not draw 

"value-free" conclusions. On the other hand, insider status has obvious advan

tages, not least of which is entree to informants and data sources that foreigners 

often do not share. Given the importance of access to appropriate sources for 

field research, this is a powerful argument in favor of the insider advantage.4 

Furthermore, outsiders can come laden with theoretical baggage and prior ex

pectations, which prevent them from interpreting phenomena as they actually 
function in distinct sociopolitical, contexts. 

Scholars increasingly reject the dichotomous treatment of insider-outsider 

status in social research as overly stylized. The boundaries between insider and 

outsider positionality are often vague. Perceptions of an insider or in-group re

searcher's positionality may vary-even by members of the same community

depending on factors such as gender, race, class, age, or region of origin (O'Connor 

2004). Time in the field also may modify outsider status, as researchers become 

more immersed in the communities they study (Labaree 2002). At a minimum, 

insider-outsider status should be viewed on a continuum·rather than in dichoto

mous terms; it is subject to change and multiple interpretations within the same 

community. Each position has its advantages and disadvantages.5 For example, 

despite its presumed advantages for access to sources and in-group events, insider 
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status is not always superior, especially with elites (Herod 1999). When interview

ing foreign elites, a researcher may benefit from outsider status both in gaining 

access to informants and in interpreting the data with a fresh perspective.6 

Positionality has received minimal attention in mainstream political science. 

If the quality of our findings is contingent on access to data, however, then all 

social scientists should care about the effects of positionality on the research 

process. Indeed, the survey research literature implicitly recognizes the effects of 

positionality in its attention to "interviewer effects" (Hatchett and Schuman 

1975; Kish 1962). More explicitly, the growing body of methodological research 

on in-depth interviews emphasizes the importance of building rapport between 

the participants in the dialogue-a process that implies the need for reflection 

on perceptions of the interviewer by the interviewee or respondent community 

(Berry 2002; Kvale and Brinkmann 2009; Leech 2002b; Rubin and Rubin 2005). 

In any research method that entails sustained interactions between a re

searcher and a target population, as in ethnographic or interview-based research, 

the perceived positionality of the researcher automatically affects the degree to 

which respondents will share information. This is even true for relatively innocu

ous topics. For example, my research on trade liberalization and business poli

tics in Morocco and Tunisia was not the most sensitive topic, and it occurred 

largely in the late 1990s and 2000-prior to the "war on terror," which has posed 

significant challenges to Americans conducting fieldwork in the Middle East 

(Carnmett 2007b; Lust-Okar eta!. 2007). In Morocco and Tunisia, however, I 

was received in varied ways by different categories of respondents. For example, 

as a U.S. citizen, I was assumed to favor a free-trade agenda, a position that in

censed some of my informants who were tied to the import-substitution, pro

tected economy and therefore threatened by falling trade barriers. Some even 

assumed that I was a representative of the U.S. government or a U.S.-based 

multinational corporation se~king to break into new overseas markets. 

In a plural society, politicized cleavages further complicate the dynamics of 

positionality in interview research. Distinct groups may have radically different 

preconceptions about foreign researchers, depending on their nationalities; trust 

building may therefore require very different approaches and, with some infor

mants, may never occur at all. During field research in Lebanon, I was received 

differently by representatives of diverse sectarian parties and organizations. As a 

U.S. citizen, it is difficult to gain access to and conduct meaningful interviews with 

representatives or supporters of parties such as Hezbollah, which has hostile rela

tions with the U.S. government. Representatives and supporters of the Free Patri

otic Movement, a Christian party that is cu~rently allied with Hezbollah, were also 

initially suspicious of me as a U.S. citizen, in part because they feared that the U.S. 

government would cut off vital Western funding sources as a result of their alliance 
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with the Shia party. At the same time, my status as a U.S. university professor 

opened some doors to elite interviews that might not have been available to Leba

nese researchers; a meeting with me provided officials a potential opportunity to 

convey their viewpoints to a Western audience, which they perceived as hostile 

and otherwise inaccessible. Conversely, pro-American Christian parties and 
the predominandy Sunni Future Movement wer.e far more open to receiving me. 

Thus, U.S. foreign policy sometimes hindered and sometimes facilitated my access 

to informants, depending on their organizational affiliations and partisanship. 

The ability to access and conduct interviews with non-elites is often shaped 

by the same macro-political and social considerations, but interviews with non

elites present their own opportunities and challenges. On the one hand, making 

contact with ordinary people can be easier than with elites. Non-elites may have 

fewer time constraints than elites and can be approached through everyday chan

nels, such as so.cial networks or mundane interactions in public settings such as 

markets and cafes. On the other hand, ordinary citizens have little incentive to 

share personal information with researchers, particularly in restrictive political 

settings where they may justifiably fear loss of reputation, property, and physical 

security. By necessity, lower-income non-elites are consumed with making ends 

meet and therefore do not have the luxury of free time to the same extent as mem

bers of higher-income groups. Furthermore, on average, non-elites with limited 

education may be less familiar than elites with the goals and practices of schol

arly research and therefore may not recognize the value of sharing their personal 

experiences for broader research purposes. Given the potentially high personal 

stakes and possible lack of familiarity with research processes, non-elites may 

not accept or comprehend researcher pledges to ensure confidentiality or ano

nymity. These conditions, then, can hinder efforts to arrange interviews, particu

larly for an outsider who may be viewed with suspicion and who lacks established 
social ties to possible informants. 

In the next section, I describe a strategy for arranging and carrying out inter

views with non-elites. The strategy, which I term "proxy interviewing," builds 

on approaches in the literature on positionality that leverage both insider and 

outsider advantages to access interviewees and interpret findings (Bartunek and 
Louis 1996). 

Proxy Interviews as a Research Strategy 
For my book on welfare and sectarianism in divided societies ( Cammett, forth

coming), I conducted research on social service provision by sectarian parties 

in Lebanon. Focused on the political dimensions of welfare, I seek to explain the 
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conditions under which sectarian organizations distribute social benefits such 

as health care, schooling, and material assistance broadly, notably to out -group 

members and to marginal or non-supporters. In brief, I argue that the type of 

political mobilization strategy prioritized by the organization, as well as the de

gree of control over political representation of the in-group community, shapes 

the propensity of sectarian parties to serve beyond their core, in-group base of 

supporters. When parties emphasize electoral and nonviolent approaches, and 

when they are the dominant representative of their respective communities, they 

are more apt to distribute welfare goods broadly (Cammett 2012). 

The research for the book employed multiple data sources, including a mass 

survey on citizen access to welfare, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data 

on community characteristics and the locations of welfare agencies, in-depth 

interviews with providers and party representatives, and the collection of rele

vant government, party, and charity documents in Lebanon. I realized that, to 

better interpret and enrich the findings, these sources needed to be supplemented 

by in-depth interviews with ordinary citizens who may have tried to access so

cial assistance from the organizations in my sample. A comprehensive perspec

tive on how sectarian groups allocate welfare goods in Lebanon would require 

more than the views of the providers themselves, government officials, and other 

elites. The closed-ended, two-thousand-household national survey provided 

baseline information by presenting a general picture of the extent to which 

Lebanese citizens sought social assistance; it showed that higher levels of political 

activism are associated with increased access to social assistance and suggested 

that different sectarian parties distribute welfare goods in distinct ways. But a 

mass survey could not adequately shed light on how people experience the wel

fare programs of sectarian organizations and interpret the treatment they receive 

when seeking assistance. 

Conversations with neighbors in Beirut, as well as brief discussions with 

patients in health clinics run by various nonstate providers, suggested that in

depth interviews with ordinary citizens would yield a wealth of information. Two 

of my neighbors' children were enrolled in a low-cost school with an excellent 

academic reputation run by the Hariri Foundation, the charitable organization 

established by the assassinated former prime minister of Lebanon, Rafiq al-Hariri. 

My neighbors also were ardent supporters of Hariri's political movement, the 

Future Movement, which headed the governing coalition in Lebanon at the time. 

Other neighbors suggested that the family's partisanship and access to services 

were not coincidental: active supporters of the movement receive coveted spots 

in the school and privileged access to subSidized social services from the foun

dation and its affiliated programs. My neighbors made no attempt to deny these 

allegations and proudly proclaimed their support for the movement, demonstrating 
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their partisanship with stickers and posters of Hariri on the outside door of their 
apartment. 

In this situation, the ability to establish a linkage between partisanship and 

access to social benefits was facilitated by a preexisting social rapport with the 

informants and my quasi-embeddedness in neighborhood social networks. I 

regularly went to their home to drink coffee and discuss the day's events while 

our children played together. As a foreigner, I could not hope to replicate this on 

a larger scale, because I lacked extensive social ties. Even if I were a long-term 

resident of Beirut, my social networks would inevitably be limited by my social 

position, hindering my ability to tap into some communities or geographic areas 

relevant to my research. Furthermore, brief interviews with patients in clinic 

waiting rooms or with families enrolled in schools that I visited yielded limited 

information. Interviewees approached in welfare agencies were reluctant to 

share their experiences with an unknown foreign r.esearcher whom they had met 

only five minutes earlier. These interviews also were constrained by the pressing 

medical or social needs that brought potential respondents to clinic waiting 

rooms and other institutions in the first place. Furthermore, school or clinic of

ficials often lingered in waiting rooms and school facilities while I conducted 

interviews, limiting the candor of the information I received. Finally, a sample of 

interviewees contacted through provider institutions would be hopelessly biased 

because it would include only people who received or were about to receive 

services-not those who tried to obtain benefits and were refused or who did not 
try at all. 

Proxy Interviewing: Addressing (Outsider) 
Positionality in Non-Elite Interviews 
These limitations compelled me to devise a new strategy for carrying out in

depth interviews with ordinary beneficiaries (and non-beneficiaries) of the so

cial programs of sectarian and other nonstate organizations in Lebanon. Inter

group tensions among the different communities coexisting in Lebanon at the 

time of my research, as well as the lessons of "interviewer effects" in the survey 

research literature, led me to conclude that only resident Lebanese citizens who 

were more embedded in the local social networks of the diverse communities 

I wished to reach could carry out the interviews. 

Embeddedness in local communities, however, would not suffice: the inter

viewers also needed familiarity with the goals and principles of social science 

research and an understanding of the purposes of the project. Thus, I opted to 

recruit graduate students from top Lebanese universities in relevant disciplines 
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to conduct the interviews. By virtue of their education levels and social posi

tions, the students were not true insiders in the low-income communities that 

seek social welfare from sectarian and religious organizations. Trained interview

ers, howeVer, ~auld strike an appropriate balance between community access and 

requisite research skills. 
Ideally, the research design would have entailed interviews conducted by mul

tiple types of interviewers to gauge systematically the effects of the interviewer. 

For example, a coreligionist and a non-coreligionist could conduct interviews with 

the same respondents using the same protocol. A comparison of the data collected 

from parallel interviews with individual respondents could enable an assessment 

of the impact of the interviewer "treatment." For both logistical and financial 

reasons, however, this approach was not possible; but wherever possible, it should 

be considered in conducting in-depth interviews, particularly with non-elites in 

societies with politicized cleavages relevant to the research topic. Below I describe 

the nuts and bolts of proxy interviewing as carried out for my research and sug

gest ways in which the approach can be deployed in other settings. 

Interviewer Recruitment and the Logic 
of Proxy Interviewing 
In the summer of 2007, I flew to Lebanon to select a team of five Lebanese 

graduate students, one from each of the main religious communities-Christian, 

Druze, Shia Muslim, and Sunni Muslim. Prior to my arrival, I sent e-mails to a 

wide range of academic and NGO contaCts in Lebanon asking them to alert their 

best students and researchers that I planned to recruit a team to work with me 

on the project and to invite any interested candidates to send me their CVs in 

advance of my arrival. Thus, by the time I landed in Beirut, I already had a pool 

of almost forty students from the top universities in Lebanon who applied for 

positions on the interviewer team. 
Over a ten-day period, I screened and interviewed each candidate with the 

help of a Lebanese postdoctoral research fellow at the American University of 

Beirut Faculty of Health Sciences with which I was affiliated. In selecting candi

dates, I looked for a number of relevant qualities. First, personality characteris

tics were important because the interviewers would need to establish rapport 

with individuals who likely came from lower-income groups, which were most 

likely to seek social assistance from private, quasi-charitable sources. By virtue of 

their educational credentials and, often, fa~ily income status, all the candidates 

came from relatively high socioeconomic status groups in Lebanese society. 

A key criterion for selection was therefore the ability to communicate respectfully 

with people across class lines (also see Fujii, chapter 7, this volume). Second, the 
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candidates needed a baseline understanding of the goals of social scientific re

search, notably the importance of gathering data through a systematic process 

to address a research question and to test competing hypotheses. Respect for 

the ethical principles of research, particularly the protection of human subjects, 

also was of paramount importance. 

Third, prospective interviewers would ideally suggest feasible and even imag

inative ways of gaining access to interviewees. Finally, none of the candidates 

could have close ties to any of the organizations targeted in- ffiy research, lest 

these relationships compromise their presentation of the findings or inhibit the 

interviewees from expressing themselves freely. For example, one applicant's 

father was a prominent member of parliament affiliated with the Future Move

ment. Lacking sufficient local knowledge, I might have missed this relationship; 

but thanks to thorough "detective work," the Lebanese postdoctoral fellow as

sisting me with the interviewer screening proce~s flagged his affiliation. As a re

sult, I chose not to hire the candidate. Once I selected the team of five Lebanese 

graduate students, I signed contracts with each interviewer that clearly identified 

the scope of work, time frame, mutual obligations, and compensation associated 
with the research tasks. 

This component of data collection for my research in Lebanon entailed a par

ticular subset of proxy interviewing, which we might call "matched" proxy in

terviewing. In selecting applicants for the interview team, I opted to match in

terviewers with respondents from the same religious background. Given the 

politicization of religious identities in Lebanese politics and society, this choice 

was logical. None of the interviewers was a hard-core supporter of a sectarian 

party, nor did any adopt religion as her most prominent identity. Regardless of 

their self-images, however, the interviewers were perceived to be members of a 

given sect by others based on a variety of factors, including direct knowledge, 

family reputation, family name, place of residence or family region of origin, 

and other sociologically relevant characteristics. In a sociopolitical context where 

religion is viewed as "descent-based" (Chandra 2007), or a virtually immutable 

characteristic inherited by blood, these apparent external markers were suffi

cient to assure potential respondents that the interviewer was from the same 

sectarian communal group. Although not every respondent necessarily would 

have preferred an in-group interviewer, on the margins, matching by sect helped 

to establish rapport and, in some places, vastly improved the richness of the data 

beyond what could otherwise be expected. In addition, matching by sect facili

tated initial access to respondents, since social networks were increasingly struc

tured along sectarian lines in the post-civil war period, particularly among 

families withJower socioeconomic status who were the most likely to seek social 

assistance from sectarian organizations (Labald 1984; Nasr 1993). 
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Although the logic of matching interviewer and reSpondent by sect was moti

vated by the realities of the Lebanese sociopolitical context, this approach has 

broader applicability. In any research setting where ostensibly identity-based 

characteristics such as ethnicity, race, tribe, or region are politicized or sensitive, 

interviews conducted by a perceived in-group member are likely to yield more 

valid information and facilitate access to more respondents. Matched proxy in

terviewing could extend to other social categories such as gender or class and to 

a broad range of research settings, whether in the Global South or in industrial

ized countries. For example, in the United States, where a rich and long tradition 

of scholarship demonstrates the enduring political salience of race and ethnicity, 

in-group members may be the most appropriate researchers to conduct in

depth interviews with respondents on manY topics related to racial and ethnic 

politics. 

Interviewer Training 
The mere selection of interviewers with research experience who were matched 

to corresponding sectarian communities, however, was not sufficient. It was 

critical to invest substantially in training in order to ensure that the interviewers 

had the requisite background and knowledge of interviewing techniques and 

were thoroughly versed in the goals of the research and interview protocol. 7 Fur

thermore, the training process and subsequent team meetings facilitated an 

atmosphere of dialogue and exchange, in which the processes of conducting the 

interviews and interpreting the findings could benefit from multiple insider and 

outsider ideas and perspectives (Easterby-Smith and Malina 1999). 

Before initiating pilot tests and the interviewing process, I held a two-day in

tensive training session. This was designed to familiarize the team with the goals 

of the research, convey procedures for ensuring the confidentiality of respon

dents, and allow team members to help develop and practice interviewing tech

niques. A detailed discussion of the training procedures is beyond the scope of 

this chapter, but the following points summarize the main topics covered in the 

session: 

1. Question, hypotheses, methods: An overview of the key research 

questions, preliminary hypotheses, rationale for case selection, and 

research methods for the project. In planning the training session, 

I initially hesitated to enumerate the working hypotheses in order to reduce 

the chances that the interviewers woUld bias the results by consciously 

or unconsciously steering respondents to particular responses. In the 

end, however, I chose to share the preliminary hypotheses with the team 
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in order to more fully convey the nature of the research goals; but 

I stressed the importance of refraining from discussing them with 
interviewees or nudging interviewees toward particular answers. The 

open-ended nature of the interviews (discussed next) also helped to 

ensure that respondents would develop their own responses to the 

questions. 

As with many research projects, the precise research questions were reframed 

during data collection and analysis, so that the hypotheses discussed in the train

ing sessions were slightly different from those assessed in the book. The initial 

working hypotheses focused on three sets of issues, not all of which remained ger

mane to the final product. The first set of hypotheses posited that different types 

of nonstate providers-whether linked to political or religious organizations
allocate welfare goods in distinct ways. As the research progressed, I narrowed the 

focus of the book to compare sectarian parties oply) rather than diverse types of 

nonstate providers) effectively eliminating the first hypothesis. The second set of 

hypotheses, which were specific to power-sharing systems) suggested that politi

cal parties and religious charities favor in-group members in such polities. Fi

nally, the third set of hypotheses maintained that political parties bestow distinct 

types and quantities of welfare goods to core supporters versus other types of 

beneficiaries. The presentation of the working hypotheses also included exam

ples of the types of findings that would invalidate these claims. The book ulti

mately included more disaggregated and nuanced elaborations of the second 

and third sets of hypotheses. As a result, the researchers were familiar with the 

broad focus of the project but not the precise claims that were ultimately devel

oped and assessed in the book. 

2. The role of interviews in the project: An introduction to distinct types of 

interviews, including survey interviews, highly structured interviews, 

and open-ended interviews, as well as a justification for the choice of 

in-depth interviews to complement other modes of data collection in 

the project. 

3. Conversational interviewing techniques: A discussion of the data

generation process from "conversational interviewing" (Rubin and 

Rubin 2004) and a brief discussion of readings assigoed in advance of 

the training session. 8 The open-ended and in-depth nature of the 

conversational interviewing approach used by team members ultimately 

provided rich material for the final product, even if the initial hypotheses 

shifted during the course of the research. 

4. Interview protocol: An extensive segment devoted to a line-by-line review 

of the interview protocol in order to address any sources of confusion or 
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ambiguity in the question wording) order) or related issues. While the 

actual interview protocol was rather extensive) interviewers were not 

expected to adhere stricdy to the question order and ~ere t~ained. to . 
foster a relaxed exchange, as emphasized in conversational IDtervlewmg 

techniques. 
5. Sampling and recruitment: A brainstorming session on strategies for 

recruiting interviewees, including varied techniques in light of eac~ 
participant's existing ties and potential links to in-group ~omm~mty 
networks) ways to break down class barriers between the mterv1ewer .and 

interviewee) and methods of ensuring variation in the sample accordmg to 

theoretically relevant demographic, geographic, and other characteristics.
9 

6. Running the interview: An extensive session devoted to the process of 

running the interview, covering the following subtopics: 

Appropriate forms of self-introduction and introduction ofthe project 

to the informant; 
Ways to ensure confidentiality and protect the intervie:ee's ~dentity; 
Techniques for opening the substantive portion of the IDterview, 

maintaining the flow of the interview) and persisting in seeking 

answers without offending; 
Tips for handling flexibility in the question order and other potential 

deviations from the interview schedule; 
Techniques for listening and maintaining rapport; and 
Ways to pose sensitive or potentially uncomfortable questions. 

This segment also included mock interviews and role playing to provide pre

liminary experience in running the interview.
10 

7. Pilot tests and interview protocol adjustments: Procedures for pre-testing 

the interview protocol) with a scheduled follow..:. up group meeting to 

revise the questionnaire based on pre-test experiences. 
8. Recording the interview: Techniques for recording the interview, whether 

by digital recording devices, which I supplied to each team member, or 

by note-taking, contingent on the interviewee's pre~erence. !~ts segment 

underscored the importance of taking notes alongs1de the d1g~tal 
recording in order to document observations and ensure a reliable 

backup in case of mechanical failure of the recording device. 

9. Ethics and informed consent-. An introduction to the concept and 
importance of informed consent) the.process of obtai~ing informed. . 

consent for participation in the interview, ways of assurmg confidenhahty 

and safegoarding the confidentiality of the data. This segment also 
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reviewed the stipulations of the Brown University Institutional Review 

Board (IRB), including the requirement that all team members 

complete the web-based Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative 

( CITI) examination on research ethics via the Brown portal prior to 

conducting any interviews. 11 Interviewers were provided with a script 

that was preapproved by the Brown IRB, and during the actual 

interviews they obtained informed consent orally. 

Translation and transcription: A set Of guidelines for transcribing 

and translating the interview after completion, with the strong 

recommendation that interviewers complete these processes within a 

day of the interview. A local freelance journalist, journalism trainer, and 

professional Arabic-English translator joined the group to provide 

useful suggestions for the transcription and translation processes. 

Logistics: A final segment on logistical issues, including time management 

and scheduling, the mechanics of operating the recording device, and the 
schedule of tearu and individual meetings. 

These components of the interviewer training session that I ran in Lebanon 

provide a list of basic topics to be covered in training sessions for proxy inter

vi~~g. Throughout the training and interviewing processes, it is especially 

cnhcal for the lead researcher and all team members to be sensitive to the power 

dyoamics embedded in relationships established both within the team and be

tween interviewers and respondents. Ultimate authority over the project obvi

ously rests with the lead researcher, but it is critical to foster a nonhierarchical 

working environment that promotes receptiveness to all input from and exchanges 

among team members. Similarly, the interviewers should convey respect for the 

concerns and viewpoints of interviewees, particularly where class and other so
cial hierarchies are salient. 

Interviewee Sampling and Recruitment 

After a thorough training session, pilot testing of the intetview protocol, and fol

low-up meetings, each team member interviewed between twenty and thirty re

spondents over a two-month period. Two factors were critical for the non-random 

sampling of intetviewees-ensuring variation on theoretically relevant criteria 

and identifying viable and ethical strategies to locate potential respondents. 

First, variation along criteria such as age, gender, geographic location, and 

partisanship was critical because each of these factors might independently affect 

access to social welfare in general and/or influence the respondent's ability to 

benefit from services offered by particular political or religious organizations. 
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For example, older individuals or women of childbearing age are more likely to 

seek medical care than other respondents, while residents of areas with multiple 

welfare agencies might enjoy more options for various types of social assistance. 

It was particularly important to identify interviewees with different partisan af

filiations, given that a central hypothesis in the project centered on the relation

ship between partisanship and access to social services. Variation on these de

mographic and political characteristics mirrored the variables represented in my 

national survey, which aimed to capture the relationship between partisanship, 

sectarian identity, and access to social benefits. Given the non-random sampling 

procedure employed, it was not possible to generalize from the findings collected 

from these in-depth interviews. Nonetheless, the data greatly enriched both the 

design and interpretation of the mass survey and shed light on the nature of in

teractions between individuals and party-based or religious charitable groups. 

Second, the mode of access to potential respondents potentially shapes the 

richness and accuracy of the information obtained from interviews, as well as 

the process of obtaining informed consent. In approaching possible interviewees, 

the interviewers worked through informal networks and referral chains, but, 

at the same time, they did not select family members or close friends and associates 

as respondents. In any case, the latter strategy would not have yielded an appro

priate sample, given the class differences between most interviewers and the 

population of interest. But class differences raised an additional area of co~cern, 
notably the ways in which power differentials between the interviewers and mter

viewees could shape the responses and, hence, the interview data, as well as the 

comfort and terms of consent of the interviewee. Less-privileged interviewees 

might feel subtly pressured by requests from wealthier or more-educated indi

viduals and therefore could agree to the interview out of fear or deference. Fur

thermore, the gap in social status could also compel respondents to provide an

swers that reflected what they expected the interviewers wanted to hear rather 

than those that reflected their «true" opinions or experiences. Thus, interviewers 

were required to strike a balance between seeking respondents in readily accessi

ble social networks while ensuring that their relationships with respondents were 

not overly intimate, and that potential respondents would not feel coerced to 

participate. In most cases, the interviewers relied on referral chai.~s initiated 

within their neighborhoods by individuals to whom they were familiar but not 

particularly close. . . 
The intetviewers used diverse approaches to identify and recrwt potenhal re

spondents. Referral chains were particularly valuable, given that faruily reputation 

and place of origin are important sources of social trust in Lebanon. By working 

through networks, the interviewers were able to establish trust ex ante with pote.n

tial respondents. Many used family and social connections to make contact w1th 
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initial informants, who then referred them to additional, more distant respondents 

from middle- and low-income groups. Others who lived in socioeconomically 

mixed neighborhoods arranged meetings with neighbors with varying partisan 

proclivities. Referrals from individuals khown through employment relationships 

or retail interactions also proved useful. For example, one interviewer held an espe

cially productive meeting with an aesthetician who worked with many family 

members and neighbors. Another interviewer held an initial meeting with a local 

hairdresser who resided in a lower-incoille neighborhood. No interviewers relied 

on a single referral chain; rather, all relied on varied initial contacts in order to en

sure the recruitment of respondents from diverse social networks and areas. 

Proxy interviewing raises a dilemma about whether the lead researcher should 

be present during the interviews themselves. This choice is not clear-cut: there

searcher's presence at the interview can serve as a quality-control measure, but it 
may deter respondents from free discussion. I opted not to take part in the inter

views because I was concerned about biasing the results in the tense political cli

mate of the research site, potentially undermining the very rationale for proxy 

interviewing. Time constraints and the sheer number of interviews across multiple 

communities also prevented me from traveling with researchers to interviews. I 

tried to compensate for the possible disadvantages of this choice by asking re

searchers to tape the interviews wherever possible and by holding weekly and 

biweekly individual and group team meetings to review the results and discuss 

strategies for improving the interviewing process. Keeping the interviewers en

gaged in the process and the selection of highly motivated and skilled researchers 

in the first place helped to ensure that the interviews were generally well executed 
and comprehensive. 

Feasibility 

At least three factors affect the feasibility (and utility) of matched, proxy inter

viewing: the quality of the interviewers, the ability to spend significant time in 

the field, and sufficient resources. First, recruiting appropriate respondents and 

collecting valuable and relevant data are contingent on the skills of the inter

viewers themselves. Thus, the screening, selection, and training of the interview
ers, described above, are critical. 

Second, matched, proxy interviewing requires a significant time commitment 

on the part of the lead researcher. This team-based interviewing method requires 

dose supervision. Unlike omnibus and perhaps even subcontracted mass surveys, 

the researcher must be present in the field while the interviews are conducted. 

To maintain momentum, ensure that the interviewers remain on schedule, and 

monitor the protection of confidentiality in the research process requires regular 
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group meetings, during which team members discuss their results and trade .ideas 

about effective and ineffective interviewing techniques. If the lead researcher IS not 

present at the interviews, it is particularly essential to review transcripts and notes 

from each of the interviews on a regular basis to ensure that individual team mem

bers continue to address the key questions, carry out productive interviews, and 

sufficiently diversify the respondent pool. Group and individual meetings also 

enable the interviewers themselves to provide feedback on the larger questions at 

hand-a valuable contribution, given their insights into their own societies and 

intimate familiarity with the research topic. 
A third factor shaping the feasibility of matched, proxy interviewing is suffi

cient financial resources. A team-based approach to interviewing can call for a 

larger research budget than many faculty and graduate students may possess. 

But matched, proxy interviewing need not be prohibitively expensxve, even ~or 
researchers with small budgets. Costs vary widely depending on the research Site 

and scale of the project. Wages, research-related costs, and, if applicable, benefits 

differ markedly across research sites. In low- and middle-income countries, com

pensation rates can be relatively low vis-ol-vis standards in industrialized coun

triesY The scale of the project also affects the budget required for matched, 

proxy interviewing. Not all projects entail a large team of interviewers, ei~er 
because the number of ethnic, religious, or other theoretically relevant categones 

for the project is minimal, calling for fewer corresponding interviewers, or be

cause in-depth interviews may not be central to the project, and therefore a 

small number of interviews is sufficient. 

The Advantages and Disadvantages 
of Proxy Interviewing 
Proxy interviewing can yield rich data. In my research on social service provi

sion by sectarian groups in Lebanon, the results were striking, particularly w~en 
compared with findings from elite interviews and survey research. In-depth In

terviews with citizens shed light on the complex decision-making processes that 

compelled individuals and families to seek services from different p~oviders, ~heir 
experiences of receiving or being denied services or assistance, theu perceptions 

of provider organizations and interpretations of how political engagement ~d 
religious identity shaped or did not shape their access to services, and oth~r I.S

sues germane to the core questions and hypo~eses. Respondents were candid In 

their answers to questions posed by the interviewers. For example, all spoke openly 

about their efforts to seek health care for themselves or family members and, where 

applicable, their attempts to gain coveted spots in schools or financial assistance 
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for tuition. Most had sought services or aid or both at one time or another from 

sectarian parties and religious charities, and they recounted in detail their inter
actions with these types of providers. The contrasting accounts of those who are 

party loyalists and activists and those who lack party connections were notewor

thy, with the former enjoying greater access to a broader and more continuous 
array of benefits. 

Almost all of the proxy interviews conducted for this research produced at least 

some relevant information. In any project, not all interviews are equally valuable 

for the final product. Among the proxy interviews in this research, however, virtu
ally all yielded at least one or two insights related to the central hypotheses and, in 

most cases, many more. Systematic content analysis of the interview data showed 

this cl~arl!. Using NVivo, a software program that enables content analysis 
of qualitattve data, I coded all of the in -depth elite and non-elite interviews carried 

out for this research. To conduct the content analysis, I created codes to categorize 

segme~t~ of t~e i~terviews by relevant topics, facilitating more systematic analyses 
of therr unplicatwns for the working hypotheses and opposing interpretations, 

and left uncoded those portions of the interview that were irrelevant to the project. 

Even m the least informative interviews, about twelve segments of the interview 

were linked to coding categories. In the most useful and richest interviews, as 
many as fifty-six portions of the interview were coded. 

~ the ~bs~~ce of an experimental study comparing the responses of randomly 
assigned mdivtduals to the same questions posed by the lead researcher versus 
proxy interviewers, it is impossible to make definitive claims about the value added 

by proxy interviewing. My experiences and common sense, however, strongly 
suggest that the approach produced more fine-grained and valid data than would 

othe.~ise be poss~ble. My own efforts to gain access to interviewees were not pro
ductive, because mteractions with potential respondents often occurred in wel

fare facilities with staff members present, which constrained people from speak
ing freely, and respondents were clearly reluctant to share their thoughts with a 

~oretgn researcher whose background and intentions were unfamiliar. By build

rug on local referral chains and conducting interviews in more neutral locations 
usually in respondents' homes, the interviewers largely succeeded in establishin~ 
good rapport and facilitated open and deep exchanges during the interviews. 

The data gathered through the team's interviews also improved the quality 

of other research methods that I employed in the project. In particular, the inter

vie:V data provided essential background for the construction of a mass survey, 

whtch was carried out about four months after the interviewing process con

cluded. Information on what services respondents sought and possible channels 
for access to services spurred the inclusion of specific questions and the addition 
of a variety of options in the closed-ended survey instrument.I3 
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Like any research method, the team-based approach has its drawbacks. First 

and foremost, the approach is dependent on the ability of the interviewer to tap 

into appropriate social networks and to select interviewees that vary according to 
theoretically relevant demographic or other characteristics. For some interview

ers, this was a nonissue. For example, in my project in Lebanon, the interviewer 

assigned to the Druze community had easy access to respondents in this tight-knit, 
minority community, in which her family was known and respected. Similarly, 

respondents from the Sunni and Christian communities were easily recruited and 

forthright in their comments, thanks to preexisting ties that the corresponding 
interviewers enjoyed in neighborhoods, towns, and villages with concentrations 

of these communities. 
Our ability to penetrate the Shia community, and specifically core supporters 

ofHezbollah, however, was more limited. Hezbollah is relatively dosed to outsid

ers, including Lebanese and coreligionists who do not have established track rec
ords of support for the organization. It would have been impossible to recruit 

an active Hezbollah supporter-or even someone with strong ties to the group's 
supporters-to participate in the team. Given the hostile relationship between 

the United States, which labels the organization an Iranian-backed "terrorist" 

group (U.S. Department of State 2010), and Hezbollab, which views the United 

States as an imperialist force in the Middle East with a biased, pro-Israel foreign 

policy, any research conducted by an American researcher is viewed with suspi
cion. The history of assassination attempts on top Hezbollah leaders and efforts 

to infiltrate the organization by U.S., Israeli, and other foreign intelligence ser
vices have compelled the group to assume that most foreign researchers are spies 

and to subject journalists and researchers to extensive formal and informal secu
rity clearances. Under these circumstances, anyone with ties to core supporters of 

Hezbollab would be reluctant to take part in the project. Furthermore, even if an 

interviewer succeeded in tapping into these social networks, word of her activities 

would soon spread to the organization's representatives, who would closely mon
itor or even put a stop to the interviews. As a result of these political restrictions, 

the interviewer matched to Shia respondents was not able to interview core 

Hezbollah activists and members but rather focused on more marginal support
ers and on individuals who were refused or did not seek services from Hezbollah. 

The data that the Shia community interviewer collected, however, were highly 

instructive, particularly in conjunction with information gathered through survey 
research, GIS analysis, and elite interviews. The interview data helped to construct 

profiles of Shia respondents who sought but ~d not receive assistance from He
zbollah welfare agencies or who never sought assistance in the first place, devel

oping a contrast with hard-core supporters. By and large, these respondents were 
marginal or non-supporters of the party. By Hezbollab's own admission (conveyed 
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in elite-level interviews), these categories of applicants receive fewer social benefits 

than core activists. 

Variable access to different categories of respondents might suggest that 

proxy interviewing-and perhaps interviewing as commonly practiced in po
litical science-is of little utility; it can point to a larger methodological issue, 

notably that non-random recruitment inevitably introduces bias into the sam

ple of respondents. What can we possibly conclude from data gathered from 

interviews collected through a particular researcher's social network and associ

ated referral chains? At best, such non-random sampling techniques limit the 

generalizability of the findings. At worst, they present an anomalous slice of 
a larger population, which has distinct central tendencies in its attitudes and 

behaviors. 

For research on controversial topics or in politically sensitive contexts, how

ever, sampling via social networks and referral chains is likely to yield richer data 

and, indeed, may be the only workable strategy (Atkinson and Flint 2001). The 

contrast is most obvious with respect to closed-ended survey research, in which 

the truthfuluess of respondents poses a serious problem to the validity of the 

findings. Although researchers have devised methods to gauge and even compen

sate for misrepresentation by survey respondents (Chikwanha, Sithole, and Bratton 

2004; Corstange 2009), the problem is particularly threatening in politically sen

sitive settings. In-depth, open-ended interviews are more likely to elicit truthful 

responses, particularly when the interviewee and interviewer enjoy a bond of 

trust and have some prior contextual knowledge of each other. 

Thus, interview research based on non-random sampling presents a trade

off: on the one hand, it is vulnerable to bias and limited external validity. On 

the other hand, in some circumstances, it presents the most viable strategy for 

boosting the depth and vibrancy of the findings. To mitigate the negative aspects 

of interview data derived from non-random samples, researchers can incorpo

rate respondents who represent a range of perspectives or positions on variables 

of interest. This approach necessarily relies on strong theory, which guides the 

selection of appropriate factors to vary.14 Purposive variation in the interviewee 

sample at least partially compensates for the limitations of non-random sampling 

by ensuring that the researcher does not focus on a single category of respondents 

or a narrow range of perspectives. It also enables the researcher to probe com

peting explanations for the outcome of interest. 

Obviously, this solution is not perfect. In the ideal world, then, in-depth in

terviews should be supplemented with data collected using alternative methods. 

To the degree that findings from distinct research methods converge or comple

ment each other, 15 the researcher may have greater conviction in her findings. 

Comparing findings from interviews with distinct categories of respondents-
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including those who are both sympathetic and hostile to a particular viewpoint 

or organization-is another means of bolstering confidence in data collected 

from interviews based on non-random samples. 

In-depth, qualitative interviews constitute a valuable method for gathering valid 

information in political science research, but gaining access to appropriate in

terviewees can be difficult, particularly for outsider researchers who are not 

integrated in local social networks. The challenge is all the more daunting when 

conducting fieldwork in plural societies, where members of different communi

ties and organizations may have distinct perceptions of the researcher. At the 

same time, outsider researchers may bring unique theoretical and methodologi

cal perspectives that enrich the research. Thus, insider-outsider status poses a 

tradeoff. Proxy interviewing offers a method for capitalizing on the unique ad

vantages of both-insider and outsider status, while recognizing the ambiguous 

boundaries between these categories. The approach potentially facilitates access 

to a broader and more appropriate sample of interviewees and, hence, richer and 

even more valid interview data than might otherwise be possible. 
The principles behind proxy interviewing have been applied in survey research 

for decades. Researchers routinely train and assign enumerators to communities 

with populations from similar racial, ethnic, or religious backgrounds. Gender 

also can guide the assignment of interviewers to respondents, particularly on 

personal or sensitive topics (Catania eta!. !996).16 To my knowledge, however, 

few scholars in political science have used a similar process for in-depth inter

views.17 Beyond the developing and plural societies mentioned in this chapter, 

proxy interviewing can be deployed in any research setting where ostensibly 

identity-based or other social characteristics shape relationships of trust with 

respondents, and hence is useful for most field research sites and on a broad 

range of questions. 
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WORKING WITH INTERPRETERS 

Lee Ann Fujii 

In the Sophia Coppola film Lost in Translation, Bill Murray plays a washed-up 

American actor who travels to Japan to film a whiskey commercial. In one scene, 

the Japanese director gives Murray extensive feedback through an interpreter. 

The director talks "at" Murray's character at great length using animated ges
tures. When the director finally finishes, the interpreter turns to Murray's char

acter and says, "He wants you to turn, look in camera, OK?" to which Murray 

responds, nonplussed, "Is that all he said?" (Rich 2003). 

Many international travelers have experienced the sense of utter dismay that 

Murray's character felt in that moment-the sense of missing out on most of 

what is going on despite, or perhaps because of, the presence of an interpreter. 

To avoid such situations, scholars generally arrive in their research site already 

fluent in the local language and able to conduct interviews on their own. But 

what if a researcher is not fluent in the local language or does not have the time 

or facility to become fluent? What if there are multiple local languages and the 

researcher is only fluent in one, or what if local dialects are unintelligible to out

siders? Should researchers simply avoid cases like these or exclude them from 

their projects? 

This chapter argues no: language proficiency should not be the criteria for 

deciding whether or not to conduct interviews in a given place. In cases where 

language proficiency is an issue, researchers should consider working with an 

interpreter. Working with an interpreter is no substitute for fluency, but neither 

is it a completely inferior option. Working with an interpreter can bring many 

advantages beyond translating words from one language to another. 
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This chapter seeks to demystify both the process and practice of working with 

interpreters in interview research. It draws from the authoes experiences work

ing with interpreters in Rwanda and Bosnia-Herzegovina (hereinafter "Bos

nia"). In both countries, I spent months talking to people living in rural areas 

about war-related violence that occurred in their communities. My interviewees 

were ordinary people who, for the most part, did not occupy positions of power. 

The focus is therefore on non-elite interviews, but some insights might also 

apply equally well to other types of interviews. 

In Rwanda, I worked with French-Kinyarwanda interpreters. My interpreters 

were native speakers of Kinyarwanda (the language spoken by all Rwandans); 

they translated my questions from French into Kinyarwanda and people's an

swers back into French. In Bosnia, I worked with native Serbo-Croatian speakers 

who also spoke English. My interpreters in this country translated my questions 

from English into Serbo-Croatian and people's answers back into English. I knew 

enough Kinyarwanda and Serbo-Croatian to recognize and use key words, but 

not enough to articulate complex questions or follow people's responses on my 

own. Additional insights for this chapter came from personal communications 

with colleagues who have conducted fieldwork in Asia, Eastern Europe, and 

Latin America. 

Weighing Pros and Cons 
Interpreters have been invaluable to researchers in a wide range of fields, yet their 

contribution to interview-based studies remains under-analyzed. Not much is 

written about working with interpreters (Temple 2002), even in the much more 

established methods literature on ethnography (Borchgrevink 2003, 97). 

While ethnographers of yore might have ventured into their field sites speak

ing nothing but their own language (Winchatz 2006, 84-85), expectations today 

have changed. Ethnographic standards put a premium on the researcher being 

or becoming fluent in the local language. Fluency represents entree into the 

world of one's research subjects. Without facility in the local language, the re

searcher is effectively shut out from this world, with no way to understand "how 

natives think, how they perceive the world, and what assumptions they make 

about human experience" (Spradley 1979, 20). Another advantage to fluency is 

the richness of data one can collect through direct interviews (Devereux 1993, 

44) and the rapport one can build through daily interactions (Francis 1993, 90). 

Without fluency in the local language, one is cut off from everyday life. 

Standards in political science seem to be similar when it comes to interviews, 

though perhaps for different reasons. Direct interviews are better, one assumes, 
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because one-on-one communication will be smoother and clearer than three

way communication; and the researcher will have better control over the inter

view working alone rather than through an interpreter. Competency in the local 

language may also help the researcher to establish trust with people, since it 

demonstrates both her seriousness about the project (John Donaldson, personal 

communication, March 16, 2010) and respect for the people in her research site 

(Devereux 1993, 44). In certain regions, fluency may simply be so common among 

specialists that not speaking the local language (e.g., Spanish for Latin Ameri· 

canists) would call into question the researcher's professional competency. 1 

For many projects, direct interviews may indeed be better than working with 

an interpreter. Research topics or sites might be sensitive; initial trust may de

pend on the researcher demonstrating proficiency in the interviewee's language; 

and a third party might shape the interview in ways the researcher did not intend 

and cannot control. An interpreter might distort responses to such a degree, for 

example, as to diminish rather than facilitate communication. There is also the 

issue of cost. Many graduate students and scholars may not be able afford pro
fessional interpreters, especially for extended periods of time. 

These concerns are well-founded and important to consider; but they should 

not overshadow the potential advantages of working with an interpreter. All re

search involves trade-offs. Whether one chooses to work with an interpreter or 

not, the researcher should consider a range of issues rather than simply assuming 

that conducting interviews with an interpreter will produce low-quality data. 

For many projects, it may not be practical for the researcher to conduct inter

views on her own. There may be multiple languages spoken locally, or the proj· 

ect might include sub-communities that speak their own language. Most Latin 

Americanists, for example, speak Spanish but not necessarily Quechua or Mixtec. 

Learning a new language is a time-consuming process, and, depending on the 

project, that time might be better spent attending to other research tasks (Th0gersen 
2006, 44). 

While hiring a professional interpreter might be too costly, it is also possible 

to work with an interpreter who has not been professionally trained, but who is 

willing and able to learn. Hiring a nonprofessional does put the onus of training 

on the researcher, but it also brings down costs and makes it possible for even 

those on limited budgets to work with an interpreter over extended periods. In 

Rwanda, for example, all researchers, including graduate students with limited 
funds, work with interpreters, some for months at a time. 

Choosing not to work with an interpreter also presents risks. An English

speaking researcher who does not feel comfortable working in the local language 

might unwittingly gravitate toward those who speak English and avoid those 

who do not. This might not matter in some situations; a researcher seeking the 
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official views of a Czech ministry, for example, might obtain the same response 

from an English-speaking representative as a Czech-speaking one. For other proj· 

eels, however, talking only to those who speak English might skew the selection 

of interviewees in ways that compromise the project. In some places, talking to 

people who are comfortable speaking English might mean interviewing only the 

most educated, thereby excluding women, the poor, or certain age cohorts. My 

ccunder thirty" interpreter in Sarajevo had learned English entirely on her own 

(by listening to American music and watching American movies on TV), but 

many older Bosnians, including heads of civil society organizations and senior 

faculty at the local university, may not speak any English at all Interviewing only 

English-speakers might also mean talking with people who grew up abroad. In 

the years following the war and genocide in Rwanda, talking with English

speaking Rwandans generally meant talking to Rwandans who had spent their 

entire lives outside the country. 

Conducting interviews in the researcher's (rather than interviewee's) lan

guage also might compromise the reliability and richness of the data. An inter

viewee with limited English will have limited ways to express himself. He may 

stick with what he literally knows how to say, leaving aside more complicated 

stories, ideas, or commentary. Other data may be lost as well, such as concepts 

that do not translate easily into English, or registers and moods that communi

cate different degrees of formality, politeness, respect, and even hierarchy. Work

ing with an interpreter also presents challenges, but the main advantage is that 

it allows the interviewee to talk in the language in which he thinks and feels, 

thereby expanding the possibilities for self-expression and the range of potential 

interviewees with whom the researcher can communicate in a meaningful way. 

Rethinking Language Proficiency 
The decision to work with an interpreter is usually based on a researcher's own 

assessment of her proficiency in a particular language-whether she feels suffi

ciently fluent to conduct interviews in that language. But language proficiency is 

a matter of both degree (Devereux 1993, 45) and context. One can be fluent in 

one context (shopping for food) but not in others (in-depth discussions about the 

complexities of the legal system). Language proficiency is thus not only a ques· 

tion about the researcher's abilities; it is also a question about the project itself

what languages and types of fluency the project requires. Researchers should 

consider the following points when assessing the language needs of their project. 

First, cctextbook fluency" may not prepare the researcher for everyday forms 

of communication, particularly among those who did not go to university or 
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even secondary school. AB Th0gersen (2006, ill) notes in the case of China: "Non

native speakers of textbook Chinese run into langnage problems as soon as they 

leave the protected world of educated informants." In other words, being fluent 

in classical or formal forms of the local language might not make the researcher 

fluent in everyday forms of the language. If the research design calls for talking 

to people other than the most educated, then textbook fluency may not suffice. 

Second, vocabularies can be highly specialized. One can be fluent in some 

domains but not in others. I am a native English speaker who is fairly proficient 

in French, yet I am not fluent in French slang and am unfamiliar with terms re

lated to medicine. Hence, if! were to do a study of urban youth in Paris or health 

care programs in Guinfe, I would need to become fluent in the relevant vocabu
laries or work with an interpreter until I gained such fluency. 

Third, many words and ideas do not translate easily across languages or 
cultures (Temple 2002, 847). With the demise of apartheid in South Mrica, a 

Zulu phrase had to be invented for the term "democracy" (Cole 2010, 73). When 

terms such as «democracy" are imported wholesale into other languages, their 

meanings may shift according to the local context and thus differ significantly 
from how the researcher understands the terms (Schaffer 2006). 

Fourth, meanings and usage can vary even within the same language. Any 

American who has traveled to the United Kingdom knows firsthand how differ

ent British, Irish, and Scottish English can be from American English. It is not 

just a matter of accent, which by itself can make one type of English unintelligible 

to another's ears; it is also a matter of usage. The same word can mean different 

things-for instance, "jumper," "bonnet," and «boot." References, too, are cultur

ally rooted, so that idioms and metaphors in one type of English may have little 

meaning in another. I once sat in a meeting with three software managers in 

Manchester, England, and came out having understood only half of what my 

colleagues had said. Urban and rural dialects of the same language can also vary 

to the point where rural idioms may not make sense to urban speakers and vice 

versa, even within the same country (Cole 2010, 73). Thus, even if a researcher 

is fluent in the local language, she may still need to consult with a local who can 

«translate" local references and idioms so the researcher can be sure she under

stands what people are saying. It might also require budgeting time to become 

acclimated to the local language, even if that langnage is ostensibly the research
er's "own." 

Fifth, languages also vary in their complexities and nuances. What makes 

a language difficult for nonnative speakers to learn is not only grammar and 

pronunciation, but also how people convey meaning. In some languages, mean

ing is conveyed through inflection and context, rather than word choice tone 

declension, or conjugation. In Kinyarwanda, for example, the same verb (~haka J 
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can mean "to want," "to desire," "to need," and "to look for"; the same word (i) can 

mean "to" and "from"; and some verb tenses are expressed through inflection 

rather than conjugation. These linguistic nuances make it difficult for outsiders to 

master Kinyarwanda as speakers and listeners. Devereux makes similar observa

tions about the language spoken in his research-site in northeast Ghana. During a 

study of the economics of hunger, he discovers, much to his dismay, that the same 

word (kom) is used to express all forms of hunger, from mild pangs to widespread 

famine (Devereux 1993, 48). Devereux must then rely on his interpreter to trans

late the precise meaning speakers intend when they use this word. As Devereux 

( 199 3, 45) points out, "knowledge of vocabulary is not understanding of meaning" 

(emphasis in original). 

Sixth, language competence does not make a person culturally competent. 

Early in my fieldwork in Rwanda in 2004, I realized that even if I did speak 

enough Kinyarwanda to conduct interviews myself, I would still need an inter

preter because I would not have been culturally competent to make sense of 

people's responses. So nuanced is the language that even scholars with quite 

good proficiency in Kinyarwanda still work with interpreters. 

In sum, language proficiency is not a straightforward concept. What it means 

to be proficient in the relevant langnages will depend on the project, the type of 

interviews, and the type of interviewees. For those fluent in textbook versions 

of the local language, an interpreter might be useful for understanding more col

loquial or spoken forms of the language. For langnages or cultures that are dif

ficult for outsiders to master, working with an interpreter may add crucial in

sight into nuances in meaning, even if the researcher has a working knowledge of 

the local language. For situations where the researcher has general competency 

in the local language but lacks familiarity with certain vocabularies, dialects, or 

expressions, an interpreter may not be necessary for interviewing, but may be 

helpful for going over interview tapes and transcripts to make sure the researcher 

has understood what people said in their interviews and how they understood 

the questions.2 

Working with Interpreters 
Good interpreters do much more than simply render spoken words from one lan

guage to another; they also can play a vital role "interpreting" in the methodological 

sense-in helping the researcher make sense of what people say by calling attention 

to background knowledge that gives meaning ~nd context to people's words. 

In this way, interpreters can serve as valuable collaborators in their own right. 

They can provide a second set of eyes and ears. They can pick up on different cues, 
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both verbal and nonverbal. They can provide insight into people's responses, 
behaviors, attitudes, and body language during interviews. They may notice de

tails that the researcher misses. My French-Kinyarwanda interpreter in 2004, for 

example, noticed right after one intervieW that the man we had just interviewed 

had given the same names for his parents as another man we had recently inter

viewed in the prison. My interpreter deduced that the two must be brothers. This 

was a significant realization, since the man we had just interviewed never men

tioned having a brother in prison, which suggested a strategy of evasion on his 
part (Fujii 2010). 

In some settings, translating may be the least important task that the interpreter 

performs. In war zones, for example, interpreters can occupy dual roles--that of 

interpreter and guide, ensuring not only communication, but also security. Amer
ican journalist Peter Maass {1996) traveled all over Bosnia in the early 1990s during 

the first two years of a very bloody war. During that period, he worked with a few 

different interpreters. According to Maass, the English language skills of his inter
preters were much less important than their instincts about safety-what was safe 

to do and where it was safe to go. In Iraq, Maass chose interpreters for the same 
reasons (Peter Maass, personal communication, June 3, 2012). 

French journalist Jean Hatzfeld's experience underscores the importance of 
an interpreter's instincts about safety. In the final pages of his book Une saison 

de machettes (Machete Season), Hatzfeld relates a story of how his interpreter 

led the two out of a potentially deadly situation while Hatzfeld was conducting 

interviews in Rwanda at the end of that country's four-year civil war and a geno

cide that had claimed the lives ofhalf a million people {Des Forges 1999). Hatzfeld 

was following the wave of Rwandans fleeing westward toward the border with 

then-Zaire {now the Democratic Republic of the Congo). Going through the 

Nyungwe forest, Hatzfeld became curious about stories he had heard that some 

Rwandans had taken to living in the forest, rather than fleeing across the border. 
His curiosity prompted him to turn off the main road. He and his interpreter 

followed a path into the forest and came upon a group of men with machetes 

nearby and monkey meat on the grill. Hatzfeld's interpreter quickly warned 

Hatzfeld that the men were Interahamwe-that is, former militia who had been 
largely responsible for the recent mass killings. 

Hatzfeld and his interpreter got out of their car and approached the group of 

men. The men asked Hatzfeld for news of the war. The conversation continued 

haltingly; then the atmosphere shifted abruptly. The group of Interahamwe stood 

up, grabbed their machetes, and began to encircle Hatzfeld and his interpreter. 

The two men slowly backed up to their car, jumped inside, and fled the scene. 

The Interahamwe hacked at the fleeing vehicle, disappointed that their "prey" 
had gotten away. 
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The scene that Hatzfeld describes is one of the most chilling passages in the 

book. What is clear from his retelling of this incident is the critical role his inter

preter played in reading the situation correctly. Hatzfeld's interpreter accurately 

identified these men not as refugees, but as militia who were more than capable 

of killing them. Without his interpreter's instincts, the two may well have lost 

their belongings, their vehicle, and possibly their lives {Hatzfeld 2003). 

Though I was not working in atJ. active war zone, I also came to value my 
interpreters' instincts about safety and security. I came to trust my interpreters 

through my earliest experiences working with them. At the very start of my re

search in Bosnia, my interpreter in Sarajevo introduced me to a wide range of 
intellectuals and leaders of civil society organizations. These were people she 

thought I should meet so that I could get a sense of the range of perspectives 

people had about the war. One reason I came to trust her was that after several 
meetings, she would tell me about her personal experiences with the people we 

had just met. Sometimes these experiences were negative, but she had never let 
on either before or during the meetings. Instead, she let me discover for myself 

what information and perspectives various people offered. 

It was this same interpreter who gave me advice about traveling to one of the 
former prison camps that the Bosnian Serb army had set up in areas it controlled 

during the war. I was staying not far from one of the camps and wanted to visit. 
Before going, I asked my interpreter if she thought it would be all right if! made 

the trip by myself {going by cab). She advised me not to go since I spoke English 

(an indication I was American) and there was nothing in the vicinity but this 

former camp, so there was no way to camouflage my trip as anything but a «fact
finding" excursion into an aspect of the war that was still highly contested. The 
combination of an American «visiting" a former concentration camp in the 

Republic of Srpska did not bode well for my safety, she explained, given recent 

events where visitors had been attacked. I followed her advice and decided to 
forgo the trip. 

In addition to keeping researchers safe and sound, interpreters also can serve 
as interlocutors. My interpreter in the Krajina region of Bosnia, for example, was 

extremely valuable as an interlocutor because she had grown up in the small vil

lage where I was doing research and knew many of the people still living there. 

Because she had known these people most of her life, we were able to gain access 

in a very short period of time. 
Interpreters can also become key informants. My interpreters in Bosnia and 

Rwanda all became informants through the numerous informal conversations 
we had over meals or waiting_ for an interview. During my first field trip to 

Rwanda in 2004, I discounted these exchanges and became frustrated with what 
I mistakenly considered to be "down time." I later came to realize that these 
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exchanges formed as much a part of the fieldwork as any formal interview. More 

recently, I have come to value the stories my interpreter in Rwanda has begun to 

tell me in the car and over lunch. Her stories have provided extremely valuable 

insight into the larger {regional) power structures that were in place during the 

1990s. These insights are all the more valuable because I have come to trust her 

so much and because they come from her own, firsthand experience working 

with and observing various authorities in the volatile period leading up to the 
!994 genocide. 

Finally, interpreters can provide invaluable local knowledge. Local knowledge 

might include insight into the possible meanings behind specific expressions or 

idioms; the stories surrounding well-known figures or places; and the customs 

and practices that define different kinds of relationships. So invaluable is local 

knowledge to my current work that I have even hired an "interpreter" in my 

U.S. research site in Maryland, where language is presumably not an issue. I have 

come to rely heavily on my Maryland research assistant for her extensive local 
knowledge about people, places, history, and culture. Her "fluency" in names, 

places, and dates allows her to converse more easily with interviewees and to 

establish rapport with people much more quickly and effectively than I would be 
able to working on my own. 

In sum, good interpreters can play multiple roles throughout the research 

process. In addition to interpreting during interviews, they can also bring in
sight, perspective, and instincts that may be critical to the researcher's ability to 

navigate the field safely and soundly and to make sense of what people mean, not 
just what they say, in interviews. 

Finding the Right Interpreter 
What makes a good interpreter? From the discussion above, it is clear that lan

guage ability alone does not make a good interpreter. So what criteria should 

researchers use to look for an interpreter? Many, if not most, of the qualities that 

make a good interpreter are the same that make a good (local) research assistant. 
Here are a few to consider. 

First, a good interpreter is someone who can navigate many different types 
of relationships. To the extent that research involves interacting with all kinds 

of people-from the lowliest bureaucrat to the highest official and many in 

between-one quality to look for is the interpreter's ability to talk easily with 

people from a wide range of social strata and to treat these people with similar 
levels of respect and friendliness. It is important to notice whether an interpreter 

feels uncomfortable or hesitant in certain surroundings or tries to differentiate 
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herself from those around her, through how she dresses, talks, or behaves. One 

of my colleagues in Rwanda, for example, worked with an interpreter who in

sisted on wearing her nicest city clothes to conduct interviews with poor women 
living in a very rural area. Her interpreter's style of dress accentuated an already 

pronounced difference in social statUs between her and the interviewees, which 

made it even more difficult for my colleague to build rapport with these women. 
A second, equally important quality is the interpreter's ability to put other 

people at ease. If potential interviewees feel uncomfortable around the inter

preter, they will likely feel uncomfortable around the researcher. If they find the 

interpreter too haughty or officious (or, conversely, lacking in competence and 

integrity), they may well view the researcher in the same light. 
A prisoner in Rwanda whom I interviewed several times recently confirmed 

my belief that people's comfort level with my interpreter was key to the quality 

of the interviews I conducted. At the end of one interview cut short by rain, this 
man commented (without my having asked) that the reason he was willing to 

talk so openly was because of my interpreter. I followed up this remark at a sub

sequent interview, asking whether his willingness to talk with us was because of 
his trust in me or my interpreter. Without hesitating, he said that it was because 

of my interpreter-that everything depended on the interpreter. He also claimed 

that my interpreter was the reason that other prisoners were willing to talk to me 
as well. While there is no way to verify his claim, I felt gratified that he confirmed 

a belief! had long held-that "everything" did indeed depend on my interpreter's 

ability to win people's trust. 
One way to assess an interpreter's ability to put people at ease is to observe 

how she talks to others and how others respond to her in turn. Does the inter
preter use the same manner of greeting toward everyone or only those of certain 

social status or rank? Does she chat as easily with the minister's secretary as the 

minister herself? Does she assert herself at the right moments and back off when 
necessary? The researcher also might take note of how the interpreter acts with 
the researcher. Does she show too much or too little deference or treat there

searcher as a colleague? I myself prefer working with interpreters who see their 

role as equal partner, rather than subordinate or employee. Establishing a more 
equal relationship with an interpreter acknowledges the unique skills and knowl

edge that the interpreter brings to the project. 
A third quality is the interpreter's ability to translate others' words without 

letting her personal feelings color how she translates. A good interpreter is some

one who can talk with bankers in the morning_ and thieves in the afternoon with

out giving the slightest hint of her own personal views about either profession. 
This type of neutrality may be difficult to discern. If the researcher has any 

doubts about the accuracy of the interpreter's translations, she might try to tape 
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interviews, then go over them with another interpreter afterward. 3 If the re

searcher simply has questions about certain translations, she can discuss these 

with her interpreter later. I use the time spent transcribing the data as an oppor

tunity to discuss specific interviews in greater depth with my interpreter and to 
raise questions I may have had about particular responses or translations. 

In some cases, interpreters might draw their own personal line in terms of 

what kinds of interviews they are willing to do. I worked with an interpreter in 

Bosnia, for example, who told me at the very beginning that he would find it 

too difficult to translate perpetrators' words in the first person. If an interpret

er's reservations are known ahead of time, it may be possible to work around 

them. In Bosnia, I could have hired a different interpreter for interviews with 

perpetrators. What is not possible, however, is to «correct" interviews after the 

fact, especially those inexorably shaped by the interpreter's personal judgments, 
dislikes, or commentary. 

A fourth quality is the interpreter's instinct for the kind of research one is 

doing. Does the interpreter fit the project? Does she understand the nature of the 

project, including the kinds of people the researcher wants to interview and the 

topics the researcher wants to probe? Does she understand the researcher's con

cerns regarding time limitations, budget, and institutional review board man

dates?4 My own research involves talking to people living in rural areas who do 

not occupy positions of power of any kind. With this type of project, I need to 

work with someone who understands the importance of obtaining informed 

consent and who does not insist that informants be paid for their time, since I do 

not pay for interviews. An interpreter who does not respect (or believe in) these 

requirements could doom my project, by misrepresenting the terms for inter
views, for example, or by violating our ethical obligations to minimize risk and 
harm to interviewees. 

A fifth quality is the interpreter's ability to give and take direction. During the 
course of fieldwork, the interpreter and researcher will likely take turns leading 

and following. The researcher should not feel like she has to make all the deci

sions; neither should the researcher assume that her interpreter is an expert in 

social science methods. What is ideal is for both parties to remain flexible and 

able to take direction from the other. I frequently solicit my interpreters' advice 

about field strategies-how to locate certain people, how to plan logistics, how 

to approach certain people. Their feedback is invaluable because fieldwork is 

such an all-consuming process that it is easy to lose sight of alternative ways to 
accomplish even the simplest tasks. 

A sixth criterion to consider is the positionality of the interpreter vis-3.-vis the 

researcher and potential interviewees.5 Positionality refers to the way others iden

tify or make sense of the interpreter and, by extension, the researcher. Choices 
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regarding gender and age may be critical to the success of a project. A study fo

cused on women, for example, might proceed better with a female rather than 

male interpreter, especially if the researcher is male. Similarly, a study of youth 

may call for an interpreter of similar age to the demographic group of interest. 

Researchers should not approach issues of positionality as a checklist of 

desired characteristics, however. Interviewees and interlocutors will read 

subjectivities differently in different contexts. The same interpreter whose youth

ful appearance leads people to talk openly in one context might lead people to 

refrain in another. An interpreter's insider status might produce quicker access 

but make people more hesitant to talk about sensitive issues with someone from 

the same community. 

One should also be careful about applying "standard practices" from one re

search setting to another. In Bosnia, for example, colleagues advised me to hire a 

Serb interpreter to talk with Serbs and a Muslim interpreter to talk with Muslims. 

In Rwanda, I received just the opposite advice. A Rwandan colleague advised me 

to find an interpreter whom interviewees could not easily type as Hutu or Tutsi. 

In general, the skills of an interpreter will always be more important than any 

putative social categories he or she might occupy. The researcher simply needs to 

be aware that people in any research site will try to categorize both the researcher 

and interpreter; and how people read these subjectivities can shape who agrees to 

being interviewed and what people are willing to say in an interview. 

Finally, researchers should pay attention to the level of overall professional

ism that an interpreter brings. These qualities include trustworthiness, reliabil

ity, and intelligibility. Trustworthiness has to do with the interpreter's ability 

to keep all confidential materials and exchanges confidential. If a researcher has 

any doubt about an interpreter's' commitment to maintain confidentiality, the 

researcher should find another interpreter, because ethical practices are a funda

mental responsibility of all field researchers (Fujii 2012). 

Reliability has to do with the interpreter's standards of professional conduct. 

Does the interpreter arrive on time and prepared to work, or is she habitually 

late? Does she meet deadlines? Does she follow through on tasks the researcher 

has given her? Given the multiple roles that interpreters can play in the research 

process, it is imperative that the researcher can count on him or her. An unreli

able interpreter is not just a nuisance; he or she can derail a project, by causing 

the researcher to miss appointments, for example, or by making the researcher 

appear unprofessional to potential interviewees. 

Intelligibility has to do with how well the researcher and interpreter 

communicate-how well they understand each other. Intelligibility does not re

duce to language abilities. I have worked with Rwandans and Bosnians whose 

English skills were quite good, but the communication remained quite poor. 
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Conversely, I have worked with Rwandans whose French was very limited, but 
our communication was always excellent. 

To locate potential interpreters, scholars might consult with researchers 
who have worked in the same region or con:ununity or have done similar types 

of studies in the same country. These colleagues may be able to give insight into 

the reputation of various interpreters and the going rates for interpreters, which 

can vary considerably. It may also be possible to advertise for an interpreter. In 

Rwanda, I put an ad in the weekly newsletter of the United States embassy that 

went out to all embassy staff, including Rwandan staff. With Facebook and other 

online social media, researchers might be able to obtain recommendations even 

before arriving at their field site (though I would strongly advise any researcher 
to spend face-to-face time with candidates before hiring anyone). 

Finding the right interpreter may involve some trial and error. Initial meet

ings with interpreter candidates may reveal whether there is an initial fit, which 

in my experience is more important than prior experience. My first interpreter 

in Rwanda fit me and my project extremely well, even though all her prior work 

experience was with nongovernmental organizations, not interpreting for solo 

researchers. During this initial meeting, the researcher also may be able to tell-by 

the questions the candidate asks or the comments she makes-how well the can
didate understands the nature and goals of the project. 

Following interviews of candidates, the researcher might hire the most promis

ing candidate for a single day or afternoon to help the researcher accomplish a va

riety of project-related tasks, such as meeting with contacts or visiting sites relevant 

to the project. After I first arrived in Rwanda in 2004, for example, I hired one in

terpreter to go with me to various genocide memorials and another to visit po

tential research sites. After spending a whole day or afternoon with a candidate, the 

researcher should have a fairly clear idea whether the candidate is someone with 

whom the researcher can spend long days traveling, commuting, waiting, sitting, 

conversing, and interviewing. Fieldwork can be exhausting, and working closely 

with an interpreter who is not a good fit will feel like a burden rather than a help. 

Once the researcher has hired her interpreter, the first task is to train or 

orient the interpreter to the researcher's specific preferences and needs. The 

researcher should explain the nature of the interviews she is conducting (struc

tured? semi-structured? open-ended?) and what she is looking for in the data. 

The researcher should also specify how she wants the interpreter to translate. 

Does the researcher expect simultaneous translation? If so, this will be difficult 

for nonprofessional interpreters, especially when the word order between target 

and base languages is quite different (Cole 2010). Is paraphrasing in the third 

person sufficient, or does the researcher need first-person translations that are 

faithful to what the interviewee is saying? In my own research, I was interested 
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not only in what people said but also how they said it, so I wanted the transla

tions to be in first-person voice and to be as faithful as possible, even when inter

viewees repeated themselves or meandered (Fujii 2009, 2010). 

One way to begin working with a new interpreter is to do a-series of practice 

interviews. In Rwanda, I did practice interviews with people who worked in the 

homes of colleagues and with Rwandans who worked in the building where I was 

living. My interpreter and I did these interviews as we would a real interview, 

starting with full introductions and an oral consent protocol. When issues arose, 

my interpreter and I could address them immediately, such as my preference for 

first-person translations and asking people for first names only, to help protect 

identities. 

Researchers should also be clear about what they want translated. Should the 

interpreter only translate interviewees' answers in formal interviews, or should 

she translate the "small talk" that takes place before and after each interview? 

Should she translate only their final response and ignore any spontaneous collo

quy that arises? For example, in both Bosnia and Rwanda, my interpreters regu

larly interject clarifying questions during interviews. Whenever I hear my inter

preters do this, I ask them to translate their prompts so I can capture those in my 

notes. I also have to be explicit about when I want them to translate conversa

tions that fall outside the formal interview. Sometimes I am content to be left out 

of these informal exchanges, and at other times I want to be let in so I can follow 

the conversation. 

The researcher also might think about terms or words that she does not want 

translated. For example, there are several words in Kinyarwanda, like Interahamwe 
or Igitero,6 that I did not want translated. Because these were key terms in the local 

vocabulary of war and genocide, I 'wanted to hear how and when people used these 

words. Finally, researchers will work more effectively with interpreters if they 

study the local language. Even beginner proficiency in the local language can help. 

At the very least, it can help assure the researcher that the interpreter is translating 

faithfully. It may also help the researcher to follow the general contours of what a 

person is saying. I once sat in on a conversation between my interpreter and a close 

friend of hers. I was interested in finding out whether her friend might agree to be 

interviewed later, but first my interpreter and her friend began catching up on 

the latest news. As the two talked, I found that I could follow the gist of the conver

sation even with my very basic Kinyarwanda. This allowed the women to speak 

freely without my constantly interrupting them to ask for translations. 

In this chapter, I have argued that research designs and interview strategies 

should not be constrained by which languages the researcher speaks fluently. 
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When_ a projec~ involves _interviews in a language the researcher does not speak, 

she mi~t constder w~rking with an interpreter, rather than forgoing that partic

ular proJect or spendmg years trying to master the language. A good interpreter 

bnngs much more than added fluency. He or she can bring added perspective, 

knowledge, and access, and help to keep the researcher safe and sound. A good 

mterpreter, m short, brings benefits that even the most fluent scholars will find 
valuable. 

THE PROBLEM OF 
EXTRATERRITORIAL LEGALITY 

8 

William Reno 

Judicial agencies in some countries have become involved in identifying and 

prosecuting individuals who committed, ordered, incited, assisted, or otherwise 

participated in genocide, torture, or extrajudicial killing, the recruitment and 

use of child soldiers, and a variety of other acts beyond these countries' borders. 

International organizations such as the International Criminal Court (ICC) now 

pursue such individuals across borders too. 

The extraterritorial investigation and prosecution of those who commit war 

crimes and serious violations of human rights is a positive development from 

the point of view of strengthening global norms of governance. Countries with 

strong judicial institutions and rule-of-law traditions assist in bringing J·ustice to 

people in war-torn societies, especially those where state institutions have col

lapsed or are very weak. 

But this practice also affects the capacity of social science researchers to 

conduct fieldwork and to use interviews to collect data in war zones. Researchers 

now have to consider whether the information that they collect from interviews 

can be used as evidence in prosecutions of their research subjects. In a few cases, 

extraterritorial investigations and prosecutions may affect the researcher: foreign 

governments sometimes criminalize interactions with research subjects whom 

officials have classified as terrorists. These legal concerns have to be weighed 

against the benefits of obtaining, through i:r~terviews and direct observation, first

hand information about informants' motivations, activities, and political views; 

and against the obligations of researchers and their home institutions to protect 

informants. 

159 
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These developments may shape how certain places are studied. Academic 
researchers (and journalists) may conclude that it is easier to engage in self
censorship or to err on the side of caution, avoiding sensitive topics and groups. 

Fears that governments will apply statutes selectively leave the specter of legal 
entanglements hanging over the researcher's head, even if these concerns were 

not present at the time that the research was conducted. This leaves field re

searchers to guess whether their own activities or activities of their research 
subjects will fall under the scope of these extraterritorial legal measures, poten

tially impoverishing academic and public understanding and debates surround

ing groups involved in conflicts. The prudent scholar may fuvor quantitative 
studies based on data from a large number of cases (and which can be conducted 

from a desk) over interpretive and comparative studies based upon direct con
tact with people who participate in the events under study and requiring mastery 

of the languages that are needed to speak directly (although see Fujii, this vol
ume) with these actors. 

These legal changes started to appear in the late 1990s and gathered force 
after the September II, 2001, attacks on New York and Washington, DC. New 

technologies have allowed informants to become aware of the full range of for
eigners' interests in their activities. These technological changes also shape sub
jects' assessments of the risk of sharing information with researchers as subjects 

become aware of how a wider array of outsiders judge their actions. As the next 
section demonstrates, this has been a recent and swift development, with serious 
implications for understanding issues of vital international importance. 

Communication then and Now 

I conducted interviews and observed local militias on the Sierra Leone-Liberia 
border in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The topic of the study-informal gover

nance and the manipulation of access to illicit markets as a tool of political 
authority-involved people who later joined the National Patriotic Front of Li

beria (NPFL), members of anti-NPFL militias on the Sierra Leone side of the 

border, and individuals who joined various factions of the United Liberation 
Movement of Liberia for Democracy (ULIMO) as the war unfolded. Conducting 

research in war zones in the 1990s required assessing local risk in order to ensure 
one's personal safety and to approach potential informants in ways that did not 
bring them unwanted attention from other actors. 

Wartime precautions, in this regard, were just more-intense versions of 
precautions that one needed to take in a country where politics often involved 
violence and personal risk. Informants needed to be protected from harm from 
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their own government, political factions, rebels, or from private militias or other 

violent groups who might use the interviewee's words as evidence of disloyalty 
or opposition. Coding interviews to make the identification of individuals 

impossible was essential. Consent had to be procured on an oral basis, a~ signed 

consent forms could be used against informants if those documents fell mto the 

wrong hands. The use of handwritten notes and the absence of recording devic~s 
encouraged some informants to be more forthcoming. Writing not~s in pencil, 

so that informants could inspect and then erase what they felt might pose a 
threat to them, and the sharing of contact information gave informants multiple 

opportunities to withdraw consent if they wished; these strategies unders_cored 

the researcher's concern for confidentiality. In any event, the bulk of the mfor
mant's and the researcher's concerns focused on how information could be used 

or misused in the immediate political and social environment. 

Direct contact and discussions with principal actors was, and continues to be, 
essential for the study of the organization and behavior of armed groups in 

wartime. This can extend to living with some of these groups so as to maximize 
opportunities to observe their behavior and hold repeated in-depth discussions 

with participants. This intensity of engagement is necessary to understand the 

micro-politics of armed groups. It can help to uncover nuances su~h as the dynam
ics of the "security dilemma" facing many participants. In these mstance~, mem

bers of armed groups act aggressively toward neighbors on the assumptwn that 
their neighbors' preparations for warfare signal aggressive intent, even when the 

neighbors may believe that they were only taking prudent steps to defend them

selves (Snyder and Jervis 1999). Close observation ofth1s sort has tmphcatwns at 
empirical and theoretical levels of investigation; it can gener~te new explana

tions for the appearance and uses of violence and for the vanable processes of 
recruitment, for example. Interviews and direct observation also help to uncover 

other important elements of wars that might seem trivial or marginal fr~m a 

macro-level perspective, such as the different uses of intimidation, mec~amsms 
for identifying and recruiting followers, the relations between mechamsms to 
discipline fighters and preexisting social networks, the origins of armed groups 

and the effects of these origins on groups' relations with noncombatants, and the 

development and evolution of group commitments to political ideas. 
Since warfare in 1990s West Africa was largely a consequence of the collapse 

of state institutions and the splintering of national armies into armed factions, 

it did not produce clear front lines or consistent demarcations among speci~c 

armed groups. Categories such as civilian, m_.ilitary, and_ r~bel ar~ not a~sol~te m 
this kind of war (Kaldor 2001). In these wars, many indlVlduals, mcludmg mfor

mants shift from one category to the other, including from victim to perpetra
tor an~ back again. Individuals can benefit from these wars at the same time that 
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they suffer terrible personal tragedies. An armed group may be considered by 

many noncombatants as a protector of their community at the same time that it 

preys upon other noncombatants. Explaining how and why individuals and or

ganizations act in particular ways and the complex choices that they face is inte

gral to understanding how these wars begin, how they unfold, and how they end 

in Mrica and elsewhere in the world. Interview research and direct observation 

may be more appropriate methods for illuminating key relationships and pro

cesses in these contexts. At the very minimum, close-in research of this sort can 

play an important role in generating questions and questioning categories at more 
macro levels of investigation. 

These wars tend to be particularly nasty; they also have unfolded in ways 

that blur conventional categories and challenge assumptions about wartime 
processes and relationships. Some of these more sensitive issues may be better 

addressed through close observation and interviews. Awareness of this fact has 

grown recently, at the same time as changes in technologies and legal regimes 

have complicated these approaches. For instance, approximately one-third of the 

entire population of Liberia sought refuge in foreign countries in the first four 

years of that country's war ( 1989 to 1993), with many more internally displaced. 

The use of children as combatants was widespread. A large postwar survey in 
Sierra Leone found that, among the many thousands of people who were forcibly 

recruited, 50 percent were age fourteen or younger, and a quarter were eleven or 

younger. Some of these children committed human rights violations during the 

war. Revolutionary United Front (RUF) fighters who fit the internationally ac

cepted definition of children-a person under eighteen years of age-committed 

almost one-fourth of recorded human rights violations, including forced dis

placement, abduction, arbitrary detention, killings, looting, torture, forced la

bor, and sexual abuse. Even what remained of Sierra Leone's national army 

counted within its ranks one child perpetrator for every 11.89 adult perpetrators 
of these acts (Conibere et al. 2004). 

During the 1990s, wars of this type, particularly those in Africa, tended to be 

seen from abroad as curious barbaric affairs that were of limited consequence, 

except as unfortunate humanitarian disasters. In the same year that the UN 

completed its withdrawal from Somalia and Rwanda's genocide occurred, the 

journalist Robert Kaplan (1994, 57-58) described Africa as receding behind a 

:'wall of disease" that enclosed a nightmarish, Dickensian spectacle ofburgeon

mg slums teeming with violent young men. "The coming upheaval," he wrote, 

"in which foreign embassies are shut down, states collapse, and contact with the 

outside world is through dangerous disease-ridden coastal trading posts will 

loom large in the century we are entering." His vision was of a continent aban

doned to its own devices and foreign disregard for the actions of those who 
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participated in these wars, outside of the attentions of concerned diaspora :om
munities, humanitarian agencies, and a few scholars. Kaplan presented h1s ac

counts of African wars as sober realism, emphasizing volatility and threat that 

justified small nodes of Western military power to maintain watch and to ensure 

that the chaos could be contained. 
Kaplan's West Africa really was informationally isolated. Communication 

was difficult through the 1990s, and this limited the flow of information. A tele

phone call from Freetown to the United States required journeying to the central 

telephone office to book a line. A six-minute operator-assisted call in 1990 cost 

$15 (in 2012 dollars). Telegrams were still received, with messages typed on sta

tionery marked "On His Majesty's Service" bearing the colonial crest of King 

George VI. Television broadcasts ended in the late 1980s, and radio ceased shortly 

after. By 1990, electricity was rare in the capital city. Access to international news 

was through battery-powered shortwave radio. The British Broadcasting Corpo

ration's Focus on Africa, daily at 5 p.m., was the only reliable source of accurate 

war news. This program was beamed to Africa and was not widely available to 

people outside the continent, except in brief summaries in BBC's Focus on Africa 

magazme. 
At first, no UN observers or peacekeepers were present to monitor human 

rights abuses and to produce public reports about them. The few NGOs that 

monitored events produced only hard copies of their reports, a rare few ofwh1ch 

were passed from hand to hand among intellectuals in the capital. The Interna

tional Crisis Group, now a major source of information and field-based analysis 

for conflicts around the world, did not exist before 19951 An oft-heard complaint 

from Sierra Leoneans and others in war zones in Africa was that the international 

community had abandoned them. It was common to hear in the mid-1990s that 

foreign governments and international agencies intervened in Yugoslavia's wars 

but did not care if Africans killed each other. 
This isolation was short-lived. By 2002, mobile phone service reached Sierra 

Leone's capital and provincial centers. Liberia's president, Charles Taylor, was a 

partner in a telecommunications operation that brought mobile telephone 

service to that country in 2000. Calls to the United States from Liberia that cost 

$1.25 per minute in 2000 had dropped to 40 cents per minute by 2004 (Anony

mous 2009). By the mid-2000s, mobile phone SIM cards were available for un

der $2 in many African countries. The appearance of voice-to-Internet protocol 

(VoiP) services in the late 2000s drove prices even lower. Even a call on a mobile 

telephone from Somalia to the United States cost only several cents a minute by 

2011. In larger urban areas, "business centers," often really small shops, began to 

offer international call services for a few cents per minute and low-cost access to 

the Internet for those without computers of their own. 
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Internet connectivity has been slow to develop in comparisoll to global trends, 

with one Liberian of every two hundred counted as a regular Internet user by the 

end of 2010. Connection rates were much higher in other parts of Africa, with 
9.2 per hundred connected in Uganda, 9.7 per hundred in Kenya, 11.8 per hun

dred in Zimbabwe, and 28.3 per hundred in Nigeria (International Telecommu
nications Union 2011). The reach of other media also has grown. AI Jazeera, 

BBC, and CNN broadcasts inform the discussions of many intellectuals, busi
nesspeople, and officials and are even incorporated into local broadcasts in some 

countries. For those with higher incomes, increased bandwidth capable of deliv

ering video has begun to compete with satellite television. The SEACOM cable 

in 2009 brought high-speed Internet to East Africa, and with it came Internet
delivered HDTV, peer-to-peer networks, and the capacity to rapidly download 
books, large data sets, and other materials. These new media and the technolo

gies that support them make it easier for Africans to find material about them 

produced by others and to become familiar with the wide range of views of oth
ers about conflicts in the region. 

This rapid easing of communications means that key actors in these wars 

now possess the means to become aware of and investigate the developing risks 
that international attention to extraterritorial justice may pose to them. In 

practical terms, knowledge of these developments has had a chilling effect on 

the willingness of some informants to share information. Some cite fears that 
prosecutions would include low-level figures-or some actual low-level figures 
perhaps view themselves as ltigher-level figures who could be targets for prose

cution. Concerns among informants that "the future is uncertain" or "one can
not be too careful" intrude into interviews. These concerns may be overblown 

in some cases, but they are based on solid foundations, as I demonstrate in the 
next section. 

The Criminalization of War in Africa: 
The Impact for Interviewees 
Innovations in communications coincided with an increase in international 

attention to war crimes and crimes against humanity in Africa. This attention 
brought more-vigorous condemnation of such behavior and calls to prosecute 
perpetrators of abuses, including torture, the use of child soldiers, and the use of 

rape as a tactic in warfare. People in Africa are increasingly exposed to informa
tion about this international concern. Even if they do not have access to the In

ternet, they can follow news of UN investigations, read NGO reports, and find in 

their local newspapers other information printed from websites. United Nations 
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radio stations in Liberia, Sierra Leone, Congo, and COte d'Ivoire have carried 

programs that focus on these issues. 

' Growing international attention has been part of a global move to criminalize 
the conduct of war in Africa. This move away from the passive determinism of 

observers like Robert Kaplan is 'based upon a liberal conviction that an end to 

impunity for past misdeeds will empower citizens to take a more assertive role 
in politics and will deter others from committing such deeds in the future. This 

approach toward war is articulated in terms of the pursuit of justice against all 
perpetrators of serious human rights violations, whether governments, commu
nity groups, or rebels, regardless of justifications for their uses of violence. This 

shift was rapid, gathering force after 2000, and clashed with ideas among people 

in conflict zones about responsibility for atrocities, rationales for self-defense, 
and appropriate uses of violence. The UN-mandated report Responsibility to 

Protect declared that "the defense of state sovereignty, by even its strongest sup
porters, does not include any claim of the unlimited power of a state to do what 

it wants to its own people," and that "good international citizenship" compelled 

responsible international actors to use threats of international prosecutions of 
perpetrators of human rights abuses, crimes of war, and crimes against human

ity to punish and change bad behavior (ICISS, 2001, 8). 
Previously, grievous abuses commonly went unpunished. For example, 

during the 1971-1979 rule of Uganda's President Idi Amin, state security forces 
killed between a quarter and a half million Ugandan citizens (International 

Commission of Jurists 1977). This situation was widely known to the interna

tional community; certainly many Ugandans knew that their government was 
taking a murderous course. High-profile victims of state-sponsored murders 

included a former prime minister, the Anglican archbishop, the vice chancellor 
of the country's flagship university, and members of Amin's cabinet. When 

these crimes were committed, Amin served as chairman of the Organization of 
African Unity (1975-1976), and Uganda had a seat on the UN's Commission 

on Human Rights (1977-1979). Military and security forces under the com
mand of Somalia's President Siad Barre ( 1969-1991) attacked citizens in north

ern Somalia in retaliation for their alleged support of the Somali National 

Movement (SNM) rebels. Over several months in 1988, this campaign killed 
about fifty thousand people, from {total regional population of approximately 
three million. About four hundred thousand took refuge across tbe border in 

Ethiopia, and 1.5 million others were displaced inside Somalia (Gilkes 1989). 

Though these events were widely kno~, the recipients of this information 
were compartmentalized; there was very little coordination among them, and 

certainly there was no overarching process that included prosecution for 

misdeeds. 
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Leaders of the SNM and other insurgent groups with whom this author has 
spoken have complained about this earlier lack of coordinated global attention. 
They stress that their uses of violence before and after 1988 were in the defense of 

their communities against a state campaign that nearly all label as genocide, in

tended to exterminate or drive out the several million northerners, in retaliation 
for their opposition to the regime. They point out that Siad Barre was a U.S. ally in 

1~8.8;. at the time, his regime received weapons from the U.S. government, despite 

cntlcism among U.S. legislators of Barre'S terrible hwnan rights record. Their 

distinction between unjust and just uses of violence initially led informants to 

speak very openly about their own roles in these rebel groups. But closer interna _ 

tional scrutiny of issues such as the uses of child soldiers began to have a chilling 

effect on conversations. Through the media of satellite television and the Inter

net, former participants in the struggle against the old dictator took note that the 

outside world might view as criminal their mobilization of sixteen- and seventeen
year-old youths to fight against a government that had attacked their community 
and uprooted half the region's population. 

More generally, extraterritorial prosecutions initially focused on a few state 

officials in Africa who were alleged to have committed the most serious viola
tions. A Belgian court in 2001 convicted and gave fifteen-to-twenty-year sen

t~nces to fou~ ~wandan citizens for their involvement in Rwanda's 1994 geno
Cide. The deciswn of a Belgian judge in 2000 to issue an arrest warrant for the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo's standing minister of foreign affairs for his 

role in human rigl1ts abuses in that country's war that began in 1996 signaled a 

mo_re det~rmmed effort to bring alleged perpetrators to justice, regardless of 
their offinal status. Even though the International Court ofJustice ruled that this 

high-ran_king official was immune from prosecution by virtue of the sovereign 
prerogatives attached to his office, dissenting judges on that bench wrote of the 

~eed to consi~er serious human rights violations as subject to universal jurisdic
tion (InternatiOnal Court of Justice 2002). Much as universal jurisdiction has 
been applied against piracy, this case, despite its reversal, put incumbent officials 

on notice that they risked being held accountable in foreign courts for their ac
tions, ~ven if they claimed to act in defense of a home community, a regime, or a 

sovereign state. Prudent state officials who face rebellions and insurrections that 
threaten their regimes now have to take into greater consideration the interna

tional scrutiny of their actions, and they have to consider whether their responses 
could lead to serious legal problems later. 

A more serious challenge to incumbent state officials appeared with the 

M':"ch 7,2003, indictment by the Special Court for Sierra Leone (SCSL) ofLibe
na s President Charles Taylor for crimes against humanity and for violations of 

international humanitarian law, including the use of child soldiers, sexual slav-
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ery, abductions, and looting. This was the first instance of a sitting head _of state 

facing a serious indictment for war crimes and crimes against h~amty. The 
SCSL was created as an ad hoc tribunal jointly by the UN and the Sierra Leone 
government to prosecute all those who bore "greatest responsibility" for war 

crimes and crimes against humanity committed after November 30, 1996, dur

ing that country's war. The court indicted only thirteen individuals for charges 
of war crimes and crimes against humanity-five from among the leadership 

of the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) rebels; three ftom the government

supported Civil Defense Forces (CDF), including a former interior minister; 
four from the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC), a breakaway seg

ment of the national army; and Liberia's President Taylor. 
The SCSL criminalized the conduct of war on all sides. The indictment of 

Taylor defined his support for the RUF rebels as a criminal conspir~cy, a "com

mon plan ... to gain access to the mineral wealth of Sierra Leone, m par~~ular 
diamonds, to destabilize the Government of Sierra Leone in order to faohtate 

access to such mineral wealth and to install a government in Sierra Leone that 
would be well disposed toward, and supportive of, the accused's interests and 

objectives in Liberia and the region" (Special Court for Sierra Le~ne 2006, 10). 

United States political pressure and indirect regional and mternatwnal support 
to anti-Taylor rebels forced Taylor into exile in Nigeria in 2003. In March 2006, 

Nigerian authorities arrested Taylor, and he was transferred to the SCSL in Sierra 
Leone to face these charges. 

Although the great majority of Sierra Leoneans believed that Taylor bore 

significant responsibility for their country's terrible war, the trial ~: C~F le~der 
Hinga Norman for war crimes drew protestors who argued that C~Ief Hm~a 

Norman stayed to confront the ·rebels and renegade soldiers .... Without his 

contribution and tenacity, the rebels would not have come to the peace table and 
would have still been in the city, killing and maiming at will" (Beecher 2003, 3). 

Though responsible for numerous violations of human rights, the ~?F battled 
renegade government soldiers and RUF fighters who had launched OperatiOn 

No Living Thing" against the population of the capital in 1999. Over the course 

of one week, rebel fighters killed about 250 policemen and targeted law offices 
and other institutions of public order (Commonwealth Human Rights 1mttattve 
2002). As Norman's indictment was made public, the CDF's second-in-command 

offered to help stem incursions of Liberian fighters, reflecting the opinions of 

many at that time that the CDF was better able to protect the country than was 

the government army (International Crisis Group 2003). . 
By the mid-2000s, it became more difficult to gain the cooperation of well

known wartime figures to sit for interviews, as some feared that mformati~n 
about their wartime experiences could expose them to the glare of potential 
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prosecution. This was a very rapid shift, as I had no trouble speaking with a for

mer head of the AFRC in 2001, shortly before he became the target of UN sanc

tions and before he was indicted before the SCSL. The operation of a Truth and 

Reconciliation Commission between 2002 and 2004-the same time that SCSL 

proceedings were gathering steam-to "create an impartial historical record of 

violations and abuses of human rights and international humanitarian law re

lated to the armed conflict in Sierra Leone ... to address impunity, to respond 

to the needs of the victims, to promote healing and reconciliation and to prevent 

a repetition of the violations and abuses" (Special Court Task Force 2002, 3), 

convinced many that talking about one's activities during the war, even if in de

fense of one's community or valorous in one's own eyes, would attract unwanted 
attention. 

The Shift to Victimhood 

It became apparent in the conduct of interviews that some informants who 

previously expressed pride in their wartime roles had become keen to highlight 

thetr roles as victims of violence. For those who research the micro-politics of 

conflict, nuances in the uses of violence and research subjects' shifting roles dur

ing conflicts are central to addressing basic questions about wartime processes. 

It is not unusual, for example, for fighters who have been forced to join armed 

groups to become leaders and assert initiative in these positions. Most fighters 

act on a variety of motives. It is important for researchers to be able to gain an 

understanding of how the salience of motives shifts, how armed groups frame 

individuals' choices, and how contexts shape later accounts. But it is very hard to 

address the basic questions surrounding the nature of the recruitment of indi

viduals to armed groups, their discipline, and the nature of these groups' organi

zation when informants are anxious to avoid any discussion of these matters and 

particularly their own experiences with them. Victimhood provides a comfort

ing and safe coda to wartime experiences when it becomes risky to express pride 
or satisfaction in wartime conduct. 

The new narratives of victimhood may be due to more than a shift in the inter_ 

national or domestic legal climate, and the related search to identify perpetrators. 

After 2000, the number of foreign social scientists studying child soldiers and fe

male victims of wartime atrocities surged; this may have provided cues more gen

erally to people to depict their involvement in the war primarily as victims. Some 

of the more well-funded studies, asking people about their involvement in war

time armed groups, involved the deployment of local research assistants to con

duct surveys in a manner that may have encouraged respondents to associate these 

requests with official investigations, or to expect that certain kinds of answers 
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would generate monetary rewards. The international provision of relief and devel

opment aid or at least promises of future assistance to wartim~ ~c~s provided 
material incentives to individuals to highlight their status as a VIctim m return for 

assistance or the distant promise of reparations. Among the more enterprising 

former commanders and other wartime actors, a few found employment as "post

conflict consultants" and lead their own NGOs to assist foreign researchers and aid 

agencies. This situation creates multiple layers of wartime accounts among 

informants, focused as much on present discourses as on past events. 

Some Sierra Leoneans condemn the postwar prosecutions in their country. 

A former community defense force member whom I encountered continued to 

express pride that he killed RUF rebels in defense of his community at a time 

that the national army was in disarray and the UN intervention force was yet 

to be. He observed that extensive postwar trials of key figures occur only in the 

world's poorest countries («Never Bush, never Sharon") where desperate go~
ernments have little choice but to serve as stages for foreigners to act out then 

desires in exchange for financial and political support. He observed that foreign 

consultants conducted most of the background research for the Truth Commis

sion report and that the SCSL spent about $30 million a year to eventually pros

ecute ten people at a time when the country's entire domestic justice system 

operated on a budget of less than a million dollars. 

Defining War and Crime 
Recent investigations and prosecutions highlight changes in how Sierra Leo

neans and the international community define war apart from crime. It is com

monplace in academic literature and among some policymakers to frame ~is
cussions of recent conflicts, particularly in Africa, as ones that "involve a blurnng 

of the distinctions between war (usually defined as violence between states or 

organized political groups for political motives), organized crime (violence u~
dertaken by privately organized groups for private purposes, usually financtal 

gain) and large-scale violations of human rights" (Kaldor 2001, 2). The SCSL's 

indictment of Liberia's Charles Taylor for a criminal conspiracy to divert Sterra 

Leone's diamond wealth for personal benefit and to overthrow its government 

through RUF proxies shows this blurring of the distinction between w_ar as the 

activity of states and armed groups in contention and war as an epidemic of per

sonal criminality (Collier 2000). 
Previously, researchers seeking interview:s had to pay attention mainly t~ ~ow 

the state in which they worked defined crime. Those for whom state defimtmns 

of criminality held little legitimacy because their governments were corrupt ~d 
predatory were often eager to talk about politics. One could be woken at mght 
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as enthusiastic interlocutors showed up at the door to present their views and 
opinions. Under those conditions, even some state officials were loquacious, 

confident that their positions placed them beyond the reach of the law. Inter

views of this sort often involved frank discussions and yielded valuable infor
mation. Confidentiality was essential, but more to protect informants from 

personal rivals or local strongmen than from the legal system or foreigners' 
scrutiny. 

Rebels across the continent were available for interviews, too. In the tradition 

of the anticolonial and antiapartheid rebels who exhibited their "liberated zones" 
to foreign visitors, many rebels were keen to talk to journalists and academics to 

convey the righteousness of their grievances and goals. Visits to areas under the 

control of the Sudan People's Liberation Army before the 2005 peace agreement, 

for example, afforded a glimpse of a "liberated zone," the idealized vision of the 
SPLA-ruled society as the rebel group would have outsiders see it. 

The conflation of crime and war, however, leaves much less room for these 
kinds of interactions when even "victory" (i.e., seizure of state power and the 

mantle of sovereignty) might not shield victorious fighters from foreigners' legal 
designs. Moreover, the suspicion among many informants and potential infor

mants that the international community really behaves tactically in the applica

tion of legality, only against the weak, causes informants to weigh more heavily 

the future risks associated with revealing information, even if there is no appar

ent current risk. Like the Sierra Leone informant described above, they may feel 
that international agencies and foreign diplomats will pressure local officials 

who are too weak (and too desperate for international support) to defy requests 
to prosecute foreign-defined misdeeds. 

Inconsistencies in international definitions of war and criminality were espe
cially marked in the case of Liberia; they serve as a warning to incumbent offi

cials that they could become subject to a sort of ex post application of laws. As 
late as 2000, UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan thanked Liberia's Charles Taylor 

for his help in negotiating the release of UN peacekeepers taken hostage (United 
Nations Security Council 2000a, par. 67). Around the same time, a UN investi

gating team was preparing a report that concluded that Sierra Leone's rebels 

were financing their campaign of violence through the trafficking of diamonds 
to Liberia in violation of UN Security Council resolutions. This was a trade "that 
cannot be conducted without the permission and the involvement of Liberian 

government officials at the highest level" (United Nations Security Councii2000b, 
par. 2), a conclusion that had been widely shared by most researchers and many 

people in these two countries for years. But by 2000, it was unclear in interna
tional diplomatic circles whether Liberia's head of state should be treated as a 
criminal or as a leader with sovereign immunity. 
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One could argue to this point that the threat of prosecution only concerns 
"kingpins" and therefore is a limiting factor only in interviews with these upper

level state officials and rebel leaders. Yet the activities of Liberia's Truth and 

Reconciliation Commission have changed that calculation, at least in that coun

try. Commencing operation in June 2006, the comnrissi~n was .m~dated to 
"document and investigate the massive wave of human nghts vwlai:Ions that 
occurred in Liberia during the period January 1979-0ctober 2003," identify 

victims and perpetrators, and to make recommendations to the government for 

prosecution (Republic of Liberia 2009a, 2-3). This investigation was undertaken 
with help from U.S. legal and investigative consultants and with support from 

U.S. federal agencies, and was not hindered by the Liberian government's low 

bureaucratic capacity or scarcity of resources. The U.S. Department of State's 
Office of War Crimes Issues (from late 2009, under the direction of the former 

prosecutor of the Taylor case before the SCSL) has worked closely with West 
African governments, international institutions, and nongovernment orgaruza

tions to assist in similar investigations of wartime crimes. 
The decision to include the investigation of "economic crimes" in Liberia was 

intended to attack the corruption that was widely considered to be one of the 

root causes of the war. The report noted that "a single definition of economic 
crimes remains elusive" but drew upon other countries' laws prohibiting "illicit 
emichment" (Republic of Liberia 2009b, 4, 6). This investigation into "eco

nomic crimes" produced a list of sixty-four alleged perpetrators and twenty-one 

ministries, foreign firms, rebel groups, and local companies, accounting for a 

substantial part of Liberia's formal and illicit economy over the past quart~r cen
tury. Eight leaders of warring factions were recommended for prosecuTion, as 
were ninety-eight «most notorious perpetrators." In addition, fifty people were 

recommended for public sanctions. 
The Liberian commission's focus on "economic crimes" followed the UN's 

investigations into wartime commercial dealings that led to travel b~ns and ~sset 
freezes of individuals accused of dealings with armed gtoups (Umted Nations 
Security Council 2003). Many of the individuals on the commission's list were 
already sanctioned under the UN Security Council's provisions and had been 

identified by name, beginning in 1999, in a series of UN Panel of Experts' reports 

on violations of Security Council sanctions and embargoes. 
This focus of internal and international agencies addresses factors that are 

widely known to be complicit in the promotion of conflict. Armed groups, in
cluding those on the government side, may have been heavily dependent on 

resources from illicit trades (e.g., in "blood di~monds"); limiting or eliminating 
this commerce was critical for reducing the level of violence in war-torn societ

ies. Alongside this very real problem lay the difficulty of interviewing key actors 
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in a conflict when many of them had been labeled as criminals on domestic and 

UN lists. Researchers face the additional complication of interviewing people who 

do not fit easily into ·most standard research subject-protection protocol catego

ries. For example, does one ask for research leave to interview a «war criminal" 

when one wishes to interview the leader of a rebellion that uses sixteen-year-olds 

to help fight against ao oppressive govermnent? This potentially asks institutional 

review boards (IRBs) to make determinations about whether a group consists 
of "freedom fighters" or "criminals." This is much like the dilemma of deciding 

whether Africao National Congress operatives who put bombs in public places in 

the 1980s aod incited children to attack security forces were guilty of war crimes or 

were leaders in the liberation of their country from the scourge of apartheid (or 
both). 

In any event, interviewing key actors in a war in a country like Liberia, with 

about three million inhabitants, is impossible if one eliminates from consider

ation the names that appear on domestic commission and UN sanctions lists. 

While one finds among targeted individuals people with names like Blood Sucker 

War Boss, Black Diamond, Young Killer, Chioese Jabber, and so forth (who also 

may be valuable informants), these lists also include serving legislators, the sitting 

president of the country, and nearly everyone who operated a significant business 

in Liberia since 1979, whether foreign-a gigantic rubber concession, an Ameri

can evangelist's commercial schemes-or local. Unfortunately, Liberia has been 

a very corrupt country for a long time. Achieving success or prominence and 

protecting one's legitimate concerns from predatory officials has nearly always 

involved some element of complicity with corruption. Prosecution for wartime 

crimes risks the same kinds of open-ended, wide-ranging expansion in a country 

where about 8 percent of the population was killed aod a substaotial portion of 

the rest fled a fourteen-year conflict that involved numerous factions, local self
defense forces, foreign intervention forces, and many other actors. 

These investigations create obvious disincentives for people to grant interviews. 

Some may be suspicious that researchers will volunteer or be forced to give infor

mation to investigators. The practice of commissions and courts in Liberia and 

Sierra Leone to cite the published work of researchers in justifying their conclu

sions enhances this suspicion. Investigators do, in fact, contact researchers for in

terviews and recruit them as expert witnesses. Contact usually comes not from a 

member of a Liberian or a Sierra Leone commission but instead from American 

lawyers. In their efforts to assist commissions, the interrogators seek confidential 

information from interviews and documents. The researcher should note that 

university research subject-protection protocols protect the confidentiality of 

interviews. In any event, notes and confidential interview transcripts appear to be 

immune from subpoena or other efforts to compel the researcher to provide spe-
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cific information. Thus far the burdens of the extraterritorial extension of legality 

(and its incorporation into domestic justice systems) have focused on laws and 

processes that (potentially) target informaots. But the complications of research in 

conflict zones takes on other dimensions if one's own national legal system crirni

nalizes contact with some of the principal actors in wars. 

The Criminalization of Contact 
The extraterritorial reach of the law can affect the researcher in other ways. Prior to 

the September II attacks, the study of wars (and journalists' reporting on them) 

required professional contact with a variety of foreign groups, the great majority 

of which were igoored by the U.S. legal system. The USA Patriot Act, sigoed into 

law on October 26, 2001, criminalizes the provision of "material support or re

sources" to proscribed groups and claims extraterritorial jurisdiction (United 

States Code 2006). Since the intent of the statute is to hinder these groups' unlaw

ful activities, a nervous researcher might be left with uncertainty as to whether 

the dissemination of information in scholarly publications, from in-depth inter

views with members of these groups, intended to gather information about 

members' motivations, activities, and political views, constitutes "material sup

port" if such a product could be seen as supporting a group's political position 

or otherwise advancing its claims. Moreover, it is not dear that a scholar's dose 

contact with a proscribed group would fit under the rubric of the statute's exemp

tion from prosecution of people who act "entirely independently of the foreigo 

terrorist organization" (section [h]), given that such groups are likely to exercise 

significant direction over the researcher's activities in areas under their control. 

It is highly likely that most U.S. federal prosecutors have better things to do 

with their time than pursue scholars who have contact with proscribed groups 

such as Colombian rebels and paramilitaries, various Palestinian organizations, 

and important groups such as Hezbollah that are included on lists of terrorist 

organizations.2 · (Other countries, including the United Kingdom, also compile 

such lists.') But it is not beyond the realm of possibility that a scholar whose work 

reaches a conclusion that is at odds with official policy-for example, that dia

logue with a group might be a more effective meth~ of deterring violence than 

launching a politically controversial military campaign against it-could attract 

official scrutiny. 

Two serious challenges to research emerge in light of the more general 

criminalization of members of some armed gfoups. The first challenge lies in the 

scholarly need for extended discussion with informants to include the sharing 

of aoalyses and a depth of observation that exceeds the demands of gathering 
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purely technical data. The second challenge concerns the researcher's reliance on 

the armed group for protection while conducting field research. 

Many scholars insist on intensive interaction, particulai1y if they question the 

notion that field researchers can be present as neutral observers or that findings 

can be restricted to technical commentary (see, for instance~ MacLean, chapter 3 

of this volume). Scholars of social movements in poor countries and those who 

study marginalized and disadvantaged groups propose as an alternative a «par

ticipatory action research" in which communities that are the focus of research 

share in formulating research questions and participate in analysis (Kemmis and 

McTaggart 2008; MacLean, this volume). Field research that sheds light on the 

inner workings of armed groups and the processes of war also may involve direct 
observation and extended interactive interviews with participants, often on mul

tiple occasions and through contacts that can span years. The careful researcher 

will question subjects to gain an understanding of different perspectives among 
members of these groups and to comprehend how contexts shape how infor

mants engage in political action. This effort to "get into the heads" of informants 
helps scholars to identify biases in research designs and to formulate new ques
tions that address previously unseen relationships and processes. 

This approach rests on the asswnption that the scholar and informants share 
a critical perspective on the social interactions that are centra! to the study. Inter

views can take the form of discussion in which the researcher presents his or her 
views and the views of other scholars who write about important elements of 
armed group organization and behavior, such as the recruitment and the disci

pline of fighters. Discussions about discipline, for example, typically involve com

parisons of different groups as informants survey their successes and failures and 
weigh their own experiences against the records of other groups. Many command

ers of armed groups have well-thought-out opinions and analyses of American 
counterinsurgency strategies in Iraq and Afghanistan, for example. Satellite tele
vision, Internet, and telephone services also bring them information about the 

strategies of insurgents who fight U.S. forces. Many informants have access to 

(and often read) open source scholarship and think-tank reports about contem

porary conflicts. For example, I have encountered commanders in Sudanese and 

Somali armed groups who have recent publications, including one by David 

Kilcullen (2009), who was an important adviser on counterinsurgency to the 
commander ofU .S. forces in Afghanistan. Some of the commanders of groups in 
these places fought guerrilla campaigns for as long as a quarter of a century. 

Through those years of experience, they have developed a keen professional per

spective on and interest in the activities of those who fight in other contexts. 
Discussions about these works and about other conflicts shed light on the think

ing and perspectives of these informants. This interaction also could be con-
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strued as aid to such fighters in developing their own analysis, a sort of advice 

that might constitute "material support." Fortunately, none of the groups to 
which these informants belonged appeared on U.S. or other authorities' lists of 

proscribed groups. 
This close social interaction with subjects contains elements of what Paulo 

Freire (1982) termed "conscientization"-a shared inquiry into the social life of 

the organization. Freire advises that researchers ought to be disposed to relearn 
things that they thought they aheady knew and to challenge different narratives, 

or, in social science terms, to carefully test hypotheses and challenge various 

theoretical perspectives and explanations. In terms of the study of conflict, this 

can involve focused efforts to share in the informants' perspectives. 
Prosecutorial activities, however, can shape these informants' perspectives 

ex post. While during and after the 1991-2002 conflict in Sierra Leone, truth 

commissions and official investigations were eager to hear stories about the vic

timization of women and children, these bodies were not interested in hearing 
about women's heroism or about community support for the recruitment of ado

lescents as fighters-important perspectives to understand how armed groups 

operated in that country's conflict. Engaging members of the RUF-still on the 

U.S. terrorist exclusion list in 2004, two years after Sierra Leone's conflict ceased

would have been critically important for addressing questions as basic as why 
tens of thousand~ of young men and women joined this armed group; why some 

fought in particularly brutal ways while others did not; how and why this group 

managed to maintain dose personal connections to some members of the mili

tary that was supposed to fight it; and what happened to members after they left 

the group. Engagement of this sort, even after a peace agreement and demobiliza
tion, might cause concern among foreign government officials who watch for 

people who they think are advancing the cause of proscribed groups. 

The researcher's need for basic protection in conflict zones further entangles 

the researcher in the milieu of the research subject. Border hassles, mistreatment 
at checkpoints, small arms in the hands of children, and the threat of kidnapping 

require the researcher to anticipate the risk of personal harm associated with 
interviews in conflict zones. Harm can include the physical and psychological 

damage associated with regular contact with traumatized populations and the 
stress connected to constant concerns about safety. Traveling in rebel groups' 

"liberated zones" exposes one to the threaiof state-sanctioned violence. These 

hazards require constant gathering of information to assess risk and often care
ful readings of social interactions among me~bers of armed groups that can be 

used to provide protection for the researcher. 
Protection in conflict zones, particularly for a lone researcher or small re

search group, usually comes from close association with key individuals or groups. 
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The researcher identifies a relationship that is not limited to a simple reciprocity 

between researcher and local protectors (who also are informants). Honor, ven

detta, and clan reputation offer important avenues for protection in places where 

central state authority does not hold sway. Thus the host's incentive to protect 

the guest from harm is found in the host's concern to maintain reputation and 

status within the host's own social hierarchy, rather than a direct obligation to the 

guest. Protection of this sort does not allow a researcher to act entirely indepen

dently of the armed group, as one's access is contingent upon one's relationship 

with the armed group and the social structure in which it is rooted. Thus people 

in Somalia and the Caucasus's Kabardino-Balkaria, two conflict zones separated 

· by considerable geographic distance and cultural difference, share what are ulti

mately similar folk aphorisms: "A guest is a gift from God," and "The guest is the 

prisoner of the host." 

This manner of protection is important in places like the Caucasus and 

Somalia to avoid kidnapping, and, in the former, abuse at the hands of corrupt 

state security forces that are suspicious of foreign visitors. Threats of vendetta 

deter potential attacks, however remote this possibility may be, as those who 

contemplate such actions would have to consider the possibility of retaliation 

against their family members. Hospitality is essential for avoiding hotels ("col

lection points for kidnappers"). Having to pay a bill for hospitality is a sign of 

weakness and alerts observers to the customer's lack of a strong local protector. 

One generally does, however, have to pay for other forms of protection, such as 

escorts with automatic weapons that various authorities in Somalia require of 

foreigners when they travel outside of towns. 

Extensive social interaction of this sort has been an important ingredient of 

security when studying wars in Africa. It involves balancing trade-offs. Traveling 

solo or in a small group allows one to shed the accoutrements of status and power 

(white SUVs with international organization logos, armed security) that inhibit 

interaction with armed groups; but it requires the compromises associated with 

having to live according to the host's terms. Living under such terms, though, is 

essential for the sorts of interactive learning that Friere and others promote. It is 

also an essential element of anthropology; Clifford Geertz ( !977) notes that "an

thropologists don't study villages ... they study in them" (22). Political scientists 

must similarly be able to commnnicate with the people and groups that they 

study if their research questions require intensive and repeated social interactions 

within the armed group. 

Could an official investigator become suspicious of such scholarly activities? 

It is left to the scholar to try to guess whether a group will become proscribed or 

whether the interaction will be seen by others as criminal. Rather than being 

left to guess whether activities fall within the Patriot Act's statutory scope, for 
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instance, many researchers will err on the side of caution and restrict their 

communications with these groups. They will engage in self-censorship, much 

like the informant who censors comments to avoid the attention of truth com

missions and tribunals. The guessing game is more serious for informants who 

now view a world in which more combatants are targets of domestic and inter

national efforts to prosecute them for wartime deeds. The actual threat to a par

ticular informant may not be great, in reality; the important point, however, is 

that this potential informant sees a threat that was virtually unknown nntil fairly 

recently and that has quickly gained visibility. 

Much of the argument in this chapter is premised on plausible concerns among 

scholars and informants about the risks associated with extraterritorial exten

sions oflegality to pursue individuals or to address armed group behavior. The 

concerns generally do not involve large-scale government efforts to suppress 

contact between scholars and informants. Nonetheless, these concerns appear to 

be justified when one considers the continued expansion of international efforts 

to criminalize the conduct of war. The U.S. Department of Justice's Office of 

Special Investigations assists in identifying suspected perpetrato~s of human 

rights violations in other countries. The office's principal mandate ts to focus_on 

alleged perpetrators who have obtained U.S. citizenship and to talce legal actiOn 

to revoke it. These investigations frequently reach into the countnes m whtch wars 

were fought. Other Department of Justice offices and the Department of Home

land Security have been involved in collection of information overseas. For ex

ample, the prosecution in Miami of Charles ("Chucky'') Taylor Jr. under the 

U.S. Federal Extraterritorial Torture Statute {18 USC§ 2340A) for acts oftorture 

committed in Liberia between 1997 and 2003 involved investigations of indi

viduals in Liberia who were involved in that country's war. 
This is not to argue that holding perpetrators of crimes against humanity and 

war crimes accountable for their actions is a bad idea. Inevitably those who sus

pect that they have committed crimes will becoffie reticent to speak about the~. 
This will make the study of conflicts more difficult, even as it also may signal posi

tive changes in how violent conflicts unfold in the future. The more imm~diate 
concern for those who study wars in which these violations occur and who mter

view people who may have committed these crimes, however, is that protecting 

informants will become much more challenging in the face of new uses that gov

ernments have for scholarly information, orin the (albeit unlikely) event that one 

has to defend oneself from legal action if a group appears on a list of terrorist 

organizations. This risk will continue so long as governmen:s are tempted to ~
tend the reach of laws to suppress or punish harmful behaviOr. Another terro~tst 
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attack in Europe or North America on the scale of the September 11 attacks would 

likely accelerate this trend, exposing those with contacts to groups that are even 

peripherally related to perpetrators to increased scrutiny. This tendency should be 

weighed against the genuine need to learn more about these groups, protect 
research subjects, and to reduce pressures for self-censorship. 

Part 3 

PUTTING IT ALL 
TOGETHER 
The Varied Uses of Interview Data 



CAPTURING MEANING AND 
CONFRONTING MEASUREMENT 

9 

Mary Gallagher 

A common assumption among political scientists is that qualitative methods 

are better at getting at "meaning," sometimes described as «depth over breadth," 

while quantitative methods are superior in various types of measurement, offer

ing, for example, more reliable data and the ability to make broad generaliza

tions across a population. This chapter argues that this is, quite often, a false 

dichotomy. Accurate measurement requires understanding the meaning, and 

context, of the social phenomenon one is studying. Conversely, the ability to con

vey meaning is more powerful when one can make confident statements about 

how far and wide one's findings ttavel and the limitations or constraints of the 

research. The importance of understanding the meaning and context of social 

phenomena should encourage political scientists to employ qualitative interview

ing as a normal and regular part of the~esearch process, even when the bulk of 

the project is grounded in quantitative analysis. 

Such a recommendation is now commonly called a "mixed methods approach" 

or a "multiple methods approach." It is fashionable for graduate students and 

established scholars to adopt this approach in their research, as indicated by the 

2008 name change of the Qualitative Methods Section of the American Political 

Science Association to the "Qualitative and Multi-Method Research" Section. 

Much has been written recently on the advantages (and vices) of combining 

qualitative and quantitative methodologies. In the fall 2009 issue of the section's 

newsletter, a symposium "Cautionary Perspectives on Multi-Method Research 

(MMR)" was convened to debate further the limitations of MMR, which fol

lowed a similar newsletter symposium in 2007. Many of the critics pointed to 
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examples of MMR that used qualitative methods (most often case studies) in 
con!unc~on with regression analysis to increase the validity of the causal effects 

~os1ted m the statist:~al researc~. Qualitative methods, often applied to supply 
causal mechamsms, are then lmed up with statistical findings as further proof 

that the relationships uncovered in the quantitative data are indeed correct. In 

:ther words, qualitative research provides «proof" that a correlative relationship 

IS causal. However, as these authors correctly point out, there is no assurance that 

causal mechanisms uncovered in a single or a few case studies are in fact the same 

causal mechanisms that explain statistical co_rxelation. A story of causal mecha

nis~s uncove~ed in a case study does not make the statistical relationship more 
valid, though It does provide a possible, usually logical, accounting for how X is 

related to Y. The same critique applies to arguments that advocate case study 
research as a supplement to formal theories (Goemans 2007). 

The argument presented here is from a different perspective, one that takes 

the use of qualitative methods to be integral to quantitative research, in particu

lar survey research. The use of diverse methodologies improves the overall ro

bustness of the project by making up for deficiencies in each approach. For the 

sake of space and time, this chapter focuses on the contribution of interview

ing to survey research. This is also the contribution that tends to be overlooked 

in a discipline that highly values quantitative research. It should also be noted 

however, ~~at thi~ is not necessarily a new or currently uncommon ·approach~ 
Many political Scientists do incorporate some interviewing into their research 

projects. However, it is not often recognized as an important facet of the re

search design, ~d t~e way in which the interviews contribute to other parts of 

~e re~earch proJect IS underemphasized. Overlooking its importance and con

tnbutwns ~a~ lead to neglect of the how-to of good interviewing in graduate 
student trammg, methodology courses, and in the writing of effective disserta
tion prospectuses. 1 

This approach also questions the assumption that a researcher's interest in 

"mean~g" nec:~s~ri~y falls into a subjective/hermeneutic/interpretive approach 

that. reJects p~sitlVJshc statements of empirical reality. There is an important role 

for mterpretive research that can then be applied to social science questions of 

cause and effect, comparison, and generalization. Indeed, as the title indicates I 

argue for the importance of understanding meaning and context when involv;d 
in attempts at accurate measurement and analysis.z 

The chapter examines these questions at three different junctures during the 

research proce~s: th: development of a survey instrument, the analysis of survey 

data, and the Situatmg of research results in a particular sociocultural context. 

I end the chapter with some recommendations for effective interviewing tech
niques and strategies. 
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Semi-structured, qualitative interviewing of informants can play an important 

role in the survey research process, most importantly at the point when the sur

vey questionnaire is designed and post hoc, when the survey data is analyzed. 

This is not to ignore other strategies that are used to improve survey research, 

such as pilot tests and comparisons with methods and strategies in previous sur

veys on the same subject. Qualitative interviewing is most critical when the field 

site of the survey is new, when the research topic is not well developed theoreti

cally, or when the survey is extended to field sites of different cultures and lan

guages from the original survey, which requires not only translation but also 

changes in question wording and context. But as the examples below demon

strate, qualitative interviewing can be useful even when these special conditions 

do not apply. 

Breaking Down Linear Concepts 
Many concepts developed in social science are measured in a linear fashion: 

support for an individual government, support for a political system (such as 

democracy), growth of rights or legal consciousness, or value shifts toward demo

cratic and liberal values. Even if the relationship that is uncovered is not linear

for example, support for democracy might be nonlinearly related to income-the 

notion of support moves linearly from low support to high support. In the case 

of my research project, I was interested in the increasingly common belief (among 

the media, scholars, the government, and social actors) that Chinese citizens' 

«legal consciousness" is rising rapidly as China undergoes rapid economic and 

social change. People are more aware of the law, they are more likely to invoke 

their legal rights, and they are more likely to initiate disputes to protect these 

rights. Some macro-data such as the number of disputes, the use of courts, and 

the growing legal profession are used as indicators of this phenomenon. Admit

tedly, «legal consciousness" (or sometimes "rights consciousness") is a somewhat 

frustratingly vague concept, but it has a long pedigree in law and society studies 

(Engel and Yngvesson 1984; Ewick and Silbey 1998; Merry 1990). The word 

"consciousness" indicates some kind of internal belief or value structure that the 

researcher must dig to reveal. However, despite the problems of this term, it is 

not only commonly used in the law and society literature; it is also a fashionable 

term in China-itJt~iJl (falu yishi) or ;tl;ftl~iR (quanli yishi). It is sign of 

modernity, oflegality, of a shift away from "rule of men" to "rule oflaw." It was 
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something that I wanted to understand, and it was something I wanted to measure 

in the sense of knowing who was more likely to have "high" legal consciousness. 

My fieldwork began before all the funding was in place, so I developed a 

qualitative project that included fifty in-depth, semi-structured interviews with 

legal aid recipients from a large legal aid center in Shanghai affiliated with a well

known law school. The legal aid center specialized in workplace disputes, but it 

did not have a means test for legal aid. The center chose cases from the very large 

number of people who visited it on a daily basis for free legal advice. Out of 

nearly ten thousand visits per year, the center had a budget to litigate forty to 

fifty cases. With one of the legal aid center's volunteers, I selected cases randomly 

(not in the statistical sense, but in the messy sense) from the files in the office, 

contacted the recipients, and asked them to participate in a post-dispute int~r

view. All but three of the informants contacted accepted. Although this group of 

legal aid plaintiffs was not representative of the larger Shanghai population, not 

to mention China, I believed that interviewing them would yield important in

sights about rights consciousness in China and about the dispute process. Gener

alization, at this point, was not only out of the question; it also was not my main 

goal. By oversampling, in effect, those people who had chosen to use the legal 

system to resolve their workplace dispute, I gained insights from, arguably, the 

most "legally conscious" subset of the population. 

When funding did become available for survey research work, just as the 

fifty interviews were coming to an end, my colleagues and I began to work on 

the survey design. In the absence of those interviews, I believe that we would have 

gone about finding ways to capture and measure legal consciousness in a straight

forward process, with a strong assumption that this concept would be captured 

in an additive way by examining legal knowledge, attitudes toward the legal sys

tem, and reported behavior. However, the interviews with legal aid recipients 

had completely changed my notions of what it meant to be "conscious of the 

law." From the general literature (overwhelmingly drawn from the American 

context), legal consciousness is often interpreted as the propensity to frame so

cial interactions in a legalistic way and to look to the legal system as the proper 

place for the negotiation and resolution of disputes. Out of this literature one 

could envision a battery of questions that investigate the fundamental "measur

able" aspects of legal consciousness: legal knowledge, attitudinal questions re

garding trust and confidence in judicial institutions, and behavioral questions 

related to dispute resolution, either actual or hypothetical. 

In the end, the survey did ask questions of these dimensions (knowledge, 

attitude, and practice). However, I no longer believed that these questions would 

deliver simple measures of high or low legal consciousness. While interviewing 

legal aid recipients, I noted very high levels of legal knowledge and awareness. 
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They had learned from their disputes and could speak easily about different reso

lution procedures, difficulties of the evidentiary reqmre~e~ts,,and how one le

gally forced implementation of a court order. They scored high for legal kn~wl
edge. On the other hand, given their frequent negative experiences with JUdiCial 

institutions and professionals, they tended to have very low estimation :f ~e 
courts in terms of quality, efficiency, and fairness. Unlike the subjects studied m 

Kritzer and Voelker (1998), familiarity did indeed seem to breed contempt of the 

court. High levels of awareness and knowledge did not equate with high levels of 

trust or confidence. Finally, in terms of behavior, these respondents were more 

cautious of future legal battles. While some individuals took pride in their new

found knowledge, and while their experience led some respondents to the law 

again, other respondents spoke of the sacrifices .in time, money, and mental 

health that they did not fully appreciate before the1r first case. They tended to be 

more cautious toward future interactions with the legal system compared to 

more na·ive, but optimistic, first-time plaintiffs. 
The problems with measuring a phenomenon are probably mar~ extreme 

when the researcher is interested in a vague concept such as legallnghts_ con

sciousness. However, one can envision similar issues arising when attemptmg to 

measure attitudes toward more straightforward concepts such as democracy ~r 
democratic elections. Clearly as well, these problems might be more extreme m 

developing or transitional countries like China where institutions are :weak or m 

flux. But they are not limited to those places. The effect on the survey and how~ 
thought about the survey was profound. A "knowledge, atl1tude, and pracuce 

surveyoflabor law consciousness would not amount to a simple _formula ofh~gh 
levels oflegal knowledge + positive attitudes + greater propenSity to sue= h•gh 

legal consciousness. While I remained interested in all three aspects (an~ m their 

relationship to other variables like education, gender, and age), I realized that 

they should be analytically separate while I also explored relatiOnships between 

them, as well as the mediating effect of the respondent's prior legal expenence. 

Understanding Motivation and Rationality 
The qualitative interviews with legal aid recipients also enriched my perspective 

on motivation and the reasoning that plaintiffs undertook when they~ent ahead 

with the dispute. Clearly, our sample of recipients had strong selectiO~ effects. 

It behooves researchers to think carefully about what is unique or special ~bout 
their population in comparison to the general, po~ulatio~. I was generally mter

viewing people without the economic means to htre a pnvate_lawyer. I was also 
· · · only those who had decided to pursue a legal dispute. I could not 
mterv1ewmg . . 
find out about the much larger group of aggrieved workers who had sunply g~ven 
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up. But in finding out what their calculations were, I could better grasp the range 

of mo:r:atwn~ th~t came mto play when deciding to sue one's employer. 

Politrcal scientists have in the past spent a lot of time debating the nature of 

r~tmnality, ~ven ~hether.human beings should be analyzed with strong assump
tions of ratwnaltty, particularly of the economic kind (Friedman 1996· Green 

and Shapiro 1996). The interviewing process revealed the equally fund~mental 
problem of understanding the complex but ultimately rational calculations that 

arise_ when risky behavior can be costly not only in terms of economic costs, but 

~om terms of reputati~:mal costs, opportunity costs, and costs to one's well-being 

gtven the stress and amaety of a legal dispute. I did not fully appreciate these addi _ 

ti~nal noneconomic costs until the informants themselves recounted the entire 
dispute narrative with spec~al attention to concern over one's reputation among 

c~workers ~d future potentJal employers, over the time and energy devoted to dig

gmg up evidence, finding willing witnesses, and filing briefs, and over the mental 

~ealth costs that emerged when they received threats and were subject to retalia

tion from ~ngry employers. As with the complications that arose in measuring 
legal consciOusness, these revelations shifted my focus away from a concern with 

the economic _costs of the dispute and led to more complicated questions on the 

survey regardmg the respondent's evaluation of additional noneconomic costs 
such as time, retaliation, and social discrimination or embarrassment. ' 

Within the informant pool at the legal aid center, there were also enough 

peop~e With long, arduous, ultimately unsuccessful suits to prompt additional 

questiOns about motivation. In many cases, the potential economic benefits of a 

successful suit did not seem to balance out the large costs of time, money, and 

energy. ~ the~e interviews were semi-structured, the narrative of the dispute 

was told m thetr own voices, with little prompting from the interviewer. Com

~only used phrases and exclamations began to resonate as different people with 
drfferent problems used similar language to explain motivation that was difficult 

to understand when considering the low payout and the high costs. "I wanted an 

explanation"['fli;~-1-iJI.l't (wo yao yige shoufa)J was one such phrase. There 

IS a lot to this phrase. Probably not coincidentally, it was used in the famous 

Zhang Yimou movie The Story of Qiu ]u, about a poor peasant woman who 

travels to different levels of government bureaucracy seeking justice for her hus

band who was beaten by a local Communist Party cadre. I believe this saying has 

some smtilanty to the American exhortation to "have one's day in court." In both 

contexts, it is a citizen's attempt to receive a public reckoning of a private dis

pute. For many of these plaintiffs, it was an ethical position. Based on the strong 

conviction that wrong had been done, they demanded that the Chinese state give 

an explanation. Respondents presented this principle as adamantly opposed to 
cost-benefit analysis and oftetl in defiance to economic rationality. 
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Unexpected Answers to Typical Questions 
In addition to the question of motivation to pursue the legal option, I also was in

terested in the decision to use legal aid services, which was a relatively new institu

tion in post-Mao reform China. In the semi-structured interview form, I had 

questions that asked about the decision to use legal aid, whether the informants 

had tried other avenues first (private for-fee lawyer, trade union representation, 

ex!Ialegal petitioning, and the like). I also asked several questions related to how 

the informants chose this particular legal aid center. In both cases, unanticipated 

answers to these questions significantly influenced the survey design that followed. 

The legal aid services provided by this center were completely free, and I fully 

anticipated that the financial calculation of free legal services would be the most 

critical factor for my informants. In asking these questions, however, many of 

the informants, while acknowledging that the financial constraints on them were 

important, spoke almost as often about the nonmonetary aspects oflegal aid. In 

particular, they spoke about the benefits of psychological support, as if the legal 

aid volunteers were both legal and mental health counselors; the educative value 

of being taught "how to talk" and how to articulate their claims in a way that courts 

would recognize; and even the value of having a public space where they could 

share their troubles and find others from society with similar complaints. 

These responses required that we widen our survey questions to include 

broader aspects of the value of legal aid. Given that the household survey would 

capture only very few legal aid recipients in the general population, we also had 

to make sure that we included possible substitutions for these effects-for exam

ple, the role of friends, family, and coworkers. In this way, we had to recognize 

the strong selection effects in our. qualitative interview data but still incorporate 

some of the insights learned for work on a much broader population. 

These discoveries not only improved the survey; they also led me in a differ

ent, more ethnographic direction. I began to use my time in the legal aid center, 

at court, and with the volunteers as opportunities for participant -observation of 

this "public sphere" effect of the center and its growing network. My "data col

lection" work was certainly not limited to those times when I was engrossed in 

several hours of informant interviewing. These interviews, however, sharpened 

my perspective in what could otherwise be a very bewildering, open-ended part 

of the project. 

In the questions regarding the decision to use this legal aid center in particu

lar, I was very surprised to learn that the broad majority discovered the center 

through the official, traditional media outlets of Shanghai. My initial assump

tion that word of mouth would be the primary source of information was wrong; 

word of mouth was proven to be less important than information gleaned from 
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the pages of the local evening newspaper. The legal aid center depended on the 

advice columns and articles that ran in the local papers or in other cases that 

were broadcast on local radio stations. The importance of the traditional media 

raised many fascinating questions and introduced new opportunities for data 
collection, including news content analysis, interviews with journalists and edi

tors, and eventually, an entirely new section in the survey that asked questions 

about media consumption. The importance of this finding is elaborated further 

below when I discuss the contributions of interviewing to understanding the 

context of one's research. 

Survey Analysis and Interviews 
As discussed in the previous section, qualitative, semi-structured interviews 

can provide valuable insights on specific theoretical concepts, on the context of 

cost-benefit analysis, and on the characteristics of the population that might 

have been overlooked in their absence. These interviews made important, per

haps crucial, contributions to the survey that followed. While serving this im

portant, complementary function for the survey research, the insights provided 

by the interviews also opened up new avenues of research, on the role of the 

media and on the nature of the Chinese legislative process. 

The interviews also played an important role in the analysis of the survey 

data. The survey, undertaken in the spring of 2005, was a four-city household 

survey with about four thousand respondents in total. One of the key motiva

tions of the survey was to understand what kind of person is inclined'to take 

a workplace grievance to the legal system for resolution. Given what we had 

learned in the interviewing stage, we had already realized that knowledge of the 

law, attitudes toward the law, and propensity to use the legal system (behavior) 

could not be used in an additive sense as indicators for "legal consciousness." 

Instead we would examine these indicators separately to understand the effects 

of media consumption, legal experience, and other predictable variables, such as 

age, gender, education, and work history. 

Analysis of survey research relies on statistical techniques, usually multi

variate regression, that attempt to explain variation in a dependent variable 

using various models of independent variables combined with control variables. 

Understanding the nature of the relationships between the independent variables 

and taking into consideration the potential for omitted variable bias are critical 

aspects of data analysis. In our own work on the survey of legal mobilization 

among Chinese workers, one key dependent variable was the propensity to use 

the legal system to solve a workplace dispute. This behavioral variable could then 
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also be linked with prior legal experience and attitudes toward judicial institu

tions. As indicated by research in other contexts, propensity to use the legal sys

tem may be closely related to socioeconomic status and education. Higher levels 

of income and education give confidence to plaintiffs that a legal battle can be 

paid for and won. Highly educated, wealthy plaintiffs may feel that they can take 

on the economic risk of a lawsuit, but they might also feel confident that the 

chances of winning o~ losing have been reasonably weighed, given their high levels 

of education and grasp of the legal process. Other variables such as gender, age, 

work history, and ethnic/racial identity also might be important factors determin

ing an individual's propensity to use the legal system. In China, the policy-driven 

inequalities between urban citizen and migrant worker would also play a role, 

in most cases discouraging migrants from bringing cases to the state's attention. 

Various hypotheses regarding these relationships were drawn up for the original 

survey project's funding application to the National Science Foundation. 
However, as with the writing of the survey, the intervening ten-month period 

of intensive interviewing had prompted me to think about other possible rela

tionships between propensity to use the law and these individual-level variables, 

as well as some important institutional effects, such as workplace history both 

pre- and post-reform. In particular, my research assistant and I were struck by 

the huge differences between younger and older workers in the nature of their 

workplace disputes, their modes and strategies for resolution, and their responses 

to the dispute resolution processes of the state and courts. These dramatic differ

ences appeared to be related to age, but given the dramatic shifts in China's po

litical and economic system pre- and post-reform, these differences also were the 

product of changes in China's education system, differences of political socializa

tion, and a transition from socialist to capitalist workplaces across different 

generational cohorts. An age variable in multivariate regression analysis might be 

sufficient to show differences in how individuals reacted to workplace strife, but 

we would not have had the requisite contextual knowledge to interpret our find

ings without the in-depth interviews. Moreover, we might have inaccurately 

attributed these effects as a function of age difference in and of itself, rather than 

using age as a marker between two radically different political generations. 

Combining these two research methods also highlighted some of the difficul

ties of "mixing methods" to buttress findings in a cumulative way. While we had 

a better grasp of the generational differences that seemed important in shaping 

our informants' reactions to the legal system, we did not have the ability, the 

budget, or the time to explore this deeply ip. the survey. Given the strict restric

tions on survey length, we could not ask detailed questions about work history. 

Questions about workplace ownership, while superficially straightforward, were 

often not straightforward in practice when so many workplaces in China had .., 
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been merged, acquired, or restructured during the transition process. At times it 

seemed that the survey respondents themselves were unclear about their work
place's ownership status. 

Second, my notion of "political generation" was difficult to explore statisti

cally beyond the age differences because it was a complicated amalgamation of 

individual and institutional characteristics. Those from the socialist generation 

of pre-reform workplaces were likely to have low levels of education (a function of 

school closure during the Cultural Revolution), were socialized into the rhetoric 

of class struggle and sacrifice for the nation, and had entered the workforce 

through the socialist system of state assignment into permanent jobs with exten

sive welfare benefits. Younger workers from the post -socialist generation did not 

have their education interrupted by political campaigns, were socialized in the 

era of "rule oflaw," economic development, and social stability, and were hired 

into firms that did not guarantee long-term employment, not to mention exten

sive social benefits. While individual variables like age, education, and workplace 

characteristics might yield some limited insights into this relationship, much of 

our analysis and interpretation of the meaning of the findings relied on the quali

tative interviews. While this heightens the importance of the interviews, it also 

reduces the external validity of the findings, given the restrictions due to selection 
bias and a relatively small sample size. 

Understanding the Sociocultural Context 
of Political Phenomena 

Survey research in political science, especially in comparative politics, is used 

increasingly to compare common phenomena across many different political or 

national contexts. The Asia- and Euro-Barometers and the World Values Survey 

are some of the best-known survey projects that entail extensive cross-national 

comparison, but there are many other smaller-scale projects as well. Common 

subjects of interest include political and social values, voting and political par

tiCipation, attitudes toward inequality, trust in government institutions, social 

capital, and ethnic cooperation and conflict. Such comparison is not only neces

sary for theory development and testing; it also can yield interesting and impor
tant insights regarding variation in political phenomena. 

Qualitative interviewing can provide insights into the specific contexts of these 

increasingly common political phenomena. In some cases, the qualitative data can 

reduce overgeneralization by demonstrating important differences between 

superficially similar political behavior, for example when political behavior is 

voluntary in one context, but coerced in another. My interviews with legal aid 
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plaintiffs proved many insights on the nature of mediation in the Chinese legal 

system, which while not usually overtly forced, is strongly encouraged through 

judicial behavior and career incentives for labor bureau and court officials. In 

democratic legal contexts, mediation is assumed to be voluntary between the two 

parties, but in authoritarian legal systems, there may be formal and informal in

stitutions that coerce plaintiffs into accepting a mediated settlement. 

In my project on Chinese workers' legal mobilization, the discovery of the 

important role of the traditional media is the best example of how qualitative in

terviews provide critical context to common political phenomena. I had not an

ticipated the important role that the traditional media would play. The data pro

vided by the qualitative interviewing led to the expansion of the survey's section on 

media consumption and to a secondary project of content analysis of media out

lets. More important, however, it led to new theoretical questions regarding the 

roles that media outlets play in authoritarian countries. There are a number of 

possible causal explanations for this media effect: that Chinese propaganda insti

tutions are surprisingly effective in influencing attitudes and behavior; that the 

media is independently mobilizing citizens to use the ~egal system; or that coverage 

of these issues in the Chinese media unintentionally encourages workers to pursue 

legal options. These explanations are not mutually exclusive, but understanding 

the mechanisms at work was necessary to add meaning to the qualitative and 

quantitative data that showed a strong role for media consumption. 

Different causal mechanisms also have different implications for theory 

development regarding the nature of China's authoritarian state, which contin

ues to rely on the media for propaganda work even while commercializing and 

diversifying the media sector. Working with a colleague who had done intensive 

interviewing with media professionals, combining our own interview data, the 

survey research, and content analysis of media outlets, led us to argue that com

mercialization and diversification of the media had improved the public's recep

tion of media messages (Stockmann and Gallagher 2011). However, due to strict 

government controls over political content and editors' self-censorship, the over

all message did not change significantly. Content stayed true to the propaganda 

message, while the delivery changed. In the end, we argued that authoritarian 

states could commercialize and transform their media sectors without giving up 

on the media's role in political socialization and social control. Media commer

cialization did not necessarily lead to the media's political liberalization. 

Our conclusion in this project did not rely on any single method or data 

source, but rather was the result of analyziJ?g large amounts of different types of 

data and using qualitative interviews ~th legal aid plaintiffs, journalists, and 

editors to understand the process of media content production. This qualitative 

dimension was critical to the development of the argument that the media was 
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~ore .effectively delivering the state's own propaganda messages and not acting 
m an mdependent or liberalizing capacity. 

Strategies for Effective Use of 
Qualitative Interviews 

In this sectio~, I offer some general recommendations, on the assumption that 

many strategies and techniques for effective interviewing need to be tailored to 

the particular subject of inquiry, the research site, and the time and budgetary 

co~stramts _of the _md~vidual researcher. I will focus on three general areas: prepa
ratiOn for mtervtewmg, choosing an interview style, and using triangulation 
methods to reduce error. 

Preparation for Interviewing 

For the graduate student entering the field for the first time (and often doiog 

mterv1ews for the first tzme), the most important steps are not to underestimate 

the difficulty of interviewiog and to prepare oneself well ahead of time for the 
challenges. This preparatory work is also iruportant io increasiog the validity 

and reliability of the mterview data. Preparation includes taking classes io quali

tative ~esearch ~e~ods. If these classes are not offered in one's own department, 
one mtght find srmilar courses in sociology, anthropology, or some professional 
schools, such as schools of public health or social work. 

. A researcher also should thiok carefully about what kinds of people should be 

mtervtewed (also see Bleich and Pekkanen, Lynch, this volume). If at all possi

ble, one. should strive to interview many people in the same position, to allow 

compans~n. and to lear~ about the possible variation that might occur, for 

ex~ple, m Im~lementatmn of a policy between one town and the next. In my 
proJect, I conscmusly chose to dedicate a large part of my time to interviews of 

fifty people from a siogle legal aid center in Shanghai. Options such as ioterview

ing different plaintiffs from many centers, or interviewiog plaiotiffs without legal 

a1d, were reJected in order "to control" some aspects of the research project. For 

example, through one center, I controlled for variation in the quality oflegal aid. 

I knew With conJidence that plaintiffs had all received high-quality and consis
tent legal aid and advice from the staff. I also knew that most of their grievances 

were related to the reforms of the state sector in the early part of this century. 

We could not say much about the dispute experiences of most migrant workers. 
These constraints did prevent generalization, but they also allowed me to fotus 

on comparison in other ways and with fewer distractions. 
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Though it may seem obvious, it is valuable for the researcher to realize ahead 

of time that getting, scheduling, and completing a large number of interviews is 

exhausting. When you are interviewing elites who are busy and think themselves 

to be very important, it also can be humiliatiog. It is best to be prepared and not 

to think of this part of the research project as less iruportant or less difficult than 

other, more overtly rigorous stages. Training does not need to be all inductive, 

instinctive, or "on-the-job." One can be (at least somewhat) prepared for this stage 

and more confident of the results at the end. Courses on qualitative research also 

will provide good strategies and processes for collecting, storing, and analyzing 

interview data. Most courses will also include significant instruction in how to 

achieve these research goals while protecting informants' privacy and anonymity. 

Choosing an Interview Style 
Semi-structured interviews can be done in a variety of different ways. One can 

treat the interview like a survey but with only open-ended questions. This strategy 

might be effective for interviews with elites or government officials. One has access 

to them for a limited period of time and probably has very specific information to 

learn. Appeariog organized and efficient is a good strategy for this kind of inter

view. If the interviewee seems more inclined to be chatty and engaging, then the 

researcher can veer off the text to gather new data and have more of a conversation. 

If the interviewee is very professional and distant, one should appear to respect this 

reserve and gather the information as efficiently as possible. For these interviews, 

being prepared, knowledgeable, and professional is important. 

For more ethnographic interviews, however, a semi-structured, survey research

like approach might be too distant, too structured in your own vocabulary and 

language. It might reduce dialogue rather than encourage it. In my interviews 

with legal aid plaintiffs, I found it most helpful to begin with a simple question, 

"How did the dispute begin?" This usually led to an interviewee-directed conversa

tion and allowed them to set the pace and the nature of the interview. I could ask 

clarifying questions or follow-up questions based on the questionnaire in front of 

me, but I also could hear the person's experience of the dispute in their own words, 

not mine. This strategy worked in large part because I myself was affiliated with the 

legal aid center; since the plaintiffs trusted the staff at the center, they were more 

likely to trust me. Ethnographic interviews also require preparation and a level 

of professionalism, but it is also impOrtant to reduce the distance between the inter

viewee and the researcher and to allow for more open-ended (and interviewee 

directed) exchange. This is particularly i:ffiportant if the researcher is inter

ested in understanding key concepts and vocabularies (the discourse) of the target 

population. 
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Triangulation 
Interview-based reSearch findings are often distrusted in social science because 

there is little confidence that informants tell the truth. It merits pointing out that 

dissemblance can occur in nearly every mode of data collection in social science 

research. If human beings are our subject of inquiry, there will be incentives to 

lie, hide, or present only part of the story. This can occur in survey research, in 

interviews, in archives, and in macroeconomic data compiled by governments 

or interested parties. It is also unlikely that lying or biased answers are random, 

but instead it is likely that they pose real risk of systematic bias in the research 

findings. 

"Triangulation" sometimes means a mixed-methods approach in which one 

method is used to check the results of another. "Triangulation" also can be used 

to mean the checking of one source against another to reduce the danger of decep

tion in the data sources. For example, one can check interview data against archival 

data, or check one interview response against the response of another source. 

Although social scientists often criticize works for being «journalistic," good jour

nalists are usually held to a very high standard for the sourcing of information. 

These triangulation methods can be very useful to an interviewer if the interviews 

are being used to acquire facts or objective data. In the case of my own research 

project, triangulation was more important in interviews with elites (government 

officials, lawyers, academics, trade unionists) than it was with the legal aid plain

tiffs. For the most part, I was interested in their subjective experience of the legal 

process and their decision-making process along the way. I was not interested in 

making any normative judgment, nor did I care if some of their responses were 

not objectively "true." For example, many plaintiffs suspected corruption be

tween legal officials and their former employers. They made allegations about 

bribes and favors, but often without any evidence to back up such a claim. It was 

important for me to know how deeply embedded expectations of corruption were, 

but less important whether or not corruption had actually occurred. 

J.'riangulation also can be used during an interview to encourage an infor

mant to tall<: about difficult or sensitive issues. For example, a Chinese local gov

ernment official, interviewed about labor problems, might be very reluctant to 

talk about his own locality's challenges. It sometimes helps to note in the inter

view that local officials from another area (of course you would not reveal their 

identity) had mentioned similar issues. This not only shows to the informant 

that you are knowledgeable about the issue (and harder to deceive for that rea

son), but it also demonstrates that these problems are not unique to his locality 

or office. China scholar Dorothy Solinger (2006) describes this as the difference 

between her "smart and dumb faces" in interviews. That is, she strategically 
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· d to be ill-informed so that the respondent would take more sometimes appeare 
time in filling her in on crucial details (Solinger 2006). In the example above 

with a recalcitrant government official, the strategy is the opposite. The mter-
. · 1 ·n d information to make the respondent aware of the vtewer uses previOus y gai e . . 

· · ' 1 1 d d th of knowledge. This strategy makes rt easrer for the mtervtewer s eve an ep 
respondent to divulge sensitive information. 

M ch of what I have discussed in this essay is not novel. In much research in 

co:parative politics, it is not uncommon for such a combi~ation of methodol~
gies to be used. It is, however, an area that is underemphasiZed and negle~ed m 

graduate student education and in the research design of projects. While o~e 
might spend several paragraphs or pages in a prospe~tus o~ grant. proposal ~Is
cussing the ins and outs of sampling, survey questtonnaue design, and pilot 

testing protocol, qualitative interviews are often mentioned in a cursory way as 

supplemental to these other endeavors. I have argu~d an~. den:onstrate.d here 

that qualitative, semi-structured interviews can provt~e cnttcal mformatton for 

the development of survey questions and for analysts of survey dat~, and .also 

on the sociocultural context of political phenomena. In these wa-y_s, mtervt~ws 
"d +: 1 anrn· gto the concepts and variables that one IS measunng. can prov1 e essenua me 

\ 
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~ike ~any political scientists before us, we have seen much of Washington. Our 
mtervrews have taken us up and down Capitol Hill, inside the White House, and 

a~ over K Str~et; we ~ave met with members of Congress, top congressional 
rudes,. and seruor White House and cabinet officials, as well as with scores of 

lobbyists. We have attended a fund-raiser surrounded by congressmen; a Hay

Adams breakfast surrounded by lobbyists; and a private tour of the West Wing 

wrth a presrdentral arde--all without paying a dime. Along the way we have heard 

wo~~er~ anecd~tes about Washington's work ways, about the personalities and 
politiCs mvolved m the day's biggest issues. Tourists would be jealous. 

. Bu~, of c~urse, t_ourists we are not. In fact, the very trappings that make in

sid~r Interviews enJoyable can often (and insidiously) diminish their social sci

ent~~c val~e. I~ the pages that follow, we detail lessons we have found usetui as 
polrttcal sctenttsts interviewing elites in Washington Man of th 1 . y ese essons are 
not new with us, _nor are they relevant to all kinds of interviews, many of which 

have p~rposes different from our own: interviewing «informants" to recover 

otherwise ~obse:ab.le behavior and decisions. 1 Still, by connecting our basic 

methodological pnnCiples with specific practical advice, including illustrative 

examples, we hope to add to this literature by detailing the strategies we have 

employed to gather valid data through face-to-face interviews. We conclude b 

echomg the calls that inspired us: we encourage those who study Washington t: 
go and (effectively) interview those who work there. 
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The Practitioner and the 
Political Scientist 
Many a Washington practitioner has an impressive title and distinguished re

sume, and more than a few work from an awe-inspiring office that underscores 

their status. They know lots about the day's policy issues, potential solutions, 

budgetary trade-offs, parliamentary machinations, as well as the politics associ

ated with each. They also know the other players involved. Perhaps it comes as 

no surprise, then, that academics can find themselves a bit bedazzled when inter

viewing Beltway insiders inside the Beltway. Even an experienced interviewer 

will often feel an instinct to assume a deferential posture, asking the respondent 

rather docile questions like "Wbat do you do?" and "Wby do you do it?" 

If the purpose of one's interviews is to examine the actors' understanding of 

themselves, this is perfectly appropriate; if not, an interviewer should resist this 

pull toward passivity. The reason is simple: like most people, those who work 

in the nation's capital are so busy doing their jobs that they rarely stop to think 

systematically about how they do them, much less why they do them as they do. 

Such is why psychologists have long viewed subjects' self-reported behavioral 

explanations as dubious, if not altogether unreliable (see Nisbett and Wilson 

1977; Wilson and Dunn 2004). And perhaps more problematic for inferences 

generated by this class of interview questions, respondents may not even provide 

accurate summary descriptions of their behavior. 

This is a warning bell John Kingdon sounded in his classic study, Congress

men's Voting Decisions. Discussing his methodological approach, Kingdon ob

served that although a legislator may "have no difficulty in articulating" theories 

to explain his voting behavior, those explanations «may or may not have a rela

tionship to his actual votes" (Kingdon 1981, 12). One congressman Kingdon 

interviewed, for instanceJlamented how little he knew about most issues on 

which he was asked to vote: "So you seek out fellow members who are of the 

same philosophical bent as you and who are on the committee that heard the 

experts and considered the legislation. You rely on them." That the member did 

so is entirely plausible, of course. However, Kingdon's evidence suggested that it 

was simply inaccurate: "The fact is that on four of the five specific votes which I 

explored with him, this congressman did not rely on fellow members" (12). To 

be clear, Kingdon's point about interviewing would not be different if his 

respondent had relied on his colleagues in four of five, rather than one in five, 

of the votes; the broader lesson is that the member's general reflections did not 

capture variation in what he did or why he ~id it in the cases being studied. 

Given that political practitioners are not political scientists, we should not ask 

them to play the part. Interviews whose primary aini is to reveal general theories 
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or recover central tendencies are likely to prove unreliable at best, misleading at 

worst. Our experience shows that elites' narratives emphasize those policymaking 

elements they seek to affect, not those they cannot, regardless of the latter's im
portance relative to the former. In practice this means improvised accounts that 

overstate the significance of individuals (rather than institutions), personalities 

(rather than incentives), and processes (rather than contexts). 

Acknowledging Washington elites' capabilities and limitations leads to our 
central thesis: interviews with elite informants work best when designed to 

extract systematic information about practitioners' actual behaviors on specific 

cases in the recent past. Stated somewhat differently: we have found our theoreti

cal and empirical objectives are best served by focusing the interview on elites' 

strengths (i.e., knowing what they did in a specific instance) rather than their 
weaknesses (i.e., making empirical generalizations or espousing theoretical 

explanations). 

That being said, stating a research objective is easier than achieving it, and 
articulating a research strategy is easier than implementing it. Successfully exe

cuting interview-based scholarship requires careful consideration at each step of 
the process: case selection, respondent sampling, interview structure, question 

wording, answer coding, as well as interviewer style. Let us now turn our atten
tion to each. 

Anchoring the Interview 
Nobody in Washington works on a typical case. Lawmakers work on specific bills, 
each with a particular legislative history; bureaucrats work on specific rules, each 

with a particular regulatory history; presidents work on specific appointees, 
each with a particular nomination history; justices work on specific cases, each 

with a particular judicial history; and on and on. As we see it, the case-specific 
nature of capital elites' work is a defining feature of their decision-making and 

behavior. So while Washington practitioners may or may not accurately depict 
what happens in a "typical" case, the people who worked on a particular bill, rule, 

appointee, or case know exceedingly well their actions in that specific context. 
Given the nature of their recollections, our first practical point about con

ducting elite interviews is especially important: gathering valid data is greatly 

facilitated by tailoring it to the respondent's work on actual cases. By focusing the 
interview on the concrete and particular, the interviewer taps the respondent's 

recollection of events and actions that can be described in language that has iden
tifiable, real-world referents. Much like anchoring vignetteS in mass interviews 

(e.g., King and Wand 2007), such questions mitigate problems associated with 
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• 2 When it comes to Congress, for ex-
interpersohnally inco::ya:~~:t c;~:;:e:~s across legislators if respondents base 
ample, w at can we · ( t office nam-

dif£ t cases· a noncontroversial resolutiOn e.g., pos 
answers on eren · . . ic stimulus), a budget 
in ) a major, controversial domestiC bill (e.g.' econom . . ?3 

g ' . . b'll r even an executive nommatiOn. 
resolution, an approprmtiO~ ~ ' ~ . d specific cases is that it allows 

Another key benefit ofbuildmg mtervtews aroun . . en issue, 

ail d 
ch respondent's role in that case. For mstance, on a gt¥ 

us to n own ea · ttee member or 
W

hether a member of Congress was chairperson, commi . , 
we know .d . that Washington ehtes, when 

h . · ·ally valuable const ermg 
backbencher. T IS IS espeCI I . . "tuations where their office was 

. d · es will natural y envision si 
left to their own eviC ' · al ide will almost 

. 11 . lved Indeed, off the top of his head, a congresston a . . . 
espeaa y mvo . hi b the committee of junsdtctiOn, not 

. k s where s ass was on 
always mvo e case b kb ocher So a second important advantage to anchor
those where she was a ac e . . . . d th Lake Wobegon problem 
ing interviews around specific cases IS that It avm s e 

· " b ve average") 
(where everyone IS a _o . . ~ t best when about existent cases, care-

Considering that ehte mterview a a are . arch-
. "ti a! to the study's success. Accordingly, rese 

:~~~~~~::.:~so;:::::a~ ::;esc in the cdon~xt of ~elybr:::.:s~o!:~~i~: ~:: 
h. h h (or could come). In ee ' precise 

w IC t ey come nfient's level of analysis, it is important to be cl~ar 
should be collected at the respo h . or cannot credibly sustam, 

. £ articular anc onng case can 
about what m erences a P · tner et al.'s system-
regardless of then. In this respect {amondg o~e~~·y:gu:;:: standard to which 

· b sed hundred-case stu Y o 0 

atic, intervtew- a . ' t a! 2009· also Leech eta!., this volume). 
all of us should asptre (Baumgartner e . ' 

Getting the Right Respondent 
. . rview's substantive focus (and having completed 

Having estabhshed the mte . ch will already have a good sense 
ch · tails) the resear er 

the homework ~at. OICe en , d critical ·unctures. Now the task turns 
of the controversial Issues, key players, an . J . d "phering whom 

. . . here the first assignment IS eCI 
toward actual mterviewmg, w 1 d throughout this 

1 ared to other areas exp ore 
to interview. Fortunate y, camp bl . ent for interview-based re-

hi vides a favora e envrronm 
volume, Was ngton pro el . l t identify but also they tend 

nl . t articipants r ative y easy o , 
search. Not o yare Is P 'l h"ch makes interviewing large 

d · h' few square mi es, w 1 to be concentrate Wit 1fl a . · ill often be 
I "bTty Thus the populatwn ofmterestw 

numbers of them a rea possi II . l' . ves unnecessary; in other cases, 
d . ate enough that samp mg pro . 

small an prodxun l ideally with a probability sample, but potentially wtth 
one may nee to samp e, 
a purposive one (see Lynch, this volume). 
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Given that knowing whom t . t . d o m e!Ylew epends · · all th 
question and corresponding popul rr· f. pnncip y on e research 

a on o mterest th · r 1 
say about the theoretical sid f d . ' ere Is Itt e more for us to 
fulfilling ultimate th t" ale o respon ent selecllon. On the other hand, part of 

eore Ic and methodological b · · · 
versing corresponding practical realities When it o Jective~ Is su~cessfully tra
search two of th . . comes to mterview-based re-

' e most pressmg practical realitie th . . . 
landing the right "inform t" s are ose of tdentifymg and 

an -atermweusetod t 'h 
events in question or the t. . h eno e ett er observers of 

th gh 
par ICipants t emselves. On this we do have 

ou ts. ' some 

Identifying the Right Informant 
In addition to a vast array of good news sources-£ 
Post, Roll Call, The Hill, CQ Weeki N . l or example, the Washington 
interest groups think t ks I y, attona Journal, plus scores of online outfits-

' an ' awmakers, and executive branch officials all 
pronouncements that clarify th . a!' offer 

e capit s current debates Even see . gl . 
or noncontroversial matters-for I . . mm y mmor 
al " . . examp e, esotenc regulatory matters-aim t 

ways spawn talking pomts" from a handful of I bb . os 
reaucrats By cullin fr th . 0 YISts, lawmakers, and bu-

. g om ese vanous public sourc dill 
construct a preliminary list of otential . £ _es: a gent researcher can 
that thi . h p m ormants. Ills lillportant to note though 

s Is very muc a preliminary list which will b . ' ' 
both, in important ways The b . ' . e wrong or mcornplete, or 
phasize high- til .' . ~SIC reason IS that public sources tend to overem-

pro e entities while unde 1 · all 
public officials and t. rp aymg sm er groups, run-of-the-mill 

. '. . 'mos Inlportant, staffers of all stripes. 4 

Given the limits of publici d . d 
identifying the right informan y . enve respondent lists, the next step toward 

will highlight background int ts IS co~dbucllnfig background interviews. While we 
erviews ene ts m several t h. 

the relevant one is that these i ·rr· I . . respec s, at t Is point 
ru a mterviews provide a cat 1 f I 

better still, the specific "point I , c a og o P ayers and, 
peop e 10r each case 

Before turning to our strategies for "landing" int~ . "th d . 
dents, it is important to note th rvtews WI esrred respon
tions to the sample At th I at one should keep probing for potential addi-

town, are there any .other ;e:;: ~:I:e~ ~! ::~:~e~iewd, we ask, "Before I leave 
In our ex · m or er to get the full stor ?" 

penence, respondents are happy to help.' And hi! h b . y. 
come up early and often a littl . .c d . w e t e o vxous names 

' e m,orme probmg for exa I "Wh b 
the auto industry? What was their rol 1 W, - . mp e, at a out 
this?" -can quickly yield a com h e." ere any of theu people working on 

pre ensJVe, precise target list. 
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Landing the Right Informant 
To be sure, identifying informants is far different from interviewing them. 

Everyone in Washington is busy, and more than a few view outsiders with a 

skeptical eye. Actually, depending on the research topic and potential inter
viewee, getting the desired respondent to return a call or an e-mail can be the 

hardest part of doing interview-based research inside the Beltway. 

But difficult is not impossible. AI; a matter of fact, we have had remarkable 
success at landing interviews with Washington's preeminent policymakers or 

their aides. Our approach reflects a simple, overriding strategy: start with a «toe
hold" respondent and then "snowball" through social networks to get the others. 

The corollary: avoid cold calls, which are easy for respondents to ignore (see also 

Goldstein 2002). 

TOEHOLD RESPONDENTS 

As noted above, background interviews are essential for learning details about the 

case under study and the politics surrounding it, as well as for identifying appro
priate interview targets. But background interviews' value extends further: a sec

ond benefit is they often serve as a toehold for proceeding through the sample, 

through the study. Whenever someone suggests additional potential respondents, 
we follow up by asking if we might "mention you as a reference" with any of those 

people. When they allow their name to be invoked, which they regularly do, it 
greatly improves response rates. This is why we try not to contact a targeted re

spondent until we have a close colleague to cite as motivation for doing so. 
The importance of name-dropping begs an obvious question: how does one 

land the initial background/toehold interviews? Here we have two pieces of ad
vice. First, look for preexisting connections with the relevant elites: your univer

sity is in their state/district; you both went to the same college; your university's 
government relations office knows them; your former students work there; and 

so on into the distance. The more direct the connection, the greater the chances 

it will work.6 

Our second piece of advice about landing background/toehold interviews 

is to start with people who are well informed and well connected, but also not 
in-sample interviewees. So if one ultimately wants interviews with congressional 

officers, the background interviews should be with lobbyists; if one ultimately 
wants interviews with lobbyists, the background interviews should be with con

gressional officers. Our rationale is that refusals are more likely early in the pro
cess (before the researcher taps into a social network), so it is best if these early 

interviews target nonessential interviewees. 
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SNOWBALL RESPONDENTS 

~u::t ar~::~~~:! t~~hol~nt:rviewees agree to serve as references for subse-
. ' en e mtervtewer can begin snowballing through the 

~ample, typically starting with less-important respondents. But how' That is 

F:~ m practice~ does ~ne get a targeted respondent to agree to an i~terview; 
Irs '_we start w~th a bnef e-~ail introduction about a week before headin t~ 

Washington, WhiCh offers a httle background about the . t' g 

d
high!ighting the case(s) of interest. This summary shou]~:~::ei:etosrtuand ~ s'~dy, 

ernie" ann d" ff h ,. ys aca
s an o t e record protections. It should also explain "I t 

name from [source J' who said my study will be better if I h d th h ' go your 
you " Th ·1 I a e c ance to meet 
ne~ wee~.~-mm a so should tell the respondent to expect a follow-up call in the 

After the introduct i1 
ory e-ma comes a crucial phone call th fi t d' 

personal contact between researcher and respondent The h~ e. rs rr_ect 

:!~~~~e~;c':::c:~~~~egulady, larg~y shadows the e-,;,ail. I; cri:l~Ii~~o:~~:~ 
role therein. Additio e ~ro):t, WI]~ a specrfic explanation of the respondent's 
:6 . na y, e ca er wdl want to be prepared to answer the 
ollowmg frequently asked questions· "How did 

kn . you get my name?" "How do I 
. ow you are who you say you are?" <'Wh t d 

. · a o you want to know?" Finally we 
:~:et~:;~ have :ad respondent's say t.hey want to do the intervie~ right t~en, 

. one. ~cause phone mterviews do not allow for paper-based mea-

;::~:~;~ i::~~~:~s: below), one must be ready to explain why a face-to-

Conducting the Interview 
Beltway elites are quick to tell outsiders, including academics "h "' h' 
really ks " Th c • ow "as mgt on 

I 
wor . ereiore, unless the researcher enters prepared and . . . 

ant th <<· · , remams vtgt-
real~oli:ik~n:srv::~xpc~ q~cklylmutate into a half-hour tutorial on Washington 

arne ear Ier, we believe such impromptu I th .. 
rarely proves profitab] h. h . h ay- eonzmg 

e, w lC IS w y we focus our (non b k d) . 
views elsewhere-toward gathering valid data. Befitting th.- ac grb ouhndl mter
tiVIst ob. t. . Is una as e y posi-
. Jec 1Ve, our mterviews are relatively structured. on] I I 

tional Wi h , Y oose y conversa-
." every muc treat the experience as an interview, where we ask recise 

questlOns and seek precise answers. In the follow. . . P 
interview schedule, start to finish. mg section, we explicate our 
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The Introduction 
After quick pleasantries, we begin by quickly reaffirming what was said in the 

introductory e-mail and over the phone. We introduce ourselves, our project, 

our objectives. Beckmann, for example, began his interviews on presidential

congressional interactions thus: 

First, let me thank you for taking the time to talk with me. As I men

tioned over the phone, I am a political scientist at the University of 

California, Irvine. My goal in this research project is to better under

stand the interactions between White House officials and members of 

Congress regarding tax policy. Because these interactions occur largely 

behind the scenes, I'm trying to talk to as many people in the mix as 

possible to get a better sense of how these interactions play out. So again, 

thank you for your time. 

Before pivoting to the interview's substantive focus, we first take a moment to 

reaffirm our confidentiality policy, which we hand over as a signed letter (on of

ficialletterhead)9 We believe this part of the interview is important for anum

ber Of reasons, not the least of which is that it helps establish rapport with the 

respondent. A sample letter is included in this book's appendix . 

One point in the letter warrants further discussion: we ask to record our inter

views. Interestingly, and bucking our initial expectations, few respondents objected 

to our doing so. Perhaps this is because most respondents have practice de~ing 

with reporters; perhaps it is because our confidentiality policy puts them at ease. 

Regardless, having conducted scores of recorded and unrecorded interviews, we 

firmly believe recording devices do· not inhibit respondents, nor do they distort the 

information respondents provide. And the benefits of recordings are substantial: 

they ensure accuracy, capture colorful anecdotes, and, most important, free the re

searcher to engage in the interview rather than furiously attempt to transcribe it.10 

Transitioning to Substance 
The next portion of the interview turns to its substantive focus. This is the mo

ment when the researcher shows he or she does not need a civics lesson. In fact, 

we start this section by asserting, «Because it is nice for me, as an academic, to be 

as concrete as possible, I want to use a couple of specific issues as case studies .... 

I have ?ead up on each of these and know the nuts and bolts about what hap

pened, as well as the basic contours of the debate." From there we characterize 

some of the cases' most important features, junctures, etc. Tills preface material 

attempts to both establish our informational bona fides and put the interviewee 
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on his or her h~els a bit. Actually, we hope the respondent ends this piece of the 

mterv1ew thmkmg something along the lines of, "Well, if you know all this, what 
do you want from me?" 

In t~e nex~ sentence, we reveal the answer to that question and reach the heart 

of the m~erv1ew. ,We explain in greater detail what we want the interviewee to 

share. Us1~g Halls study of Washington lobbyists as an example, at this juncture 

the mterviewer would explain, "What I don't yet know is the type of information 
that doesn't get into the ne A h I · 

. ws. · · . s sue , am hopmg you can help unpack 
m~re p.reCisely what types of conversations go on between groups affected by the 

legislation and the lawmakers who worked on it ... So, to start, how about we 

talk a~out your pos~tion on [the issue J as it first got started. What was your 
groups take on [the Issue] as the debate got under way?" 

Measurement 

After the responde~t's open-ended introductory exposition, we transition to a 
more.focused q~e~twn-and-answer period. This portion of the interview is the 

most rmpo~ant; It IS where we collect valid data about the respondent's behaviors 
for the parl!cular case(s) under study. Though theoretically banal, the techniques 

and measu~es W~ u~e here ~re operationally innovative. Indeed, if this chapter 
leaves any lingermg ImpressiOn, we hope it is that traditional social science stan

dards are not necessarily incompatible with the elite interview research design. 
On the contrary. 

. As we have explained, our approach to elite interviews emphasizes the inter
VIew more than the elite. In practice this means that we see relevance in mass 

s~eys' Io~~-st~ding measurement concerns and, in turn, adopt their best prac
tices for nuugatmg them. So although we certainly tailor our script to fit the nature 
of face-to-face ehte mterv1ews, we nonetheless draw upon "amili' l d 
• • 1; ar essons regar -
mg the ord:r of questiOns, the wording of each, as well as the range and forms of 

~nswer -ophons. The result of weaving together these various elements, we believe, 
IS uncommonly good data on how Washington works. 

FIRST, THE ORDER OF QUESTIONS 

Beca~se Beltway actors are not plagued by "non-attitudes," the order in which 

que~twns g~t asked is less important in elite interviews than in mass surveys. A 

particular lme of questions w~ll.not induce a civil servant to alter her analysis, 

a lawmaker to change her opmwn, a presidential aide to recast her behavior 

They know what they think, what they did, and answer accordingly. That said: 

;nterview questw~ or~er does matter in at least two ways. First, it is useful 

o structure questiOns m a way that encourages respondents to bring the re-
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searcher's substantive focus to the "top of their head." Such was the motiva

tion of the open-ended introductory question mentioned above, which cast 

lobbyists back to the "beginning of the debate." The second important point 

about the question order is more pragmatic. Because interviews sometimes 

end abruptly, it is important that the interview efficiently proceed to the most 

important sections.11 

SECOND, THE QUESTION WORDING 

As with the question order, Washington elites' extensive information and con

sidered views render them fairly impervious to minor variations in interview 

questions. There is, however, one important exception to this general rule: it is 
important to use plain, simple language-or, alternatively, no scholarly jargon. 

Hall's experience developing a measure of lobbyist-lawmaker interactions 

underscores the importance of question wording. Talking with a sample oflob

byists about their strategies regarding a recently completed environmental bill, 

he initially asked each, ''On this particular issue, which legislators were you lob

bying?" This seemed to be a clear, reasonably concrete question, which did yield 

reasonably consistent answers from a range of organizations. "You go after the 

guys in the middle," reported one. Another seemed incredulous that we would 

even ask: ''The undecideds, of course, the 'threes'" (referring to a five-point scale 

from "strong supporter" to "strong opponent"). 

Yet as effective as this "lobbying" question seemed at first blush, answers to a 

subsequent question-one that asked lobbyists to estimate the number of "con

tacts" the lobbyist had with members on the relevant committee-suggested a 

problem. Specifically, while answers to the first question indicated most lobby

ing interactions occur with so-called centrists, results to the follow-up question 

showed the vast majority of conversations were between lobbyists and their 

strongest legislative allies. When Hall went back to one of the interviewed lob

byists and inquired about the discrepancy, the discussion quickly revealed what 

happened: 

LoBBYIST: Sure, we worked a lot with our allies. 

HALL: But that isn't lobbying? 

LoBBYIST: Sure, Ithink it is [but] I didn't think that you did. Most people 

think that lobbying is when the push is on, and you have to get the 

votes. 

In light of this new information, he dropped the case, threw out those inter

views, and changed the question wording, dropping all references to lobbying 

and asking simply, "How many face-to-face or phone conversations did you 

have with someone in each of these offices?" 12 
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THIRD, GETTING COMPARABLE ANSWERS 

There is a widespread perception that elites will not tolerate the confines of more 

typical survey respondents; they will not submit to standardized, closed-ended 

response options. As a result, even researchers who have taken painstaking care 

structuring their interview schedule and wording their questions have tended to 

end up with markedly varied responses, which do not permit easy comparisons 
across individuals, much less across cases. 

Happily, it turns out the conventional wisdom regarding elites' delicate sensi

bilities is false. When respondents find the answer options "make sense," which 

good answer options should, they do not just use them, but do so with great 

care. If anything, our experience showed that offering closed-ended response 

options to specific questions helped organize respondents' thinking in ways that 

encouraged them to make interesting distinctions or add interesting extensions. 

But even if they had not, the essential point remains: standard methodological 

measurement matters can be-indeed, should be-as fundamental to elite in

terviewers as they are to survey researchers. This means carefully deciding whether 

the conceptual elements of interest can best be operationalized as nominal, ordi
nal, or interval measures. 

Again, that more quantitative approaches can be effectively used in elite inter

views is a critically important finding. However rich and interesting, general 

narratives arising from participant interviews have the feel of«just-so" stories. It 

is hard for the skeptical reader to tell what standards of evidence are being applied 

and, in turn, assess whether the researcher's thesis is supported, refuted, or some 

of both. That interview-based research has not had greater impact on contempo

rary scholarship on American national institutions is probably due to concerns 
about falsifiability (or the lack thereof). 

As a final point about measurement, one feature of our interviews implicit in 

the discussion above is useful to state explicitly: we have respondents indicate their 

answers on a paper form. The appendix to this book depicts one such form, which 

Beckmann employed to have Senate staffers quantify presidential-congressional 

interactions during the 2001 tax cut debate. Beyond the obvious benefits of en

suring the respondent understands and answers every question, forms like this 

also focus respondents' attention, which directly serves the methodological ob

jectives discussed above. Better still, the nature of paPer forms helps efficiently 

move the interview along, since it defines when the respondent is "finished" with 

each question, as well as helping define a "complete" interview as one in which 

all the forms are filled out. We believe carefully designed paper forms offer an 

effective (and efficient) way of collectiog valid data-our foremost goal for doing 
the interview in the first place. 
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Interview Intangibles 
There are several intangibles important to successful elite interviewing in 

Washington-elements not easily explicated but still consequential enough to 

consider. Among these, rapport is the most obvious. As we say, there is no for

mula for establishing good rapport, and much depends on how the respondent 

feels about participating in academic research. That said, two controllable ingre

dients seem to help: the first is knowledge; the second is interest. When the inter

viewer is knowledgeable about Washington-at the level of Roll Call or The 
Hill-the respondent is more likely to treat the interviewer with collegial cour

tesy, which means following the researcher's lead through the interview. Second, 

the more the interviewer demonstrates interest in the respondent's answers, in

cluding but not limited to the researcher's narrow objectives, the more moti

vated the informant is to offer more information. Of course, a healthy dose of 

gratitude never hurts. 
If an interviewer can get face to face with the interviewee, things usually pro

ceed smoothly. But usually is not always, and a second intangible interview "skill" 

involves handling these difficult situations. Again, we do not have any magic keys 

to share, but it is worth saying that we are not easily dissuaded. If the respondent 

does not want to put her answers to paper, we ask if she could answer a few aloud 

(while we write); if the respondent expresses uncertainty, we acknowledge that 

imprecision is inevitable and then encourage "reasonable approximations." We 

take similar tacks when confronting comparable headwinds. 13 

Finally, researchers should remain cognizant that access to Washington elites 

is a public good-one today's scholars ought not spoil for tomorrow's. Here we 

echo Richard Fenno's admirable ideals, espoused in the appendix to Home Style 

(1978), about conductiog himself in a way that would not inhibit future re

searchers' ability to follow in his footsteps. These points being so important, the 

last interviewer intangible we highlight is one's fidelity to the broader scholarly 

community. At the most basic level, this requires living up to confidentiality 

agreements, not divulging private information with other informants or col

leagues, and no winking or nodding. Additionally, we believe researchers should 

not editorialize publicly about information learned from private interviews as 

political scientists. This means not serving as news sources or policy advocates 

(e.g., an op-ed writer or congressional witness) for the cases under study. 

Elite interviews provide opportunities to leai:-n about political actors and events 

in contexts one cannot observe and whose parameters may be difficult to infer. 

Interview-based research has thus been indispensable to studying Washington 
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politics for over a half century. Until fairly recently, in fact, the inaccessibility of 

sources other than interviews meant that whole areas of scholarship were impos
sible without them. 

Consider, for instance, the study of congressional committees. Until the early 

1970s, almost all committee markups were held in "executive session." Similarly 
inaccessible were the records they generated: transcripts of the debates; amend

ments offered and passed; the roll of the yeas and nays; the procedural legerde

main and partisan wrangling that characterize committee processes; and the role 
individual committee members play. The classic studies of committees by Fenno 

(1966, 1973), Manley (1970), and D. Price (1972) would thus have been impos
sible without extensive interviewing on Capitol Hill. The same point applied to 

almost every other topic of American institutional scholarship. Bauer, Pool, and 

Dexter's (1963) magisterial study of business lobbying was heavily interview

based. So too Kaufman's study of the Forest Service bureaucracy (1960). The 
research for Neustadt's Presidential Power (1960) relied on .interviews with nu

merous observers in and around the White House and Capitol Hill. That these 
books remain classics in the study of American institutions demonstrates the 

potential value of interviewing for political science inquiry, especially when writ
ten records are incomplete and behavioral data thin. 

The fact that institutional processes in national politics are increasingly 
transparent-their records more accessible (even downloadable), codable, and 

quantifiable-has not diminished elite interviews' value. On the contrary, the 
brighter public spotlight that now sltines on formal decision-making stages fre

quently serves to push Washington's players deeper into the informal decision

making shadows. For only in backroom, off-the-record venues can presidents 
and lawmakers, lobbyists and political appointees readily partake in the wheel

ing, dealing, and compromising that hallmark their chosen professions. If any
thing, many of the capital's most important decision-making arenas operate in 
obscurity precisely so behavioral data are not easy to trace from afar. 

In the literature on Congress, for instance, House-Senate conference com

mittees operate inside a proverbial black box and remain largely impenetrable 
without systematic interviews. The same is true for presidential-congressional 

interactions regarding executive nominees, for lobbyist-lawmaker relations on 
legislation (and beyond), or for virtually all manner of bureaucrats' deliberation 

or decision making. Because systematic records are virtually nonexistent for the 

many important activities that occur outside of official venues., opportunities for 
elite interviewing in Washington abound, and great will be the intellectual pay
off as political scientists harness this potential effectively. 

\ 
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LESSONS FROM THE "LOBBYING 
AND POLICY CHANGE" PROJECT 

Beth L. Leech, Frank R. Baumgartner, Jeffrey M. Berry, 
Marie Hojnacki, and David C. Kimball 

Interviewing is the most flexible of research methods. It can be useful in situa

tions where the researcher is a newcomer to the topic area and knows almost 
nothing at all, as well as for researchers with extensive experience on a topic. 

Interviewing can be used to "soak and poke," providing ethnographic or inter
pretive insights, and interviewing also can be used to collect quantitative data for 

hypothesis testing. The main methodological requirement is that an exchange of 
information take place between a researcher and an informant or research sub

ject. Perhaps because interviewing methods are so flexible, it is sometimes hard 

to know which rules are necessary and which rules can be bent. 
In this chapter, we take a close look at a project the five of us recently com

pleted. It relied heavily on information attained through more than three hun
dred interviews with lobbyists and policymakers in Washington (Baumgartner 
eta!. 2009). A discussion of the methods used in that project provides a useful 

starting point and examples for talking about interview methods more generally. 
Here we will take a look at the methods used in that project, and also at the rea

sons why we chose the methods we did, pitfalls to look out for, and the circum

stances under which another researcher might choose to use an alternate method. 
Political scientists are often most familiar with the mass survey interview. 

Although technically an interview because it is spoken and takes place between 
two people, the survey interview follows the rules of standard survey methodology 

and thus is not much of a mystery to political scientists (see, e.g., Fowler 1993; 

Frey and Oishi 1995). These interviews tend to be highly structured, requiring 
informants in most cases to give responses within predetermined categories, 
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such as «disagree," "somewhat disagree," "somewhat agree," or "agree." There

sulting data emerge already coded into usable form for data analysis, and tend to 

be prized for hypothesis testing because the results are so easy to compare. The 

problem is, of course, what if the researcher asked the wrong questions or did 

not provide an important category of answer? The results may be reliable across 

informants without being valid. Although they are more easily replicable than 

other types of interviews, survey interviews with close-ended responses may 

miss the point and may overlook important opportunities for learning from the 

research subjects. 

On the other side of the interviewing world, researchers in fields such as an

thropology and sociology have written extensively about ethnographic or inter

pretive methods of interviewing (e.g., McCracken 1988; Spradley 1979; Werner 

and Schoepfle 1987). Ethnographic and interpretive interviewing techniques 

often leave it to the informants to decide what is most important to tell the re

searcher. Ethnographic interviews are best when very little is known about the 

subject at hand or when the goal is to get a true insider perspective on a topic 

or situation. Because such interviews allow the subject to direct the course of 

the interview, they are not usually very useful for hypothesis testing-there sim

ply isn't enough consistency across the interviews. 

Much less attention has been paid to the type of interviewing that political 

scientists most often refer to when they discuss "interview methods": semi

structured interviews with elite informants (for a notable early exception, see 

Dexter 1970). This type of interview strikes a middle ground between the formal 

standardization of the mass survey and the informant-led anarchy that ethno

graphic interviewing can sometimes result in. The term "semi-structured" covers 

a broad range of approaches between those two extremes. In the semi-structured 

interview, which is the type of interview used in the Lobbying and Policy Change 

project, a general set of questions are determined by the interviewer beforehand, 

but the questions are virtually all open-ended and provide the interview subject 

with a substantial amount of leeway in how to answer them. This form of inter

viewing provides some of the benefits 'of more open-ended, ethnographic inter

views, while creating an interview transcript that can be coded for hypothesis 

testing as well, since similar questions have been asked of all interview subjects. 

Most semi-structured interviews are conducted with "elites" of one kind or 

another. Informants in political science interviews oft~n hold positions of power 

or authority within government. This type of interviewing is useful, however, 

whenever the subjects of our interviews hold expert knowledge about a topic, re

gardless of whether those subjects are technically "elite" in a sociopolitical sense. 

If we (as researchers) are bothering to interview using open-ended questions and 

allowing the subjects to answer as they wish, we must think highly of their ability 
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to tell us something we didn't already know. We are treating them as experts in 

their field-whether that field is political beliefs of urban youths (when inter

viewing an urban youth) or social norms in the Senate (when interviewing a 

senator). 

The Project 
The Lobbying and Policy Change project was based on a random sample of 

ninety-eight policy issues in Washington during the last two years of the Clinton 

administration and the first two years of the George W. Bush administration. We 

tracked each of these ninety-eight issues over a four-year period, looking at which 
issues moved forward and which died, and which advocates inside and outside 

of government were involved. The goal was to examine the role that interest 

groups played in the resulting policy outcomes and what role interest group re

sources played in which groups succeeded and which did not. We suspected that 

political scientists had a one-sided view of what lobbyists do and how successful 

they are, because most researchers select on the dependent variable, choosing to 

study well-publicized issues on which interest groups had been reported as being 

influential. Our interviews allowed us to consider issues that had not been highly 

publicized and that often were little known, even inside the Beltway.
1 

We used the interviews in this project for two basic purposes. First, we used 

the interviews to collect information about policy activity by interest groups and 

public officials that was not part of the public record-that is, to co!lect back

ground information about our policy issues that was known only to the partici

pants in that issue and therefore tould not otherwise be collected. Second, we 

used a subset of our interviews to devise the sample of issues that we studied, as 

we will discuss in the next section. Information from the interviews was used 

both qualitativelf-to provide colorful descriptions and quotes in our chapters 

and to help us understand the background of the issues-and quantitatively. We 

used information from our interviews (with substantial help from graduate and 

undergraduate coders) to code more than one hundred variables at the level of 

the "side" of the issue and more than thirty variables at the level of the issue itself. 

That information was combined with an extensive array of data collected from 

secondary sources on interest group resources and expenditures and on issue 

salience and outcomes, then used to help us analyze which sides got the policies 

they sought, and why. 
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Sampling 

Our goal was to analyze a random sample of national issues in which interest 

~rou~s were ~valved. Unfortunately for us, no sampling frame or list of all pos
Sible Issues eXIsts from which to sample. Sampling randomly from all bills intro

duced before Congress wouldn't work: most bills get no attention from interest 

groups_or ~nyone else, and past research also suggested that interest groups often 

are active m agenda-setting lobbying, working on issues that have not yet at

tracted government attention and so tl)erefore may not appear on a list of bills. 
We solved tbis problem by using our interviews to help us sample. 

. We b~gan by drawing a random sample of one hundred interest groups active 

m Washmgton from the federal lobbying registration reports, which lobbying 
organ~zat~ons file with the House and Senate. The sample was weighted 

50 
that 

orgamzations that were more active were more likely to be selected. We inter

viewed a lobbyi~t at each o~ the organizations and asked him or her to identify 
the most recent tssue on whtch they had spent time. Those familiar with survey 

r_esearch methods may recognize this method of issue selection as being essen

tially the sa~e approach that is used when a survey interviewer asks to speak to 

the person With the most recent birthday. Both randomize which issue is selected 

although in our case it purposely gives greater weight to issues on which the lob~ 
byist was .spending greater amounts of time. If the lobbyist was working on more 

than one Issue, we asked the lobbyist to talk about the issue that was related to the 

~ost recent phone call he made or paper that crossed her desk, regardless of how 

tmpo~ant or not important is was or what stage of the process it was in, as long 

as the Issue would potentially involve the federal government. Each issue identi
fied by one of those one hundred lobbyists became one of our case studies. 3 

The ninety-eight issues we studied thus provided a randomized snapshot of 
what interest groups in Washington were working on during the period of our 

fieldwork (1999-2002). The weighting and selection process meant that issues 

~at were of concern to hundreds or thousands of interest groups during the 

~nne of our study were much more likely to be selected, but it also meant that 
Issues ~at were more limited in scope also were selected into our sample, in 

propo~twn_ to the number of organizations working on them. As with virtually 

all soctal SCience sampling methods, our approach faced threats to randomness. 

Info~mants could have ignored the request to talk ahout the most recent issue 

~nd m~te~d talked about the most interesting one. From our resulting list of 

Issues It did not seem that this was the case, but the possibility remained. Our 

approach_ led to issues that were largely Congress-centered, since lobbyists in 

tbe Washmgton offices of interest groups tend to be Congress-centered (advo

cacy efforts aimed at tbe bureaucracy are usually handled by experts in tbe field 
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who often do not self-identify as lobbyists, even !bough talking with govern

ment officials is a large part of tbeir jobs). Still, the result was the closest to a 

pure random sample of targets of interest group lobbying tbat has ever been 

devised. 

Is random selection necessary or even important for interviewing? The an

swer, as with all aspects of research design: it depends on what you want to know 

(also see Lynch, this volume). It is important for researchers to consider what 

data tbey seek and what threats to inference are posed by tbeir proposed meth

ods. If the researcher wants to use the subjects of the interviews as the units of 

analysis for hypothesis testing, then random selection is of great importance. For 

instance, Kingdon (1989) wanted to be able to describe the voting processes com

mon to all members of Congress, and he therefore interviewed a random sample 

of congressmen about a sample of issues. Likewise, Aberbach, Chesney, and 

Rockman (1975) randomly sampled civil servants and lawmakers in each oftbeir 

countries, so tbat they would be able to speak about the belief systems of bureau

crats and politicians overall. Non-random selection greatly limits the ability of 

the researcher to generalize beyond the people he or she has interviewed. 

Interviewing is time-consuming, and random selection sometimes is not 

practical. Tills is one (although certainly not tbe only) reason that we almost 

never see random selection used in interpretive, "in-depth" interviewing. So 

some researchers end up treating their interviews as case Studies, rather than as 

units of analysis for hypothesis testing. If the interviews or interview subjects 

themselves are being treated as non-randomly selected case studies, however, the 

rules of case selection should be applied to tbe selection of tbe research subjects 

(see, e.g., Geddes 1990; Mahoney and Goertz 2004). Examples of using elite in

terviews as case studies include research that focuses on just a few individuals 

(e.g., Lane 1962; Fenno 1978) but also would include Reeher (2006), despite tbe 

fact that he interviewed seventy-seven state legislators. Both Fenno and Reeher 

selected tbeir subjects purposefully to be "representative" of tbe legislative bodies 

in question. Although Reeher's overall sample should have been large enough to 

rely on randomization to make his sample representative, that sample was split 

across three states, raising the possibility that random sampling might have left 

him with an unusual mix oflegislators in one or more states. 

Researchers choose the case study approach over random selection some

times because gaining access is difficult, or because small numbers make ran

domization impractical. Still, tbere is always tbe danger in purposefully selecting 

individuals based on important descriptive variables (party, seniority, region, or 

policy area) that the researcher will overlook variation on some unknown vari

able that may prove important. For instance, "ability to get along witb otbers" is 

likely to be a trait that affects the success of lawmakers, and yet it is not a trait for 
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which it would be easy to select purposefully. Non-randomly selected samples 
may be biased in ways about which we remain unaware. 

On the other hand, if the interview subjects are not themselves the topic of 
the study, but rather are being used as expert sources of information about some 

other unit of analysis, random selection might not even be advisable. Instead the 

researcher would want to purposefully select the individuals who are likely to 

know the most about the topic and talk to them. For the book Disarmed, political 

scientist Kristin Goss used historical documents, websites, and snowball sam

pling to identify the most prominent gun-control activists; she attempted to in

terview as many of them as possible (Goss 2006). She used these seventy inter

views to provide historical background for her analysis of the limited gun-control 

movement in the United States. Notably, she did not attempt to use these inter

views to assess individual motivations for participating in efforts to advance gun 

control: for that she used a survey administered to a random sample of partici

pants at a national gun-control rally. 

In our study of advocacy in Washington, the primary unit of analysis was the 

issue, and it was important for us to initially have a weighted random sample of 

lobbyists so that we could identify a random sample of issues. Once those ninety

eight issues were identified, however, random selection of lobbyists and govern

ment officials was not the way to go. Our subsequent 216 interview subjects were 

not chosen at random, but rather through a modified snowball sampling tech

nique aimed at finding the interest groups and government officials most cen

trally involved with the issue at hand. The ninety-eight lobbyists who each iden

tified an issue that became one of our cases also were asked to name the other 

major organizations and government officials working for and against them, and 

to summarize those other actors' points of view about the issue. We used this 

information to identify "sides" of the issue, and we tried to interview at least one 

representative of each side. We asked the same snowball identification questions 

in our subsequent interviews to make sure that no side had been missed. In most 

cases this meant that we interviewed two interest group "sides" and one govern

ment official for each case, but some cases were more complex, and up to seven 

sides were identified. 

The take-home message is this: if the responses of the interview subjects are 

not themselves the unit of analysis-that is, if the researcher is using the subjects 

as expert witnesses about some outside phenomeno.n, such as what happened in 

a particular policy case-then random selection very well may not be an impor

tant factor. In eschewing random sampling, it is also important that the infor

mation being collected is generally agreed upon across experts on that topic. 

Informants' affect or emotions regarding a particular issue are likely to vary just 

! 
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as much as those of survey respondents. But if (as was the case with our study) 

the information being collected from the informant is more factual and likely to 

be viewed similarly by others involved in the case-When did the issue arise? 

Who was working on it? What did your side do?-the variation across responses 

will be lessened, and the importance of random sampling thus would be 

diminished. 
Certainly there are always differences in perception, but in some circum

stances it is better to select the person in the best position to be knowledgeable 

about a topic rather than to randomly select the respondent. In such situa

tions, researchers need to triangulate and to ensure that the expert subjects are 

indeed experts and do not all share the same non universal biases. For example, 

in our study we were careful to speak both to people who supported the policy 

proposal in question as well as to those who opposed it. If opposing sides agree 

on the facts of what happened in a case, that is a good check on the reliability 

of the responses. One of the ways we knew that we had interviewed enough 

people about an issue was when we stopped learning new facts about the case 

with our subsequent interviews (also see Bleich and Pekkanen, this volume). 

However, if the researcher hopes to analyze the responses at the level of the in

formants themselves, drawing inferences based on what they said about the 

world of all possible informants, then of course randomization becomes of 

critical importance. 

Questions to Ask 
Interviews are by nature a social·interaction and, like most social interactions, 

usually begin with greetings and a brief amount of small talk about the weather, 

questions about how the lobbyist's day is going, or an observation about the 

striking painting on the wall of the office. But lobbyists are busy people, and we 

found that such pleasantries usually took no more than a couple of minutes. Next 

there was always a small amount of business to address. We would quickly remind 

our informants why we were there and what our project was about (the thirty

second version of that description), and remind them that we would treat what

ever they said confidentially, so that neither they nor their organization could be 

identified through their comments. 
Just a few minutes after arriving, the interview itself would begin. Once we 

had identified the issue, using the sampling _process described above,4 we began 

with a modified version of what is called a ccgrand tour" question (Spradley 1979. 

Here is the question as written in our interview protocol: 
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As I mentioned on the phone, I'd like to talk about your efforts on 
[issue]. What are you trying to accomplish on this issue, and what type 
of action are you taking to make that happen? 

• Probe about lobbying activities, lobbying targets. 

Grand tour questions are probably the single most useful type of question for 
elite interviews (for a discussion, see Leech 2002b). They ask informants to ver

bally walk the interviewer through an area about which they are expert. Inter

viewers could ask informants to ''tell me about what happens in a typical day, 

from the time you arrive in the office to the time you leave" or ask a specific grand 

tour question, asking about a particular day ("walk me through what happened 
yesterday"). The first has the benefit of informing the researcher about what usu
ally happens, and is perhaps best used if only a few interviews are being done. In 

our case, we were conducting hundreds of interviews on ninety-eight issues and 
preferred a specific grand tour question, asking informants to walk us through 

what they were doing on a specific issue. We were not worried that a particular 
issue might be "unusual" or difficult to generalize from, since we had all of the 

other issues to which to compare it. This gave us as the researchers control over 

what was being averaged, as well as the ability to see how issue context affected 
what the groups were doing. 

Our iriterview protocols were short. We followed up that introductory ques
tion with just six other questions, asking about who else was working on the is

sue, arguments being used, obstacles faced, how the interviewee's organization 
used research, how the organization's government relations functions were orga

nized, and what the interviewee's work background was. The interview protocol 
for government officials was only five questions long, dropping off the questions 

about research and government relations. Despite how short our protocols were, 
our interviews almost all lasted an hour.(and could easily have extended longer 

had we not promised to take only an hour of our subjects' time). In fact, the an
swer to the first question often took up more than half the interview and made 
asking the subsequent questions on the protocol almost unnecessary. 

Giving our informants the ability to respond at length in their own words was 
invaluable; it taught us things about the issues and about advocacy tactics that 

we might not have thought to ask. It also helped us to gain fuller cooperation 
and greater candidness from our informants. As Aberbach and Rockman (2002) 

have noted, open-ended questions allow "respondents to organize their answers 

within their own framework." They add, "Elites especially-but other highly edu

cated people as well-do not like being put in the straightjacket of dose-ended 
questions. They prefer to articulate their views, explaining why they think what 
they think." 

! 
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This is not to say, however, that we allowed the interview to drift onto any 

topic that the respondent wanted. We went into the interview with a dear idea of 
the types of information we wanted to collect, and with scripted and unscripted 

follow-up questions, or "probes," to try to elicit that information. So if there

spondent talked a lot about the organization's public relations campaign and 
media blitz on the issue, we might first ask, "Did your organization do anything 

else in relation to this issue?" General prompts, such as "tell me more," or "any

thing else?" are preferred, because they avoid putting words in the informants' 
mouths. But if even after the initial question and the follow-up probes the re

spondent still hadn't mentioned any direct lobbying of members of Congress, 

we would ask about that specifically, as we would about other common tactics 
that lobbyists use. So despite the brevity of our interview protocol, we actually 

asked a lot of questions. For such a short interview protocol to work properly, 
the interviewer must have a very dear idea about what information he or she 

needs to elicit by the end of the interview and be ready to follow up with specific 

questions if the general questions do not provide an adequate answer. And every 
once in a while there is an informant whos.e answer to the grand tour question is 

exceedingly brief: "Oh, we've been talking to lots of people on the Hill." If that 
happens, then the scripted prompts become a questionnaire, and the interviewer 

has at her fingertips a series of specific questions to ask the taciturn informant. 
Although the rules of survey research demand that interviewers always ask the 

same questions in the same order (or in some cases in randomized order) and 

ask them in the same way, this is a rule that is meant to be broken in elite inter
views. To facilitate rapport and encourage the most candid answers possible, we 

worked hard to make the interview seem more like a conversation than a survey. 
This meant that we did not read the·questions directly off the interview protocol; 

rather, we asked something very close to those questions, but in our own words. 
It also meant that if the respondent had already talked about who was involved, 

arguments made, or impediments faced during the initial response to the first 
question ("tell me what you are doing on this issue"), then we would not ask the 

questions as written on the protocol. To have done so would have made it seem 

as though we were not listening to what the respondent was saying, and we 
would have lost rapport. Instead, we referred back to the previous answer, 

modifying the question accordingly. For example, we would say, "You men
tioned that X and Y were working on this issue. Is there anyone else working on 

the issue?" There is a trade-off between loss of reliability across interviews and 
loss of validity within the interview itself. If an interviewer asks the exact same 

questions in the exact same way, reliability is in~reased, because we will know that 
the interview process experienced by each respondent was the same. But if the inter

viewer asks the same questions in the exact same way, ignoring the earlier responses 
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of the respondent, the quality of the answers likely will suffer, and less accurate

less valid-responses will result. 
Readers will note that our advice about open-ended versus dose-ended ques

tions is different from the advice given by Beckmann and Hall in chapter 10. As 

with most things in research design, the approach you choose depends on what 

you want to know and what you are willing to sacrifice. Beckmann and Hall's 

dose-ended approach improves replicability and consistency across interviews, 

and it may make a greater number of interviews possible. It is an ideal approach 

for gathering non-public information for hypothesis testing when existing the

ory is strong and the researcher has a clear idea of exactly what information 
needs to be collected. Our approach allows for greater nuance, and it offers op

portunities for theory building and for the interviewer to learn about things she 

would not have thought to ask The trade-off is less replicability and consistency, 

as well as more time spent in each interview. For us and for our project, the 

trade-off was worth it, but each researcher must assess these trade-offs in light of 

what he or she wants to know. 

At the end of each interview we added one final question: "Is there anything 

else you think we should know or that we forgot to ask about?" Although we oc

casionally got responses about such things as the importance of PAC contribu

tions (about which we were gathering information from secondary sources and 

thus did not ask much about in the interview), more often than not we either got 

more background on the issue or were told there wasn't anything to add. This 

question was useful, especially during interviews in the early stages of the pro

cess, since it served as a check on whether our questions were adequate. We 

could have modified the protocol if we were alerted to a topic that we were in 

danger of missing. 

It should be clear from what we have described that the researcher conducting 

such an unstructured interview must (I) have a dear idea about the information 

that needs to be collected; (2) understand the topic that the interview subject is 

discussing; and (3) be able to improvise and follow up on the fly. This kind of 

interviewing requires a lot from the interviewer; the quality of the interview will 

rise and fall with the capabilities of the person doing the interview (Berry 2002). 

This is another reason why semi-structured elite interviewing is relatively un

common in political science compared to survey interviewing. Researchers for 

the most part have to do the interviews themselves~ It is not possible-without 

risking the validity of the entire project-to hire a crew of undergraduates to do 

all ofthe interviews for you. Indeed, although more than fifty students worked 

on our project in one way or another, only two of our most senior graduate stu

dents, Timothy La Pira and Christine Mahoney, ever conducted interviews for 

us. La Pira and Mahoney, now both professors themselves, did the interviews for 
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thirty-eight of our issues and, as their interview transcripts attest, easily held 

their own with any of the principal investigators on the project. But the people 

a researcher hires to help with interviews must be knowledgeable about the sub

ject matter, they must be well-trained, and they must be smart and good inter

personally, or the quality of the interviews will suffer (also see Cammett, this 

volume). 
Just because interviewing is a very flexible tool, not all types of questions are 

suitable for all types of purposes. Looking at our interview protocols, which are 

included in the book's appendix, the reader might note that, although we are not 

shoehorning our informants' answers into dose-ended boxes, neither are we 

truly treating them as the final experts on the topic. That is, we are not asking 

them for their own analysis of the policy process. In particular, notice that we 

never ask ''why?" Even though what we wanted to know was why some groups 

succeeded and some groups did not, we never specifically asked our informants 

to analyze why this occurred. This is not an accident. The questions we asked 

sought to have the informants describe the facts surrounding what happened, 

allowing the researchers to do the analysis of why. Certainly all our informants 

had their own interpretation of the events ·at hand, and we learned a great deal 

from those interpretations that fed directly into our discussion of the cases. In 

the end, however, we believed that people involved in a particular case may under

stand that case very well, but may not be best placed to generalize about the fac

tors that affect policymaking more broadly. The influences in one particular case 

may be different from those in other cases. In addition, asking informants. to 

provide their own theories for why things happened as they did dsked colormg 

their subsequent factual responses. Informants might unconsciously begm to 

edit and select their answers to ·better fit the theory they were propounding. 

Therefore, our questions did not ask for theories of ·policy change, but rather 

focused in on our interviewees' experiences and interpretations of the events 

that they had witnessed. 
Our approach is particularly appropriate when a large number of interviews 

are being used and the plan is to code the responses for hypothesis testing. On 

the other hand, if only a few interviews are being conducted, it may sometimes 

make sense to treat the respondent as a true expert and ask for his or her analysis. 

«Why" questions become an appropriate way of helping to understand a situa

tion, using the insight of the informant as part of the political analysis of the 

project. Whether the interview subject is asked to analyze the situation ~r ':hether 

the interview questions are restricted to the.straightforward and descnptlve, the 

interviewers should avoid letting informants know what they think or what the 

research hypotheses are. The rule: avoid putting words in informants' mou~s. 
Sometimes researchers may be asked what they think, or even what the working 
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hypotheses are (remember, these are elite informants, and many are highly edu

cated). When we were asked questions along these lines we simply explained that 

we ~auld not talk about such things, because we did not want to risk influencing 

thetr answers; we also said that we would be happy to talk about it after the inter
view was over. 

All but two of us tape-recorded our interviews in most circumstances. Of 
course, we asked permission (at the start of the interview, right after the small 

talk), and most of our informants did not mind being recorded. They tended 

to forget that the machine was even ·on. For those interviews that were not re

cord.ed, the interviewer took detailed notes and then typed up those notes im
m_edtately after the interview. The timing is critical. Memories decay rapidly, and 

~JOtted note that makes sense fifteen minutes after the interview becomes cryp

llc after a day and illegible after a week. Even for those of us who recorded our 

interviews, we found that transcribing the interview immediately afterward was 

~uch easie~ than waiting until later. Recordings are not always of perfect qual

Ity, and while a muffled response might be intelligible when the interview is 

fresh in the researcher's mind, a few weeks later that answer may be impossible 
to decipher. 

Interview time is precious-both to the researcher who has worked so hard 

to get_access to the subject and to the subject who is volunteering his or hervalu

~ble tune.' It there~ore is_ important not to waste time in an interview collecting 
mformatwn that IS available elsewhere. As a result, in our interviews we did 

not ask ~ny questions about the amount the organization spent on lobbying, the 

amount It ~pent on campaign donations, how many news stories were published 
about the Issue, or basic background about the organization itself that was al

ready posted on the organization's website. These were all types of information 

that we collected later, after the interview was over. A related point is the impor

tanc~ ~f doing one's homework about the group and about existing sources of 
pubhc mformation before the interview, so that one knows what he or she needs 
to ask and what information is available elsewhere. 

Coding for Hypothesis Testing 
Although we used stories and colorful quotes from our interviews throughout 

our book, the primary use we made of our interviews was to transform them 

into quantitative data. Because we had so many interviews, so many variables, 

and so many student coders, it was even more important than it would usually 

be to have a clear system for recording notes from the interviews. The methods 

we used also would be helpful for a single researcher who was doing all of the 
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coding him or herself. Memories are not reliable, and it greatly speeds the coding 

process to have all the information in standardized places. 
We used a template we called an ('Advocate Summary" to organize what we 

had learned in the interviews (see the book's appendix). These advocate sum

maries organized interview transcripts or interview notes into a series of topics 

on which our students would be coding who was involved, what arguments were 

used, what tactics were used, and so on. The interviewer took the interview tran

script or interview notes and divided them up under the proper headings. Every

thing from the interview that related to tactics would be put under the "tactics" 

heading, regardless of where that information came up chronologically in the 

interview. When the student who was coding «tactics" accessed that advocate 

summary, he or she could skip right to that section and avoid rereading the entire 

summary (summaries often ran to a dozen or more single-spaced pages). 

Coding dose-ended variables from open-ended questions is not always easy 

(see Aberbach, Chesney, and Rockman 1975 for a discussion). Coders need to 

be well trained, relatively knowledgeable about the subject matter, and super

vised frequently. For example, in an early check of the coding of the lobbying 

tactics data being done by an undergraduate, it was discovered that the coder 

did not understand that a reference by a lobbyist about "making visits on the 

Hill" referred to direct lobbying of members of Congress and their staffs, and 

so had not checked the "direct lobbying" box on the coding form. We had to 

start over with the tactics coding (fortunately only a few hours of coding time 

was lost-this is why constant checks are important!); the next time, we made 

sure that the coder was a graduate student who had experience working in 

Washington. 

The coding task is, in essence, a form of content analysis and should be 

treated as such. The interview transcripts or transcribed interview notes are 

being treated as texts to analyze. Because interview questions were not always 

asked the same way or in the same order and because responses were open

ended, using this information to answer quantitatively coded questions involved 

interpretation by the coder. Clear coding rules, researcher oversight of coders, 

and tests for inter-coder reliability therefore become critically important 

(Krippendorf 2003; Neuendorf 2001 ). 

All of the inter-coder reliability tests in the world, however, cannot erase the 

fact that the interviewing process as a whole is fraught with subjectivity because 

the human experience itself is so. Even if the coding process is completely repli

cable the interviews themselves cannot be. Not only will there be differences in 

inter~iewing styles across interviewers, b~t there will be such differences for 

a single interviewer. We learn about ourselves as interviewers as we go along. 

Consciously or not, we evaluate how good a job we did after we completed an 
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interview; we may alter our manner or expressions in future interviews in an 
attempt to do better. 

Likewise, coding responses into yes/no or ordered categories may seem overly 

positivistic to some, given the subjective nature of politics. And yet, in many 

cases this was not a problem at all. An interest group either did or did not con

tact an agency about its issue. A press release either was or was not written. In 

other aspects of our project, there were more potential gray areas: might we have 

gotten a somewhat different list of ~'major actors" on the issue had we inter

viewed a different lobbyist? Might the list of arguments we recorded have been 

expanded if additional lobbyists had been interviewed? We worked hard to try 

to shed light into these gray areas, conducting additional interviews and making 

use of secondary source materials. For most of our issues, there was substantial 

agreement across the interviews as to which actors were central and which argu

ments were being used by lobbyists and policymakers to support or undermine 

the issue. Occasionally, however, very different points of view arose in the inter

views, and so we did more interviews on that issue to make sure that we were 

not missing anything. For most of our issues, we conducted three interviews: 

one with an actor in favor of the issue,- one with an actor on the opposite side, 

and one congressional or agency staffer centrally involved in the issue, usually as 

the source of the legislation or rule. But for those issues where conflicting ver

sions of the issue, actors, and arguments arose, we conducted as many as fifteen 

interviews on the topic. In the end, we adopted a pluralist view of political real

ity: if one of our informants said the actor or argument was important, we in

cluded it in our analyses. Informants might have very different views about what 

an issue is "about" or why things turned out as they did. We did our best to 

acknowledge the potential truth in each version, at the same time noting the 

commonalities and coding what it was possible to code systematically. 

Coding from interview transcripts is potentially problematic if the interview 

subjects have been promised confidentiality. Most of our student research assis

tants worked on collecting and coding data from publicly available sources. The 

select few who read our interview transcripts were given clear instructions about 

the need to keep the contents of the interviews confidential, and all went through 

human subjects training as well. Questions about confidentiality are important 
to consider when the project is being designed. 

Comments that are attributed may be more believable to readers and may 

better document a moment in political history, because we know which impor

tant figure said what. In his book House and Senate, political scientist Ross Baker 

identifies by name most of the senators, representatives, and media representa

tives he interviewed. Only a few of his interviewees asked not to be identified 

(Baker 1995). Likewise, for American Business and Public Policy, Mark Smith 
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attributed information he obtained in interviews with U.S. Chamber of Com

merce officials to those officials by name (Smith 2000). While naming tbe offi

cials adds authority to their comments, it also may limit the officials' willingness 

to be frank. Baker, for example, kept several of his interviewees confidential be

cause of the sensitive nature of their comments (1995, 10, 19). We chose to assure 

all our interviewees that their responses would be treated confidentially and that 

our data would be reported in such a way that the interviewees could not be iden

tified. Unfortunately, this has meant that even some of our quantitatively coded 

data cannot be released to other scholars, because individual interest groups 

could be identified through process of elimination and through hints dropped by 

the categorical responses. Our efforts to encourage frankness thus come at a cost 

for future researchers. 

Elite interviews can be used for many purposes. They can be used to analyze the 

behavior of the elites themselves or to learn about a political process in which 

the elites have expertise. They can be used to gain ethnographic insight into the 

worldviews of elites or used as sources of quantifiable data for hypothesis testing. 

There are trade-offs in each choice. None is intrinsically better than the others, 

but the research design chosen should be appropriate to the questions the re

searcher hopes to answer. More interviews may lead to more data, but they may 

also mean that each interview has less detail. In-depth interviews may provide 

great insight, but those insights may not extend beyond the individuals who were 

interviewed. It is difficult to know whether insights from a handful of interviews 

represent the typical or the unusual and whether the patterns seen in those inter

views would hold true for other individuals or other policy cases. 
Our project worked to blend some of the benefits of in-depth interviewing 

with the benefits from quantitative analyses of data from many policy cases. Our 

interviews gave us first-person stories, impressions, and insights, but our probes 

and outline of what we wanted to learn from our experts also provided us infor

mation that could be quantified and compared across ninety-eight issues and 

hundreds of policy advocates. In the process, we heard an insider's perspective 

on the policy process 315 times. Many of the commonalities in these interviews 

were things that were volunteered by the informants, not specifically asked by 

us. For instance, we heard lobbyists and congressional staffers talking about each 

other as collaborators rather than adversaries to be convinced. We noticed how 

issues that were early in the political process tended to be about many different 

things and related to many different dime~sions, while those toward the end of 

the process had been reduced down to "yes" or "no." Our research design and 

our interviews led us to study issues that we would not otherwise have known 
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about-issues that are more representative of day-to-day interest group politics 
in Washington than the front-page issues political scientists often study. We would 

not have known, for instance, that clinical social workers were lobbying to be 

excluded from bundled Medicare payments to skilled nursing facilities, and we 
likely would not have chosen to consider the issue of who can be counted as a 

member of a credit union. And yet both these issues attracted a vast amount of 

interest group and policymaker time and had the potential to affect how millions 
of Americans experience nursing home care and qualify for credit union benefits. 

While the number of interviews we conducted is too large for most research 
projects to undertake, the general approach of the project could be adopted on a 

somewhat smaller scale by any researcher. One of our graduate students from 
the project took the twenty cases on which she did interviews for us, combined 

them with interviews on twenty cases in Brussels, and wrote a dissertation and 
subsequent book on lobbying in the European Union (C. Mahoney 2008). Sev

eral additional replications of our project are under way in Europe and South 

Korea. Although interviewing is time consuming, it is possible (although ex
hausting!) to conduct two or three interviews in a day.5 If the interviewer tran

scribes the interview him or herself, that means that-on average--each inter
view takes up a full day of the researcher's time. Still, that means that a summer 

or a semester is enough time to do enough interviews to make a research project. 
There is no adequate substitute for fieldwork. Being in the place and talking 

to the people involved are critical in a project such as ours. The interviews we 
conducted led us to policy issues that we would not have known existed had 

we relied solely on published information. The interviews also provided insight 
into the decision-making process that is not part of the written public record. 

Not only were many of our issues too obscure to be researched from secondary 

sources alone, but also some aspects of even the most prominent issues-for 
example, who contacted whom, who was working with whom, how much time 

and effort was spent on lobbying-are not recorded in any public database or set 
of documents. Although news coverage of our top several issues-such as health 

care reform, and trade relations with China-did include some information 
about what was happening behind the scenes, that was not true for more than 90 

percent of our issues. Even when published information was available, interview 
subjects often pointed us to resources we probably would not have otherwise 

found. We suspect that for many of the unanswered questions in politics, this is 
the case. If the information were easy to get, it would already have been analyzed 

and published. The good news, of course, is that interesting findings await the 
researcher willing to put the time in to find them. 

12 

USING INTERVIEWS TO UNDERSTAND 
RACIAL GROUP IDENTITY AND 
POLITICAL BEHAVIOR 

Reuel R. Rogers 

Mixed- or multiple-me~hod research is all the rage in contemporary political 
science. Researchers are moving beyond the long-standing tendency to rely 

exclusively on quantitative research tools, such as Iarge-n surveys or experi~e~ts, 
and combining them with qualitative approaches. Still-sovereign q~anttt~ttve 
empirical strategies often share methodological space with in-depth mtervtews, 

focus groups, oral histories, and archival investigations. This mixed-me~od _a~
proach allows researchers to satisfy the demands for statisti~al ~enerahzabt~I~ 
and reliability that rule political science inquiry, without sacnfic~g the er:nptn
cal richness, nuance, flexibility, and depth associated with qualitative studtes. 

Although this growing trend toward pluralistic methods is a welcome t~rn 

in political science, there are caveats worth noting. Many researche:s employmg 
this multi-method approach still too often relegate qualitative techmques, such as 
intensive interviewing, to a preliminary or supplementary role in their research 

programs. Qualitative investigation may be limited to an explorator~ or _specula
tive early step in a linear progression to more generalizable quantitative tech

niques. For example, political scientists who study public opinion often convene 

focus groups only as a means of testing questions that will appear ~n surveys. 
Likewise, researchers sometimes use qualitative approaches to provtde supple

mentary snapshots of patterns revealed by the hard numbers. 
In either case, qualitative methods are :r:tot nearly as integral to such re~ear~h 

agendas as they could be. To the extent that interviews and other qualitative 

methods serve only to add empirical illustrations or context, researchers short

change or fail to exploit fully their analytic value for addressing certain kinds of 

225 
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research questions and challenges. There are times in the development of an in

dividual research project or even in the progression of an entire body of research 

when qualitative methods, such as interviewing and participant observation, 
should occupy a central place in our constellation of research techniques. 

This chapter considers how intensive interviewing might serve such a role in 

the ongoing research on the political behavior of racial minorities in the United 
States. Contemporary research on race and ethnicity in American politics in

creasingly has had to take into account new, unfolding demographic realities. It is 

by now de rigueur to note that the immigration trends of the last half century 

have precipitated a sea change in the racial and ethnic composition of the Ameri

can population. Recent newcomers to this country hail predominantly from Asia, 

Latin America, and the Caribbean. Together, they have expanded and diversified 

the ranks of the nation's minority population. Flat-footed minority categories, 
such as ((black," "Latino," and "Asian," all have been stretched to encompass an 

increasingly diverse array of nonwhite, foreign-born groups. Changes in native

born minority populations also have added to the complexity of these categories. 

Consider for instance the economic, generational, and regional divisions that 

have surfaced among African Americans since the civil rights movement. 

These new demographic realities raise questions about the explanatory power 

of key concepts, measures, and even theoretical frameworks that long have been 

used by researchers to understand minority political behavior. Although demo

graphic transformations in minority populations have occurred at a furious 

pace, the approaches to studying them have been somewhat plodding or down

right inertial. This problem is especially noticeable in the literature on the 

relationship between minority group identity and political behavior. Political 

scientists have relied for decades on a stock set of concepts and measures to 

describe and explain the causal link between racial group identity and various 

forms of political engagement, from voting to protesting. These concepts and 

the items used to operationalize them provided a great deal of analytic leverage 

for understanding the dynamics of minority political behavior, particularly 

among African Americans, in the first few decades after the civil rights move

ment. But ~t is unclear whether they remain as valid or meaningful today, now 

that sweepmg changes have unfolded within the nation's minority populations, 

or whether they need to be reconsidered and reformulated, given these new 
demographic realities. 

It is precisely at a juncture like this one that interviews can play an especially 

~elpful role. Interviews are. an indispensable source of data on minority popula

tions, especially in light of the fact-that these groups are still quite underrepre

sented in national surveys. But the value of interviews goes well beyond filling this 

persistent respondent gap. Interviews are particularly well suited for resolving 
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questions about whether prevailing concepts and measures can be extended to 

emergent and changing minority populations or whether new formulations are in 

order. I begin with a discussion of the problems inherent in the existing concep

tualizations of group identity and the corresponding measures in the literature 

on race and ethnicity in American politics. I then consider how interviews can be 

used to address these problems by offering opportunities to delineate, validate, 

and update concepts such as group identity, and the items associated with them. 

Finally, I provide a glimpse of how interviews might be used in this fashion with 

examples from my previous research on Afro-Caribbean immigrants. 

The Politics of Group Identity 
Scores of recent studies have considered whether the racial and ethnic labels 

typically ascribed to minority populations are meaningful political identities 

for nonwhite foreign-born newcomers to the United States. The key question is 

whether Asians, Latinos, and other nonwhite immigrants self-consciously iden

tify as part of a recognized minority group and make political calculations on 

the basis of such identification. The prevailing assumption is that individuals 

who share an ascribed minority category, such as African American or Latino, 

are likely to feel solidarity with that in-group. Those bonds of solidarity, in turn, 

lead them to share common interests and to take political action in concert in 

pursuit of those interests (Lee 2007). 

Of course, this assumption derives largely from the case of African Ameri

cans. A long line of research has shown that racial group membership has deep 

political significance among native-born blacks. Even as serious divisions have 

emerged in the African American population in recent decades, African Ameri

cans have continued to share common ground in their struggles with racial dis

crimination, to identify with each other on the basis of these experiences, and to 

rely on their shared group identity to make political decisions. In short, racial 

group identity has remained a powerful political heuristic for African Americans 

(Dawson 1994a, 2011). 

Two concepts have occupied a central place in analyses of the political signifi

cance of African American racial group identity: group identification and group 

consciousness. Social psychologists were the first to establish and elaborate the 

distinctions between these two concepts (e.g., Miller eta!. 1981; Tajfel 1981). 

Group identification is the simpler construct and only a first step toward the 

more complex group consciousness. It is an .iwareness of one's membership in a 

group and a psychological attachment to that group. Survey researchers often 

use a measure tapping '(linked fate" to gauge racial group identification among 

r 
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African Americans. The item typically asks whether a black respondent feels that 

what happens to her is determined by what happens to blacks as a group. 

Group consciousness combines basic group identification with an ideology 

about the group's position in society and what should be done to improve it. Al

though both group identification and group consciousness can influence politi

cal behavior, group consciousness has more prescriptive implications. Among 

African Americans, group consciousness has been associated with dissatisfaction 

with the group's share of resources relative to whites, support for situational or 

systemic explanations for black inequality, government solutions to redress racial 

disparities, and mobilization by the group to correct these inequalities. Survey 

researchers rely on a set of items that ask about these specific beliefs and orienta

tions to gauge group consciousness. They also often include items about the rel

~vance of the civil rights movement and affinity for other disadvantaged minor
Itygroups. 

Linked fate and group consciousness are now standard variables for under

standing the political attitudes and behavior of African Americans. In fact, re

searchers have concluded that these group-based identities account for many of 

~e dis~ctive patterns in African American politics, such as the high levels of 

Ideological and partisan uniformity within the population (e.g., Dawson 1994a; 

Gay 2004; Hajnal and Lee 2011; Tate 1993). The general consensus is that these 

identities, while they may have weakened in recent decades, remain salient for 

Mrican Americans because so many of these individuals continue to encounter 
prejudice and discriminatory barriers in their everyday lives. 

. Most studies exploring group identity and its political effects in immigrant 

mmonty populations rely on these same concepts that have had so much trac

tion in the research on African American politics, specifically linked fate and 

racial group consciousness (e.g., Jones-Correa and Leall996; Junn and Masuoka 

2008; Leighley and Vedlitz 1999; Lien 1994; Lien, Conway, and Wong 2004; 

Marschall2001). Researchers also typically operationalize these constructs in 

roughly the same fashion as they have been measured in studies of Mrican 

Americans. To the extent that heavily foreign-born populations, such as Asians 

and Latinos, are also racial minorities and subject to discrimination, it is not 

surprising that researchers studying these groups take their conceptual and ana

lytic cues from the scholarship on African Americans. Yet it is not clear that the 

concepts for studying group identity apply equally as well to the political behav
ior of these other minority groups as they do to Mrican Americans. 

Several researchers have cautioned, in fact, against "the presumption of func

tional isomorphism" or commensurability between African Americans and other 

minority populations (Chong andll.ogers 2005; Lee 2007). The boundaries and 

composition of many of these immigrant minority groups are still quite unsettled. 
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Millions of newcomers from countries throughout Asia, Latin America, Africa, 

and the Caribbean enter the United States each year. New arrivals, long-settled 

immigrants, and groups from a diverse mix of countries are lumped together 

under broad minority labels, making it difficult to delineate exactly who falls 

within the ambit of these groups. There is little basis for predicting that the 

diverse array of populations subsumed under these labels will cohere easily or 

inevitably into self-conscious political constituencies with common interests as 

African Americans have. The divisions of nationality, language, and religion 

within these broad racial or pan-ethnic population groupings are many, the 

bases for racial group solidarity within these populations are difficult to demar

cate, and the shared experiences that might make for such solidarity are still tak

ing shape or coming into focus (Lee 2007, 439). 
Even if feelings of group solidarity emerge among these immigrant popula

tions, the process may differ significantly from the case of African Americans. The 

challenges that they migbt face and the concerns that might unite them may be 

quite distinct from those that have been salient for native-born bla~. Even among 

African Americans, racial group solidarity and the political effects It tends to pro

duce can no longer be taken for granted, in light of the class, generational, and 

other cleavages that have emerged in the population since the civil rights move

ment. The assumption that African Americans continue to share a common set of 

racial experiences, which forms the basis for their feelings of group solidarity and 

influences their political choices, has become less tenable in recent decades. 

All these caveats raise questions as to whether the concepts and measures de

veloped decades ago to understand the political significance of group identity in 

minority populations are still valid. Most of the survey research using these ~on
cepts to explore the link between identity and political behavior among foreign

born minorities has turned up mixed or null results (e.g., Jones-Correa and Leal 

1996; Leighley and Vedlitz 1999; Lien 1994; Marschall 2001). On the one hand, 

these findings might suggest that group identity has little influence on the p~
litical behavior of these populations. On the other hand, they might be an mdi

cation that the concepts and measures that researchers employ to study group 

identity are of limited analytic value when applied to these immigrant minority 

groups. 

The Role of Interviews in Understanding 
Group Identity and Political Behavior 
In light of these conceptual uncertainties, in-depth interviews are a much m~re 
effective methodological tool than large surveys for analyzing the connectton 
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between racial or ethnic identity and politt'cal b h . 
c . e avwr among emer · 
lOTetgn-born minorities and African Am · Th gmg 

f. . encans. e methodological advan-
ta~es o mtervtews have been laid out quite ably elsewhere in this volume and in 

h
ot er.works (e.g., Rubm and Rubin 2005). But it is worth considering why and 
ow mterv:tews mtght be arti ul 1 II . 

p c ar y we SUited for reconsidering establish d 
concepts and definin e 

g new ones-a step that seems to be warranted in the o . 
research on group identity d . . . . ngomg 
I d. an nunonty pohucal behavior. Determining whether 

h
ong-stan mg c~ncepts such as linked racial fate and group consciousness still 
ave currency Wlth Afri Am · 

b 
. . can encans, or whether they are meaningful to fo . 

om Astans, Latinos or Afr c 'bb . retgn
. . . ' o- an eans, reqmres careful, expansive investi a-

non of the subJective understandings of individual . th g 
kind of fl 'bl . . s m ese groups. The same 

eXI e probmg IS also necessary for determining whether alt . 

c:~~i:;'~~~!za~ons. m~ght capture m~re accurately new or emerging f;;:sti:; 
p . nttty. wtthm these populatwns. In short, validating or reformul tin 
concepts-especially with d . a g 
c th kind f new or rarnattcally transformed populations-calls 
' 0 r e o open-ended q · d · d 
that interviews allow. uerymg an m- epth engagement with respondents 

Using Interviews to Update and Validate 
Group Concepts 

Social scientists have outlined criteria for formulating and valid ti 
(Gerring 1999; Lazarsfeld 1966). Depth and differentiatio a ng concepts 
Important criteria D th fi n are among the most 
cally asso . t d ·fu ep re ers to the range of properties or characteristics typi-
f tt 'b Cia he WI a concept (Gerring 1999). Concepts defined by a wide class 

o a n utes ave more depth and th 'd 
ful th . . us are canst ered more analytically power-

than ~as~ assooated With a narrower class of characteristics. Differentiation 
~dn e ot er ~d, refers to how well a concept can be distinguished from simil ' 
I eas. As Gernng puts it • d"cc . ar . , a concepts Iuerentiation derives from "th I . 
Its bord · th · fi ld e c artty of 

ers WI m a e of similar terms" (1999, 376). Plumbin the de th 

conc~pt or d_etermin~~g how well it can be differentiated from ~thers r~ u~: 
the kind of nch empmca] evidence about individuals' thi ki th . q . 
typically generate. n ng at mtervtews 

Consider the attitudes associated with group . 
b tt f . consciOusness. The standard 

a ery o Items used to measure the concept among Afri Am . . 
the following probes: I can encans mcludes 

Do you think what happ all 
h . ens gener y to black people in this country will 

ave somethmg to do with what happens in your life? 

Do you think blacks have achieved racial equality? 
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There is still so much discrimination that special programs to help blacks 

and other minorities are needed. Agree or disagree? 

Latinos, Asian Americans, and other disadvantaged groups are potentially 

good allies for blacks. Agree or disagree? 

These items are worded to tap the politically animating dimensions of group 

consciousness: feelings of racial solidarity, dissatisfaction with the group's status, 

and commitment to collective strategies for improving it. Although such atti

tudes may have been the most salient properties of group consciousness among 

African Americans in the first few decades after the civil rights movement, it is 

certainly plausible that a whole new set of attitudes are now associated with any 

form of group consciousness circulating within the population. For instance, 

some recent -studies suggest that African Americans are beginning to turn to 

neoliberal, market -based policies and group uplift strategies to combat racial 

inequality (Cohen 2010; Dawson 20ll). These ideas contrast sharply with the 

government -centered solutions that have long been associated with African 

American racial group consciousness. In short, the properties of the concept 

may have changed over time. Yet surveys that rely on the same standard set of 

items cannot account for such changes. 

In-depth interviews, on the other hand, are an effective research technique 

for assaying the depth of the concept or taking stock of its properties in its 

contemporary form. A series of open-ended interviews with minority respon

dents would be a useful starting point. In fact, some of the early evidence for 

the neoliberal turn in black politics comes from interviews (e.g., Cohen 2010). 

But the strategy needs to be purposive and systematic. Minorities who rate high 

on political engagement and awareness would be ideal respondents for this kind 

of exploratory inquiry, as they are more likely than others to have had expo

sure to the prevailing political ideas, messages, and frames associated with the 

concept. Not only would the right people need to be targeted, but they would 

have to be interviewed in the right places as well. The interviews would have to 

be conducted in locations with a politically active critical mass of the target 

population. 

The main of objective of these open-ended interviews would be to prompt 

respondents to conjure the full range of political ideas or attitudes that they 

associate with racial group solidarity. With this carefully chosen sample, a re

searcher then could begin to generate a list of the most salient properties of the 

concept that seem to recur across interviews. Such a list compiled across anum

ber of interviews could furnish enough detailed empirical evidence to lay the 

foundation for reformulating a concept such as group consciousness. The most 

salient properties of the updated concept could be translated into discrete items, 
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which then could be tested in a conventional survey with a much larger sample 
of respondents. 

Using Interviews to Study Ongoing Group Processes 
Of course, this research strategy will be effective only if the meanings associated 

with the concept are familiar and settled within the population under study. For 

instance, even if group consciousness is still a relevant concept for understand

ing African Americans' political behavior, the meanings attached to the concept 

in more recent times may not be embedded firmly in African American popular 

opinion. Many of the dominant group beliefS embraced by race-conscious African 

Americans and captured in the items included on national public opinion surveys 

were the result oflong processes of debate and contestation within the population 

(e.g., Dawson 1994a; McAdam 1982; Morris 1984). Indeed, it is only after such 

processes were well under way that these beliefs began to surface in national 

political discourse and show up as items on national surveys during the civil 

rights movement (Lee 2002; Lee and Willcoxon 201!). To the extent that such 

processes are again currently unfolding for African Americans in the post-civil 

rights era, it would be difficult to generate a definitive list of the properties associ

ated with a concept, such as group consciousness, through a series of one-on
one interviews. 

Yet an appropriately structured qualitative research program cuhninating 

with interviews is an effective method for capturing processes that are still un

folding or unsettled. 
2 

In the case of African Americans today, a researcher first 

would need to take stock of ongoing debates about group-centered political 
beliefS and strategies within the population. Such evidence might be gleaoed 

through a number of qualitative methods, such as content analysis of articles in 
the African American press and online discussions in Mrican American web fo

rums. A more common approach in the scholarship on African American poli
tics is to collect such data through focus groups and participant observation in 
civic networks. Recent studies by Cohen (2010) and Harris-Lacewell (2004) rely 

on this strategy; both convene focus groups to map dominant racial beliefs in 
contemporary African American public opinion. 

Researchers should choose participants for such focus groups or select sites 

for participant observation with an eye toward capturing the various points of 

view at stake in any ongoing debates or discussions. Cohen (2010), for instance, 

is careful to strike a gender and sexual-orientation balance in the participants 

recruited for her focus groups with black youth on the topic of sexual attitudes. 

This kind of purposive sampling or Site selection allows a researcher to structure 

the investigation in a way that captures the degree of contestation or disagree-
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ment about the content of group beliefs within the population. Focus groups and 

participant observation might be useful not ouly for cataloging such debates; 

they might also provide a revealing snapshot of how such debates are settled. Both 

approaches allow researchers to peer into how group processes unfold-~ow 
some group-centered ideas gain adherents, achieve dominance, and cohere mto 

a full-fledged group consciousness within a population. . _ 
This kind of exploratory investigation ideally should be followed by mtemews 

with group leaders or elites. The purpose of such interviews would be to danfy, 

delineate, and gauge the political resonaoce of the ideas aod beliefs gen~rated by 

the focus groups, participant observation, or one-on-one discusstons With rank

aod-file members of the population. Armed with the insights yielded by these 

other sources, a researcher could ask group leaders about whether the unc~vered 
group ideas and beliefs are reflected in ongoing policy debates or deployed m po

litical campaigns. These kinds of questions would provide a rough, md~e~ me.a

sure of the extent to which the ideas are circulating in the broader poh~Ica~ dis

course. In short, a series of interviews with elites focused on any e.mergm~ Ideas 

or beliefs would help to establish whether they are verifiable group Ideologies that 

serve as a basis for consciousness-raising within a population. 
This interview-centered research strategy for updating concepts, such as 

group consciousness, is not only useful for studying M~ican Ameri~ans, w~o 
have a long history of debating group ideologies and turnmg to those Ideologies 

to motivate political action. It also could work equally well with heavily foreign

born minority groups, such as Asians and Latinos, many of whom are newer to 

the country and might be unfamiliar with such group-centered, race-based po

litical beliefs. Interviews have particular advantages that also make them an ef

fective method for exploring aod validating these concepts with these popula-

t . The open-ended format used in most interviews gives a researcher lOllS. . 

considerable analytic room to probe respondents' thinking to det_ermine _If c_er-

tain concepts are recognizable to them in a variety of frames or gmses: This ~~d 
of deep probing through intensive interviewing is typically not possible Withm 

the confines of the standard survey format. 
A survey might fail to uncover evid~nce of group consciousness in immigrant 

respondents because of limitations in question wording and the range of probes. 

In contrast, an interviewer may ask a respondent about a concept using a vari~ty 
of probes or may pose multiple iterations of the sam~ question to determme 

if the concept has resonance for respondents. Equally Important, ~e con~e~sa
tional style of an interview allows a researc~er to discuss a conc~pt m ~n Idi~m 
that is familiar or comfortable for the respondent. This dimensiOn of mtens1ve 

interviewing may be especially helpful with foreigo-born minority respondents, 

many of whom are likely unfamiliar with the items survey researchers use to 
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tap concepts such as racial group consciousness. For example, one item used 
to measure group consciousness is a standard question about whether the civil 

rights movement has benefited the respondent. For immigrant subjects who 

may not be as steeped in civil rights history as their native-born counterparts, 
an interviewer could pose the same question but also follow with a series of 

probes focused on the overarching principles and goals of the civil rights move

ment. This kind of deep, tailored probing allows an interviewer to cull more 

reliable evidence about a respondent's group-centered beliefs, especially if her 

VIews are not couched in the language of the dominant frames that show up on 
surveys. 

What it means to be a member of a racially or ethnically defined group in the 

United States. is itself an unsettled question for many foreign-born minorities. 
Asians, Afro-Caribbeans, and Latinos are all potential emerging political con

stituencies whose boundaries and intragroup bonds are still developing. Inter
views can capture and document these intragroup processes as they unfold. 
During interviews, a researcher can induce respondents to clarify these political 

processes and outline the contours of the group-centered ideas that these pro
cesses generate. Interview respondents can give their own accounts of how they 

view themselves in relation to other group members and how they perceive the 

boundaries of the groups to which they belong. Such subjective accounts may 

bring new ideas and concepts to the attention of a researcher. Interviews there

fore provide opportunities for discovering data that may lead to new or updated 
frameworks for understanding concepts, such as group consciousness, that re
volve around how minorities define themselves and view the political world. 

Likewise, interviews with heavily immigrant minority respondents might un
cover evidence of new forms of group identity not captured by existing survey 
items. In such cases, researchers could turn to the strategy outlined earlier for 
cataloging and exploring emergent group-centered beliefs aroong African Amer

icans. They should include questions about these new forms of group identity in 
interviews with both non-elite and elite respondents, to account for the dynamic 

top-down, bottom-up processes that generate group-centered ideologies. In ad
dition to combining elite and non-elite interviews, researchers also should em
ploy purposive sampling to generate a pool of interview subjects that reflects 
sufficient variation on theoretically relevant variables (also see Lynch, this vol

ume). For example, interviews with Latinos or Asians should sample respon
dents along lines of nationality, region, or other variables that are theoretically 

relevant to the formation of group-centered beliefs. Relying on purposive sam
pling for such interviews enables rese-archers to draw stronger inferences about 
the depth, reach, and validity of emergent forms of group identity or group
based beliefS. 
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Using Interviews along with Surveys 
Not only can intervif:ws be used to explore and identify new or burgeoning forms 

of group identity and race consciousness in minority populations, but they also 
can be helpful in designing the items used to gauge these identities on surveys. 

Interviews can therefore serve as the first phase of a research program to catalog 

new forms of group identity and translate them into discrete items that can be 
incorporated into surveys. The flexible format of interviews gives researchers 

room to experiment with the question wording for different probes and to deter

mine which formulations have the most transparency and resonance with re
spondents. These kinds of practical insights gleaned from interviews can guide 

researchers as they design and update surveys targeting minority populations. 
Interviews also need not be relegated to the preliminary phase of such a re

search program, or serve only as a precursor to surveys. They can be employed 

quite productively as a follow-up to surveys that include panels of identifiable 

respondents. This strategy may be especially helpful when certain survey items, 

such as those addressing group consciousness or identification, generate nonre
sponses or yield confusing, impenetrable results. For example, if there are prob

lems with existing survey items, then follow-up, intensive interviews with re
spondents can shed light on where the issues lie-whether it is a matter of question 

wording, question clarity, or a more substantive conceptual problem. 

Finally, interviews also can be used to develop deeper or fuller explanations for 

statistical patterns or theoretical anomalies that appear in analyses of survey data. 

For example, survey results might indicate that some groups in a sample express 
higher levels of racial group consciousness than others. A researcher may formulate 

hypotheses that could account for .this pattern but be unable to test them statisti

cally, given the limitations of the survey data. Interviews with respondents from 

the same survey could serve as an alternative method for exploring these hypothe
ses, generating others, or fleshing out partial explanations deduced from the data 

analysis. Although interviews can aid in designing surveys and generating explana
tions for their results, perhaps their greatest utility lies in the data they can furnish 

for reconsidering and revising concepts, such as group consciousness, especially 

with minority populations that remain underrepresented on national surveys. 

Afro-Caribbeans and Racial 
Group Consciousness 
A study of Afro-Caribbean immigrants that I conducted several years ago provides 

some concrete examples of how interviews can be used to reconsider prevailing 
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conceptualizations of racial group consciousness and uncover new or emergent 

forms of group identity in a foreign-born population (Rogers 2006). A;; blacks in 

the United States have become more socially diverse, political scientists have 

explored whether the emerging demographic divisions correspond to varying 

levels of racial group consciousness. Numerous studies, for instance, have con

sidered whether middle-income blacks are more or less race conscious than their 

low-income counterparts (Dawson 1994b; Gay 2004; Tate 1993). Following this 

line of inquiry, one of the principal empirical aims of this study was to deter

mine whether Caribbean-born blacks exhibit the same kind of racial group con

sciousness that researchers have found among their African American counter
parts. 

I conducted interviews with a non-random sample of fifty-nine English

speaking first-generation Afro-Caribbean immigrants in New York City between 

1997 and 1999. New York is home to the largest population of Afro-Caribbean 

immigrants in the United States. There are 1.5 million Mro-Caribbean immi

grants in the United States. Roughly one-third of these immigrants live in New 

York. I also interviewed fifteen Afro-Caribbean political and community politi
calleaders. 

I used an open-ended, structured questionnaire and employed snowball sam

pling to recruit participants. The respondents in the rank-and-file sample in

cluded thirty-five women and twenty-four men. They were predominantly 

middle-class and more politically active than the average immigrant. The major

ity resided in predominantly black neighborhoods in two New York City bor

oughs, Brooklyn and Queens. A handful lived in the Bronx. Most of the heavily 

immigrant neighborhoods where these Mro-Caribbeans reside are of slightly 

higher economic status than surrounding African American areas. Afro

Caribbeans, in fact, tend to outperform their African American counterparts 
on the standard socioeconomic indicators. 

The interviews included a series of questions about racial group conscious

ness. I adapted the main probes about this psychological construct from two 

surveys of African Americans, the 1993 National Black Politics Study and the 

1996 National Black Election Study. I also exploited the open-ended format of 

the interviews to supplement the standard questions with other probes. This ad

ditional tier of questions, several of which I formulated and reformulated while 

in the field, allowed me to depart from the relatively narrow battery of probes 

that has been used to measure group consciousness in survey-based studies. I 

took advantage of the open-ended format of the interviews to experiment with 

alternative formulations of standard-questions and incorporate new ones that 

took the immigrants' distinctive experiences and emergent patterns in the inter
view material into account. 
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The interviews appeared to turn up the same mixed results seen in the survey 

research on racial group consciousness in other foreign-born minority popula

tions (e.g., Leighley and Vedlitz 1999; Lien 1994; Marschall2001; Verba, Schloz

man, and Brady 1995). Most of the respondents did not evince the standard form 

of group consciousness that existing surveys have documented among African 

Americans. But the interviews uncovered evidence of what may well be a less fa

miliar, latent form of race consciousness in this black immigrant population. By 

taking advantage of the latitude thatthe interviews provided for follow-up probes 

and ad hoc questions based on emerging patterns in the data, I was able to move 

beyond conventional measures and identify the outlines of this alternative form 

of racial group consciousness. Although it does not fit the prevailing conceptual

ization of the construct in political science, it appears to carry similar significance. 

Methodological and Analytical Challenges 
Several expectations and concerns informed how I approached and structured 

the questions about racial group consciousness. First, I was mindful of the pos

sibility that the questions about the concept-particularly those based on con

ventional survey items-might fail to generate meaningful results. A handful 

of previous studies by other researchers had shown that Afro-Caribbean immi

grants tend to downplay their racial identity and emphasize their ethnic roots 

instead (Kasinitz 1992; Vickerman 1999; Waters 2001). Although none of these 

earlier studies examined racial group consciousness per se, it was reasonable to 

infer from their findings that Afro-Carib beans might not subscribe to the racial 

beliefs and ideas associated with group consciousness. 
Other factors also suggested that race-conscious beliefs might be sparse among 

these foreign-born blacks. As immigrants from predominantly black countries, 

Mro-Caribbeans are less steeped in a history of black-white racial conflict than 

their African American counterparts. Moreover, many of them migrated to the 

United States during the post-civil rights era, when the consciousness-raising 

events of the 1950s and 1960s had become objects of historical memory, and the 

most flagrant forms of antiblack discrimination had been eliminated. In this light, 

finding low levels of racial group consciousness among the Afro-Caribbean im

migrants in the study would not be entirely surprising. 
My second concern was that the immigrants might express their race con

sciousness in a new or unfamiliar form-one that might not be readily elicited 

with questions based on the usual survey items. Lurking behind nonresponses or 

low ratings on the standard questions might be other, uncharted racial beliefs. 

The challenge, then, was to craft a set of questions expansive enough to account 

for the possibility that racial consciousness might take an alternative form among 
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the respondents. Any new questions I devised would have to be informed by the 

foundational properties of the concept -even if I were unsure about the particu

Jar details of how it might manifest in this foreign-born population. 

My final concern was how to verify that any new or alternative form of racial 

group consciousness uncovered by the interviews was meaningful in the wider 

Afro-Caribbean population. The challenge obviously was compounded by fact 

that the study was based on a small, non-random sample of respondents. Although 

interviews are extremely useful for exploring the subjective perspectives of re

spondents, their narrow sampling frame can make it difficult to test just how valid 

or generalizable the interview-based findings are in the wider targei population. 

To compensate for these methodological limitations, I focused on confirming the 

internal, rather than the external, validity of any new findings. The strategy en· 

tailed looking for evidence among the respondents of common or shared under

standings of any new racial ideas or beliefs uncovered by the interviews. 

Interviews on Racial Group Consciousness 

With these methodological concerns and analytic goals in mind, I began the in

quiry with the conventional survey questions about linked racial fate and racial 

group consciousness. Of course, I adjusted and tailored some of the questions to 

account for the distinctive experiences of my foreign-born sample of respon

dents. For instance, in addition to the familiar linked fate items, I asked the re

spondents if they felt close to other Afro·Caribbeans and African Americans, and 

if they believed that their life prospects were determined by what happens to 

black immigrants and African Americans specifically. Below are some examples 
of the tailored questions about linked fate: 

Do you feel close to other immigrants from the Caribbean? 
Do you feel dose to African Americans? 

Do you think what happens generally to black people in this country will 
have something to do with what happens to you? 

Do you thiulr what happens to African Americans specifically will have 
something to do with what happens to you? 

Do you think what happens to other immigrants from the Caribbean will 
have something to do with what happens to you? 

My questions about racial group consciousness included the standard probes 

about government solutions to racial inequality, coalition building with other 

disadvantaged minority groups, and the effects of the civil rights movement. But 

I also veered away from those familiar items to unchartered topics that might 
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be associated with racialized thinking or consciousness among immigrants. My 

standard rule for the additional questions was to ask about contemporary po

litical ideas or policies that not only might be salient to the immigrant popula· 

tion, but also were ripe for engaging or priming race consciousnes~. The ques

tions did not focus on explicitly racial topics, but they certainly addressed 

subjects that were open to a race-based interpretation or understanding. For 

instance, I asked a number of questions that tapped policy preferences or atti

tudes typically associated with race-conscious African Americans, such as sup

port for affirmative action and welfare programs. 

I also included questions about racially fraught current events or kitchen 

table topics that were likely to be salient to the respondents at the time of the 

interviews. For example, I asked about community relations with police and 

about a couple of police brutality cases involving Afro-Caribbean victims that 

dominated local news headlines at the time. The cases fueled a great deal of out· 

rage and galvanized demonstrations in black neighborhoods. They were the kind 

of episodes that easily might prime or foster some form of race consciousness 

among Afro-Caribbean immigrants. The rationale for incorporating these addi

tional probes into the interviews was not simply to expand beyond the conven

tional survey items for measuring racial group consciousness, but also to include 

questions that could capture beliefs and orientations that might correlate with 

race consciousness in a black immigrant population. Here is a sample of the 

additional questions: 

Is racial discrimination against blacks a big problem in New York City? 

Have you ever participated in a demonstration or rally to protest against 

racism in New York? 

How are blacks treated by th~ New York City police? 

Is police brutality an important issue for Afro-Caribbean immigrants? 

Many of the questions based on conventional survey items elicited answers 

that indicated low or nonexistent racial group consciousness in the respondents. 

Although there were exceptions, the immigrants simply did not subscribe firmly 

to the political beliefs that traditionally have been associated with racial group 

consciousness among African Americans. Most registered ambivalence about 

these beliefs, and some rejected them outright. Yet, at the same time, there was 

evidence of racial group consciousness in their answers to some of the additional 

probes that I incorporated. Perhaps not surprisingly, the respondents frequently 

registered their most race-conscious responses _to questions about racially charged 

issues that were particularly relevant to the immigrant population. Questions 

focused on police misconduct and inunigration reform repeatedly elicited racially 
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inflected reactions from the respondents. One immigrant was certain that racial 
animus was behind recent episodes of police brutality: 

Quite a few of our own have been brutalized by police .... When the 

police pick on you, he doesn't care if you're from Africa, the Caribbean, 

India, or Harlem .... There are racist cops. I don't care what they say or 
how much they deny it. 

Another put it this way: 

Racism is the biggest problem ... police brutality [specifically] .... 

When you look at the problems, it's the same problem that all minori
ties face. You follow? 

These opinions actually resonate with the orientations typically expressed by 

race-conscious Mrican Americans. The notable difference in the respondents' 

views, however, is their preoccupation with issues and problems that hold more 

salience or relevance for them as immigrants. Still, there is no denying the traces 
of race-conscious thinking reflected in these responses. 

What was more unexpected and harder to interpret was an unfamiliar form 

of race consciousness that surfaced in these interviews. I noticed in the early 

phase of my fieldwork that the respondents expressed their race consciousness in 

a transnational frame, with repeated references to their home counties. When 

discussing how they were faring in the United States or lamenting how racial ob

stacles were complicating their quest for a better quality of life, the immigrants 

often drew comparisons between the United States and their home countries. 

When they expressed their concerns about racism or their fears for teenage sons 

who might encounter renegade police on the streets, they invoked the possibility 

of returning to their home countries in the Caribbean. They discussed the pros

pect of returning home as a kind of exit option in the face of racial barriers in 
this country. Consider one typical example: 

Q: Do you feel affected by the recent cases of police brutality? 

A: It's so bad now even in my neighborhood. My teenage sons are 

always complaining that the police harass them. It's getting so bad that 

I feel like I should just take my family and move home to Trinidad. I 
think about it seriously more and more these days. 

When these attitudes first surfaced in my early interviews, I did not know 

how valid or common they were. No wid I know how to interpretthem or whether 

they cohered into anything like an ideology or worldview that would qualify as a 

form of consciousness. The basic conceptual properties of group consciousness 

are plainly political: an ideology about a group's position in society and a pre-
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scription for what should be done to improve it. The interviews certainly did not 

allow me to verify whether these ideas cohere and circulate as a full-fledged po

litical ideology for responding to racism and group status in the wider immi

grant population. But they did enable me to probe these ideas further by adding 

questions that asked explicitly about the exit option and transnational frame of 

reference in the context of American race relations. I began to ask respondents if 

they had contemplated returning to their home countries and to specify what 

would prompt them to make such a decision. I even reinterviewed some respon

dents to pose these questions. 
This strategy allowed me to ascertain how common these attitudes were among 

the pool of Afro-Caribbean interview subjects. Many of them pointed out that 

racial frustrations, particularly in their quest for socioeconomic mobility and 

security, might motivate them to undertake return migration. The respondents 

also routinely assessed their status in the United Status by drawing comparisons 

with life back home. Whereas African Americans draw comparisons between 

themselves and whites, Mro-Caribbean migrants compare their lives here with 

the ones they left behind. In both cases, the comparisons can lead to dissatisfac

tion with the racial disadvantages that blacks suffer in this country and a sys

temic critique of American inequalities. As these interviews with rank-and-file 

Afro-Caribbeans yielded more and more evidence of this transnational perspec

tive among the respondents, it became clear that this alternative form of race 

consciousness had validity, at least in the interview sample. 
I turned to my interviews with elite Afro-Caribbean respondents, elected of

ficials and organizational leaders, to glean indirect information on how much 

currency this orientation has in the broader population. I asked them whether it 

was apparent in the attitudes and ·opinions of their constituents. Even more im

portantly, I relied on the elite interviews to help me understand the conceptual 

contours of the transnational perspective and the accompanying exit option that 

it appears to provide to Afro-Caribbean immigrants. One Caribbean-born city 

council member explained this outlook in detail: 

I go back to the psychological and emotional ties to the Caribbean. 

People feel that "I have an option . ... If things don't work out here for 

me, I'll work, make some money, and go back home. If I don't get respect, 

or I meet prejudice, I can always pack my bags and go back home, where 

at least people will respect me." 

The interviews with elites thus confirmed that Caribbean~born immigrants 

rely on their transnational ties to make bro.ad judgments about inequalities in 

the United States, and that they turn to the exit option to cope with those in

equalities. These interviews therefore were critical for delineating the distinctions 
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between this unfamiliar form of group identity and the more familiar concept of 
racial group consciousness associated with African Americans. 

It is difficult to classify or even recognize the transnational perspective and exit 

option documented in the interviews as evidence of race consciousness, at least 

according to the long-standing conventions of survey research on minority po

litical behavior. Neither the transnational perspective nor the exit option com

ports with prevailing measures or definitions of race consciousness, particularly 

among African Americans. Yet the interview methods employed in the study 
allowed for an excavation of the political meanings that the immigrants derive 

from this less familiar form of group identity. As it turns out, these political 

meanings appear to be part of a coherent set of racial beliefs that are akin to the 

kind of ideological outlook associated with the concept of group consciousness. 

Bringing Interviews into the Study 
of Racial Group Identity · 

It should come as no surprise that there may be new or unfamiliar, but politi

cally significant, forms of group identity circulating among African Americans 

and other minority groups today. With their growing diversity, African Ameri

cans no doubt have more difficulty setting a coherent agenda on racial issues 

these days than they did in the past {Dawson 1994b, 2011; Reed 1999). Outlooks 

on the status of the group have changed, ideas about how to improve it have gone 

in and out of political fashion, and new ideas about which problems demand 

attention and how to address them are up for debate. In short, there is currently 

far less consensus within the population about which beliefs and positions count 

as politically viable forms of race consciousness. Likewise, the differences in na

tionality, class, and culture that divide foreign-born minority groups, such as 

Latinos and Asians, make it quite likely that various ideas about race, group 

membership, and group status are circulating within these populations. These 

ideas ultimately may lead to the emergence of new forms of race consciousness 
in these groups as well. 

These developments pose new challenges for political scientists who study 

minority group identity. Specifically, researchers need to update and expand how 

we conceptualize and measure racial group consciousness among African Amer

icans and other minorities to account for the increasing diversity wi-thin these 

populations. Current conceptualizations are too heavily influenced by the re

search on African Americans during the early post-<::ivil rights period. The concepts 

and their corresponding measures should be revised to reflect recent changes in 
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racial thinking within the African American population. To be sure, existing items 

for tapping group consciousness on surveys, such as the National Black Politics 

Study, still have considerable empirical value for understanding African Ameri

can political behavior; but revisions are in order. 

These existing items are perhaps even less helpful for developing a full under

standing of the political significance of group identity among the growing num

bers of foreign-born minorities now living in the United States. The probes de

signed to tap racial group consciousness on most existing surveys do not account 

for the distinctive experiences of these immigrant populations. Rather, they are 

based largely on the outlooks and orientations of native-born populations like 
African Americans. Consequently, foreign-born minority groups that have not 

had exposure to the beliefs tapped by the conventional measures are likely to ap

pear less race conscious than their African American counterparts. Yet as the in

terview research on Afro-Caribbeans summarized in this chapter demonstrates, 

there are alternative, latent forms of racial group consciousness circulating in 

immigrant minority populations. Researchers are likely to miss these new or 

emergent forms of racial consciousness, however, if they continue to rely on 

measures that are too narrow, dated, or biased toward those who have had expo

sure to a particular set of beliefs. 

To advance research on group identity, political scientists need to catalog 

less familiar forms of racial consciousness, devise items for survey instruments 

to capture them, and explore whether they have any impact on political behav

ior. Interviews can play a critical role in furthering this agenda. Their flexible, 

open-ended format makes them an ideal research tool for discovering, probing, 

and cataloging new forms of group identity among both Mrican Americans and 

the country's growing foreign-born minority populations. The racialized trans

national consciousness uncovered and documented in my interviews with Afro

Caribbean immigrants is just one example. The deep, detailed questioning that 

interviews facilitate not only enables researchers to identify these unfamiliar or 

burgeoning forms of group identity and race consciousness; it also can help 

scholars to develop a fully informed understanding of the political significance 

of these group identities. With interviews, researchers can pose to respondents 

direct questions about why, how, and when these identities matter politically. 

Even in the case of the more familiar forms of group identity and conscious

ness captured by conventional survey items, interviews can shed light on why 

they may be less meaningful for foreign-born minority groups. Researchers can 

use interviews in conjunction with surveys to generate explanations for opaque 

results. For instance, if there are questions about whether respondents fully un

derstand the items that appear on a survey instrument, researchers can turn to 
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~nte~ews with a panel of respondents to probe the issues more deeply. Finally, 

m~erv~ews can be used to chart the dynamic consciousness-raising processes in 
mmonty populations that ultimately might lead to new or alternative forms of 

group identity. All in all, the distinctive methodological strengths of interviews 

make ~~m a vital to~l for establishing a new conceptual road map for studying 
the pohttcs of group Identity in minority populations. 

Append·rx: Sample Materials for Interview Research 

The contributors to this volume have used interviews in a variety of ways, and 

they have conducted interviews with a wide range of populations. This appendix 

collects some of the materials used by the contributors in their interview studies; 

these range from protocols or instructions to consent forms and questionnaires. 

While we do not expect that these will be useful verbatim, we hope that they will 

help readers to address many of the practical issues involved with interview re

search. These documents are ordered by chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 (SARAH M. BROOKS) 

Consent Template for Behavioral and Social Research 

[Requirements for this template may vary slightly across institutions and IRBs] 

Consent to Participate in Research 

Study Title: 

Researcher: 

Sponsor: 

This is a consent form for research participation. It contains important infor

mation about this study and what to expect if you decide to participate. 

Your participation is voluntary. 

Please consider the information carefully. Feel free to ask questions before mak

ing your decision whether or not to participate. If you decide to participate, you 

will be asked to sign this form and will receive a copy of the form. 

Purpose: 

Procedures/Tasks: 

Duration: 

You may leave the study at auy time. If you decide to stop participating in the 
study, there will be no penalty to you, and you will not lose any benefits to which 

you are otherwise entitled. Your decision will not affect your future relationship 
with [University name]. 

Risks and Benefits: 

Confidentiality: 

Efforts will be made to keep your study-related information confidential. How
ever, there may be circumstances where this information must be released. For 

example, personal information regarding your participation in this study may 

be disclosed if required by state law,_Also, your records may be reviewed by the 
following groups (as applicable to the research): 
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Office for Human Research Protections or other federal, state, or 

international regulatory agencies; 
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[University name] Institutional Review Board or Office of Responsible 
Research Practices; 

The sponsor, if any, or agency (including the Food and Drug 
Administration for FDA-regulated research) supporting the study. 

Incentives: 

Participant Rights: 

You may refuse to participate in this study without penalty or loss of benefits to 

which you are otherwise entitled. If you are a student or employee at [University 

name], your decision will not affect your grades or employment status. 

If you choose to participate in the study, you may discontinue participation at 

any time without penalty or loss of benefits. By signing this form, you do not 

give up any personal legal rights you may have as a participant in this study. 

An Institutional Review Board responsible for human subjects research at 

[University name] reviewed this research project and found it to be acceptable, 

according to applicable state and federal regulations and University policies 

designed to protect the rights and welfare of participants in research. 

Contacts and Questions: 

For questions, concerns, or complaints about the study, you may contact 

For questions about your rights as a participant in this study or to discuss other 

study-related concerns or complaints with someone who is not part of the 

research team, you may contact [Institutional contact name]. 

If you are injured as a result of participating in this study or for questions about 

a study-related injury, you may contact---------------
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Signing the Consent Form: 

I have read (or someone has read to me) this form, and I am aware that I am be

ing asked to participate in a research study. I have had the opportunity to ask 

questions and have had them answered to my satisfaction. I voluntarily agree to 
participate in this study. 

I am not giving up any legal rights by signing this form. I will be given a copy of 
this form. 

Printed name of subject 

Printed name of person authorized to 
consent for subject (when applicable) 

Relationship to the subject 

Investigator I Research Staff 

Signature of subject 

--;::-~::------- AM/PM 
Date and Time 

Signature of person authorized to consent 
for subject (when applicable) 

-;:---;;::--------AM/PM 
Date and Time 

I have explained the research to the participant or his/her representative before 
requesting the signature(s) above. There are no blanks in this document. A copy 

of this form has been given to the participant or his/her representative. 

Printed name of person obtaining consent Signature of person obtaining consent 

-::c---:::-------- AM/PM 
Date and Time 
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CHAPTER 5 (CATHIE JO MARTIN) 

Questionnaire for Semi-structured Interviews, Danish Employers 

Company name: 

Person interviewed: 

Address: 

Telephone number: 

E-mail address: 

Date: 

DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
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Does the firm participate in any programs for protected workers: those with 

reduced working capacities, those on early retirement with reduced working 

capacities, job training for the long-term unemployed, collective bargaining

specified jobs, informal protected jobs, and regular apprenticeships? 

How many are in each group? 
What are the characteristics of the people in each group-skill levels, etc.? 

Were the people hired into these positions already employees of the firm, or were 

they new hires? 

PROCESS QUESTIONS 

Information and Deliberation 

How did the firm find out about these programs? 

Did anyone from the local municipality contact the firm to ask it to participate? 

Did anyone from the local or regional labor offices ask the firm to participate? 

How were the hires made? Was the firm given choices in the hires? 

Were the applicants sent from the municipality/locallabor office, and if so, was 

the firm given choices in personnel/discretion in deciding to make the hire? 

Was there any conflict over whether to participate? 
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If the company has branch offices, was this a top-down or bottom-up decision, 
or both? 

Did different divisions within the firm have different views of these programs? 

Was there a split between the directors and the floor level? 

What is the general structure of decision making in the firm? 

Did any other firms play a major role in bringing the firm to participate? 

What position did the work councils take? How have their concerns been repre
sented? 

Incentives 

What were the firm's motives for participating in the program? 

How important was the availability of subsidies to the firm's decision to hire 
special-needs workers? 

Might the firm have hired ordinary workers in these positions if the subsidies 

were not available, or are these slots that would not otherwise have been filled? 

If the firm has not participated in the programs, why not? What are the biggest 
concerns? 

Has the firm hired workers with reduced working capacities in the past in any 
kind of position? 

Experience 

What has been the firm's experience with these workers? Could you locate your 
experience on a 5-point scale, from very positive to very negative? 

What have been the problems? 

Has the kommune or AF been responsive in dealing with these problems? 
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Do you think that the social and labor market reforms of the nineties are asking 

employers to get involved with public policy in a new way? 

If not, what earlier experiments were similar to the present one, and how did this 

company get involved? 

Workers' Reactions 

What has been the reaction of the other workers? 

Have the unions expressed concerns that normal jobs are being made into spe

cial jobs at subminimum wages? 

Are workers paid according to their output in this company? 

Have workers raised questions about the impact of special workers on general 

productivity? 

INSTITUTIONAL INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 

To which groups and networks does the firm belong? (number of groups) 

1. Peak employer associations 

2. Sector associations 
3. Task forces on ALMP within the peak or sector associations (if these 

exist) 
4. Regional business networks-formal or informal 

5. Local networks with a policy focus-formal or informal 

6. Kommune business advisory groups 

7. Amtskommune business advisory groups (Erhvervsnid) 

8. Members of Arbejdsformidling Radel 

9. Human resource manager groups 
10. Advisory groups to ministries, etc., at national level 

II. Membership in the Lions Club or Rotary Club 

12. Other important groups or clubs 

Which of these groups has been most important in shaping the firm's thinking 

on this subject? 
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What roles do each of these groups play in providing companies with informa
tion about the policies and the politics of active labor market policy? 

Do you get information about best practices through regional business networks? 

Does your firm have a personnel or human resource department? 

How many employees are placed in this department? 

Is there an explicit policy within the personnel department about hiring special
needs persons? 

Who within the firm decides to make these hires? 

To what extent was the CEO involved in the decision, and to what extent was the 
decision made at the personnel level? 

Does the firm use the services of management consultants or any other type of 
consultants? 

How much does the company spend on training its own workers? 

Do you know about the "Det angiir os aile" campaign? 

Do you know about the Udvikling Center? 

ECONOMIC INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 

How large is the firm in terms of total sales? (size in sales) 
Moody's International Manual under «turnover" category 

What is the total number of employees? 

Firm info. plus Moody's 

What is the average job duration or tenure for employees? 
Firm data 

What are the total staff costs? 

Firm info. plus Moody's staff costs 
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What is the firm's average worker wage? (average worker wage) 
Moody's-"staff costs" divided by number of employees 

What are the firm's net profits? (net profits) 
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Moody's-«net income" divided by «turnover" or net income as a per

centage of sales 

What is the average skill level of the firm? (average skill level) 
Get firm data on occupational composition of the workforce. 

Get sector-level data on labor inputs (e.g., production versus non

production workers) provided in special labor market studies on 

occupation and education published by the OECD and International 

Labour Organization Yearbooks. 

How capital-intensive is the firm? (capital intensity) 
Capital-output ratios of firms: pretax profits divided by total sales (from 

Moody's, calculate "net income" divided by sales) 

Is the firm in an exposed sector or protected sectorl (exposed sector) 
At firm level: percentage of total sales derived from exports (data from 

the firm). 
At sector level: import penetration in the firm's sector (data from the 

United Nations, Department of Economics and Social Affairs, Inter

national Trade Statistics Yearbook). 

Are workers at the firm unionized? Are unionized workers members of principal 

sectoral and national associations? 

Are workers subject to collective bargaining agreements by peak associations? 

Have protected jobs been negotiated as part of collective bargaining in this sector? 

How does the company raise investment capital? Through long-term relations 

with banks? Through equity markets? 
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CHAPTER 6 (MELANI CAMMETT) 

ACCESS TO SOCIAL SERVICES IN LEBANON 

Interview Schedule 

I. INTERVIEW INFORMATION AND EVALUATION 

(TO BE FILLED OUT BEFORE AND AFTER INTERVIEW.) 

INFORMATION ON INTERVIEWEE: 

I. Code: _____ _ 

2. Name of village/town/neighborhood in city where interview was conducted: 

3. Describe community in which interview was conducted: 
I =A big city 

2 =The suburbs or outskirts of a big city 
3 =A town or small city 

4=A country village 

5:::: A farm or home in the countryside 
6=0ther ________ _ 

4. Interview site: 

(i.e.' place ,where~in::;t;::e:::rv:::i:::e::w:-::w:::a::s -:c-:o-:n-;d_u_c:-te-d;-. -;F;-o_r_e_x_a_m_p_l_e_, -re_c_e_p_t
1
-· o_n_ro_o_m_o_f 

respondents house.) 

5. Gender of interviewee: 
F 

M 

6. Religious/confessional identification of interviewee: 

INFORMATION ON INTERVIEWER: 

7. Interviewer name: 

-----

--------------------
8. Interviewer gender: 

9. (Perceived) Religious/confessional identification of interviewer: 
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10. Mode of access to interviewee: 

(i.e., how made initial contact with interviewee and/or relationship with inter

viewee.) 

II. Laoguage used in interview: _________________ _ 

12. Date of interview: ____________________ _ 

13. Time of interview start:-------------------

14. Time of finish:---------------------

II. OVERALL INTERVIEW QUALITY (CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY) 

__ 1. No major problfms, respondent cooperative. 

__ 2. Respondent at first reluctant, but satisfactory interview and all responses 

obtained. 

__ 3. All responses obtained, but respondent seemed insincere in his/her 

answers. 

·-4. Respondent reluctant, and several responses not obtained. 

_ 5. Respondent encouotered difficulty with questions due to personal phys· 

ical problems or problems of recall. 

__ 6. Interviewer did not cover one or more topics. 

__ 7. Interview interrupted or other persons were present. 

If so, who was this? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

__ I= Husband/wife/partner 

__ Z=Son/daughter (inc. step, adopted, foster, child of partner) 

__ 3:::: Parent/parent-in-law/steppafent/partner's parent 

4 = Other relative 
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5::: Other non-relative 

6 =Don't know 

8. Were there any particular parts of the interview for which you doubted the 
respondent's sincerity? 

9. Note any other impressions of interview: 

III. GREETINGS AND INTRODUCTION OF PROJECT, 
INCLUDING VERBAL INFORMED CONSENT 

Thank you very much for agreeing to share your experiences with me about your 

access to social services in Lebanon. This project is part of a study by a researcher 

affiliated with the Faculty of Health Sciences at the American University of 

Beirut. I am a researcher/graduate student at ____ and can be contacted 
at ___ _ 

We want to learn more about how people in Lebanon gain access to basic health 

care, schooling on the primary and secondary levels, and short-term assistance. 

We would like to learn from you and others about what type~ of social services 
are available in your community. 

Your answers will be kept confidential. They will be put together with those of 

over 100 other people we are talking to in order to get an overall picture, as well 

as with responses from a larger national study of about 2,000 families in Leba
non. It will be impossible to pick you out from what you say. 

Please be as candid as possible. There are no right or wrong answers. Just tell us 

what you think. If we should come to a topic you do not want to discuss, just let 

me know and we can go on to another topic. Your participation in this research 
is completely voluntary. You are free to refuse to participate without causing any 

problems to me or anyone else, including to yourself. If you do participate, we 

will not use your name in any reports, unless you want your name to be used. 

While there is no immediate benefit for participating, the results will provide a 

better picture of social and economic conditions in your community. We intend 

to share the results of the study with others so that they can better understand 

the challenge of social service provision in Lebanon, and hopefully conditions 
will improve over the long term. 
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The interview should take about one hour. If you have any questions about the 

research, feel free to ask them while we are here, or contact me later. 

Do you have any questions that you would like to"ask? [PAUSE] 

[IF SO, WRITE DOWN QUESTIONS.] 

Can you participate in the project? 

Yes __ No 

Can I record this interview? Keep in mind that we will not share the recording 

with anyone. 

Yes No 

IV. QUESTIONNAIRE 

A: ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE 

Let's start by talking about health facilities in your area. 

CLINICS 

1. What health clinics (mustawssafat) are located in this area? 

2. What clinic do you go to if you or a family member gets sick or if you just 

need a checkup? 
[IT MAY BE APPROPRIATE TO INCLUDE A COMMENT TO THE 

EFFECT OF "GOD WILLING, YOU AND YOUR FAMILY WILL NOT 

BECOME SICK."] 

3. How did you learn about this clinic? 

· ·a1 ·t ?Are 4. What are the fees? Does the clinic provide fin~mci assiS ance. 

there other sources of financial assistance available? If so, what are 

they? 

5. Which organization runs the clinic that you use? 

6. How long have you been going to this clinic? 

7. Why did you choose this clinic? 

HOSPITALS 

1. What ho~pitals are located in this area? 
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2. What hospital do you go to if you or a family member gets sick or needs 
medical attention? 

[IT MAY BE APPROPRIATE TO INCLUDE A COMMENT TO THE 

EFFECT OF "GOD WILLING, YOU AND YOUR FAMILY WILL NOT 
BECOME SICK."] 

3. How did you learn about this hospital? 

4. What are the fees? Does the hospital provide financial assistance? 

Are there other sources of financial assistance available? If so, what are 
they? 

5. Which organization runs the hospital that you use? 

6. How long have you been going to this hospital? 

7. Why did you choose this hospital? 

PHARMACIES 

1. What pharmacies are located in this area? 

2. What pharmacy do you go to if you or a family member gets sick or 
needs medical attention? 

3. How did you learn about this pharmacy? 

4. What are the fees? Does the pharmacy provide financial assistance? 

Are there other sources of financial assistance available for 
medicines? 

5. Which organization runs the pharmacy that you use? 

6. How long have you been going to this pharmacy? 

7. Why did you choose this pharmacy? 

B: ACCESS TO SOCIAL SERVICES: EDUCATION 

Next, let's talk about schooling in your community. 

I. What kinds of schools are there in your community? Are there public 

schools? Private, nonsubsidized schools? Private, subsidized schools? 

2. Do you have children? 

[IF SO, GO TO FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.] 
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[IF NO CHILDREN, ASK:] 
If you had children, where would you send your children to school? Why this 

school? 

3. Are any of your children currently in primary or secondary school, or 

were they in school recently? 
[PROMPT INTERVIEWEE TO TELL MORE ABOUT HIS/HER 

CHILDREN-E.G., AGE, GRADE] 

4. What kind of school does your child attend? Is it public or private? If 

private, is it subsidized or nonsubsidized? 

[REPEAT FOR EACH CHILD.] 

5. Does the school provide financial assistance to help cover the costs of 

school fees and expenses? Are other sources of financial assistance 

available to families? 

6. What is the name of the school that your child attends? 

7. Are you involved in the school? Do you attend school meetings? Are you a 

member of the school board or any other school-related committee? 

C: ACCESS TO SHORT-TERM FINANCIAL/MATERIAL ASSISTANCE 

1. Are there institutions that provide short-term loans in your community? 

These might be credit associations, voluntary organizations, religious 

organizations, or political groups. 

2. Are there any institutions that provide food, household supplies, building 

materials, or other types of material assistance in your community? 

3. How do you know about these institutions? Where did you hear about 

them? 

4. Have you ever benefited from any financial or material assistance from 

these institutions? 
[IT MAY BE APPROPRIATE TO INCLUDE A COMMENT TO THE 

EFFECT OF "GOD WILLING, YOU AND YOUR FAMILY WILL NOT 

FACE HARD TIMES."] 

[IF YES, GO TO FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.] 

[IF NOT, ASK:] 
Where would you go if you needed short-term financial or material 

assistance? 
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5. What did you receive? 

6. Which organization runs the association that helped you or that you 

would turn to for help? What is the name of the association? 

7. Why did you turn to this organization for assistance? 

D: CIVIC PARTICIPATION 

Now let's talk about the organizations that people join in your community. 

1. Have you contacted local government officials or other types of commu

nity representatives about an issue facing your family or community? If 
so, whom did you contact and what did it concern? 

2. Are you a member of any kinds of civic, social, religious, or political clubs 
or organizations? 

3. How active are you in this organization? In what ways do you participate 
in the organization? Do you attend meetings? If so, how often? 

4. Why did you decide to join this organization? 

[REPEAT ABOVE QUESTIONS 3 AND 4 FOR ALL CLUBS OR ORGANI
ZATIONS.] 

E: POLITICAL PARTICIPATION 

Now let's talk about political organizations in Lebanon. 

I. Are you a member of a political party? 

2. How long have you been a member of this party? 

3. Why did you join this party? 

4. If you are not a member of a political party, do you support a particular 
party? 

5. How long have you been a supporter of this party? 

6. Why do you support this party? 

7. How active are you in this party? In what ways do you participate in the 
party? Do you attend meetings? If so, how often? 

8. Did you vote in the 2005 National Assembly elections? 

9. If so, where did you vote? In which district? 
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10. If you voted, how did you get to the polling station? 

11. Whom did you vote for (i.e., individuals, a list, or a mix)? 

12. Why did you vote for this individual, list, or combination? 

F: RELIGIOSITY 

Now let's talk about the role of religion in your life. 

1. How important is religion in your life? Do you pray a lot? Do you attend 

religious services? . . 
2. Are you involved in any committees or organizations in your relig:tous 

community? 

V. BASIC PERSONAL AND SOCIAL INFORMATION 

And finally, could you tell me more about you and the other members of your 

household? 

1. How long have you lived here? 

2. Are you originally from here? If not, where are you from originally? 

3. How many people-including children-live here regularly as members 

of this household? 

4. What is the last grade or class that you completed in school? Wh;t 

degree do you hold? Wha~ degrees do others in your family hold. 

5 Do you work? If so, what do you do? Do the other adult members of 

. your household work? If so, what do they do? 

6. How long have you been working? How long have your family members 

been working? 

7. How would you describe your financial situation? 

8. Do you: 
Own or rent a house? 

Have plumbing and electricity? 

Save money for the future? 
Own other consumer goods such as a TV, satellite dish, telephone, 

cell phone, stereo, refrigerator, car, moped? 

I . , 
9. What is your annua mcome. 
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[OBSERVE THINGS IN THE HOME-NUMBER OF ROOMS, APPLI

ANCES AND OTHER CONSUMER GOODS IN THE HOME SUCH AS 

TV, SATELLITE DISH, TELEPHONE, CELL PHONE, STEREO, RE
FRIGERATOR, CAR, MOPED.] 

VI. END OF INTERVIEW 

Thank you very much for your time and effort. Your participation is really valuable 

for thiS ~esearch and will promote a better understanding of how people cope with 

eco~omic pressures and how social service provision works in your community 
and m Lebanon overall. 

Please f~el free to ask any questions you may have about me or this research. If you 
would like to contact me at a later time, here is my contact information. [PRO
VIDE CONTACT INFORMATION.] 

CHAPTER 10 (MATTHEW N. BECKMANN 
AND RICHARD L. HALL) 

Sample Letter 
[UC Irvine Letterhead] 

Re: Interview Confidentiality Policy 

Dear Respondent: 
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This letter is just meant to confirm what I told you at the outset of our interview. 

First, this interview is part of an academic research project. Anything we discuss 

will be used solely for academic purposes; nothing will appear in any popular or 

journalistic outlet. 

Second, our discussion is totally "off the record." I will neither use your name 

nor identify you in any way. I will not associate your remarks with your position 

or any other affiliations you might have. Moreover, I will not convey your com

ments to any other people I might interview. 

Third, my commitment of confidentiality extends to any research assistant or collabo
rator who might work with me as part of this project. Before having access to any notes 
or recordings, s!he will sign a confidentiality commitment, which I will keep on file. 

Again, their access and use would be solely for academic research. 

Finally, if you permit me to record our interview, it will be for my own note

taking purposes only. It will not be released, disttibuted, or used by anyone not 

directly involved with this project. As with everything else, your anonymity will 

be strictly preserved. 

If you have any questions about respondents' rights in academic research, please 

contact UC Irvine's Human Research Protections Program, 4199 Campus Drive, 

Suite 300, Irvine, CA 92697-7600. The phone number is (949) 824-4768. 

Thank you for your help with this project. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew N. Beckmann 
Associate Professor of Political Science 
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Sample Form 

WHITE HOUSE ADVOCATES TAX CUTS (HR 1836) 

Please check off the category that best reflects the number of conversations-face 
to face or on the phone-that your senator and his/her staff had with the following 
people regardiog President Bush's tax cut legislation. 

President 
George Bush 

Vice president 
Richard Cheney and VP staff 

Chief of staff 
Andrew Card 

Deputy chief of staff for policy 
Joshua Bolten 

Office of Legislative Affairs 
Nicholas Calia and staff 

Office of Management and Budget 
Mitchell Daniels and staff 

Faith-Based and Community Initiatives 
John Dilulio and staff 

Domestic Policy Council 
Margaret La Montagne and staff 

National Economic Council 
Lawrence lindsey and staff 

Council of Economic Advisers 
R Glenn Hubbard and staff 

Office of Strategic Initiatives 
Karl Rove and staff 

Office of Political Affairs 
Kenneth Mehlman and staff 

Office of Communications 
Karen Hughes and staff 

A COUPLE SEVERAL 
NONE TIMES TIMES 

1-3 4-8 

MANY 
TIMES ,._., REPEATEDLY 

>I' 

Agriculture 
Ann Veneman and staff 

Commerce 
Donald Evans and staff 

Health and Human Services 
Tommy Thompson and staff 

Labor 
Elaine Chao and staff 

Treasury 
Paul O'Neill and staff 

NONE 
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A COUPLE SEVERAL 

TIMES TIMES 
1-3 4-8 

MANY 
TIMES 

9--15 

REPEATEDLY 

>15 

I 
!i 
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CHAPTER 11 (BETH L. LEECH, FRANK R. BAUMGARTNER, 
JEFFREY M. BERRY, MARIE HOJNACKI, AND DAVID 
C. KIMBALL) 

Interview Protocol for Issue Identification Interviews, "Lobbying and Policy 
Change, Project 

(I) Could you take the most recent issue you've been spending time on and 

describe what you're trying to accomplish on this issue and what type 
of action you are taking to make that happen? 

The issue we talk about doesn't have to be associated with a particular 

bill, rule, or regulation, and it doesn't have to be an issue that has been 

receiving coverage by the media-whatever issue you've most recently 

spent a significant amount of time on is fine, so long as it involves the 
federal government. 

[if the interviewee seems uncomfortable picking an issue or expresses 
concern about boredom, etc.] How about if we talk about whatever issue 
most recently came across your desk? 

• Probe about lobbying activities, lobbying targets. 

(2) Recap what they're doing and what they're trying to accomplish. So who 

else is involved in this issue both inside and outside of government? 

(3) 

(4) 

Probe about coalition partners (formal or informal). 
Probe about Whom they are speaking with about this issue. 

So you're talking to these various people [be specific if it's relevant] about 

why it's necessary to move forward on this issue [or, if relevant, why it's 

necessary to prevent something from happening, etc.]. What's the fun

damental argument you use to try to convince people to do this? 

Probe about different arguments for different targets. 
Probe for secondary arguments. 

Probe for partisan differences in terms of how people respond 
to this issue. 

What impediments do you face in achieving your objectives on this is

sue-in other words, who or what is standing in your way? What argu
ments do they make? 

• Probe for the arguments of opponents and others. 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
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I was wondering if you could tell me a bit about whether and how your 

organization uses research when you communicate with o~her org~m
zations and people in government. From talking to people m orgamza

tions like yours I've noticed that some emphasize rese~~h and try to 

supply their representatives with a steady stream of ongmal. researc~ 
and data to be used in presentations with government officials, their 

aides, and others. Others say that if research or data are needed, they 

can be gotten from think tanks, universities, research orgamzatJ.ons_, or 

consultants. And then there are others who don't spend a lot of time 

gathering issue-related research at all. 

. . 'D Where along this continuum would you place this organizatiOn. o 

I I t h when you tallc to people in government/other you re y a o on researc 
groups? If so, do you do much research in-house? 

Probe for examples about the type of research they do in-house, 
whether and how often they gather it from outside sources, and 

what types of outside sources they rely on. 

N ]' d like to ask you a couple of general questions about your orga-
ow . f 1 d 't th t nization. How are you organized herem terms o peop e an uni s a 

are involved in public affairs and advocacy? 

Probe for the different units within the organization that play 

a role. 
Probe for the number of people in these units. 

Before we finish up, coul~ you tell me about yourself and how you came 

to work at this organization? 

Those are all the questions I have for you, but I do have a favor to as~. I 
wonder if I could call you in about six months or so to follow up wt~h 

h . · I'll be back in [city] so it would be over the phone. I d you on t IS ISSUe. ' . . 
just like to see how things have progressed-smce I have all thts back

ground, the follow-up should only take about fifteen minutes. 

Also, could I get a copy of [whatever they mention that I want a copy of]? 

Leave them a card. 
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Advocate Summary Form Number of Individuals Involved in Advocacy: 

Issue: Units in Organization Involved in Public Affairs/Policy: 

Advocate#: Advocate's Outstanding Skills/Assets: 
Interviewee: 

Organization: Type of Membership (None, Institution, Individuals, Both): 

Date of Interview: Membership Size: 

Basic Background: Organizational Age: 

Prior Activity on the Issue: 
Miscellaneous: 

Advocacy Activities Undertaken: 

Future Advocacy Activities Planned: 

Key Congressional Contacts/Champions: 

Targets of Direct Lobbying: 

Targets of Grassroots Lobbying: 

Coalition Partners (Names/Participants): 

Other Participants in the Issue Debate: 

Ubiquitous Argoments and Evidence: 

Secondary Arguments and Evidence: 

Targeted Arguments, Targets, and Evidence: 

Nature of the Opposition: 

Ubiquitous Argoments and Evidence of the Opposition: 

Secondary Arguments and Evidence of the Opposition: 

Targeted Arguments, Targets, and Evidence of the Opposition: 

Described as a Partisan Issue: 

Venues of Activity: 

Action Pending or Taken by Relevant Decision Makers: 

Policy Objectives and Support for I Opposition to the Status Quo: 

Advocate's Experience: Tenure in Current Job I Previous Experience: 

Reliance on Research: In-House/External: 

1.! 

il· II 



Notes 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Recent symposiums on fieldwork generally and on interviews specifically begin to 
address some of the "nuts and bolts" of interview methods (see Leech 2002b; Ortbals and 
Rincker 2009a; and Kapiszewski, MaCLean, and Read forthcoming), but they are only a 
start. The 2002 symposium, for instance, focuses exclusively on elite interviewing, and 
most of its contributors have worked in the context of the United States. Contributors to 
the 2009 symposium come exclusively from the subfield of comparative politics, and they 
are particularly concerned with the effects of the researcher's race, gender, religion, and 
class on the fieldwork process. 

2. Note that, throughout this volume, we use a variety of terms to refer to individuals 
who are interviewed by researchers. I expand on this point below. 

3. Since the mid-1990s, the International Monetary Fund and other intergovernmen
tal institutions have encouraged governments to provide information regarding how their 
various statistical indicators are calculated and collected. The hope is that these metadata 
will increase scholars' confidence in the reliability and comparability of these data. See 
Mosley (2003b). 

4. Rogers (chapter 12) does discuss his use, along with one-on-one interviews, of fo
cus groups. 

5. Note that the interpretivist argument that data are mediated by the context in 
which they are generated and collected is one that applies to ail types of evidence. That is, 
interpretivists also would worry about the difference that exists in quantitative data sets 
between "reality" and "representation" (Weeden 2010). 

6. For further discussion of interview research that is self-consciously interpretivist in 
its orientation, see the symposium edited by Ortbals and Rincker (2009a). 

7. Just as there is diversity among more positivist scholars, debates also exist among 
those on the interpretivist side of the continuum. For instance, views differ on whether 
the object of inquiry is causal explanation or causal understanding. See Wedeen 2010. 

8. This is not a statement about the relative merits of interpretivism or positivism; 
rather, it is an empirical observation about political science as a discipline. 

9. For example, see Clifford and Marcus 1986; Geertz 1977; Spradley 1979; van 
Maanen 1988; Westbrook 2008; and Schatz 2009a. 

10. For example, Brady and Collier 2010; Gerring 2007; Mahoney 2009; King, Keohane 
and Verba 1994. 

11. Some scholars also use the term "reflexivity" to label this phenomenon. 
12. The "do no harm" standard for research is codified, in the United States, in the 

1979 Behnont Report. See chapter 2 for a summary. 
13. This type of question wording is often used in studies that seek to measure vote 

buying or corruption (e.g., Jensen, Li, and Rahman 2010). Another strategy for such set
tings is the list experiment, in which a respondent reports how many from a list ofbehav
iors he (or "people like him") have engaged in. By splitting the sample into two groups, 
one whose list includes the behavior of interest (e.g., vote buying) and one that does not, 
and then comparing the mean number of items offered across the groups, one can gain a 
sense of the prevalence of the behavior (e.g., Gonzales-Ocantos et al. 2010). 
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14. Political science is not the only discipline to confront this particular issue. In seek
ing information about sexual behaviors, for instance, public health scholars, instead of 
relying on face-to-face interviews, have begun to use other methods, which can provide 
more-accurate information. See Jaya and Ahmed (2008). 

15. Note that the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services has slated the Com
mon Rule, which governs human subjects research, for revision in the near future. Some 
proposed changes might make it easier for social scientists to receive expedited review for 
interview-based work, while other changes could increase the restrictions on the use of 
secondary (i.e., survey) data. 

16. Beckmann and Hall maintain, however, that scholars should not use any informa
tion gathered in confidential interviews for public advocacy-for instance, writing an 
op-ed piece on immigration reform. 

17. See Wood (2006) for a description of the procedures she used to protect her data 
and informants while conducting fieldwork in El Salvador. 

18. Leech et al. (chapter 11) point out that their strategy-coding information quan
titatively from interviews with Washington lobbyists, and using this along with indicators 
gathered from other sources-precludes the release of some aspects of their quantitative 
dataset. Because they guaranteed confidentiality to informants, and because other indi
cators in the database could be used to deduce the identity of informants, many vari
ables had to be dropped from the data they released to the public. 

19. This raises another point: social scientists often need personnel management 
skills, something rarely taught in PhD programs. 

20. Thompson (2009) goes further, arguing that scholars can couple their objective 
research efforts with "transformative activism" at, or on behalf of, the local research site. 

21. Scholars using an experimental research design worry less about random sampling 
of participants; rather, their focus is on random assignment: theoretically relevant quali
ties of the participants should not affect their propensity to be assigned to the treatment 
or control groups. See Dunning 2008; Morton and Williams 2010. 

22. Beck (2009) questions the extent to which causal process observation (CPO) 
improves scholars' inferential capacity and, indeed, the extent to which CPO is a useful 
concept. He maintains that researchers should always possess contextual knowledge 
about the general phenomenon of interest (for instance, what leads voters to stay home or 
go to the polls, or what motivates leaders to undertake economic reform), and it is this 
knowledge that allows for a theoretically accurate interpretation of findings based on data 
set observations. 

23. Likewise, Cammett (chapter 6) reports difficulty gaining access to supporters of 
Hezbollah, because of the group's hostile relations with the U.S. government. 

24. Note, however, that some contributors (Lynch, and Beckmann and Hall) report 
that they had less difficulty gaining access to elites than they had initially expected. Also 
see Aldrich 2009 and Wood 2006. 

25. There is debate among scholars regarding the extent to which bias in the selection 
of cases is a threat to inference. See Geddes 1990, 2003; and Collier et al. 2004. 

26. If, however, interviewer effects are sufficiently strong, this form of replication is 
unlikely to produce similar findings. Wedeen (2010) argues, from an interpretivist per
spective, that replication is possible despite positionality: if one defines "replication" as 
"discovering meaning," then a scholar may go to a given field location, engage in ethnog
raphy with the same or different individuals, and gain the same sense of (socially con
structed) meanings. 

27. This concern fits with one of the ways in which Maclean (chapter 3) describes the 
operation of power in political science research-the power to interpret the findings, usu
ally exercised independently from the group or community under study. 
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28. Many of the International Monetary Fund's documents, however, are released only 
after a long delay. Comparing government archives with interview accounts may be more 
useful when exploring issues that are more distant chronologically. . 

29. For instance, there was a vigorous debate regarding Moravcsik's (1998) use of pn-

mary sources. See Lieshout, Segers, and van der Vleu:e~ (20~4). . . . 
30. Using an interpreter also can increase the vahd1ty of mterv1ew findmgs, _as It does 

not constrain one's sample to only those who speak English (or French or Spanish). 
31. In my case, this second round of field research also involved sampling a new popu

lation. Hence, the cost of conducting reinterviews was minimal, given that I already was 

planning to be in London for the new set of inter;iews. . . . . 
32. Of course, either as a result of prior trainmg or of mdtvidual cultural and eth~IC 

ties, some researchers enter graduate school with a range of linguistic skills. These skills 
may increase the practical appeal of interview research in a given country. . . 

33. Also see the Symposium on Field Research in the newsletter of the Quahtatt~e 
Methods Organized Section of APSA, in 2004, edited by Evan Lieben~an, Marc Moqe 
Howard, and Julia Lynch. This symposium focuses on more-gene~al ~ssue_s related to 
conducting fieldwork abroad, including how best to structure ones time m the field. 
Available at http://www.maxwell.syr.edu/moynihan/programs/cqrm/newsletters/News 

letter2.1. pdf. 
34 Barrett and Cason2010 and Goldstein 2002 also offer "how to" advice. For an even 

briefe~ "how to," see Aldrich's contribution to the Ortbals and Rincker (2009b) sympo

sium. 

1. ALIGNING SAMPLING STRATEGIES WITH ANALYTIC GOALS 

1. Deciding how to interview is also an important consideration. Lane, ~enno~ and 
Hochschild also all use semi-structured, in-depth, one-on-one in-perso~ mt~rv.tews; 
but equally useful data can come from focus groups, participan~ observatl~n, mctd~n
tal conversations, or even over the phone. In this chapter, the matn con~ern IS matchmg 
decisions about whom to interview with the role that interviews play lD the ove~all r~
search agenda. I leave questions about how to interview to the other chapters lD thts 

book. 
2. On sampling concerns related to various contemporary types of surveys, see Yeager 

eta!. (2011). · . . . . . . . . 
3. For an overview of exemplary work m a h1stoncal mstltu~wnaltst vem, much 

of which uses interview data to establish causal processes, see Ftoretos et al. (forth-

coming). . . · 1· th 
4. What is a sufficient number? In statistics, the central hnnt theorem 1m~ tes at 

random samples of more than thirty or so are generally sufficient to generate estrmates of 
population parameters that would on average, in repeated measureme~t, fall dose t~ the 
true value. The variance of estimates derived from such small samples IS, however, ~ely 
to be large, and hence decreases the certainty of the param~ter. estimates. When stattstt.cal 
analysis is not used to make inferences, the ideal sample stze IS less dear. Also see Bleich 

and Pekkanen (this volume). 
s. A number of social science methodology textbooks provide guidance on how to 

construct simple and stratified random samples, as well as the non~random form~ of 
sampling described below. For an overview, see Bernard (2002). Darud (2012) provides 

more in-depth treatment of sampling methods. 
6. Seminal works on purposive sampling include Allen (1971), Seidler (1974), 

Godambe (1982), and Zelditch (1962). . . . 
7. Useful guidance on snowball sampling may be found m Biernacki and Waldorf 

(1981), Heckathorn (1997), Salganick and Heckathorn (2004), and Heckathorn (2002). 
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2. THE ETHICAL TREATMENT OF HUMAN SUBJECTS ANO THE 
INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD PROCESS 

rese~r~~s:~:e ::::::~~~~~~· ~~ ;:~st ~tf~:rr~~:=e~ t? th~Ea~ticipa?ts in social science 
conventional usage for institutional review boards. c ' I.e., e mterviewees. The term is 

Me~ic~h;e:~:!~ :~;~:~::::::~:~D~clarati~n of :~lsinki: Ethical Principles for 
era! Assembly Hels· ki Fnl d Jec swasa opte ytheEighteenthWMAGen
cently in Tolcr'o in 2~~)1~ I an 'June 1964, and amended six times, including most re-

eng~~~~e ~:~;;;~ ~:~=a~r~vides u_seful information and guidelines fo~ researchers 

fieldw k th 
c , especially when such research involves international 

or or e engagement of llab h 
http://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/. co orators ot er than the principal investigator. See 

4 E d' d · · · 
nated ~-e Ite r~rew entads review of proposed research by the IRB chair or a desig-

vo mg mem er or group of members, rather than the full IRB panel 

tio:~ T~~ffice fo.r Human Research Pr?tections (OHRP) has compiled a .list of interna
document l~ts s:bJects. resea{ch protection regulations to facilitate this task. The 2010 

subjects research ~~r~~:~:~ c1~:~r~::.ss::~;pa~~~:,;: guide1linhes 1~overnin.g human 
6 This rna b th · . · · s.gov o rp rnternattonal/ 

e-rn~il contacii~or~~~:~~~:::!:~~~ ;:~j;e tres~r~he~s are obliged to provide phon~ or 
Internet access to make use oftht's . c ~ s w o ac any means, such as telephone or 

' ID1ormatwn. 

3. THE POWER OF THE INTERVIEWER 

. ~~· Mhany other political scientists both inside and outside the "mainstream" of th d' 
crp me ave already asserted that ob · · . . . . e IS-

10); Easton (1969); Wolin (1969); i~~~~;;:s(~~;)~s~!~~~~ ~~r9~~j~'te• Weber( (1949, 
Norton ~2004~); s.chrarn and Caterino (2004); and Sch~artz-Shea (20~4 temmetz 2005); 

oth;;s
56:;,";; :~h:;:;;a:~~~ ~:c!~~~;~!), highlig~~ the politics involveL speaking for 

pie, Pollner and Emerson (1983). IS Issue o Istance m data collection-for exam-

3. Anne Norton (2004a 76) a! h h .. 
jectivity is possible th " ' so ~rgues: at w en political scientists pretend that ob
tional character." ' ey are not actmg ethiCally but acting the ethical: performing a fie-

. 4. On Nazi experimentation, see Annas and Grodin {1992) Th N . 
m conducting unethical experiments with humans The ]a . e d a~Is were not alone 

~~~::~~;~ et~~;~:7s~~;r:~~ ~~~:~~~~e~: ~~~~~~!~a~:~f~r~:,d ~:d ~I! ~~~:;d ~:t~ 
exposed to mustard gas. rna ana, an servtcemen were 

5. Reutter (2005) talks abo t •• h' , u partners rps. See also Chataway (2001) 
6. I am grateful to Julia Lynch for making this point. . 
7. Agrawal and Gibson (1999) th I' 

tions and multiple interests that sha:;:;oli~~c~:~c;::7s~:n~:~ inv~sht~gate the ins~i~u
Cornwall (2003) hi hli hts h . . . . g Wtt m commumt1es. 
powerful voices in g~nd~red :;s~ommumty partiCipation can actually exclude the least 

B. I thank an anonymous reviewer for stimulating this example 
9. Cornwall and Jewkes (1995) 1 b B' , · 

their discussion of participatory rese::c::;~r~~h~;~s s four modes of participation in 

10. See also Bolak (1996) and Medicine (2001). 
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11. Lisa Wedeen (2010) argues that political science abandoned anthropology at the 
earlier moment of individualist "navel-gazing" and has subsequently missed the value of 
the later positionality debates. 

12. McCorkel and Myers (2003) actually take a similar position but persist in striving 
for a notion of objectivity, whereas Rose (1997) and Wasserfall (1993) give up on the idea 
of objectivity altogether. 

13. See Schafer (2004) for a report of a recent problem and how it was handled. 
14. Haney (1996) urges caution, however, in sharing texts with the individuals and 

communities being studied. In an appendix to an article, she discusses her decision not to 
share her writing because of the possible harm it might cause on an interpersonal level for 
her respondents. 

15. Schram (2004, 20) borrows the term of "critical connectedness" from Lemert 
(2001). 

4. HOW TO REPORT INTERVIEW DATA 

1. See Bennett and Ehnan (2006) and Mahoney (2010) for overviews of this literature. 
2. See especially Tansey (2007). 
3. Other chapters in this volume provide added grist for this view of compatibility, 

albeit sometimes as an early stage in the research process, which we feel is not a necessary 
qualification. Reuel Rogers (chapter 12) discusses the problems of using "old" survey in
struments with "new" (immigrant, minority) populations, and how interviews can iden
tify some of these questions. Mary Gallagher (chapter 9) similarly discusses the use of inter
views as a stage prior to formulating survey questions. 

4. Interviews may form the primary source of information for some research projects, 
but they are more often used in a process of multi-method triangulation that seeks infor
mation from a variety of sources. 

5. See also Beckmann and Hall's discussiori (chapter 10) of interviews that are much 
more like surveys than like open-ended interviews. 

6. Snowball sampling is also discussed in this volume by Lynch (chapter 1) and Martin 
(chapter 5). 

7. This is a good place to point out that other approaches (e.g., interpretive or ethno
graphic) to interviews are not necessarily at odds with the positivist approach we advo
cate here, but neither do they converge. An interpretivist, for example, might spend time 
considering the reluctance of an interviewee to concede "facts" in this situation. Evasions 
and silences are also worth investigating, perhaps as separate research questions (also see 
Fujii, chapter 7). 

8. Reporting such statements would raise serious ethical questions, not to mention 
likely run afoul ofiRB processes (see Brooks, chapter 2). We return to the ethical and IRB 
issues of reporting below. 

9. Lee Ann Fujii (chapter 7) argues that such deficiencies can be mitigated by working 
with interpreters, and provides guidelines on how to successfully research using inter
preters. 

10. Tansey (2007) makes this point with respect to process-tracing methodologies, but 
it also can be true of other types of research projects. 

11. Graduate students (and others) may want a simple answer to the question "How 
many interviews do I need to do?" We seek in this chapter to progress beyond "It de
pends," to "Construct your sample frame, and that will tell you." For those categories 
within a sample frame, researchers may still want to know when they have done "enough" 
interviews; the question can often be reframed as one of saturation. When new interviews 
cease to provide additional information, saturation has been achieved (at least for that 
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type of interviewee) and no more interviews are necessary (because no new information 
is expected to be gained-again for that type of interviewee-although interviews with other 
interviewee types might continue to be valuable). Interviewing need not continue once 
sat~ration is achieved across all interview types or across other variables hypothesized 
to mfluence the results. The same guidelines on saturation apply to those operating
despite our advice-without a sample frame. 

12. For especially interesting and insightful takes on the process of interviewing, see 
Aberbach and Rockman (2002), Berry (2002), and Beckmann and Hall (chapter 10). 

13. Researchers can state their rationale for not posting interview transcripts in 
cases where resources or ethical considerations constrain them from doing so. No 
scholar would try to publish an article that rdied only on two anonymous sources. But 
scholars very commonly cite newspaper articles that rely on precisely such evidence. 
We do not condemn this practice. Citing newspaper articles is perfectly acceptable. It is 
commonly accepted because the entire newspaper article is a matter of public record 
and can be examined by other scholars. Were such standards common for interview 
data gathered by political scientists, we would see the data more widely employed and 
accepted. 

14. This is more the norm in American politics than in many other fields (Aberbach 
and Rockman 2002; Berry 2002; Kingdon 1995). See also the discussion by Beckmann 
and Hall (chapter 10). 

15. Note also the parallels to quantitative research, which deals with uncertainty 
through explicit reporting. 

I?. For an entertaining example of an activist exaggerating his role in the decision
making pro.cess, see .Berry (2002). Note, though, that some organizations-perhaps 
phar.maceuttcallobbyrsts-may have an interest in understating their role in the policy
makrng process. 

17. ~es~archers who conduct interviews in languages other than those in which they 
are publishmg the results should also indicate that language of the interview. If all inter
views are conducted in the same language, a simple note in the text, or (better) at the 
bottom of the lt_Iterview Met~ods Table, will suffice. If multiple languages were employed, 
a new colu~ m t~e Interview Methods Table should be created to specifying the lan
guage of the mterv1ew. In cases where an interpreter was used, this should also be indi
cated in the same way. 

18. These concerns are common among researchers who use quantitative methods 
(Albright and Lyle 2010). 

6. USING PROXY INTERVIEWING TO ADDRESS SENSITIVE TOPICS 

1. Hezbollah is a Shia Mus~im political party, social movement, and militia based in 
Le~anon and is the self-proclaimed "resistance" against Israel in the region. The 
Umted States and some EU countries label the organization or some of its subcompo
nents «terrorist" for their connections to various acts of violence, particularly in the 
1980s. 

2. In plural societies-as opposed to societies with diverse cultural communities
ethnicity, religion, or other types of identity-based cleavages are politically salient, and 
communities are politically organized (Rabuska and Shepsie 2009, 62). 

3. So~e ~hort pieces, many of which are based on reflections from fieldwork experi
ences, htghhght the relevance of positionality for political science research (Cammett 
2006; Clark 2006; Henderson 2009; Reinhardt 2009; Schwedler 2006). See MacLean's 
c.ontri.bution in this :olume for a brief overview of anthropological discussions of posi
I::Ionality and related ISsues from the perspective of a political scientist. 
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4. This, too, can be interpreted as a positivist argument in that it may presume that 
insiders are more equipped to arrive at "true" interpretations of their findings (Herod 

1999, 314). . . 
5. See Chavez (2008, 476-479) for a brief review of the ments and drawbacks ofm-

sider status. 
6. I found this to be true when interviewing top government officials and members of 

the business elite in Morocco and Tunisia. Whereas many Moroccan and Tunisian faculty 
and graduate student colleagues were unable to gain access to these informants, it was 
relatively easy for me to set up appointments with them, thanks to referrals fr?m U.S. 
contacts. Also, many were intrigued that a Western researcher would de~ote tlme. and 
resources to carry out overseas research. In conducting research elsew.here m the Midd.le 
East, Schwedler (2006) claims that being Western and female provides. advantages m 
gaining access to informants, including Islamists-a claim that accords with my own ex-
periences and those of other Western researchers in the region. . . . . 

7. Chavez (2008) also emphasizes the importance of thorough trammg for msider re-

searchers. 
8. One month prior to the training session, I sent the team members se~ections fr~m 

Hochschild (1981) and Soss (2000), which make exemplary use of da~a denv~d .from Ill
depth interviews, as well as from Rubin and Rubin (2005), which prov1des basiC mforma
tion on how to establish rapport and conduct interviews. I also sent them a relevant 
chapter from my own book (Cammett 2007a), to familiarize them with how I collected, 
analyzed, and used interview data in a prior research project. 

9. I discuss sampling in more detail below. . . . 
10. This part of the training session was greatly enhanced by the pa:tteipatlon ofSche

herezade Faramarzi, a thirty-year veteran Associated Press repo~ter with a. stell~ reputa
tion for thorough, on-the-ground reporting from multiple ~onfhct. zone~, rn~ludmg.Leb
anon. Ms. Faramarzi shared insights based on her expenences mterviewmg ordmary 
people in difficult circumstances and answered questions about useful techniques for 

establishing rapport. .. 
11. For a description of the CITI program, see https://www.citlprogram.org/aboutus 

.asp?language=english. . . . 
12. To establish fair compensation rates, I followed official guidelmes for graduate 

research assistants issued by the human resources office of the American University of 

Beirut in Lebanon. . . 
13. See Gallagher's and Rogers's contributions to this volume, on the complementarities 

between interviewing and survey research. . . 
14. In my earlier research on business responses to trade reform m North Afn.c~, I 

selected firms that varied according to national location (i.e., Morocco versus TuniSia), 
subnational geographic location, and industry subsectors, becaus~ each of th~se fac~ors 
enabled me to test the implications of distinct explanations for busm.ess collective acti~n. 
In my research in Lebanon, the team of interviewers selected non-el~te respondents with 
distinct religious affiliations, demographic characteristi~s, and p~~an preferences an.d 
behavior, among other characteristics, in order to provide an additional source of evi-
dence for the welfare targeting strategies of sectarian providers. . . 

15. A recent symposium published in Qualitative Methods, however, highlights the 
limitations of multi-methods research ("Symposium" 2009). 

16. Although it has received less overt attention, class also may be an important factor 
for matching interviewers and interviewees for sotne projects. . . . . 

17. One exception is Scacco (2009), who matched interviewers byrehgwn (Chnstian 
and Muslim) for both a mass survey and in-depth interviews in Nigeria. 
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7. WORKING WITH INTERPRETERS 

1. I thank Stephanie McNulty for this point. 

2. Translating transcripts from one language to another raises additional questions 
about representation (Nikander 2008). 

. 3. In highly c;motional ~terv~ews, "neutrality" may not always be desirable or appro
pnate. See Coles ~~p~rb dtscusswn of the use of interpreters during the hearings of the 
Truth and ReconciliatiOn Commission in South Africa and, especially, how different in
terpreters ~eal: wi~h "inte~reting" highly charged testimonies (Cole 2010, chap. 3 ). 

4. The rnshtutwnal rev1ew board, or IRB, is the university-level committee that is 
charged w~th approving research protocols. In Canada, the committee is called the re
search ethics board. There are simila~ boards in other countries. On obtaining IRB ap
proval, see c~apter :·On research ethiCs more broadly, see Fujii (2012). 

5. On postttonalrty and power, see chapters 3 and 6, this volume. 
6. Interahamwe is often translated as "those who work together." It can refer to militia 

that were _specially recruited and trained in Kigali or to local people who participated in 
the genoctde (who were not part of any formal militia). Igitero refers to the attack groups 
(often cm~J.posed of twenty or more people) that were responsible for the violence during 
the genonde. 

8. THE PROBLEM OF EXTRATERRITORIAL LEGALITY 

I. The International Crisis Group was organized in 1995 after the failures of the inter
nati~nal community to respond to tragedies in Somalia, Rwanda, and Bosnia. Its found
ers mclude the president of the Carnegie Endowment for Peace {later head of the UN 
Development Programme), the UN deputy-secretary, and a U.S. senator. 

2. The U.S. list is at http://www.state.gov/j/ct/rls/other/desl123085.htm {accessed 
March 27, 2012). 

?·The UK _list is available at http://www.homeoffi.ce.gov.uk/publications/counter-ter
ronsm/proscnbed-terror-groups/proscribed-groups?vieW=Binary (accessed March 26 
WI~. ' 

9. CAPTURING MEANING AND CONFRONTING MEASUREMENT 

I. For example, dissertation prospectuses that rely mainly on qualitative interviews 
often under-the~rize the methodologies and strategies needed for effective interviews. 

2. For more m-depth discussion of these issues, see Read (2010) and Chen (2010). 

10. ELITE INTERVIEWING IN WASHINGTON, DC 

I. We particularly recommend the elite interviewing symposium edited by Leech 
(2002b ). ~epr~sented there are scholars who employ interviews for purposes both Similar 
to and qmte different from our own. The essays about Washington include Aberbach and 
Rockman (2002), Berry (2002), Goldstein (2002), and Leech (2002a). 

2. Focusmg on specific cases does not by itself anchor responses in the way that King 
and Wand (2007) _recommend, however. In Richard Hall's study of participation in Con
gees~ 0?96), for mstance, he asked each legislative assistant to rate the importance of 
spe~Ific ,!ssu~s t?, ~?e district ~er boss represents, but he structured the answers with cate
gones. ( maJor, moderate,_ etc_.) that were not anchored, leaving open the possibility 
that dtffe~ent responden~s might mterpret the same category differently. 

~- To Illu~trate, constder how legislators might go about summarizing their overall 
Votmg behav_I~r. Every year each member casts hundreds of votes, not all of which he can 
mentally revisit. So does the member somehow sample from that population? If so, what 
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implicit sampling design might he be using? And given whatever sample he draws, how 
then does he summarize its distribution? Is the respondent weighting some cases more 
heavily than others (the most recent, the most difficult, the least typical)? And, equally 
pressing, what is the summary statistic that underlies the verbal characterization: the 
mean, the median, or the mode? Absent additional information, the answer to each of 
these questions is, ominously, "Don't know." 

4. This is important because although one may occasionally need the high-profile 
principal, more often than not, the study's goals will be better served by interviewing 
lower-profile staffers. The reason is that staffers not only know what they did, but they 
also know what their boss was doing. The converse is not true. 

5. One noteworthy pitfall is that respondents will often ask if the interviewer has already 
met with particular people. To preserve confidentiality, it is important to neither confirm 
nor deny specific contacts. We deal with this by simply telling the respondent, "Because I 
assure everyone confidentiality, I cannot say whom else I met. But as you know, I am trying 
to talk with everyone, so it is nice even if you just confirm names I have aheady heard." 

6. Also noteworthy, persistence pays off. Do not call once and then wait for respon
dents to call back. Our general rule of thumb was to call back every other day, but some
times it was even more frequent than that. 

7. Practitioners are loath to schedule interviews more than a couple of days before
hand. So rather than use the e-mail to set up an interview, it is better to view it as little 
more than an introduction-a way to facilitate a subsequent contact down the road. 

8. Our answer was that the interview included a few figures, so a face-to-face meeting 
would be a lot easier and go a lot quicker. If needed, we would also assert it was important 
for the research that all interviews followed the same procedure. 

9. Importantly, one cannot begin interviews until his or her home campus's institutional 
review board (IRB) has approved of the study. Confidentiality agreements are an important 
part of this, and we hope our template proves helpful. We hasten to warn, however, because 
IRB expectations vary, amendments may be required. Also see Brooks, chapter 2. 

10. Of course, other cases may play differently from the ones we studied. If not, we 
very much recommend researchers record their interviews. 

11. It is fairly common for interviews to end shortly after an assistant enters the room 
and declares, "Your next appointment is here." So a researcher ought not to be lulled into 
a lackadaisical pace merely because an interview is "going great." Bad rapport may shorten 
one's allotted interview time, but good rapport will not necessarily extend it. 

12. Had Hall paid closer attention to the question wording in Wright's pathbreaking 
study, he would have avoided the term <1obbying." See Wright (1989, 1990) and Caldiera 
and Wright (1988), as well as Hojnacki and Kimball (1998) and Leech (2002a). 

13. Once a respondent begins the first form, she is likely to continue through the last. 
So while we certainly remain courteous and appreciative, we will diligently attempt to 
press through initial reluctance, at least until we reach the first form. 

11. LESSONS FROM THE "LOBBYING AND POLICY CHANGE" PROJECT 

1. Summaries of each of our issues, as well as copies of all secondary source materials 
on these issues-including the texts oflaws, bills, hearing testimonies, news articles, and 
interest group press releases-are available on our website, http://lobby.la.psu.edu. 

2. Our approach for the most part did not treat these case studies as "causal process ob
servations" (Brady and Collier 2010) in that we tried to avoid drawing conclusions from 
our cases that were not supported by our quantitative data analyses. Still, the qualitative 
aspects of these interviews helped suggest additional hypotheses to test and were used to 
help us interpret the quantitative output. 
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3. We ended up with ninety-eight case studies, not one hundred, because two of the 
identified issues turned out to be two sides of the same issue; also, interviews were not 
completed on the final issue. 

4. The issue _was identified as pa~ of the first question posed to our ninety-eight ran
domly selected mterest groups. The Issue to talk about thus was determined ahead of time 
~or all the 217 subsequent interviews, and we started by asking specifically about that 
ISSUe. 

. 5. If the r~searcher does that many interviews per day, audio recording becomes more 
~~portant, s~ce there will not be time to type up notes immediately after the interview; 
It Is easy for mterview responses to begin to run together in an imperfect memory. 

12. USING INTERVIEWS TO UNDERSTAND RACIAL GROUP 
IDENTITY AND POLITICAL BEHAVIOR 

1. Source: 1993 National Black Politics Survey. 
~- Researchers who study African American public opinion during the formative years 

leadmg_ up to the civil rights movement cannot rely on surveys from that period because 
most did not feature questions about racial attitudes or include significant samples of 
African_America~s. ~hey therefore often turn to other methods, such as analyzing letters, 
exc~vatmg orgamzatlonal archives, and interviewing elites to map black political views 
dunng the years preceding the civil rights movement (e.g., Lee 2002). 
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